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PREFACE

This Handbook for the Materials Testing Reactor has been put together at

the request of the WIR Steering Committee.* It was the feeling of the Committee

that the principal purposes for the report should be (1) to give asemidetailed

description of the reactor, and (2) to explain, in so far as possible, the

reasons for the design. In order to carry out these purposes the Handbook has

been divided into a series of chapters and appendixes as follows:

Chapter 1 presents a general description of the reactor and its aux-

iliaries and an account of the administrative history of the project.

Chapter 2 gives a description of the reactor as it is now being built.

While this chapter inevitably gives some of the reasons for the present design,

the main background and experiments leading to the MTR are described in

Appendixes 1 through 6.

Chapter 3 describes the experimental facilities p.govided in the reactor.

Some facilities that have been proposed and will probably be built later are

described in Appendixes 9 and 10.

The various aspects of the physics of the reactor are described in

Chapter 4, hich leads up to the control of the reactor discussed in Chapter 5.

Some general nuclear data are given in Appendixes 7 and 8.

Chapters 6 through 10 are devoted to a description of the necessary

auxiliary units to the reactor proper and the reasons for their design.

Extensive bibliographies and lists of reference drawings are given at

the end of each chapter so that the reader, if he wishes, may find further

details in original reports and memoranda. In addition, it is planned that

the Project File, which has been maintained by the Chairman of the Steering

Committee, will be transferred to the operating company at the MTR site. This

file includes all reports, memoranda, and correspondence dealing with the

Project.

S. McLain, Chairman; M. M. Mann, OIL, and J. R. Huffman, ANL, members; W. H. Zinn, ANL, and A. M.
Weinberg, 0151, Ex-officio members.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION - GENERAL DESCRIPTION AND HISTORY OF THE MTR

1.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE REACTOR, ITS LOCATION, AND FACILITIES

1.1.1 Brief General Description of the Materials Testing Reactor. The

Materials Testing Reactor as currently (Jan. 1, 1951) being constructed at the

Reactor Testing Station (RTS), Arco, Idaho is a high-flux heterogeneous

enriched-fuel reactor. The active part of the reactor consists of closely

packed vertical-plate assemblies, the individual plates being made of aluminum-

clad uranium-aluminum alloy. The plates are spaced to allow water flow between

them, the water thus serving as both coolant and moderator.

Immediately surrounding the small enriched lattice is a primary reflector

of be-yllium metal which is also water cooled. This whole assembly of active

lattice and beryllium reflector is mounted in a tank system through which the

water flows and which contains the control rods and their bearings. Outside

the tank system are a secondary reflector of graphite, a thermal shield, and

a biological shield, the whole forming an approximate cube of about 34 ft to

a side.

As the name implies, the reactor has been designed primarily to allow

the testing of various materials in high-intensity radiation. To accomplish

this purpose about one hundred experimental holes have been provided, some

going through each of the four walls and top and bottom of the reactor.

Six horizontal beam holes, a through facility, and some rabbit holes

allow experiments to be performed within 2 in. of the active lattice. In

addition, where the highest possible fast flux is required, spare control rod

holes and unused spaces-in the active lattice can be utilized if desired.

Six down-beam holes, available from balconies on the north and south

faces of the reactor, go to the wall of the tank and "see"' the lattice through
2-in. holes in the beryllium. The remainder of the holes, mostly available

from the top of the reactor, penetrate into various parts of the graphite zone.

The east wall of the reactor has access to a thermal column which is

provided with nine horizontal and two vertical access holes. Depending upon

future demands, space is available through the west wall for a shielding

facility or another thermal column.
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The entire reactor structure is hosed in a steel and concrete building

approximately 130 ft square with a laboratory building adjoining. Other

buildings at the site house water demineralizing and cooling facilities,

air pumping and filtering equipment, steam, sewage disposal plants, etc.

.The evolution of this reactor from its initial concept to the present

design is described in Section 1.2.2.

1.1.2 Location.* The MTR site is located in block 14 of a plot formerly

known as the U.S. Naval Proving Ground. This plot, now renamed the Reactor

Testing Station, is located in the Snake River Valley plain of southeastern

Idaho. The Idaho Office of AEC has establishedits Central Facilities at the

former naval test firing station located approximately 2 miles north of U.S.

Route 20. The MTR site is about 4 miles north and slightly west of Central

Facilities. Pocatello, the largest town in the area and most likely local

supply source, is approximately 70 road miles from the MTR site. The other

towns of size in this area are Blackfoot (43 road miles from the site) and

Idaho Falls (50 road miles from the site). The total population of this

section of Idaho numbers about 68,000.

1.1.3 Availability of Utilities and Supplies. The Reactor Testing

Station is linked to the three towns previously mentioned by U.S. Routes 20

and 191. These are both considered all-weather highways. There is also a

new road direct from Idaho Falls to the Testing Station. The AEC Central

Facilities area is already served by a Union Pacific branch line. A spur line

runs to the reactor site. Approximately forty-one motor freight and passenger

carriers are certified to operate in this area.

1.1.4 AEC Central Facilities. For the benefit of the MTR and other
reactor projects on this station, the AEC has set up Central Facilities on the
location formerly occupied by the naval firing station. The items included

in this group of facilities are those which are of benefit to all projects

on the site. The intent is that Central Facilities can give better and more

economical service than if similar smaller facilities were set up at each

reactor project site.

It is currently (Jan. 1, 1951) planned that Central Facilities will serve

the functions and provide the facilities listed below.

Craft shops. These include carpenter, pipe, sheet metal, electrical, and

automotive shops. The shops will be equipped with machines and staffed to do

all types of maintenance work and limited alterations.

* Sections 1. 1.2 through 1.1..7 contributed by ANL.
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Machine shop. A large machine shop is planned to take care of all main-

tenance, machining, equipment rework, and the bulk of original machine work

necessary for the projects on the Reactor Testing Station.

Electronic and instrument shop. This shop is planned toservice health

physics instruments, radio equipment, alarm system, intercomunication system,

etc. This includes all equipment directly under the jurisdiction of the AEC.

Servicing of reactor, process, and experimental instruments will be handled by

the operating contractor of each particular reactor project.

Stores and supplies. Central Facilities will furnish janitorial and

office supplies; standard spare parts such as small motors and pumps; fabrica-

tion materials such as lumber, steel, and nonferrous metals; and operating
supplies such as fuel oil, gas cylinders, acids, and caustic.

Coaunicat ions. This will include a central switchboard exchange for long

distance calls, teletype service, and mail service from Idaho Falls to the

various projects.

Transportation. This will include a motor pool of light and heavy

vehicles. Some of the light vehicles will be permanently assigned to projects.

All equipment will be maintained at the Central Facilities garage.

Refuse disposal. This will include disposal of radioactive solid and

liquid wastes as well as garbage and waste paper.

Road maintenance. This will include all road repairs and snow removal.

Health service.. This will include a dispensary and laboratory. A doctor

will be in charge full time and will have sufficient equipment for periodic

physical examinations.

Health physics.. It is currently planned that all project health physics
functions will be handled by Central Facilities.

Fire protection. A central fire department is to be provided. To

augment this, each site will have one pumper truck with one full-time fireman

per shift.

Meteorology. The U. S. Weather Bureau will handle this function.

Photographic and reproduction service.
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Security. A central guard and security system exists from which guards

will be assigned to each reactor site. Screening and clearing of visitors is

carried out at Central Headquarters.

1.1.5 MTR Facilities. Following is a short summary of MTR facilities,

all of which are more fully discussed in later sections of this handbook.

Roads and parking lot. A two-lane blacktop road runs from AEC Central

Facilities to the MTR site. A parking lot is located outside the west per-

imeter fence directly adjacent to the main entrance gate. Two-lane blacktop

roads provide access to all areas within the site that require vehicle services.

A 10-ft-wide patrol road is provided along the inside of the perimeter fence.

Yard facilities. All process piping, sewer lines, fire lines, and

electrical distribution lines are located underground. The only exception is

the circuit for the perimeter fence lighting system. Fire hydrants and hose

"ouses are placed at strategic locations throughout the site. An electric

substation that transforms power from 138 kv to 2400 volts is located on

the site.

Safety and security. A security building is located near the main

entrance gate. This building will provide guard quarters, a first aid station,

,pace for telephone and radio communications equipment, and quarters for

firemen and a fire truck. Additional security is to be provided by means of

two personnel control houses; one will be located at the main site entrance

and one at the entrance to the exclusion area.

Canteen. A small canteen is provided on the site. Cafeteria type service

is provided, with foods that are prepared at Central Facilities.

Steam plant. This building houses three 16,500-lb/hr oil-fired steam

generators. The steam enters a 135-psi steam distribution system for site-

wide use. This building also contains an emergency Diesel electric generator

and the plant and instrument air compressors.

Water supplies and treatment. Two deep wells are located on the site;

each one is capable of delivering the normal site demands. Water passes

through reservoir tanks and is pumped from there to the Demineralizer Building.

Mere one portion is demineralized, another chlorinated, and a third softened

and chlorinated. The reactor uses demineralized water in a recirculating
cooling system. An overhead working reservoir in this loop provides the flow
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of water to the reactor. The reactor water is cooled in a flash evaporator

system located in the Process Water Building. Cooling water for the evaporators

is reused after it is circulated through a cooling tower. The fire loop and

canal utilize raw water. The water in general use throughout the site is

blended, partially softened, well water. The water used in t1e cooling-tower

system is acid-neutralized well water.

Reactor Building. This building houses the reactor and its control room

auxiliaries. It is designed for the use of experimenters. A large amount

of open floor space is available on both the ground and basement levels. A

30-ton crane is available for handling shielded coffins, etc. A canal con-

taining 18 ft of water is located at the basement level and extends outside

the building. This canal contains the equipment necessary for handling the

spent fuel elements from the reactor.

Reactor Building wing. This building is largely a laboratory and shop

facility. It has, in addition to the laboratories designed for low-level work,

a machine shop, an instrument shop, a staff shop, a small glass shop, men's

and women's locker rooms, stores, shipping and receiving rooms, and a counting

room. A basement located under the entire first floor contains a battery

room, fireproof storage vault, and heating and ventilating equipment for both

the Reactor Building and wing building.

Water disposal. Sewage is treated in a sewage-treatment plant located

outside the east perimeter fence. Any waters suspected of being radioactive

are monitored; if found to be highly active, they are retained in underground

tankage. Waters that are only slightly radioactive are discharged to a

retention basin which provides both a decay period and dilution. Both the

retention basin and the sewage-disposal plant discharge their effluent to a

leaching bed located directly east of the southest corner of the perimeter

fence.

Hot gas disposal. The reactor-cooling air is discharged to the atmosphere

from a250-ft stack located on the site. Contaminated air from the laboratories

is treated for removal of acidic vapors and then discharged into the atmosphere

via the same stack.

1.1.6 Climate. The area is semiarid with an average yearly precipi-

tation of about 10.4 in. Precipitation varies from 15 to 20 in. in wet years
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to 5 tol0 in. in dry years. Floods are unlikely, as the maximum precipitations

ever recorded were 2.6 in. in one month, 2/3 in. in 24 hr, and % in. in

1 hr. Snow has fallen in all months except August, but practically none has

occurred from June through September. The average yearly snowfall is 35 in.

The maximum snowfall in one month was 26 in., and the maximum depth of snow

on the ground at one time was 19 in.

At Pocatello the average relative humidity ranges from 53 to 79% in the

morning (8:00 A.M.), 26 to 71% at noon, and 24 to 72% in the late afternoon.

The higher average relative humidities occur in winter and in the early

morning.

Because of the slightly higher elevation of the site area as compared

with Pocatello, its situation in the lee of prevailing westerlies, and its

distance from the moisture supply represented by the Snake River and its

irrigation system, the average wet-bulb temperature at the site is somewhat

lower than that of Pocatello, which hata July wet-bulb temperature of approxi-

mately 550.

1.1.7 Geology. The terrain of this area is flat except for the billowy

character of the lava and the rather numerous craters and cinder buttes. The-

relief of the terrain is not more than 5 to 10 ft; the altitude is about

4930 ft above sea level. On both sides of the lava plains, running southwest-

northeast, are mountain chains.

1.2 HISTORY OF THE ETR

1.2.1 Need for Reactor. The reactor described in this report is the

result of an evolutionary process in the design of a machine conceived for the

express purpose of facilitating the conception and design of future reactors

for peace-time applications. It is of paramount importance that a facility exist which is capable of furnishing

quickly a great number of physical, chemical, biological, and engineering data at thermal- and fast-neutron

fluxes greater than 1014 and high y-ray intensities, on the basis of which future reactors can be designed within

controllable and permissible limits of uncertainty in operating characteristics. The Materials Testing Reactor

(MTR) has been designed and will operate for this prime purpose. In addition, there are incorporated features

which provide for the following experimental lines of investigation.
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1. Production of sizeable amounts of high-specific-activity radio
isotopes which arenot recoverable directly fromfission products.

2. The acquisition of scientific and engineering experience in
design, construction, and operation of an enriched reactor at
elevated power levels (30,000 kw) and neutron fluxes (> 1014),
which is possible for the first time in the MTR.

The preliminary designs for a high -flux enriched reactor were begun in 1944. it was soon decided that the

simplest large-scale converter would be a plate reactor, water moderated, and heavy water reflected, which was

subsequently changed to beryllium. The present MTR design largely follows the original design philosophy.

1.2.2 Design and Administrative History

On the basis of theoretical calculations by the Physics Division, the Technical Division of Clinton Labora-

tories submitted a design proposal in May, 1946 for a high-flux thermal reactor of heterogeneous core, light

water-cooled and heavy water-moderated and-reflected. The use of light water as a coolant was believed

preferable to the use of heavy water because light water increased the operation flexibility of the machine. A

brief description of this proposal is given.

The nuclear fuel, U235, was to be contained in "sandwiches" consisting of

a central sheet of aluminum-uranium alloy, clad on both sides with aluminum to

confine the fission products and prevent corrosion of fuel elements. These

thin sandwiches were to be coiled into spirals having some clearance (water

passage) between successive turns of the spiral, and the spirals would be

placed in and secured to aluminum tubes of about 2 in. diameter. About thirty

such tubes would make a triangular lattice of about 6 in. spacing. The spirals

of fuel were to be removed when the isotope enrichment of U235 fell to about

nine-tenths of the original value. Such "spent" spirals of fuel were to be

processed. for U2 35 and fission products, and the U235, after the addition of

new U235 , would be returned for incorporation into a new fuel plate spiral

and another cycle through the reactor. The tubes were to be considerably

longer than the uranium-bearing spiral which they contained, and they would

pass vertically through a cylindrical aluminum tank with their upper ends

protruding for connection to the cooling-water supply.

The cooling water would be discharged from the lower end after passing

through the spiral passages of the fuel plates. The aluminum tank was to be

about 61% in. high by 69 in. in diameter- and filled almost to the top with
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heavy'water to act as moderator and reflector. piercing the tank vertically

outside the uranium lattice would be a circle of tubes similar to the fuel

tubes to contain thorium for production of U233 by capture of leakage neutrons.

The fuel required was estimated at 3 kg of U23s, and, 'at a maximum total power

of 30,000 kw, the consumption of the fissionable isotope U23S would be about

30 g per day. The thermal-neutron flux would be about 2 x 1014, and the fast

or virgin flux would be about 1.5 x 1013.

Upon critical examination of the above design, it was pointed out by

Prof. Eugene Wigner that an important gain in fast flux could be obtained by

using light water for both coolant and moderator. This change would result

in a smaller reactor, and because fast (virgin) flux is proportional to power

per unit volume, a 30,000-kw reactor of the proposed type could produce a fast

flux of approximately 1 x 1014 and a thermal flux about equal (2 x 1014) to

that of the previous design. This could be accomplished by fabricating the

uranium-aluminum alloy into flat aluminum-clad fuel plates, and then put-

ting the plates close together. In this way, a fuel unit would assume the

shape of a long rectangular pipe with the parallel fuel plates brazed into two

opposite sides. A rectangular fuel unit has considerable structural advantages

in assembly of a core, allowing for close arrangement and hence smaller volume.

In addition, a further volume decrease is gained with light water moderation.

Actually, in the previous design with heavy water moderation and reflec-

tion, the reflector merely provided space for experiments that could be realized

otherwise. In August, 1946 it was therefore decided to eliminate heavy water

altogether, decrease the core volume by arranging flat fuel plates with close

spacing in a rectangular array to be light water-- cooled and moderated, and

to make the reflector out of beryllium. The decision with respect to beryllium

was made possible by the rapidly improving situation in 1946 in the metal-

lurgical techniques of handling and fabricating this metal on a production

basis of tons rather than pounds.

Beryllium is more effective than heavy water as a reflector; it has good

corrosion resistance, it can withstand radiation damage more effectively than

graphite, and, like heavy water, it supplies additional neutrons by virtue of

the y-ray neutron 4y,n) reaction in which neutrons are emitted by beryllium

under the y-ray irradiation. [The (y,n) threshold in beryllium is approxi-

mately 1.7 Mev.]
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Simultaneously, the Technical Division commenced redesign of the basic

reactor and its auxiliaries.(1,2) The design and fabrication of the multiplate

fuel assembly and of the beryllium reflector assembly were two of the most 4
difficult problems which arose.

Thus, by the summer of 1946, the design for the experimental high-flux

reactor had evolved from an initially homogeneous-fluid reactor to an all-

metallic rigid machine aside from the cooling fluid (ordinary water).

The use of light water moderation and cooling with beryllium reflection

initiated an intensive theoretical analysis, on the part of the Theoretical

Group of the Physics Division at Clinton Laboratories, of the expected charac-

teristics of such an enriched reactor. At the same time, the program of

critical experiments was expanded considerably in scope and facilities to

provide experimental information and check on theory both as to basic principles

and detailed conclusions. The experiments are described in Appendix 2.

While the critical experiments were going on, the AEC assigned the Kellex

Corporation to work on the high -flux reactor early in 1947 as design con-

tractor. Monsanto Chemical Company, the contractor for operation of Clinton

Laboratories, was to be the construction manager. Design work continued

throughout 1947 under this contractural arrangement so that by the fall of

1947 the design was very well advanced..

Between November, 1947 and January, 1948 certain administrative decisions

were made which changed plans for construction of the MTR or High Flux Reactor

at Clinton Laboratories. The Kellex Corporation was withdrawn as design

contractor in November, 1947. On December 27, 1947 the AEC announced a

decision to centralize reactor development at Argonne National Laboratory

(ANL). This included responsibility for the High Flux Reactor. It was also

announced that Monsanto Chemical Company would terminate its direction of

Clinton Laboratories and that the Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Division of the

Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation would assume direction early in 1948.

The name of the laboratory was officially changed to Oak Ridge National

Laboratory (ORNL).

Work on the High Flux Reactor,continued at ORNL during early 1948, and

also at ANL toward the latter part of 1948.. Further critical experiments for

the verification of design choices and the design and construction of the

High Flux Reactor mock-up were carried on at ORNL.. The critical experiments
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were directed toward the study of the characteristics of small enriched

reactors which simulated the structure of the proposed High Flux Reactor.

These experiments were performed to confirm several of the results derived

from theoretical considerations (MonP 272) and also to obtain empirical

knowledge of certain features of the High Flux Reactor which were not readily

calculable because of complications of geometry or composition.

The site of the reactor was at the time left in some doubt.. although

a site near Chicago was considered; the opinion of the Reactor Safeguard

Committee was that a reactor of this power level ought not to be placed near

a large city. Since at this time the Idaho Reactor Proving Grounds was in

the process of being established, it was decided to locate the MTR at this

site

It was recognized further by the AEC that the problems of radiation

effects in materials of construction were among those foremost in the field of

reactor development. Shortly after a meeting presided over by George Weil at

rNL in October, 1948, at which the projected radiation-damage experimental

needs were reviewed, it was decided to proceed with completion of design and

construction of the High Flux Reactor In recognition of one of its prime

purposes, the machine, which for a short time had been called the Reactor

Development Reactor, was renamed the Materials Testing Reactor (MTR).

Thus in November, 1948 a directive was issued to ANL to proceed with the

project. It was further directed that ANL and ORNL form a working partnership

for this project in order that advantage might be taken of the facilities and

experience at ORNL peculiar to this reactor.

In accordance with the directive, the managements of the two laboratories

organized a Steering Committee for the project. The Committee consisted of

the following people: Dr. Stuart McLain, Chairman; Dr. J. R. Huffman, ANL,

to supervise project work at ANL; Dr. M. M. Mann, ORNL, to supervise project

work at ORNL. Dr. W. H. Zinn and Dr A. M Weinberg, acted as ex-officio

members and to guide the Committee to solutions of many difficult problems.

The Committee was authorized(') by ANL and ORNL todischarge the following

responsibilities:

1. To organize the efforts of ANL and ORNL in completing the design
of the MTR, its immediate associated facilities, including the

building and site plans, and carrying out all development work

and tests necessary.
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2. To negotiate a contract or contracts for the engineering design

and construction of the reactor and its facilities as described

above.

3. To transmit information and specifications to the contractor or

contractors.

4. To approve all final drawings and materials and construction

specifications submitted by the contractor or contractors.

5. To negotiate for the procurement of special materials obtained

through the AEC or its agencies and to approve the specifications

for these materials.

6. To inspect the construction of the reactor and its facilities

and suggest and approve any necessary changes in collaboration

with the design contractors.

7. To supervise the writing of the design and operating manuals.

8. To supervise the initial tests and operation of the reactor and

authorize any necessary changes.

9. To test and accept the final plant from the contractor or con-

tractors in respect to its functional and operational adequacy.

At the time the Steering Committee was organized no AEC operations office

had been formed -for the Reactor Testing Station and a site hadnot been selected

The Committee was therefore the only group in existence which was qualified

to prosecute and/or procure pertinent information for the AEC relative to the

items listed above. Subsequently the Idaho Operations Office (IDO) assumed

responsibility for either all or portions of items 2, 3, 6, and 8.

Meanwhile, the Committee apportioned the technical work of the project

between ANL and ORNL in the following manner: ORNL was assigned responsibility

for the reactor structure, including the reactor proper, the beryllium re-

flector, the reactor tanks, the graphite reflector, the thermal shield, the

concrete shield, and major items contained therein. ANL was assigned the

reactor cooling-water and cooling-air systems, some experimental facilities

within the reactor, the reactor building, and all supporting facilities and

buildings on the MTR site.

In order to minimize difficulties of overlapping responsibility, specific

assignments in merging areas were made as follows: (4)

1. Experimental hole plugs (except the 3- by 3-in. vertical facil-
ity) and coffins would be designed by ANL. The experimental

hole liners would be designed by ORNL.
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2. The experimental shielding facility would be designed by ORNL.

3. ORNL would design channels for the pneumatic rabbits. ANL would
carry out the experimental work and design of propulsion equip-
ment. On the hydraulic rabbits, ORNL would design the channels,
propulsion equipment, and the conduits to the small canal. ANL
would design handling equipment beyond this point.

4. The nominal diameter of the experimental holes given on DRP-64
would be used for the inside diameter of the liner.

5. Spectrometer and slurry experiment facilities in the reactor
structure would be designed by ORNL.

6. ANL would design the hot-materials-handling equipment in the
basement.

7. Reactor control instruments would be designed b ORNL. The
control instruments for the water, steam, and air systems would
be designed by ANL.

8. Electrical layout for power, conduits, cables, etc. outside the
reactor structure would be designed by ANL. ORNL would specify
special power requirements for reactor control.

9. The discharge chute to the canal would be designed by ORNL. All
handling equipment in the canal would be ANL's responsibility.

Subsequently, upon request by ANL, ORNL assumed responsibility under

item 1 for all plugs except for those facilities containing radiation doors

(all HB and DB holes). Furthermore, since the HB and DB plugs essentially

determine the liner requirements, it was decided that ANL would specify the

liners as well as the plugs for these holes.

The stage was then set for the design contractor, and the Committee

expended considerable time and effort during the late winter and spring of

1949 in gathering information relative to a large number of engineering con-

cerns and their capacities and abilities. This information was transmitted to

the AEC with recommendations. In the late spring of 1949 the IDO was organized,

and IDO assumed the task of contract negotiation.

The Chemical Plants Division of the Blaw-Knox Construction Company was

selected as architect-engineer for the MTR in July, 1949, and early in August,

1949 the Committee initiated formal contact and transmission of information

to this concern so that engineering design could begin.
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The fall of 1949 was spent in the usual opening stages of generalized

project planning, preparation of preliminary flow diagrams, and elucidation

of special phases of the work for the benefit of the design contractor.

Blaw-Knox sent a number of its people to Oak Ridge for periods of a few days

to several months to work with ORNL personnel, particularly those in the

reactor-control and mechanical-design groups. Blaw-Knox personnel also paid

frequent visits to ANL to establish the fundamental design data for ANL's

sections of the project.

During this period, the hydraulic and mechanical experiments on the

full-scale model (mock-up) of the reactors* at Oak Ridge were drawing to a

close, and preparations were underway for a series of critical experiments in

this facility.

It appeared proper then to consider the question of detailed design of

the reactor proper. ORNL had prepared detailed drawings for and had negotiated

and supervised the construction of the mock-up reactor. Furthermore, the

details of the reactor tanks and components were essentially "frozen". and

subject to changes attendant only to experimental findings from the mock-up

experiments or to improvements in materials.

Upon consideration of these facts by the parties concerned (Steering

Committee, IDO, ORNL, and Blaw-Knox), it was suggested that ORNL assume the

responsibility for design and procurement of the reactor tank sections B, C,

and D,-the internal components,** and the top and bottom plugs. Tank sections

A and E, being fixed permanently in the concrete structure, were considered

as part of that structure and consequently remained with Blaw-Knox for detailed

engineering.

IDO then issued a formal request to Oak Ridge Operations (OBO) in February,

1950 that ORNL be authorized to carry out this work, and approval was granted

early in March, 1950.

Special problems of design and procurement arose next in the field of

reactor control instruments. It was first decided that pilot models of these

instruments and associated circuitry would be supplied by ORNL. However, early

in 1950, in the interest of saving time, ORNL agreed to supply the full

complement of special reactor-control instruments and associated circuits (see

Controls, Chap. 5).

*See description of mock-up and its purposes in Appendix 4.

**See detailed description of reactor in Chap. 2.
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In early 1949 the situation with regard to beryllium technology and

procurement had reached a stage such that the Steering Committee felt it

advisable to solicit the services of an experienced and ranking metallurgist

to coordinate the necessary experimental development and procurement program,

and to ensure that the MTR receive acceptable material on schedule. Although

beryllium metallurgy had undergone marked progress during the later stages of

the war and the years following, a dependable' supply of high-grade metal was

not yet completely assured, and the techniques of fabrication of complex

shapes had not been demonstrated on a production scale.

The Committee was fortunate in obtaining the services of Prof. J. L. Gregg

of Cornell University as consultant to ORNL and Metallurgical Coordinator for

the MTR; it was due primarily to the efforts of Prof.. Gregg that the Committee

was able to decide in the early summer of 1949 that hot-pressed (sintered)

beryllium could be used for the MTR reflector. The choice of hot--pressed as

op -- ed to extruded material allowed a major simplification of reflector com-

ponents with attendant reduction of fabrication problems (see Chap. 2).

Another problem of special material also confronted the Steering Committee

during 1949, namely, that of graphite for the secondary reflector and thermal

column. Techniques of graphite purification had improved considerably in the

few 'years following the war, and ANL was assigned the task of gathering

pertinent data and specifications for the various grades of graphite available..

Their study resulted in the decision of the Committee to use GBF graphite for

the thermal column and that portionof the permanent graphite in front of the

thermal column because of its very low induced activity and relatively large

diffusion length, these properties being of distinct advantage to experimenters

using thermal columns.

It was mentioned above that critical experiments had been planned for the

mock-up in Oak Ridge. Preparations for these experiments occupied the fall

of 1949, and in January, 1950 this full-scale model of the MTR was brought to

criticality. During the spring, summer, and early fall of 1950 this reactor

was operated hundreds of times at power levels of a few hundred watts, and

many measurements of vital importance to the MTR were made. As an example,

it was on the basis of these measurements that the final design details of the

graphite and thermal shield were evolved and the overall design of these items

was finally approved.
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In February, 1950 the Fluor Corporation, Ltd. of Los Angeles, California

was appointed by IDO as construction contractor for the MTR, and the first

formal contact between IDO, Fluor, Blaw-Knox, and the Steering Committee was

made in March, 1950. Up to July 20, 1950 the Steering Committee approved all

design and construction drawings before issuance, but after this date, in

order to expedite construction, a major portion of this control authority was

relinquished.(s) From July 20, 1950 the Steering Committee acted as con-

sultants to IDO, Blaw-Knox, and Fluor, except that the responsibility for the

conceptual design process and functional layouts remained with the Committee.

Ground was finally broken for the MTR in May, 1950. As of Jan. 1, 1951

the Reactor Building steel structure was completed and the side walls were

being erected. Concrete had been poured for the sub-pile room ceiling, and

preparations were being made to set tank section E. Completion of all con-

struction is scheduled for Oct. 1, 1951.
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Chapter 2

ENGINEERING DESCRIPTION OF THE REACTOR

In this chapter of the handbook an attempt will be made to describe the

structure and function of all the parts of the reactor enclosed within and in-

cluding the biological shield. Since this is not a construction manual, details

not required to explain the functions of any part will be omitted. Such

details can be obtained from the reference drawings and reports listed at the

end of this chapter.

The general design of the reactor is shown in Figs.2.A, B, C, and D,*

which are a north-south vertical section, an east-west vertical section, a

horizontal section, and a pictorial cross-section, respectively. Overall

dimensions are given in Fig.2.A, but is should be noted that in all construction

drawings the horizontal centerline of the reactor (i.e., the centerline of

experimental holes HB-2 and HB-5 of Fig. 2.A) is arbitrarily taken as elevation

100 ft. On this basis the first floor is at elevation 96 ft 6 in. and the top

of the reactor is at elevation 120 ft 6 in.

It will be seen from these general drawings that the reactor is divided

into four main sections:

1. The tank system containing the active lattice and beryllium

reflector, both of which are water cooled.

2. The graphite reflector, consisting of a replaceable pebble zone
and a permanent block graphite zone, both air cooled.

3. The thermal shield which forms a heavy iron box around the
reactor, except where the tank sections extend through it.

4. The biological shield.

The various experimental facilities and the canal will be discussed in

Chaps. 3 and 6, respectively.

2.1 REACTOR ENCLOSURE TANK

Tank Sections A, B, C, D, and E

The general tank system, approximately 30 ft tall, is shown in Figs. 2.A

and B while the details of the construction, gasketing, etc. are shown in

*For convenience in reading, Figs. 2.A through 2.F are placed at the end of the chapter.
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Fig. 2.E. The tanks provide the means of funneling water through the active

lattice and beryllium and provide supports for the active lattice, the re

flector, and the control rod bearings. They are bolted together and by the

use of aluminum gaskets are made into a watertight system. The design of the

gaskets and torque required on the flange bolts have been tested at ORNL in a

full-size mock-up test.*

2.1.1 Tank Sections A and E. Both of these tank sections(1) are made of

stainless steel and are to be permanently embedded in the concrete of the

biological shield. However, they are initially supported independently of the

concrete on a structural steel frame.(2) The bottom of this frame is shown

under tank section E in Fig. 2.B and the vertical members are shown just

outside the thermal shield in Fig. 2.C. Both tank sections are to be welded

to this frame before the concrete is poured.

Tank section E is required in the structure both to act as a water exit

under the active lattice and to provide space for the control rod extensions.

For ease of construction and smooth water flow, it is made the same diameter

as tank section D.

Tank section A serves two purposes: (1) as an entrance for the cooling

water stream. and (2) as a container for the radiation shield (water) used

during shutdown operations. During shutdown approximately 17 ft of water will

be required as a cover for the active lattice. Tank section A is built with

water inlets and overflow lines near the top to fulfill this requirement. It

will also be noted that tank section A is large enough in diameter to permit

tank sections B, C, and D to be put in or lifted out through it. This provides

for mounting the lighter tank sections B, C, and D after tank sections A and E

have been finally set, and, in case of damage, permits replacement of these

tanks.

The proper operation of the control rods depends upon the alignment of

the tank sections, and it is essential that the top flange of tank section E

be set accurately horizontal and that tank section A and all the beam holes

in the concrete be aligned accurately to this flange.

2.1.2 Tank Section B. Tank section B is a bellows type expansion joint

made up of two convolutions of thin stainless steel welded to stainless steel

*MTR Flange Mock-Up Test, ORNL memo, to be issued.
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flanges for attachment to tank sections A and C. This permits free thermal

-expansion and contraction of the tank sections without applying excessive

stress to the structural setup. Removal of this section permits filling of
the pebble zone.

2.1.3 Tank Sections C and D. These tank sections are essentially one

in function but are split for ease in manufacturing. The split between C and

D is so dimensioned that the support castings for the active lattice can be

mounted conveniently. These sections are hollow aluminum cylinders of 1 in.

wall thickness and 54'4 in. I.D. The diameter was determined by the active

lattice and beryllium reflector requirements. The wall thickness was determined

by the strength required to sustain the water pressure and the weight of the

support castings, but it is made as thin as possible, consistent with these

requirements, so that the neutron absorption will not be too great. In general

the tank has a 1-in.-thick wall except for a 1-ft band around the center where

the wall is 1' in. thick.

Tank section D is pierced by several holes to provide experimental

facilities close to the active lattice. Most of these, for the six HB thimbles,

are at the centerline of the lattice and pierce the thick section of the tank

wall. These six thimbles are extruded aluminum tubes of 6 in. I.D. and

5/16 in. wall, sealed at the end adjacent to the lattice by a 7/8-in.-thick

aluminum plate set parallel to the lattice face. They are welded into -the
tank wall in position to receive the ends of the HB liners. As described in

Section 2.4.1, the beryllium reflector is machined to fit around these thimbles

with sufficient clearance for proper flow of cooling water (see also Section

2.7.1).

In addition to the thimble holes, tank section D is pierced by the

aluminum bar containing the HR.1 and HR-2 pneumatic rabbit holes and by the

HT-1 facility. The aluminum bar containing the rabbit holes is shown in

Figs. 2.D and 2.4.A. It reaches to the bottom of the reflector merely to

simplify the beryllium machining and stacking. The rabbit holes themselves

pass just under' the extension of HG-9 and within 1 in. of the east face of

the active lattice.

The HT-1 facility through the tank is a square aluminum tube with approxi-

mately 4% in. inside dimensions and %-in.-thick walls. It runs just under the

beam holes close to the west face of the active lattice, as shown in Fig. 2.D.
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Alongside the lattice the inner wall is extended down to the bottom of the

reflector to facilitate the packing of the beryllium. Both the bar containing

HR-1 and H-2 and HT-1 tube are welded into tank section D, keeping this a

watertight unit.

In order to give support to the inner ends of the DP, HR-3, HR--4, HG.5,

HG-6, and HG-9 liners, sockets are welded onto tank section D at appropriate

places. Some of these are shown in Fig. 2.D.

2.1.4 Top and Bottom Plugs. The top and bottom plugs complete the

watertight shell around the active lattice and form part of the support system

for the control rods.

The bottom plug, shown in Fig. 2.E , is a hollow stainless steel shell

filled with lead shot to com1 lete the shielding requirements under the reactor.

Its total weight is approximately 6 tons, and, while it can be removed, only

the direst necessity would justify such a step. Through the bottom plug pass

the discharge chute, hydraulic rabbit tubes, and the monitor tubes (see later

sections for description of these). This plug also supports the shim-rod

lower shock absorbers (see Section 2.3.3).

The top plug (see Fig. 2.F) serves not only as the upper tank closure

but also as the primary support for the control rods and their drive mechanisms.

Like the bottom plug, it is a hollow stainless steel shell partially filled

with lead shot to fulfill shielding requirements. On this plug is mounted a

platform which supports the control motors, limit switches, etc. for the

control rods. Underneath the top plug on four supports hangs the spider which

holds the bearings for the 12 control rods (see Section 2.2).

Since the top plug must be taken off in order to replace fuel elements or

control rods, it is designed to be easily lifted by the overhead crane and

lowered to a "dry dock" on the first floor.

2.2 THE ACTIVE LATTICE AND SUPPORTING STRUCTURE

The fuel for the reactor will be enriched uranium alloyed with aluminum and made up into aluminum-

clad plates 0.060 in. thick.* Because of the picture-frame type of construction used, no uranium is exposed to

*A brief description of the development and manufacturing process of the fuel plates and assemblies
is given in Appendix 6.
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the cooling water. Eighteen of these plates, each approximately 2.8 in. wide and

24-5/8 in. long, will be made into a single fuel assembly. The plates, with

a 0.118-in. space between them, are brazed into aluminum side plates, and the

assembly is then equipped with aluminum end boxes. A cross-section of the

assembly is shown in Fig. 2.2.A, and a picture of a completed fuel piece is

shown in Fig. 2.2.B.

Referring to Fig. 2.2.B, the bottom end of the fuel assembly is seen

near the lower right-hand side of the picture. Both end boxes are, of course,

open to allow water to pass freely through the assembly from top to bottom.

Each of the fuel assemblies contains approximately 140 g of U 2 3 s and it

is expected that the MTR will contain about 23 of these units when in full

operation. The arrangement of these units into a lattice and their supporting

structure can best be seen by referring to Figs. 2.D and E.

Referring to Fig. 2.D., it will be seen that the end boxes of the fuel

assembly fit into the upper and lower assembly grids. The spring section of

the upper end box (see Fig. 2.2.B) allows each assembly to be held firmly and

still allows for expansion and tolerance limitations. The eight square holes

in the upper assembly grid are for the shim-safety rods which extend all the

way through the reactor.

The actual assembly of all these parts is best seen in Figs. 2.D and E.

The lower support casting, which is bolted to tank section D, supports the

lower assembly grid and the lower bearing grid. The upper support casting,

which rests on an extension from the upper flange of tank section D, supports

a removable assembly of the upper assembly grid, the grid spacer, and the upper

bearing grid. This assembly can be locked in place or lifted as a unit by the

upper locking mechanism.

A further set of control-rod guide bearings, mounted in the spider, is

fastened to the top plug by four long support tubes. When the top plug is

lowered, the four corners of the spider fit over pins on the spider support

ring, which then holds the spider in the correct position. In order to allow

for machining tolerances and slight errors in lowering the top plug, the

spider is actually hung on the support rods by rather light springs. In this

way, while the bearings and spider are attached to the top plug, they are
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aligned by the rigid spider support ring which is bolted to the top flange of
tank section B.

In initial assembly, since the control rods must operate freely, it is

essential that the lower shock absorbers mounted on the bottom plug and all

bearings in the various grids line up accurately. The lower shock absorbers

are adjustable as a group and the final doweling of the support grids and top

plug will not be made until the system is assembled. It is now planned to

assemble and fit tank section D, the upper and lower support castings, and the

internal parts of this tank section at ORNL before shipment to Arco. Final

adjustment of the shock absorbers and the doweling of the top plug will then

be done in Idaho.

Once the system is aligned, fuel is loaded by means of special handling

tools in the following manner: With the top plug off, the upper grid assembly

is lifted from the upper support casting and placed on a special support rack

mounted on the spider support ring. The shim-safety rods are then placed in

position, being supported by the lower grids and the shock absorbers. Finally.

the fuel assemblies are lowered into the lower assembly grid one at a time

(with due regard to criticality, of course). When enough fuel is loaded,

empty spaces in the lattice are filled with beryllium pieces ("L" pieces) of

the same shape and size as the fuel elements. When this operation is completed,

the upper grid assembly is lowered over the top end boxes and clamped down,

the control rods at the same time extending through the upper bearing grid.

The top plug, now holding the upper halves of the control rods extending

through the spider, is then lowered and bolted down.

Present plans call for a narrow slab loading, nine assemblies long by

three wide. The assembly grids allow 45 places (including shim-safety rods)

with the long side of the grids oriented in the east-west line. The lattice

is to be initially loaded on the north side, thus putting one row of four

shim-safety rods in the central line of fuel assemblies. In keening with this

plan, it will be noted that HG-9 is placed off-center as far as the structure

is concerned but will "look" at the center of the loaded lattice. In this

arrangement. experimental holes hP-X, 2, and 3 and DB-1, 2, Fird 3 will receive

a higher fast flux than the holes on the opposite side which "see"I the lattice

through two additional rows of beryllium.
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Unloading of the reactor is accomplished by essentially the reverse of

the above procedure for loading, but, if the reactor has been operated for

some time, the fuel elements will be too hot to lift out through the top. In

this case they must be lowered through the discharge chute into the canal.

An outline of the procedure is as follows: With the shim rods and regulator

rods disconnected and resting in their lowest position, the top plug is

unbolted, lifted, and carried by the crane to the "dry dock." The upper grid

assembly is then lifted from its support casting and placed on the support

rack on the spider ring. Before any fuel elements are lifted, the beryllium

pieces D-1 and D-2 (see Fig. 2.4.A) are lifted and placed to one side of tank'

section D. Then the discharge chute plug is lifted, leaving the discharge

chute clear to the receiver cylinder in the canal. A fuel assembly or control

rod may then be raised clear of the active lattice, moved sideways to the

discharge chute, and lowered to the receiver cylinder in the canal. Removal

from the receiver into the canal is fully described in Chap. 4.

2.3 THE CONTROL RODS

The MTR control rods are of two main classes, the shim-safety rods and

the regulating rods. All of them are designed to lower the reactivity of the

reactor when they are inserted, and when fully in, i.e., resting in their

shock absorbers, they will overcome an excess reactivity of greater than 40%.

It will be shown in Chap. 6 that it is necessary to have approximately 19%

excess reactivity built into the reactor; hence the control rods provide an

adequate margin of safety.

2.3.1 Shim-safety Control Rods. The shim-safety control rods, as their
name implies, serve the purpose of providing both regulation and safety control.

It has already been noted that there are places for eight shim-safety rods

running through the active lattice. At present it is planned to use two

types of rods. Four of them will be constructed to bring fuel sections, each

containing 14 fuel plates, into the lattice as they are raised and will be used

in the four positions in the middle of the fuel slab. The remaining four will

have beryllium in the lower section since they are in the beryllium section of

the lattice grid. All eight have cadmium sheet in the upper section, and this

section will reside in the lattice when the rods rest in the lower shock

absorbers.
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The two types of shim-safety rods are shown in Figs. 2.3.A and B.

The rods as shown extend from the shock absorbers up through the upper

bearing grid. They are raised from this position by means of an electromagnet

on the bottom of the lifting shaft, which extends through the top plug to the

motor drive mechanism. This magnetic clutch provides the "scram" or safety

feature of the rods. Its operation will be described fully in Chap. 5. It

will be noted that the armature section at the top of the safety rods contains

a spring which acts like a universal joint so as to aid proper seating of the

magnet onto the top of the rod.

Under normal operation the shim-safety rods are driven by means of the

magnetic clutch:and vertical lifting shaft by reversible three-phase induction

motors and worm drives (see Fig. 2.F). The motors are remotely controlled by

reversing contactors, suitably interlocked and having the usual complement of

upper and lower limit s:witches. The advantage of the induction motor is that

no accident can make it run in excess of synchronous speed; therefore, the

danger of over-speed withdrawal of the shim-safety rods is eliminated. No

brake is required since the worm and screw drive is self-locking.

Pertinent data on the shim-safety rods are summarized in Table 2.3.A.

TABLE 2.3.A

Cadmium-Uranium Shim Rod

Weight of rod

Weight of maagnetic clutch

Weight of drise shaft

Total weight of rod, shaft, and clutch

Water pressure load on rod, assuming approximately 40 lb/in. 2

Drive motor power

Drive motor speed

Water flow area (upper section)

Water flow area (uranium section)

Water flow area (lower section)

Water flow area (cadmium section)

110 lb

' 40 lb

35 lb

185 lb

290 lb

1/6 hp

1725 rpm

5.06 sq in. (32.6 sq cm)

4.2 sq in. (26.1 sq cm)

5.06 sq in. (32.6 sq cm)

5.04 sq in. (32.4 sq cm)
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2.3.2 Regulating Rods. The regulating rods are designed to provide

continuous control of the reactor. While four locations are provided for

these rods in the beryllium reflector (see Fig. 2.4.A), normally only one will'

be used for control with one more as a stand-by. The remaining two locations

can then be used for hydraulic rabbit tubes.

As shown in Fig. 2.3.C., each rod is 1% in. in diameter and consists of an

upper aluminum section, a middle section containing cadmium sandwiched in

aluminum tubing, and a lower aluminum section. Guide bearings are provided

in the upper and lower support castings. The regulating rod itself is connected

by a quick-release mechanism to the regulating-rod support shaft, which is

guided by bearings in the spider and the top plug platform.

When connected to its support shaft, each regulating rod is driven by a

low inertia electric motor through a pinion and rack integral with the shaft.

The motor will be driven by an amplidyne as described in Chap. 5.

When disconnected the regulating rod rests on the top of the upper bearing

grid. In this position the lower tip of the regulating rod and the lower tip

of the cadmium section are 60 and 12 in., respectively, below the center of the

pile lattice. Table 2.3.B summarizes the pertinent data for the regulating

rods.

TABLE 2.3.B

Regulating Rod

Composition

Weight of regulating rod

eight of drive rod

Weight of water in drive rod

Total weight of combined rods

Buoyant force of regulating rod

Buoyant force of drive rod

Total buoyant force

Resistance force of rod through pile section (friction)

Acceleration

Ak/k per rod

Drive motor rated power

Cadmium-aluminum

10.5 lb

36.0 lb

9.0 lb

55.5 lb

8.1 lb

9.8 lb

17.9 lb

"'7.4 lb

1.3g

1h0.005

l hp
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2.3.3 Miscellaneous Equipment Connected with Control Rods. Drive Shafts.

The drive or support shafts for the control rods primarily provide a connecting

link between the rods and their driving mechanism. The drive shafts are made

up in three sections. The top section of stainless steel carries the rack

or acme thread to fit the driving mechanism. The two lower sections are of

aluminum, the middle piece being filled with lead shot to reduce gamma radi-

ation; the bottom section carries the electromagnet in the case of the shim

rods and the quick-release mechanism in the case of the regulating rods.

Upper and Lower Rack Housing and Cover, Regulating Rod. The upper rack

housing, fabricated from cast iron, is fastened to the upper surface of the

top plug platform (see Fig. 2.F). It functions as part of the guide and

bearing for the regulating-rod drive rack, houses the rack pinion, and locates

the regulating-rod speed reducer and position indicator. The rack housing

cover is bolted to the housing and completes the regulating-rod guide and

bearing. Microswitch brackets are fastened to the rack housing cover, five of

which are located on one side of the vertical centerline and two on the other

side. One of the latter, the long bracket, accommodates two microswitches,

which are adjustable with respect to each other. These microswitches are used

in the interlock system which controls the relative motions ana positions

of the regulator and shim rods. This system is fully discussed in Chap. 5.

The lower rack housing, attached to the undersurface of the top plug

platform, functions as a seal for the regulating-rod drive shaft and as a

means of support for the lower shock absorber.

Upper and Lower Shock Absorbers, Regulating Rod. The upper shock absorber

is bolted to the upper surface of the upper rack housing and cover. It per-

forms the function of dissipating the energy in the motor when the amplidyne

armature circuit fails to stop the servo motor on the regulating-rod upstroke.

It also serves as the upper end housing for the regulating-rod drive. The

shock absorber is capable of resisting a force greater than 1300 lb occurring

when the rod moves upward with a velocity of 4 ft/sec.

The upper end of the drive rack engages a plunger and moves it against

an oil cushion, forcing the oil through an annulus between a flange on the

plunger and the tapered wall of tie housing. The oil is retained in the

chamber formed between the housing and the guide by means of "0"< ring seals.
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A spring returns the plunger to its normal position. A threaded plug is

provided in the top of the shock absorber to permit access to the rod locking

device.

The lower shock absorber is fastened to the lower rack housing and is

similar in principle to the upper shock absorber. It performs the function

of dissipating the energy in the servo motor when the rod is driven to its

lowest position.

Drive-rod Top Plug Seal. The top plug seal for both the regulating and

shim drive rods is designed to prevent water leakage where the drive rods pass

through the top plug. A packing nut, when tightened against its seat in the

seal housing, holds chevron leather packings against the wall of the seal

housing and the drive rod. As an added precaution against the leakage of

contaminated water from the reactor, a purging system is incorporated into

the design. This is accomplished by introducing a supply of fresh water under

the seal at a pressure slightly greater than the water in the reactor tank.

The water flows through the annulus between the regulating-rod drive and its

bearings into the reactor tank.

Position Indicators. The regulating- and shim-rod position indicators

have been designed to indicate the exact position of the rods at any time.

Rod positions may be read by means of direct-reading dial indicators at the

platform of the top plug and by means of remote selsyn-driven (dial) indicators

at the console in the control room.

The regulating-rod primary indicators at the top plug platform consist of

a double-disk dial operated by means of suitable gearing. The outer disk shows

the position of the rod in inches while the inner disk indicates to hundredths

of an inch. One complete revolution of the outer disk provides indication

for 30 in. of travel of the rod, while the inner disk makes one revolution for

each inch of travel of the rod.

The secondary position indicator at the console consists of adial pointer
which moves 240* for 12 in.. of travel of the regulating rod. This provides

200 of rotation of the pointer for each inch of rod travel.

The shim-rod primary indicators at the top plug platform consist of

standard counters with five digits driven through suitable reduction gearing

attached to a flexible shaft, which in turn is driven directly from the
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shim-safety rod drive motor. These indicators will show the position of the

rod to thousandths of an inch.

The shim-rod secondary position indicator at the console consists of a

dial pointer which rotates 9* for each inch of rod travel; thus for a total

travel of the rod of 31 in., the dial will rotate 2790.

The secondary indicator in both cases is operated by means of a receiver

selsyn. The regulating-rod-driver selsyns are located at the regulating-rod

driver, while those for the shim rods are located under the top plug platform.

All are driven by means of suitable gearing, and in all cases either the

primary or secondary indicators may be removed for servicing without affecting

the other.

Speed Reducer and Motor Coupling, Shim-safety Rod. The speed reducer

consists essentially of a helical gear and pinion supported by ball bearings,

mounted in a housing which bolts to the upper rack housing. The position

indicator operates from a bevel gear fastened to the helical gear shaft. Gears

and bearings are lubricated by immersion in oil. An oil seal, pressed into

the pinion bearing cap, prevents oil leakage around the pinion shaft.

The motor coupling functions as the connection between the speed-reducer

shaft and the motor shaft. It consists of a splined collet which fits the

spline shaft of the motor and is taper-pinned to the speed-reducer drive shaft.

The taper pin acts as a shear pin in case an excessive load is placed upon the

shim rod. The collet is threaded and tapered for an adjustable nut. When the

nut is tightened, it clamps the collet to the splined motor shaft, thus elimi-

nating any lost motion between motor and speed-reducer shaft.

Magnetic Clutch. This clutch is essentially a horseshoe or bipolar

electromagnet. The pole cores and yokes are made of laminated S.A.E. 1010

steel, 1/16-in. laminations insulated with baked-on bakelite varnish 0.002 in.

thick. The energizing coils have 3500 turns of No. 25 Formex-coated copper

wire, wound on forms of Fosterite Vacuum Impregnate.

The clutch housing is grounded and forms one side of a circuit which

indicates when the magnetic clutch is supporting the shim-safety rod. The

casing consists of a watertight can of type 304 stainless steel, with welded

seams, gasketed at the top with polyethylene. The bottom is flanged and

tapped for a diaphragm sealing flange. Nonmagnetic shim material consists

of a single sheet of stainless steel 0:008 in. thick and a sheet of mica

0.002 in. thick.
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The oil filling used for this clutch is perfluorodimethylcyclohexane.

Pressure build-up due to gassing of the oil is avoided by a vent to atmosphere

through the cable channel.

On the basis of previous test data, the holding force of this clutch

should be a minimum of 500 lb at 100 mamp current, and it should release a

600-lb load held at 140 mamp current in 15 msec or less.

All component parts have been tested separately, and two complete magnets

have been assembled and are now undergoing tests in the mock-up.

Bearings. Each shim-safety rod is guided by two bearings consisting of

four spring plates, in each of which there are mounted three stainless steel-

encased graphite rollers. These plates are mounted in a steel cage and are

located in the upper and lower guide grids. The center of the upper bearing

is located 3 ft 1-5/8 in. from the centerline of tbe reactorand is supported

by the upper grid support. The centerline for the lower bearing is located

4 ft % in. below the centerlineof the reactor and is supported from the lower

grid support.

Bottom Absorber, Shim-safety Rod. The bottom shock absorbers for the

shim-safety rods are located on a plate mounted on the bottom plug. They

consist merely of dash-pots into which plungers mounted on the bottom of the

shim rods fit. Since they are on the bottom plug, they are always filled with

water, which acts as the damping fluid.

These shock absorbers also contain a mechanism () which indicates whether

or not the rods are seated in the shock absorber and are therefore fully in

the reactor. This is accomplished by introducing a high-pressure demineralized-

water line through the bottom plug into each shock absorber. The pressure

in this line will be maintained above that normally at the bottom of tank

section E, so that when the shock absorber is not seated water flows up into

the tank. When the rod is seated, however, the flow is decreased and appro-

priate signals from the pressure meters inform the reactor operator of the

situation.
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2.4 REFLECTOR

2.4.1 Beryllium. It has been indicated in Chap. 1 that as far as is

known beryllium is the best reflector from a nuc-lear point of view, its use

having been questionable only because of supply difficulties and lack of data

on its chemical and mechanical properties. The initial tests on beryllium and

the selection of the type of production used are discussed in Appendix 5. The

following section describes the final form of the MTR beryllium reflector.

The beryllium section of the MTR reflector is all contained inside tank

section D (see Fig. 2.4.A), occupying the space between the active lattice and

the tank wall. This beryllium has a finished weight of about 5750 lb and a

volume of nearly 50 cu ft. The total height of the reflector is 39 3/8 in.

(approximately 100 cm), the layout and shape of the pieces are shown in Figs.

2.4,A and B. These diagrams are cross sections below and above the beam holes,

and they show that tI-e majority of the pieces are continuous throughout the

100 cm length.

Following is a brief description of the various pieces shown in Figs.

2.4.A and F: The key pieces are those numbered E-1 through E 4, which contain

large holes throughout their length for passage of the regulating rods. These

pieces are mounted and held rigidly in position by the regulating-rod bearing

mount in the lower grid (see Fig. 2.D). The A pieces (A-1 through A-43) are

fitted with "end boxes" which fit tightly into the holes in the lower support

grid (see Fig. 2.E). Tolerances are such as to allow an average spacing of

0.020 in. between pieces. The remainder of the pieces are large heavy blocks

machined to fit into their respective places and are not rigidly held. The

water film between surfaces prevents surface abrasion, and appropriate holes

are provided for the passage of cooling water. For example, each A piece has

an axial hole 3/16 in. in diameter and a semicircular groove down each face

1/8 in. in diameter (see Fig. 2 4.C). It should be noted that the axial

3/16-in. hole was necessitated not by the volume of cooling water. required but

by the surface necessary for heat transfer and by the surface stress set up by

heat differentials in the beryllium.

The large pieces N-1, N-2, N- 3, N-4, F-1, and F-2 are semicircular on the

bottom to fit over, but not touch, the HB thimbles. These pieces actually

rest on the lower beryllium pieces N-5, etc., which are grooved on top to fit
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under the respective thimbles. Plates M-1 through M"-8 are fastened to the N

pieces to provide a narrow tight-fitting collar around the inner end of the

thimbles. This prevents water leakage from the reflector into the lattice

(see Section 2.7.1). The packing is somewhat complicated by the aluminum bar

which contains the holes for the horizontal pneumatic rabbits (see Section

3.5.1). This bar is shown between N-5 and N-9 and between N-6 and N-10 in

Fig. 2.4.A.

While the beryllium pieces C-1-A and C-1-B, as well as D-1 and D-2, are

shown as separate pieces, they are mechanically joined by a sealed, empty

aluminum can which effectively eliminates the reflector from hole HG-9. D-1

and D-2 form the plug for the discharge chute and are lifted out as one piece

when it is necessary to use the chute. Piece A-31 is drilled out to provide

space for the permanent antimony source (see Chap. 4).

Figures 2.4.D through G are photographs of the MTR beryllium assembled at

the Y-12 shops prior to final fitting. Figure 2.4.D shows the complete

assembly except for one E piece. Figure 2.4.E shows the same assembly with

some of the pieces raised to show the water-cooling grooves. Figures 2.4.F

and G show some of the larger blocks and the holes for the HB thimbles. The

wooden beam passing through the left side of the reflector, as shown in these

pictures, represents the HT-1 liner (see Chap. 3).

2.4.2 Graphite. Part of the purpose of tne MTR is to provide as large a

neutron flux as possible over as great a volume as possible. To accomplish

this it was decided to include a secondary reflector of graphite(4) outside

the main reactor tanks.

The main problem faced in the design of the graphite reflector was to

take care of the graphite expansion due to both radiation and/or temperature. To overcome this difficulty the

graphite reflector is composed of two zones: a pebble zone which is adjacent to the reactor tank and extends for

a minimum of 40 cm from the tank wall to form a square; and a permanent graphite zone 12 ft overall north and

south, 14 ft overall east and west, and 9 ft 4 in. high (see Figs. 2.A and C).
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The pebble zone is a volume 7 ft 4 in. square by 9 ft high surrounding

the reactor tank and filled by some 700,000 1-in.-diameter AGOT graphite

pebbles. The pebbles rest on a base plate mounted on the lower thermal shield

plate and are free to expand upward. In this way any expansion due to radia-

tion effects or temperature increase will merely raise the level of the balls

without exerting undue stress on the tank wall or the permanent graphite.

Two discharge chutes in the pebble support plate can be opened into a

discharge bin, thus allowing for removal of the pebbles at any time. This

easy removal of the pebbles carries out the MTR feature which provides for

removable B, C, and D tank sections (see Section 2.3.1). Furthermore, since

the pebbles are in the highest flux region of the graphite reflector, any

radiation damage will affect them first and they can be replaced.

The permanent graphite is composed largely of 4- by 4-in. graphite bars

stacked to a height of 9 ft 4 in. with the bottom located 4 ft below the

centerline of the active section (i.e., at elevation 96 ft.; see Section2.3.1).

The system of stacking the graphite is shown in Figs. 2.4.H and I. The first

of these figures shows the overall relationship of all four walls at one level

while the second figure illustrates the stacking and numbering system. It

will be noted that every other row has a 4- by 6-in. block at each end to

allow for the staggering of the rows.

The stacking was, of course.,, complicated by the experimental holes

penetrating the permanent graphite. These larger holes were cut into the

walls by clamping a group of bars together and drilling through the assembly.

Each wall array is made integral by a system of 1- by 1-in. keys, and the

entire assembly is keyed at its inner face to the supporting rails. This

means that any expansion will be outward, tending to compress the % in. of

soft asbestos which fills the gap between the permanent graphite and the

thermal shield. As of January 1, 1951 the graphite machining was about 30%

completed at the Y-12 shops. Each wall will be erected and checked there

before shipment to Idaho. Figure 2.4.J is a picture of the lower part of the

west wall being erected at Y-121

Each wall of the permanent graphite is mounted on rails running parallel

to its length. The rails are supported by jack screws which are fastened

to the lower plate of the bottom, thermal shield and pass through clearance

holes in the inner plate of the lower thermal shield (see Fig. 2.A). The

support rails must be accurately leveled in order that the graphite will stack

properly and be in correct location for the beam holes.
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A great deal of work was done before a final choice was made of the kind

of graphite to be used in the reflector. High purity graphite is, of course,

desirable because of lower induced activity and lower neutron absorption.

Experimental works) showed that the induced activity of the best available

type of graphite (GBF and AGOT) was largely due to the 49-day iron which was

present in concentrations of 1 ppm in GBF and 10 ppm in AGOT. While AGOT had

a somewhat higher induced activity and absorption than GBF, its'cost was only

two-thirds of that of the GBF. As a balance between usefulness and economy it

was decided to make the thermal column(6) and its extension through the

permanent graphite out of GBF, the remainder of the permanent graphite being

AGOT. The only exception to this was the need for a few 4- by 6-in. blocks in

stacking, and these were obtainable only in AGHT graphite. The final graphite

reflector and thermal column will consist of the following:( 7

APPROXIMATE FINISHED WEIGHT (tons)

Pebbles, AGOT 19

Permanent zone, AGOT 48

AGHT 1.5

GBF 25

The graphite reflector, owing to the heat absorbed in it, must be cooled,

This is done by drawing large quantities of air through holes in the permanent

graphite and through the interstices between the balls in the pebble zone.

This cooling system is fully described in Section 2.7.2.

2.5 THERMAL SHIELD

2.5.1 The Steel Plate Structure. The thermal shields) of the Materials

Testing Reactor is that part of the reactor structure between the solid

graphite zone and the concrete biological shield. It has been established

that a 50 F temperature drop across the concrete biological shield(9 ) is the

temperature differential which can be tolerated without danger of failure

within the concrete structure due to induced thermal stresses. The MTR

thermal shield is a large steel structure which reduces the neutron and gamma

flux to such an extent that a comparatively low heat generation due to radia-

tion occurs in the concrete.
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The thermal shield, consisting of 4-in.-thick steel plates, may be

visualized in so far as orientation with respect to the rest of the reactor is

concerned by referring to Figs. 2.B and C, which are vertical and horizontal

sections through the reactor, respectively.

The approximate overall size. is as follows: 16 ft in the north-south

direction, 14 ft in the east-west direction, and 12 ft 6 in. in height. The

thermal shield, whose heat generation rate is approximately 95 kw, is cooled

by an induced-draft air system which also serves as the graphite cooling

system (see Section 2.7.2). The primary supporting structure is composed of

four vertical "WF" columns with the load transmitted to these columns at the

four corners of the bottom plate.( 2 )

The bottom plate of the lower thermal shield, while resting directly on

the steel supporting structure, is in direct contact with the barytes concrete

below it. This helps to cool the concrete by direct thermal contact. The

upper plate of the lower thermal shield is in two parts. An inner ring 14 in.

wide is welded directly to tank section E (see Fig. 2.E) in order to provide

maximum cooling for this section.'6 ) The outer section is supported from the

lower plate and is air cooled only.

The solid graphite is supported from the lower plate of the bottom

thermal shield plate (as described in Section 2.4.2). The two plates of the

upper thermal shield are independently supported from the concrete above them,

and, with the exception of one point, which is a metal expansion joint-air

seal, the top plates do not touch the side plates of the thermal shield.

Figure 2.5.A shows the top plate arrangement. The eight side plates all rest

on the lower plate of the bottom thermal shield and are essentially independent

units. The four inner plates, and similarly the four outer plates, are

loosely connected at the top cornersby dumbbell-shaped pins which fit in over-

size slots in the tops of adjacent plates.

Two important experimental facilities, the thermal column and the shield-

ing facility (see Sections 3.1 and 3.2), require that a section approximately

6 by 6 ft be removed from the east and west thermal-shield side plates. Two

components are added to the thermal-shield design by these facilities: (1)

the neutron window, and (2) the neutron-absorbing curtain. The locations of

these components may be visualized by referring to Figs. 2.B and C. When the

6- by 6--ft hole is cut in the thermal shield, it becomes necessary to replace
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the steel removed on the thermal column side by a material that will absorb

gamma radiation impinging on the inner side of the thermal shield and yet

allow passage of thermal neutrons into the thermal column. The lead replacing

the steel in this region is called the "neutron window." The "neutron-absorb-

ing curtain" is a simply constructed remotely operated neutron shutter, which

permits turning "on" and "off" the thermal-neutron streams to the thermal

column and the experimental shielding facility.

2.5.2 Neutron Curtain in the MTR. A 6 ft 6 in. square sheet of %-in.-
thick boral mounted in an aluminum frame will serve as the neutron curtain.

This curtain will be used during operation, if desired, to cover the face of

the thermal column and reduce the number of thermal neutrons entering the

column. It will have rollers at its four corners that will travel in vertical

guides mounted in the 3-in, space between the two 4-in, thermal shield plates.

A 2-in. by 7-ft vertical slot in the biological shield from the bottom of

the thermal shield to the sub-pile room ceiling will house the curtain when it

is not in use. To shield against radiation streaming, the lower portion of

this slot will be filled with 2-ft-deep removable barytes concrete blocks

supported from the sub-pile room ceiling by 6-in. -square steel bars which serve

as additional shielding.

A lifting mechanism mounted on the top of the reactor structure raises or

lowers the curtain as desired. After removing the concrete and steel shield-

ing at the bottom of the curtain slot, the curtain can, be lowered into the

canal and a new curtain installed if necessary.

Provisions have also been made for installation of a curtain on the west

side of the thermal shield at the face of the shielding facility; however, no

curtain or lifting mechanism will be furnished initially.

2.5.3 The Neutron Window. The neutron window is a 3-in. sheet of lead

placed between the permanent graphite and the thermal column to absorb gamma

radiation but permit easy neutron passage. The lead sheet is mounted in a

steel frame and placed in the approximately 6- by 6-ft hole in the outer

thermal shield.
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2.6 THE BIOLOGICAL SHIELD

The biological shield (see Fig. 2.A) around the reactor is designed to

reduce by absorption the high neutron and gamma fluxes escaping through the

reflector. The shield is designed to reduce these radiations to a safe level

for personnel and to a level at which sensitive instruments can'be operated

outside the shield. This design limit and the basis for the design are

summarized in Section 4.6.

The shield is penetrated by about one hundred holes of various sizes.

Embedded in the concrete and welded to the steel plates which act as inner and

outer form plates for the concrete are all the permanent liners for the experi-

mental holes. One of the major problems in the construction of the reactor

will be the alignment of these liners. As indicated in Section 2.1.1, the top

of tank section E is the only reference point available, and accuracy is

essential if the HP and LB inner liners are to fit into their respective

locations in the tank section D wall.

The MTR shield is being built of barytes concrete in which the gravel

part of the mix is approximately 93% BaSO4 . It was at first thought that only

certain critical sections of the shield would be made of barytes, but, owing

to difficulty of mixed pours, it was decided that a more satisfactory shield

would be obtained if barytes was used throughout. In order to simplify the

construction procedure and obtain a uniformly dense concrete, it is now

planned to use the "Prepack" method for setting all the biological shield.

2.7 COOLING

2.7.1 Water Cooling. The theoretical and experimentalbases for the

cooling-water requirements are outlined in Chap. 4, where it is pointed out

that the primary cooling requirement is a high speed (30 ft/sec) flow of the

water through the fuel assemblies. Such a rate of flow allows good heat

transfer from the metal (small film drop) but does not produce sufficient

turbulence to distort the fuel plates.(") The external water system described

in Chap. 7 is designed to produce sufficient pressure (40 lb/in.2) to cause a

flow of 30 ft/sec through the fuel elements. Since this pressure forces

approximately 20,000 gal/min through the lattice and beryllium, the tempera-

ture rise at 30,000-kw operation is only about 11 F.
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Since the water flow in the beryllium and in the lattice are essentially

'in parallel, the water pressure across the reflector is also 40 lb/in.2 (1)

and to obtain sufficient heat transfer area in the beryllium the cooling holes

had to be fairly large (3/8 in. diameter). This, of course, allowed too much

water to pass through the reflector, and a plenum chamber (see Fig. 2.E) is

used under the beryllium to take some of the pressure drop and thus reduce the

water flow. This means that the water while in the beryllium tends to flow

inward from the beryllium to the lattice. To prevent this disturbance in the

water flow, the inner beryllium pieces are overlapped and closely fitted. A

tight beryllium collar is fitted around the inner end of each of the HB

thimbles and DB aluminum cans. In addition, the lower support casting has a

'-in. ledge around the edges of the center opening to prevent water from

running under the beryllium into the lattice volume.

The calculations and experiments leading up to the above design of water

flow system in the active lattice and reflector have been previously re-

ported 11) and are given in Appendix 4. Table 2.7.A summarizes the results.

TABLE 2.7.A

PRESSURE DROP FLOW
LOCATION (psi) (gpm)

Upper support casting 3 13,140

Upper assembly grid 2,600
Top and sides 9 1,920

Bottom 12 680

Fuel assemblies (23) 37 11,190
Beryllium assemblies (14) 37 31

Interstices 2,600
Beryllium reflector 30 2,920

Lower grid support 10 2,920

Lower assembly grid 10 2,600

Shim rods

Cadmium 40 3,380

Overall pressure drop 40

Total flow
With cadmium shim rods 20,120
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It is planned to make a final check on the water flow through the lattice

and the reflector in the MTR before it is finally put into operation. Any

flow discrepancies then found in the actual equipment can be corrected by

enlarging or blocking water exit holes in the lower grid assembly.

2.7.2 Air Cooling. The thermal shield and the graphite are cooled by

air drawn through them from the Reactor Building. The amount of heat that

must be removed is indicated in Chap. 4; the external air system to provide

proper air flow is described in Chap. 8.

The air enters at the top edges of the thermal shield through a system

of 22 ducts which distributes it evenly to all four sides of the shield. 1 2

It is drawn out from the space above the graphite through two large holes in

opposite corners of the upper thermal shields.

The major part of the air flows between the side plates of the thermal

shield and then into the space between the bottom thermal shields. Holes in

the upper plate of the bottom thermal shield distribute the air into the

pebble zone and into the cooling holes of the permanent graphite. A small

amount of this air goes outside the outer side plates of the thermal shield to

help cool the concrete. By means of baffles in the inlet ducts some of the

air is drawn between the two plates of the upper thermal shield and then

through holes in the lower plate into the space above the graphite.

Since about 60% of the heat production in the graphite is in the pebble

zone, the system has been designed to distribute the air in approximately

this ratio between the pebble zone and the permanent graphite. In the pebble

zone the air flows in the interstices between the pebbles, while in the

graphite zone cooling is accomplished by allowing air to flow in the system of

cooling holes illustrated in Fig. 2.7.A.

Since graphite begins to oxidize (0.0005 to 0.0009% per day.) at about

570 F, this temperature was considered to be the maximum allowable for 45,000-

kw operation. With this limit it was found(13 ) that the required cooling in

the pebble zone could be obtained by an air flow of 840 lb/min, which requires

a pressure drop of 26 in. of water. This gives an average exit air tempera-

ture of 205 F from the pebble zone if the air is heated 15*F in the thermal

shield to 90 F. To this air is added the 684 lb/min flow through the permanent

graphite and experimental facilities and the 174 lb/min to cool the top
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thermal shield. Thus the total air flow is approximately 1700 lb/min. For

75*F inlet air, the exit air temperatures are 150 and 185*F for reactor

operation at 30,000 and 45,000 kw, respectively.

In addition to the graphite cooling, it is necessary to provide enough

air to properly cool the liners of the experimental facility holes, i.e., the

HB, DB, HG-9, and HT-1 holes and the vertical graphite holes in the pebble

bed. Cooling in these liners is considered adequate if no local temperature

exceeds 500*F.

The HG-9 liner is the most critical of these holes with regard to cool-

ing. The aluminum liner for this facility is perforated top and bottom to

match the graphite cooling holes in the plug.

It is calculated that the HB and DB liners will be sufficiently cooled by

the normal air-cooling pattern and conduction along the liners, but some

supplementary air is drawn between the liners and plugs from outside the

reactor. This air flows into the pebble zone through perforations in the

liners.

2.8 MONITORING EQUIPMENT

In order to obtain as much information as possible concerning the reactor

and to supply some of the data required by the control system, monitor tubes

and thermocouples will be built into the reactor structure. Their functions

in the control system are discussed in Chap. 5 (Section 5.2.1); their physical

structures and locations are described briefly below.

2.8.1 Monitor Tubes. The monitor tube system is designed to measure flow,

temperature, and activity of the cooling water leaving the reactor lattice.

To do this, 37 monitor tubes are inserted through and supported by the bottom

plug. They extend up through the length of tank section E into the end boxes

of the fuel elements. In general, of course, less than 37 fuel elements will

be used, but the reactor lattice has space for this number plus eight shim

rods (a 9 by 5 lattice array).

The structure of a monitor tube is shown in Fig. 2.8.A. It consists of a

housing which acts as a support and enclosure for four small tubes. Three of

these tubes are open at the end, two being used as pitot total and static
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pressure lines and one as a means of obtaining water samples directly from the

fuel elements. The fourth tube has a thermocouple inserted so as to be in

contact with its closed end.

It will be noted in the drawing that the four tubes are spiraled down

through 20 in. of lead to provide adequate shielding. The whole monitor tube

is held in the bottom plug by the threaded section of the distributor body so

that if necessary any or all of the monitor tubes can be removed or replaced.

2.8.2 Thermocouples. In order to obtain some information on the temper-

atures of the thermal and biological shields, thermocouples will be embedded

at 47 points throughout the reactor structure. The locations of these 47

points are given in Table 2.8.A. 1 4  As a factor of safety, two thermocouples

will be attached to the steel or embedded in the concrete at these points. It

should be noted that the locations given in Table 2.8.A are recommended best

points, but construction difficulties may cause a shift in some of these

locations. As-built drawings should be consulted for final placement data.
T t is currently planned to bring out the thermocouple leads in small conduits

to junction boxes on the north and east faces of the reactor structure.

In addition to the above thermocouples, it is now planned to place two or

more similar couples in the concrete near the HB and HT-1 liners. This will

enable the operator to check on the concrete temperature when high-temperature

experiments are being run in any of these holes.

2.9 HANDLING TOOLS

In the preceding sections of this chapter it has been tacitly assumed

that some means will be available for handling various sections of the reactor

through 20 ft of water. With the aid of experience gained on the mock-up,

tools have been designed(1 5 ) and are being built to handle fuel assemblies,

removable reflector pieces, regulating rods, shim rods, upper assembly grid,

upper support casting, and spider support ring. In addition, a working plat-

form to cover the top of the tank when open, underwater lights, a viewing tube,

and reflector storage racks are also being built. Other tools which may be

needed at a later date have been designed but are not at present being built.

A brief summary of these tools with the reference drawings is given below.
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TABLE 2.8.A

POINT IDENTIFI- NORTH OF E-W SCUTH OF E-W EAST OF N-S WEST OF N-S
CATIGI NO.* ELEVATION CENTERLINE CENTERLINE CENTERLINE CENTERLINE

1
2
3
4

5
6

7

8
9

10
11

13
14
15
16
17
18

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

6 ft 03 in.
6 736
7 9

7 036
7 9

8 6
9 9
11 0

6 036
6 7%
8 3
6 6

8 6
3 5
3 4
3 6

3 8
3 10
4 0
0 8

100 ft 0 in.
100 0
100 0
100 0
100 0
100 0
100 0
100 0
100 0
100 0
100 0
100 0
100 0
100 0
100 0
100 0
100 0
100 0
100 0
100 0
100 0
100 0
106 5
107 2
107 11
96 4
96 2
94 8
93 11
93 2
91 8
91 0
93 2

107 11

106 5
107 2
107 11
110 6
106 5
106 2
95 5
95 6
94 8
94 8
94 8
94 1
93 3

6 ft 0% in.

Two thermocouples will be located at each point.
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0 ft 10 in.

0 11
1 1
1 10
2 0
2 2
2 4
2 6
6 11
7 .6
8 3
8 9
9 9
7 0%
8 0%
8 9
9 6

11 0
14 0
7 "10
0 10

9
9
9
7%

6
10

0
2
4

6
2
9
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

8 ft 9 in.536
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

8
9
9
9
9
6

10
0%

4%

0
6
0

1136
9
9

3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
2

3
3
3
8
S
6
6
4
3
4

6
3
3



2.9.1 , Design Summary. (a) Compound Coupling 'T" Handle, DRP-452. To

facilitate operation of tools with a compound shaft, a standard quick-dis-

connect coupling has been designed. A short handle with this standard coupling

attached to one of the tool bodies will be used for pickup of the respective

reactor component. One of four handles of various lengths will be used for

lowering the part down the discharge chute. A lifting ring is welded on top

of the handles as an adapter for the small hoist hook.

(b) Shim-rod Tool, DRP-440. Hooks, actuated by a toggle mechanism,

engage the water slots on the shim rod when removal is desired. Compound "T"

Handles Nos. 1 and 3 are to be used with this tool.

(c) Regulating-rod Tool, DRP-458. A ball-socket joint using the balls

on the end of the regulating rod will be used to remove. the rod. Compound "T"

Handles Nos. 1 and 4 are to be used with this tool.

(d) Reflector-removal Tool, DRP-497. A ball-socket joint adapting the

bullet-nosed pin on the end of removable reflector pieces will be used to lift

these pieces. Two tools will be built since, if storage on the side of the

tank is desired, a short body tool will be necessary, but, if discharge of the

reflector piece is desired, a long body tool will be used. The lead plug in

the discharge chute will be lifted with the short body tool.

Compound "T" Handles Nos. 1 and 2 will be used for putting "A" and "D"

pieces in the storage racks, while Nos. 1 and 5 will be used for putting the

lead plug in a storage rack or discharge "A" pieces.

(e) Fuel-removal Tool, DRP-461. Retractable pins inserted radially into

the snouts on the ends of fuel assemblies and "L" type reflector pieces will

be used to lift these reactor components. Compound "T" Handles Nos. 1 and 5

will be used with this tool.

(f) Top Working Platform, DRP-439.- A 7-ft-diameter 1-ft-high cylinder

will support a circular table that can be rotated manually and will serve as a

working platform. A 2-ft-wide 5-ft-long slot in the table will permit vertical

access to the reflector and fuel elements. The platform, which weighs approxi-

mately % ton, will be equipped with lifting slings which attach to the upper

assembly grid tool, which in normal operation will be the first and last tool

used.
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*(g) Spider Support Lifting Sling, DRP-470. A collapsible sling fabri-

cated from three 4 in. rods with turnbuckles for adjustment will be used for

lifting the spider support ring.

(h) Upper Support Casting Wrench Assembly, DRP-490. A wrench which has

an inner rod that screws into the bolt head will be used for removing the

upper support casting bolts.

(i) Viewing Tube Assembly, DRP-549. A tube with a plastic sight glass

is to be mounted on the working platform. The lower end of this tube will

extend below the water in the tank, thus allowing better vision.

(J) Upper Assembly Grid Tool, DRP7489. A tool with hooks on the end

will catch the toggle mechanism and lift the upper assembly grids. The

assembly grids will be temporarily stored on platforms oriented as shown on

DRP-558 on the spider support ring.

(k) Upper Support Casting Tool, DRP-492. This tool hooks horizontal

pins on the casting main support arms.

(1) Underwater-light Wiring Diagram, DRP-530. A variable autotransformer

and a 110-watt 20-volt center-tap transformer will supply four underwater

lights with power.

(a) Underwater-light Assembly. A watertight steel housing with a trans-

parent plastic lens will encase the sealed-beam lights to prevent accidental

breakage.

(n) "A" Piece Rack, DRP-526; Discharge Tube Plug Rack, DRP-528; "D"

Piece Rack, DRP-529. Racks will be bolted to the spider support ring for

storage of reflector pieces. Orientation of the racks is shown in DRP-558.

(o)" Regulating-rod Bearing and "E"Piece Tool, DRP-476. A tool with
spreading pawls will be used to pick up the regulating-rod bearings and the

"E" pieces. It is intended that one tool be used for all bearings. Since

there is a 6-ft difference in elevation of the bearings, the tool is a

compromise as to overall length. Compound "T" Handles Nos. 1 and 5 will be

used. with this tool.

(p)* Lower Assembly Grid Tool, DRP-546. Like the regulating-rod bearing

tool, this tool has spreading pawls for lifting. This tool is used with com-

pound "T" Handle No. 1.

Will be built at a later date.
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(q)* Lower Guide Grid Wrench, DRP-539. A wrench which has an inner rod

that screws into the bolt head will be used to remove the lower guide grid

bolts.

(r)" Shock-absorber Plate Wrench, DRP-536. This tool is similar to the

wrench above.

(s)" Torque Wrench Extension for Sockets, DRP-491. This tool is used to

adapt a torque wrench to the bolts 10 to 30 ft away.

(t)' Shock-absorber Support-plate Tool, DRP-464. This tool consists of

four hooks on an extension rod which will engage eye bolts on the plate for

lifting.

(u)" Lower Guide Grid Tool, DRP-493. This tool is similar to the shock-

absorber support plate tool.

(v)" Tapped Segment Ring Lifting Tool, DRP-460. This tool is used for

lifting various segment rings on the reactor tank.

Will be built at a later date.
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Chapter 3

EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES

In order to fulfill the purpose of the MTR the experimental facilities

provided have been designed to be as varied and as flexible as possible. The

locations of the various facilities are shown in Figs. 3.A through 3.F,* and

the relationship of the side holes to the Reactor Building is shown in Fig.

3.G. The location of the holes relative to the active lattice has been shown

in Figs. 2.A through 2.D.

The experimental facilities and the estimated fluxes obtainable at 30-

megawatt operation are listed in Table 3.A. It must be emphasized that the

fluxes given are only estimates based on the best data available before actual

operation of the MTR. It is hoped that a supplement to this report will be

issued after actual measurements have been made in the reactor.

3. 1 HORIZONTAL AND DOWN BEAU EXPERIMENTAL HOLES*

3.1.1 Introduction. There are 17 large experimental holes that lead

from the reactor faces either to the reactor tank wall or to the active

lattice. These holes are treated separately from the vertical graphite holes

(see Section 3.4) because their sizes and locations require special design

attenuation and handling techniques. They are characterized by the presence

in each of a special radiation door, the sole purpose of which is to minimize

danger to personnel in the Reactor Building during plug-handling operations.

Since these holes provide the largest volumes of high flux in the reactor,

they are the most dangerous and their use will probably be correspondingly

difficult and complicated. They are as follows:

(1) Six Horizontal Beam Holes, HB-1 Through HB-6. These holes ex-
tend horizontally from the reactor face to the active lattice.
Holes HB-2 and HB-5 are 8 in. in diameter to the reactor tank
wall and 6 in. in diameter from the reactor tank wall to the
active lattice. Holes HB-1, 3, 4, and 6 are 6 in. in diameter
throughout.

(2) Six Down Beam Holes, DB-1 Through DB-6. These are 6-in.-dia-
meter inclined holes which extend from the upper north and
south faces to the reactor tank. .They are located directly
above the horizontal beam holes. Inside the tank wall they
are essentially extended to the lattice by 2-in.-I.D. sealed
empty aluminum cans in the beryllium reflector.

For convenience in reading, Figs. 3.A through 3.G are placed at the end of this chapter.

**Section 3. 1, except 3. 1. 5, Al contribution.
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TABLE S.A

summary of Ezperimemtal Failities

ESTIMATED FLUX, MAX.

FACILITY (neutronh/cm 2 .,se)
TYPE OF HOLE IESIGNATIN SIZE APPACH

'1IERMAL FAST

bam

Be-

Bem

Be-
Bem

Access

Thermal column

Thermal

Thermal

Thermal

Through

Through

Through

Through

Through

Through

Pneumatic rabbit

Pneumatic rabbit

Hydraulic rabbit

2, 3
5, 6

2, 3, 4, 5, 6

HG-5, 6

H0-9

VG- 9

T- 2

T-2--H-1, 2

T-2--H-3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8

T-2--V-1,2

HT-1

HI-2, 3

HG-1, 2

HG-3, 4

VT- 2

VG-2, 4

HR-1, 2

lm-3, 4

VH-3, 4

6-in.

6-in.

6-in.

I.b. in Be

I.D. in Be

I. D.

6-in. I.D.

10 by 16 in

10 by 10 in.

6 by 6 ft

4 by 4 in.

4 by 4 in.

12 by 12 in.

4-7/8 by 4-7/8 in.

10%-in. I.D.

8-in. I.D.

4-in. 7.D.
9 by 2% in.

4-in. I.D.

1- i. I.D.
4-ti. I.D.

1%-in. I.D.

Hydraulic rabbit VH-1, 2 1-in. I..D.

*Neutrons having energies greater than 1 May.
"One can be for X mile bean, and one for neutron spectrometer if desired.

Horisntal to core .dge*

Horizontal to Be in active section

Inclined down to tank; 2-in.-I.D. can chanel
to core

Horizontal to tack wall

Horizontal to tak wall; 5- by 12-in. fast-
neutron channel to core

Vertical from top access to HG-9
Horizontal to Pb window

East-west horizontal across T-2

Horizontal within and parallel to T-2

Vertical from top of reactor to T-2

Horizontal through reactor tank

East- west horizontal through graphi te

North-south horiaontai through graphite

North-south horizontal through graphite

Vertical through shim rod hole

Vertical through graphite

Horizontal through reactor tank

Horizontal to reactor tank

Vertical from top in spare regulating rod
holes

Vertical from basement in Be

5 x 101

2.8 x 1014

4 x 101

8 x 101'

8 x 1013

3 x 101

1 x 1012

2 x 101

6 x 1011

2 x 10"
1.8 x 1014.

1018

1013

10 1 3

2.5 x 1014

3 x 1013

1.6 x 1014

8 x 1018

2.5 x 1014

2.4 x 101

7 x 103

2 x 1011

5 x 10"
(DB2 only)

4 x 101

3 x 101

1 x 1014

4 x 1013

10 13

HB-4,

EB-1,

-0



TABLE 3.A (Cont' d)

ESTIMATED FLUX, MAX.

FACILI'TY (neutrons/cm
2
-sec)

TYPE OF HOLE DESIGNATION SIZE APPROACH
TIHERMAL FAST'

Vertical VG1, 3, 5, 6 4-in. I D Slant from top into pebble zone 3 x 1013

Vertical VG-7, 10-14, 16-20 s4-in. I.D. Slant from top into pebble zone 5 x 1013

Vertical VG-23-26, 29-41, 43, 45-55, 2-in I.D. Vertical from top into permanent graphite 1013 to 1012
57-62

Vertical VC-1-9, 11-13 2-in. I.D. Vertical from top into concrete

Fast flux About 40 Be assemblies; re- 3 by 3 in. Vertical from top tank** 5 x 1014 7 x 1013
movable reflector pieces

Fast flux About 15 Be assemblies; re- 3 by 3 in. Vertical from top tank*** 5 x 1014 7 x 1013
movable core pieces

Gamma G'--1, 2 6-in. I.D. Vertical from top y-ray thimbles in water 500 r/hr

Shielding Facility Horizontal from west 10 12

Instrument VN-1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 2%-in. I.D. Slant from top 5 x 1013

Instrument VG-8, 15 2-in. I.D. Slant from top 5 x 1013

Instrument VG27, 28, 42, 44, 56 2-in. I.D. Vertical from top 1013 to 1012

***Charged or discharged only when reactor is shut down and top plug is removed.

Note: These estimated neutron-flux values are based on beryllium or graphite (according to material penetrated) in the experimental holes. Actually,
experimental apparatus and samples will cause local "'sinks" and reduce the flux attainable for a particular experiment
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(3) Two Horizontal Graphite Holes, HG-S and HG-6. These are 6-in. -
diameter horizontal holes which extend to the reactor tank.

(4) Two Horizontal Rabbit Holes, HR-3 and HR-4. These are 4-in.-
diameter horizontal holes which extend to the reactor tank.
(The 1-in. holes I-1 and HR-2 are discussed in Section 3.5.)

(5) One Horizontal Through Hole, HT-1. This is a hole 4-11/16 in.
square which extends from one reactor face to the opposite
face. It goes through the reactor tank and lies adjacent to
one side of the active lattice.

In formulating the design of these holes, considerable thought was given

to the future needs of the experimenters who will use these facilities. Other

factors that had a strong influence on the experimental hole design are

radiation hazards, material selection, cooling requirements, and the configu-

ration of the reactor itself.

Several design proposals were prepared and the relative merits of each

were consolidated into the design illustrated in Fig. 3.1.A. The hole liner

and its components as shown are essentially the same for all the beam holes

listed above. Designs of the dummy plugs used in the different holes are

shown in Figs. 3.1.B, C, and D.

3.1.2 Beam Hole Limers am Compomeats. The prime objective in design of

the hole liner and its components was flexibility. It was necessary therefore

to consider the adaptability of holes to experimental plugs of varying design

and the maintenance, repair, or replacement of the hole components, including

the removable sections of the liners. The configuration and sizes of the hole

liners in the biological shield are dictated primarily by the location and

size of the radiation doors. The outer shields, the radiation doors and drive

mechanisms, the tapered portion of the liners, and the graphite zone liners

have been made removable with the hope that radiation levels will permit

realization of additional flexibility.

Graphite Zone Liner. The graphite zone liner is the portion of the ex-

perimental hole kiner which extends from the thermal shield to the reactor

tank. It is a s-in. -thick aluminum tube secured at one end to the removable

steel liner and supported at the other end by a pilot ring on the reactor

tank. The liner is removable and is not permanently secured to the reactor

tank because this tank is designed as a removable component.
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The liner is constructed of aluminum because of its relatively low long-

lived induced activity.") Aluminum also has a relatively low neutron absorp-

tion cross-section, which is desirable for reactor component materials in the

region of the reactor tank. In this regard a compromise had to be made in the

selection of 52S alloy in preference to 2S, 3S, 61S, or 63S owing to the

former's substantial advantage in high-temperature physical properties.

Cooling of the liner is accomplished primarily by the air that cools the

graphite reflector. In the pebble zone the liner is exposed directly to the

air flow, while in the permanent graphite zone numerous vertical cooling holes

in the graphite provide for air circulation through an annulus between the

liner and the graphite. Secondary cooling is provided by air drawn in from

the reactor face through an annulus between the plug and the liner and ex-

hausted into the pebble zone by means of a suitable hole pattern in the liner

near the reactor tank. The mechanical design and selection of alloy were

based on a maximum temperature of 570*F. A thermocouple provided on each HB

liner at a point near the reactor tank permits the checking of the maximum

liner temperature. This is particularly important when a high-temperature

experiment is conducted in the experimental hole. The thermocouple leads are

carried out, the beam hole to the reactor face. Instruments for reading the

thermocouples are not provided as permanent fixtures.

Sufficient endwise clearance, 3/8 in., between the end of the liner and

the tank wall is provided to allow for thermal expansion; 1/32 in. is allowed

for radial expansion of the tube within the pilot ring.

Removable Steel Liner.. The removable steel liner extends from the

thermal shield to the radiation door.

Experimentation and calculation have shown that to prevent neutron

streaming through the annulus formed by the dummy plug and the hole liner, two

steps in the annulus are required.(2) One of these is as close to the thermal

shield as practical and the second is near the outer face of the concrete

shield. The tapered portion of the hole forms the first step, and the re-

movable steel shield at the outer face forms the second step.

This liner section is removable primarily because to it is secured the

graphite zone liner, which must be removable. Secondarily, it is desired that

this liner be removable since it may be found desirable to change the configu-

ration of the hole in order to serve special experimental requirements.
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It is anticipated that the induced activity of the steel liner will be

low enough to permit handling with standard safety measures. Also, owing to

the dry air conditions prevailing at the site, ordinary carbon steel is used

with no attempt at corrosion prevention other than the application of a light

film of oil. The oils recommended for this purpose, selected because of their

good resistance to radiation damage, are Dow Corning Silicone Fluids Nos. 701,

702, 703, and 710 and Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Corporation Ucon Lubricants

50-HB-280-X, DLB-265--BX, 75-H-480, LB-300-X. Paints and platings were re-

jected due to the probability of flaking. The same holds true in respect to

all other beam hole components in which steel is exposed only to air.

Permanent Steel Liner. The permanent steel liner provides a housing for

the removable steel liner, the radiation door, the removable concrete shield,

and the removable steel shield (see Fig. 3.1.A). For the 6-in. beam holes it

consists of two carbon steel cylinders. One is approximately 22 in. in

diameter, and the other is about 11 in. in diameter. The 11-in.--diameter

cylinder is eccentrically secured to an end plate on the large cylinder; it

houses the removable steel liner. The large cylinder houses the radiation

door, the removable concrete shield, and the removable steel shield.

The permanent steel liners of the HB holes are provided with annular air

spaces to serve as heat dams. Also wrapped around the outer surface of the

liners and embedded in the biological shield concrete are cooling-water coils.

The heat dams and cooling coils prevent overheating of the concrete when these

experimental holes are used for high-temperature experiments. To provide for

the determination of concrete temperatures, thermocouples are embedded in the

concrete near the cooling coils.

Radiation Door. A lead door within the reactor structure is provided to

attenuate radiation from the experimental hole when the plug is removed.(2 )

The thickness of the door has been calculated to reduce 7-ray activity to

tolerance during reactor shutdown. Opening and closing of the door are accom-

plished from the reactor face.

After considerable investigation of door types, the radiation door shown

in Fig. 3.1.A was adopted. It is a round billet of steel with two eccentri-

cally located holes; one hole forms a portion of the beam hole while the other

is filled with lead and provides a radiation shield. The door is free to
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rotate inside the large steel liner by meaps of several rollers located in

recesses in its surface. A gear sector bolted to the door and driven by a

pinion and shaft provides the drive. The drive shaft extends to the reactor

face, thereby permitting remote operation by an electric motor mounted on the

coffin or manual operation from the reactor face.

Owing to the eccentric positions of the lead-filled hole and the open

hole, considerable force is needed to hold the radiation door in certain

positions. A special anti-kickback clutch is provided to make it impossible

for the door to move unless driven or allowed to turn by rotation of the ex-

ternal drive shaft. The design is "fail safe" in case the drive becomes

disengaged. When the beam hole components are removed, care must be taken

that the radiation door is in a "free down" position so that the end-position

locating pin will not be sheared when the removable shield is withdrawn.

Associated with the radiation door is its position indicator. This is mounted

on the face of the reactor over the cubicle to indicate the actual door

position.

Removable Concrete Shield. To fill the void space in the large steel

liner outside the radiation door, a steel-encased concrete cylinder is provided

for necessary shielding. Eccentrically located in the concrete billet is a

steel--encased cylindrical hole of approximately 10 in. I.D. which forms a

portion of the experimental hole. Removal of this shield permits access to

the radiation door.

Removable Steel Shield.. Between the removable concrete shield and the

removable steel shield is a void 5 in. wide which is used for cooling-water

pipe connections. Behind this space is a round steel billet mounted flush

with the reactor face, which provides a convenient shield for the plug cooling-

water connections. This billet is of necessity readily removable. Based on

calculations of cooling-water activity, this steel is required to be ap-

proximately 8 in. thick.(2)

In addition to providing a shield for the cooling-water lines, this

steel billet forms the second step to prevent neutron streaming through the

plug annulus and as a step to prevent neutron and y-ray streaming down the
annulus surrounding the radiation door and the concrete shield.
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Bean Hole Adapter This adapter consists of a steel tube with a flanged

end that is bolted to the removable concrete shield before plug insertion or

withdrawal. Its purpose is to guide and support the dummy plug, during in-

sertion or removal, through a 13--in. gap which exists when the steel shield

plate is removed.

3.1.3 Beam Hole Dummy Plugs. When the experimental holes are not being

used they are filled by dummy plugs. The conceptual design shown in Fig. 3.1.B

is typical of the plugs for HB-1 through HB- 6 and HT-1. Dummy plugs for the

other facilities are similar except for the absence of beryllium tips and

provisions for water cooling. Figure 3.1.C illustrates the air-cooled plugs

for the latter holes.

The water-cooled plugs are constructed in three detachable sections. The

sections are: (1) the beryllium tips, (2) the graphite section, and (3) the

concrete and steel section. With this type of construction it is possible

that an experimental plug may conform to the dummy plug as far as the graphite

and concrete sections are concerned. If more experimental space is required,

it may conform only to the concrete section.

In choosing plug materials, an effort has been made to duplicate in so

far as possible the materials in the reactor sections surrounding the experi-

mental holes. The result of this procedure is that neutron fluxes in the

reflector regions, beryllium and graphite, are maintained at practical maxima.

Materials for the plug casing have been chosen for minimum neutron absorption

and induced activity, consistent with structural requirements. Outside the

thermal shield materials have been determined by shielding and structural

considerations.

To compensate for such factors as plug deflection, plug fabrication

tolerances., and reactor component erection tolerances, an annular clearance of

% in. is allowed in the beryllium and graphite sections of the plug and experi-

mental hole. From the thermal shield to the reactor face, the maximum annular

clearance is 1/8 in. A closer fit can be tolerated here because the plug is

well guided in this section by the plug rollers, and, because of the heavy

construction of this section of the plug, there is little deflection.

Plug Cooling., Owing to the high heat generation in the beryllium tips of

the horizontal beam hole plugs (HB-1 to HB- 6). water cooling is provided. The
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arrangement is illustrated in Fig. 3.1.B. Cooling water is directed through

the plug by means of two concentric pipes. The inner pipe serves as the supply

line, and the outer pipe serves as the return. The supply line directs the

water to a manifold,which in turn divides the flow through several longitudinal

holes in the beryllium section. At the far end of the beryllium, the water

fans out through radial slots and into the annulus formed between the beryllium

and its aluminum can. The water is returned through this annulus to the re-

turn line manifold, then into the return line, and back into the process-water

stream. The thermal stress in the beryllium wad the controlling factor in the

determination of cooling-water distribution and rate of flow. (3

The graphite sections of the water-cooled plugs are cooled with the same

pipes that direct the cooling water to the beryllium tips. The graphite is

fitted snugly over the pipes to assure good thermal contact. This is the

primary reason that the concentric pipe design was adopted, since it is dif-

ficult to assure a snug graphite fit over two separate pipes.

The aluminum shell encasing the graphite is cooled by air flowing along

the annulus. Air is drawn in at the reactor face and passes along the shield

and beam hole plug annuli, is metered by the fit at the tapered section at the

thermal shield, flows along the annulus between the plug casing and graphite

zone liner, and passes out into the pebble zone through holes in the liner

near the tank wall. The amount of air is determined by the requirement that

the temperature of the aluminum shell of the plug shall not exceed 500*F since

beyond this temperature the 63S alloy used suffers rapid loss of strength.

Higher strength alloys such as 24S, 52S, and 75S were not used owing to the

high induced activity they would acquire. Cooling of the shell by conduction

of heat through the graphite to the water-cooling pipes is probably im-

practical because of differential expansion.

The water pipes are securely attached to the beryllium section and are

allowed to ".float" in the steel and concrete sections. Also, because of

thermal expansion the graphite must slide a little over the outer tube, and it

is therefore not clamped tightly to this tube. Calculations indicate that

dangerous amounts of radiation will not "stream" down the cooling pipes even

when they are empty of water. If, however, experience indicates that some

shielding is necessary, a twisted stainless steel strip may be used in the

center tube and a flat strip formed in a helix may be used in the annulus.
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The plugs penetrating only to the reactor tank wall are cooled by air

drawn along the annulus from the reactor face and into the main reactor air

stream through holes in the graphite zone liner. The amount of cooling air

that flows through the annulus is regulated by means of spacers located on the

plug taper. The thickness of these spacers determines the clearance between

the plug and the liner at the taper and consequently sets the pressure drop as

well as the resulting air flow through the annulus. Here again the design is

based on a maximum aluminum and graphite temperature of 500 F. Again, the

casing expands more than the graphite; therefore the casing is perforated with

holes which permit the cooling air to contact the graphite and thereby provide

direct air cooling.

Dust Control. As a standard health precaution, an air velocity of

150 ft/min into the reactor through the plug annulus will be maintained during

plug removal. A similar velocity will be maintained during normal operation

to minimize passage of dust into the reactor room. In all cases the air-

cooling requirements of the plugs exceed Health Physics requirements during

operation. To provide sufficient velocity during plug removal the holes

through the pebble zone liner into the pebble zone have been made large enough

to provide the necessary air flow with only the shutdown fan operating.( 4 )

3.1.4 Horizontal Through Hole Facility. The horizontal through hole is

a 4..11/16 in. square hole that extends from one reactor face to the opposite

face. It goes through the reactor tank adjacent to one side of the active

lattice. The general philosophy n providing the through hole has been to

make available for experimentation a facility with high flux, ample space, and

a single-pass cooling system. Experimenters have expressed a strong desire for

such a facility, i.e., one with which they can irradiate future reactor fuel

elements under simulated operating conditions.

The hole liners and components are generally the same for this facility

as for the beam holes previously discussed, the only difference being that

there is a complete liner for each end of the hole, each with a radiation door

and other related liner components. The plug, however, presented more dif-

ficult problems than the plugs discussed in the foregoing section. For this

reason a separate discussion on the plug for the through hole is warranted.
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As a basis for design, the following premises were established:

1. The cooling system for the beryllium shall be a single-pass
system, i.e., the water enters at one side of the reactor and
leaves at the other side.

2. There shall be no blind water connections which will have to be
made up after insertion within the reactor structure, and the
complete cooling circuit for the plug shall be arranged to allow
testing for leaks prior to insertion in the experimental hole.
This dictates that one section of the plug shall contain a com-
plete cooling-water line, which will extend from one side o. the
reactor to the other.

3. A coolant return loop and a means for hookup to the experimental
plug and associated equipment shall be provided. This would
then complete the desired single-pass cooling system.

4. A space in the Reactor Building shall be made accessible for
setting up experimental equipment. This is desirable because
the external equipment needed for the testing of the reactor
fuel elements is quite extensive, and in some cases may have to
be heavily shielded.

The design of the facility is shown in Fig. 3.1.D. It will be noted that

the plug consists of three separate sections. The square section contains the

beryllium, the graphite, and the complete cooling-water pipe, while the other

two sections are merely round dummy plugs that fit over the extended water

pipes of the square plug. These dummy plugs are identical in shape and

construction to the concrete sections of the 8-in. horizontal beam hole plugs.

The water pipes can be disconnected at the thermal shield by means of specially

designed screwed connections so that they may be removed with the round

dummy plugs.

To cool the beryllium section, one end of the extended water pipe is

connected to the supply-water line; the other end is connected to the drain

line. In an attempt to forecast future demands of this facility, a coolant

return loop is provided. The 8-in. horizontal graphite hole, HG-2, has been
chosen to serve as the coolant return loop. It is ideal because it runs
parallel to the through hole, HT-1, and also passes completely through the
reactor.
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In Fig. 3.1.D is also shown a coolant pipe located in the center of a

graphite plug inside the HG-2 hole. This plug is rather long, but upon re-

moval it can be cut into two or three sections, thereby permitting the use of

standard coffins for handling.

The two coolant lines are joined at one end of the reactor'by means of a

simple crossover pipe; at the other end of the reactor, a vertical conduit

leading down to a slurry cubicle in the basement is indicated. The intention

here is to connect coolant lines to the end of each plug, direct then through

the conduit, and complete the circuit in the reactor basement. AlL piping,

except that emerging into the basement, is thus completely shielded, and no

bulky temporary shielding walls will be needed in the main floor cubicles.

The primary reason for providing additional experimental setup space in the

basement is that the equipment required for a recirculatory system is probably

extensive, i.e., the setup may include pumps, heat exchangers, heaters,

pressurizing equipment, control panels, associated piping and valving,

etc.

A consensus indicates that some experiments may require a coolant loop

that is in a low flux zone. For this type of experiment the use of this HG-2

hole as a coolant loop would not be desirable since the flux in the center of

this facility is approximately 1010 neutrons/cm2 --sec. Also, passages to the

basement large enough to accommodate heavily insulated pipes subject to linear

expansions of about 6 in. are required for high--temperature tests.

To satisfy both these conditions, space for an alternate cooling loop is

provided in an inactive reactor zone together with large slots through the

main floor. A 12-in, hole running from side to side of the reactor structure

below the first floor and parallel to the HT-1 hole provides space for the

alternate loop. Access to this hole is accomplished by means of 12- by 24-in.

holes through the floor in front of the HT-1 cubicles. In the basement the

desired piping may be directed along the ceiling directly under the first

floor and thence to the 12-in. hole. This setup gives the desired low flux

condition and allows an experimenter to install his own piping, insulation,

etc., to suit his requirements of temperature and thermal expansion.

In regard to insertion and withdrawal, the round portion of the experi-

mental hole has an adapter or tray which enables the square plug to pass
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smoothly through the larger round section of the hole. After the square plug

is in position, the adapter is removed to clear the hole for the insertion of

the round dummy plugs. Small graphite skids are fastened to the square plug

to assure proper clearances and also permit smooth insertion. The round dummy

plugs are fitted with rollers identical to those used for the 8--in. horizontal

beam hole plugs. 24S aluminum is selected for the sheath over the beryllium

and graphite. Owing to the over-shadowing high activity induced in the

beryllium, there is little to be gained from the use of 63S aluminum in this

location.

Cooling provisions for the beryllium, graphite, and aluminum are similar

to those used in the HB holes.

3.1.5 *ther Eorizomtal Experimental and Imstrumemt Holes. In addition

to the main experimental holes described in the previous sections, there are

six more horizontal through holes. Four of these, HG-1 through HG-4, are for

experimental use; the other two, HI-2 and HI-3, are for reactor control

instruments.

Experimental Holes. The locations of holes HG-1 through HG-4 can be seen

in Figs. 3.A and C. HG--1 and HG-2 go through the full length of the east

graphite wall while HG-3 and HG-4 penetrate the west wall. The first two

holes are 8 in. in diameter, the latter two 4 in. in diameter through the

graphite.

For start-up, plugs will be supplied only for the ends of these holes and

the section through the graphite will be left empty. The plugs supplied will

be barytes concrete through the biological shield tipped with a 1iO-in.

aluminum casting through the thermal shield. The inner face of the aluminum

section will be covered with a %--in. boral plate to reduce the neutron flux

into the plug. A 1-in.-I.D. steel pipe is spiraled through each plug so that

electrical or plumbing connections can be made to experimental equipment in

the holes.

As indicated in Section 3.1.4, hole HG-2 may possibly be used as a return

path for liquids or slurries used in HT-1 hole experiments.

Instrument Holes. Access to HI-2 and HI-3 is obtained through the east

and west faces of the reactor structure. These holes are to be used for the
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compensated ion chambers (see Chap. 5 ) for the log N and galvanometer cir-

cuits of the reactor control system. Both holes have a minimum diameter of

10% in. and are plugged only through the biological and thermal shields. The

plugs used are barytes concrete tipped with a 30-in.- long aluminum casting. .A

4-in. diameter hole runs through the center of the plug to within 4 in. of the

inner end. This allows the tip of the ion chamber to be inserted to the inner

side of the thermal shield. An adjustment on the ion chamber insertion rod

enables the chamber tobe moved back as much as 18 in. from the inner position.

3.1.6 Services. All the experimental beam holes are provided with

standard service facilities. These services are divided into two categories,

internal services and external services.

The internal services, so-called because they are located within the

biological shield, are primarily concerned with providing the cooling fluid

for the experimental and dummy plugs, and are all connected to a common header

to permit plug flushing and also ready change-over to another plug coolant.

They include the following (1) process-water supply, (2) process--water re-

turn, (3) demineralized- water supply, (4) spare liquid line, (5) warm drain to

sump, and (6) compressed air.

The external services are located in trenches around the reactor face and

are primarily concerned with servicing experimental equipment exterior to the

experimental plugs. They include the following: (1) demineralized-water

supply, (2) auxiliary blended cooling water, (3) compressed air, (4) hot gas

exhaust, (5) steam, (6) 120-volt a-c supply. (7) 120- volt a-c supply for

regulation. (8) 240-volt a c supply, (9) two 2-in. spare conduits, (10) one

4-in. spare conduit, and (11) intercom or telephone.

3.1.7 Coffins. Whenever the occasion arises to insert or retract a

plug, a heavy lead shielded coffin is accurately aligned at the chosen ex-

perimental facility. After proper alignment. the plug is withdrawn from or

inserted into the beam hole. The coffin requirements for the MTR experimental

holes can be satisfied by three coffins, each coffin to take care of one of

the following three groups of holes:

1. Main Beam Holes HB- 1. 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, HG 5 and 6, HR 3 and
4, and the Through Hole HT-1. A coffin for these facilities, des-
ignated as a "Universal Coffin," is provided for reactor operation;
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it is shown in Fig. 3.1.E. It is rather heavy owing to the 10 in.
of lead necessary for shielding the beryllium parts of most of the
plugs of this group. The gross weight as shown, with the HT-1 1 hole
adapter attached, is 41,000 lb. An electric tractor with a special
lift type trailer towing attachment is provided to move the coffin.
To facilitate its operation the concrete roadway from the reactor
face to the plug storage facility is made level and is adequately
reinforced at its expansion joints to safely support this heavy

load. A pull rod is furnished for manually moving the plugs out of
or into their holes in the reactor or plug-storage facility. Lead
plugs are furnished for shielding the open ends during the HT-1
loading or unloading operation. A roll-over device for converting
from HT hole to HB hole operation is also provided.

2. All VN Holes, DB Holes, and All VG Holes Other than VG-9. A
proposal for a coffin for this group has been made,(12) but the
final design has been postponed pending the experience to be gained
in the operation of the Universal Coffin of Group 1. The proposed
coffin differs from the Universal mainly in being smaller and lighter
and having a motorized winch for retracting or inserting plugs.
Also, a special crane sling is utilized to align the coffin at the
vertical and inclined beam holes. About 6 in. of lead shielding is
adequate to handle all the dummy plugs for these holes. but provision
should be made for adding layers of lead for "Cot"- experimental
plugs.

3. HG-9, VG 9, and HI-2 and 3. The coffin for this group will
be rather large in any case. For removal of dummy plugs it should
have lead shielding.about 6 in. thick, but for a major HG-9 experi-
ment much more shielding will be necessary. The design of a coffin

for this group has been postponed pending the operational experience
to be gained with the Universal Coffin of Group 1.

Universal Coffin Design and Operation The Universal Coffin as used for

the HB holes is made up of three sections having a total length of approxi-

mately 18 ft. The first section is approximately 33 in. in diameter and is

about 4 ft 5 in. long. It has the coffin mounting flange and a radiation door

at one end. The middle section, shaped like a frustum of a cone tapering

from approximately 33 to 20 in. in diameter, is about 6 ft long. The third

section is simply a steel tube with flanges at each end, and on it are mounted

all the driving mechanisms for operating the radiation door in the beam hole

liner. A trunnion together with jacks and traverse bases permits exact

alignment of the coffin after approximate placement of the dolly.
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The radiation door in the coffin is lead and is approximately 10 in.

thick. The mechanism for opening and closing this door consists of an electric

motor--driven worm gear which drives an acme screw shaft to open or close the

door. The door is accurately located when open as it forms a part of the

pathway on which the HB.-2, HB-5, and HT-1 plugs roll.

The dolly is used for aligning the coffin at the horizontal beam holes

and plug-storage facility, and also for horizontal transportation. It is a

rigid frame of welded construction supported by six heavy-duty rubber-covered

wheels mounted on a common axis. To simplify maneuvering of the coffin during

transportation and alignment, the dolly is operated like a two-wheeled trailer

and is moved by an electric tractor. The tractor is fitted with a special

trailer hook which can be hydraulically (or electrically) operated to raise or

lower the front end of the dolly.

For properly aligning the coffin with the horizontal experimental beam

holes in the reactor or the holes in plug storage, manually operated traverse

mechanisms for lateral movement of the coffin are provided at both ends of the

dolly. Vertical alignments are provided for by three manually operated

hydraulic jacks. Differential movement of the two jacks at the heavy end will

provide rotational adjustment to fit the bullet type dowels on the reactor

face and plug-storage face. A machinist's level at the side of the coffin

gives the approximate level position for the first stage of attachment. When

the coffin is slid onto the dowels and is within X in. of the cubicle face,

four dial indicators on the coffin flange begin to indicate actual squareness

with the cubicle face. The cubicle face will be erected square with the

centerline of the beam hole within very close tolerances; hence it is the

proper guide for coffin alignment. After the jacks and traverse bases have

been readjusted to bring the dial indicators to a common reading, the bolts

are inserted and tightened in order to clamp the coffin securely to the

cubicle face.

Removal or insertion of the plug is performed manually by means of a

long rod. When the plug is in the coffin, radiation doors in both the beam

hole and coffin must be closed before the coffin is pulled away.

To insert the plug in the plug-storage facility a similar procedure is

followed except that because of large clearances attaching bolts are not

needed.
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HT I Hole Operat Lon. Special procedure is necessary for operation with

the HT 1 hole. The coffin is removed from the dolly by the crane and rolled

over 180 on a special fixture. It is then lowered on the dolly with the

trunnion riser blocks removed. When the coffin and dolly extensions are

bolted on. the coffin is ready for use.

After the water cooling pipes of the HT.1 plug are disconnected at the

thermal shield, the round plug that extends from the cubicle face to the

thermal shield is removed at each end and the radiation doors are closed.

These plugs are then placed in plug storage. A special tray for handling the

square HT- 1 plug is placed in the coffin before returning it to the reactor.

After the coffin is bolted in place. the beam hole radiation door is opened

and the tray is slid into the beam hole up to the thermal shield. The plug is

pulled out onto the tray. which can be kept from sliding out by a pushrod,

and the tray and plug are then pulled into the coffin. An annular shielding

plug is used at the outer end of the coffin to reduce radiation from the end

of the plug. After the radiation door in the beam hole is closed, the coffin

is unbolted and pulled ahead about 1 ft so that a radiation plug may be in-

serted in the end. The coffin is then transported to plug storage and the

plug is slid off its tray into one of the square plug-storage holes.

3.2 VERTICAL EXPERIMENTAL AND INSTRUMENT HOLES

The MTR has 71 experimental and instrument holes accessible from the top

of the reactor. The general layout of the top surface of the reactor with

essential dimensions indicated is shown in Fig. 3.E. Details of the hole

locations and the numbers assigned to them are given in Fig. 3.F. It is only

fair to warn the reader that holes VG. 21 and VG-22 are nonexistent they

were lost in the shuffle.

It will be noted in Fig. 3.F that some of the holes go into the pebble

zone and others into the permanent graphite, while two extend through the re-

actor structure and are accessible from the basement of the Reactor Building.

The way in which the holes into the pebble zone slant in toward the reactor

tank is shown in Fig. 2.B. All the facilities entering the pebble zone have

complete liners. steel through the concrete, then fluted aluminum tubes in the

graphite. Cooling inside the liner is provided by air which leaks around the
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plugs and into the pebble zone through holes in the bottom of the liner tube.

All the vertical holes into the permanent graphite have liners in the

concrete but not in the graphite. In order to maintain proper air flow in the

permanent graphite, these experimental holes must always be plugged during

operation by concrete plugs through the biological shield and by full--length

graphite plugs in the graphite region.

In general the graphite plugs will be tailor--made to suit particular ex-

periments, but it is expected that the barytes plugs used for start-up will be

adequate for most experimental setups. These barytes plugs are all provided

with stainless steel tubes spiraled through them so that electrical leads,

etc. can be brought out from the experimental equipment. These tubes are 1

in. in diameter for the pebble zone holes, VG--9, T2-V1, and T2-V2, and 5 in.

in diameter for the permanent graphite holes. In all cases the graphite plugs

are suspended from the barytes plugs by a rod and clevis arrangement.

3.2.1 Instrument Doles. The holes presently reserved for instruments

required in the operation of the reactor are VN-1 through VN-6, VG-8, 15, 27,

28, 42, 44, and 56, and GM-1 and 2.

Holes VN-1 through VN-6 are sloping holes with their lower ends 2 ft 8

in. from the vertical centerline of the reactor at elevation 100 ft 5 in.

(i.e., just above the horizontal centerline of the reactor). The hole liners

are 3-in.--I.D. aluminum tubing in the pebble zone. The ion chambers for the

safety and log N circuits are suspended in these holes by rods from the

barytes plugs which fill the top 6 ft of the holes. In each hole the ion

chamber position is set roughly by the length of the supporting rod, but this

position may be adjusted 16 in. by a threaded shaft which extends through the

top plug.

VG-8 and VG-15 are pebble zone holes reaching to elevation 98 ft 4 in.

which are to be used for fission chambers. Since the fission chambers will be

most useful near the centerline of the reactor during start-up, but above the

thermal shield during high-power operation, winches are provided above VG-8

and VG-15 to raise and lower the chambers. Total motion of approximately 12

ft is provided by this means.

The instrument holes, VG-27, 28, 42, 44, and 56 are vertical holes ex-

tending to elevation 96 ft 0 in. in the permanent graphite. They will contain
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neutron thermometers suspended in graphite plugs.

The remaining instrument holes, GM-1 and GM--2, are thimbles projecting

into the exit water lines. They provide space for the y ray ion chambers

which monitor the N16 activity in the exit water.

3.3.3 Experimental Holes. Holes VG-1, 3, 5, and 6 are pebble zone holes

with 4--in. -I.D. fluted aluminum liners extending to elevation 96. ft 2-5/8 in.

At the bottom the centerline of these holes is approximately 2 ft 8 in. from

the vertical centerline of the reactor. For start-.up they are equipped with

barytes plugs from which are suspended 3%-in.-diameter GBF graphite plugs.

Holes VG-7, 9, 10, and 16 through 20 are also pebble zone holes but

with 234-in. - I.D. liners extending to elevation 98 ft 4 in. At this elevation

the centerline of the liners is 2 ft 10 in. from the vertical centerline of

the reactor. The graphite plugs provided for start-up are 2% in. in diameter.

VG-23 through 62, except VG-27, 28, 42, 44, and 56, are vertical perma-

nent graphite holes at various distances from the reactor (see Figs. 3.E and

F) extending to elevation 96 ft. There is no liner in the graphite zone, but

for start-up 1%-in. graphite plugs are suspended in the 2-in. holes in the

graphite.

VG-2 and 4 are through holes accessible from the top of the pile and from

the sub-pile room. Barytes plugs are provided through both top and bottom

biological shields, and a rod and clevis arrangement allows the graphite plug

to be fastened to the top plug. The bottom plug is inserted from the sub- pile

room and bolted to the sub-pile room ceiling. Through the graphite the holes

are each 4 in. in diameter, requiring a 3%-in. GBF plug.

VG-9 is a large (10 by 10 in.) square hole penetrating the permanent

graphite to elevation 100 ft 6 in. directly above HG-9. The centerline of the

hole is 4 ft 5 in. from the vertical centerline of the reactor. The graphite

section of the plug is GBF, 9% by 9% in.

T--2--V-1 and T-2---V-2 are thermal column holes, 12'4 by 1234 in.:, through

the top of the thermal column liner. Each of the GBF graphite plugs is

suspended by a 34-in, steel rod from the barytes plug. This rod goes through

the graphite plug and is welded to %--in. steel plate at the bottom of the

plug, which is at the same level as the steel liner of the thermal column.
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The other two experimental hole; provided in the reactor are intended for

y-ray experiments. These holes, GT- I and GT 2, are stainless steel thimbles,

6 in. in I.D. projecting into the exit water lines where the N" activity

will be high.

In addition to the above experimental holes, twelve 2-in. -I.D. holes are

provided in the concrete. These holes, designated VC-1 through 9 and VC-ll

through 13, penetrate the south wall of the biological shield to elevation

92 ft. Their location is indicated in Fig. 3.E around the south instrument

cubicle (to the right of GM-1) and between the cubicle and the outer edge of

the reactor top. It is expected that these holes will be useful for thermo-

couples or for shielding measurements.

3.3 THERMAL COLUMN

3.3.1 General Deacriptiom. The purpose of the thermal column is to

provide a readily accessible field of thermalized neutrons for experimenta-

tion.( 13 ) In order to create such a field of thermal neutrons the permanent

graphite (see Section 2.4.2) is extended to the outer edge of the biological

shield through a 6-ft-square hole in the thermal shield and the concrete.

Graphite is used because it is a good moderator with low absorptivity and

hence can create an almost pure field of thermal neutrons at high intensity

over a large volume.

Figure 3.3.A is a cut-away view of the thermal column with the graphite

removed. The graphite stacking is shown in Fig. 3.3.B. In Fig. 3.3.A, the

steel liner adjacent to the concrete serves to absorb radiation from the

thermal column in a manner analogous to the thermal shield around the reactor

proper. The cadmium sheet next to the steel absorbs impinging slow neutrons

so that the steel liner will exhibit a minimum of induced radioactivity after

pile shutdown.

Since not all the neutrons are thermal, some (a flux of about 103 to 104

neutrons/cm 2 -sec) will reach the steel. This is sufficient, after extended

operation, to induce biologically dangerous activity in the steel so that

persons entering the empty column during reactor shutdown must be protected.

For this reason the 2--in. lead liner is provided over the neutron-absorbing

sheet.
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Because of its relative cheapness and availability, cadmium sheet is used

wherever possible for the neutron-absorbing liner. However, since cadmium

emits a highly energetic y ray upon absorbing a neutron, its use is restricted

to those places where adequate shielding from these hard y's is present. In

the outermost section of the liner (see Fig. 3.3.A) and on the inner face of

the lead door, boral 14 ) (boron carbide--aluminum sheet), which gives off a

much weaker y, is used.

To prevent streaming of fast neutrons from the reactor, the liner as well

as the graphite filler makes at least two sidesteps between the outer face of

the graphite reflector and the lead door. Scattering steps are also provided

for biological shielding in the apertures and around the edges of the lead

door. As indicated in Section 2.4.2, GBF graphite is used since it is the

purest commercially obtainable.

The lead door indicated in Fig. 3.3.A is designed to reduce the radiation

from the thermal column to the same level as that through the concrete biolog-

ical shield. It can be raised with the overhead crane and held in an elevated

position by lever-actuated pawls.

3.3.2 Thermal Column Experimental Facilities. The thermal-column ex-

perimental facilities include one large horizontal hole and 10 small holes, as

follows:

Horizontal Holes:

HG-9 9 X 15 in. To D tank

T-2-H-3 through T-2-H-8 4 X 4 in. To Y-ray screen

T-2-H-1 and T-2-. H-2 4 X 4 in. 900 column accessible
on north or south
face of reactor

Vertical Holes:

T-2--V-1 and T-2--V-2 12 X 12 in. Accessible at top of
reactor

In some respects the HG-9 hole should not be considered as part of the

thermal column since it provides access to the fast-neutron flux directly from

the active lattice through sealed empty cans in the beryllium. However, with
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appropriate plug arrangements the fast flux can be utilized by one experiment

and still not disturb the thermal column.

The holes normal to the direction of the thermal column are expected to

be extremely useful in providing very pure fields of thermal neutrons although

at somewhat reduced intensity.

3.4 SHIELDING FACILITY

The proposed shielding facility for the MTR has become a victim of delay

and economy. During the early design stages of the MTR it was recognized that

the problems associated with the shielding of nuclear reactors were among the

most serious in the industry. It was felt therefore that to be a completely

versatile test reactor the MTR should include a facility for shielding experi-

mentation, and the 6- by 6-ft hole on the west side, which was formerly a

second thermal column, was redesigned for this purpose. However, the shielding

problem became so urgent that a Bulk Shielding Facility was designed and built

at ORNL. When the MTR costs were reviewed in the spring of 1950, it was

decided that since the Bulk Shielding Facility would be in operation long

before the MTR, considerable money could be saved by eliminating the shielding

facility for the reactor.

As a result of the above decision, the MTR biological shield now contains

a 6- by 6-ft hole which will be filled, for the present, with closely packed

barytes blocks. However, in the hope that eventually this facility may be

used for a thermal column or other experiments, the following steps have been

taken to permit removal of the concrete blocks without danger of overexposure

to radiation:

1. The 6- by 6-ft hole will have a well-anchored steel liner. During
construction this liner will be provided with tapped holes so
that at some future time lead plates can be fastened to it as

each layer of concrete blocks is removed.

2. The inner end of the hole is covered by a quickly removable
boral sheet.

3. Means are provided for raising a 2-in. lead door up between the
thermal shield plates to cover the hole.
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In this way it is hoped that the concrete blocks can be re-

moved and graphite or other material stacked in during reactor

shutdown. In addition, a deep water shield tank is set into the

floor immediately in front of the shielding facility hole.

The preliminary design of the shielding facility as planned in November,

1949 is fully described in ORNL CF--49--12--30.<s1 5 )

3 5 PNEUMATIC RABBITS

The pneumatic rabbits provide the Materials Testing Reactor with facili-

ties to irradiate small samples of material in the high-neutron fields of the

reactor. The horizontal holes that constitute the pneumatic rabbit facilities

are HR-1, 2, 3, and 4. However, any beam hole can be adapted to provide addi-

tional shuttle facilities. Holes HR-3 and 4 are of 4 in. I.D. and extend in-

ward only to the reactor tank. Holes HR-l and 2, which are 1-in. in diameter,

extend completely through the reactor and pass within 1 in. of the active

lattice (see Fig. 2.D).

The only parts of these facilities which actually exist in the construc-

tion are the holes and liners and the vacuum exhaust lines within the reactor.

It is intended that the HR-1 hole always be used for "through shuttles,"

i.e., shuttles that pass directly through the reactor. The equipment for this

hole and the HR-3 and 4 holes will bedesigned and set up by the experimenters.

and it is therefore not discussed further.

The HR2 hole is intended primarily for "re-entry shuttles," i.e.,

shuttles that are stopped at the active lattice for a given interval and then

propelled out the same side through which they entered. The additional equip-

ment for this system is not included in the present construction, but a design

proposed") by ANL is discussed in Appendix 9. The proposed re-entry shuttle

equipment provides for the introduction of the shuttles into the system in the

basement and provides a means of propelling them to the inner end of the

rabbit tube. After a predetermined irradiation period in the reactor, they

can be expelled either to the laboratories in the Reactor Building wing or to

an unloading station in the basement. The major components of the system, all

fully described in Appendix 9, are a loading terminal, shock absorber, trans-

fer unit, laboratory selector, and unloading terminals.
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3.6 HYDRAULIC RABBITS

The hydraulic rabbit system for the MTR consists of two 1-in.--I.D.

vertical tubes running through the bottom plug into the east end of the

beryllium reflector (see Figs. 2.D and 2.4.A and B) and a 1.31-in.-I.D. tube

through each of the regulating rod holes not in use.

Only the tubes inside the reactor and through the bottom plug are being

provided in present construction. However, a tentative design for the en-

tire system proposed by ORNL is outlined in Appendix 10.
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3.8 REFERENCE DRAWINGS

DWG. NO.

BKC- 3150--92-9A

BKC-3150-522- 1

BKC--3150--522--2

BKC-.3150-522--3

BKC--3150-522-4

BKC- 3150--522-5

BKC- 3150--524-1

BKC--3150-544-1

BKC- 3150-544-2

BKC-3150-519-1

BKC-3150-519-2

BKC-3150-564-2

BKC- 3150-564-10

BKC- 3150-554-2

BKC-3150-551-1

BKC- 3150- 557-1

BKC-3150-557-4

BKC-3150-550-1

BKC-3150-562-1

BKC-3150-515-1 through 9

BKC- 3150-516-1

BKC- 3150-516-2

BKC-3150-558-1

BKC-3150- 514-1

BKC-3150-538-1 through 10

BKC-3150-540-1 through 5

TITLE

Service Facilities for Experimental Plugs

HP-1, 3, 4, and 6 - Liner

HB--1, 3, 4, and 6 - Plug

HB-1, 3, 4, and 6 - Radiation Door

HB-1, 3, 4, and 6 -- Shielding Plug

HB-1 to 6, DB-1, HT-1, HR-3 and 4, HG-S and 6 - Outer
Shield Plug

Typical Assembly of Liner, Plug, Radiation Door, and
Shielding Plug

HG-1 to 4 - Liner Assembly

HG-1 to 4 - Plugs

HI-2 and 3 - Mechanical Design

HI-2 and 3 - Plugs

Plug Coffin
Coffin Radiation Door Drive

VN-1 to 6 - Details

VG-1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16 through 20 -
Liner and Plug

VG-23 through 62 except 27, 28, 42, 44, and 56 - Liner
and Plug

VG-27, 28, 42, 44, and 56 - Neutron Thermometer Equip-
ment

GT--1 and 2 - Gamma Thimble Plug

VC-1 through 13 except VC-10 - Liner and Plug

T-2 Thermal Column

T-2-V-1 Thermal Column Liner

T-2--V-1 Thermal Column Plug

T-2--H-1 to T-2-H-8 Graphite Plugs - Reactor Structure

Shielding Facility Arrangement

HR-1 and 2 - Rabbit Tubes

HR-3. and 4 - Rabbit Tubes
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Chapter 4

PHYSICS OF THE MATERIALS TESTING REACTOR

4.1 REVIEW OF REQUIREMENTS

The general aims of the Materials Testing Reactor are:

1. Attainment of a very high fast-neutron and thermal-neutron flux
for general experimental and testing purposes.

2. Production. in sizeable quantities, of U2 3 3 , C'4 , and other
isotopes.

3. Attainment of a flexible reactor in which the disposition of
fissionable material may be readily altered in conformity with
experimental needs.

4. Production of epithermal neutrons of the highest possible energy

in order to test the behavior of reactor materials under high-
intensity radiation (fast neutrons and y rays).

5. Attainment of a reactor of such simplicity in design, servicing,

and operation that it can serve as a prototype for research

centers in which the AEC may deem a nuclear reactor desirable in
the future.

In order for the reactor to satisfy these requirements, careful consider-

ation had to be given to the minimum quantity of fissionable material which

would be necessary at the flux level desired, the amount of foreign matter to

be inserted, the need to reactivate the reactor within a few hours or less

after shutdown and overcome fission product poisoning, temperature effect, and

depletion of fissionable material, to name the most important.

This chapter will review briefly some of the theoretical considerations

that were worked on in parallel with the critical experiments described in

Appendixes 1, 2, and 3. Sections 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 cover essentially the same

material as MonP-272. Section 4.5 discusses heat production and removal.

Section 4.6, on Shieldiag, is given in considerable detail because it covers

the particular shielding problems of the present MTR and illustrates the

assumptions and methods used in such calculations. It is to be hoped that
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enough data will be taken from the MTR to check the validity of these calcu-

lations.

4.2 FLUX CALCULATIONS

One of the most important reasons for using a small-volume light water-

moderated core instead of the large-volume heavy water-moderated core de-

scribed in MonP-108 and in Appendix 1 is that the virgin neutron flux (fission

neutrons which have suffered no collisions) and the y-ray flux are much

higher. The virgin flux, 0,, is related to the number of fission neutrons

produced per cubic centimeter, Q, and to the inelastic macroscopic cross-

section for virgin neutrons 2in by the relation

4) =Q/2i,

The above equation is correct if the reactor dimensions are large compared to

the mean free path, Yi -1, of virgin neutrons.

In the present reactor Q is given by 'r;X 1) where 0, is the average slow
flux, 2 X 1014 CM-2 sec-1, and a2ss= 0.059 cm- 1 , corresponding to 35.7 g of

U2 35 per liter of reactor. The mean free path of virgin neutrons in the core

of light water plus aluminum, with VA/V.O = 0.75, is about 5 cm; thus

0, x 1.2 x 1014 cm-2 sec-1

The old proposed heavy water--moderated reactor had a core volume almost

ten times greater than the present one, while the total power output, 3 X 104

kw, and virgin-neutron mean free path was the same. Its average virgin flux

was thus smaller by a factor of10. A comparison of the slow, resonance, and

fast flux in these light water and heavy water reactors isgiven in Table 4.2.A.

A second desirable characteristic of the small-core light water-moder-

ated reactor is that the thermal-neutron flux distribution is essentially flat

in the core and for a short distance into the beryllium reflector is equal to

or greater than the average core flux. The holdup of thermal neutrons in the

The quantity Q is therefore proportional to the power per unit volume of the reactor.
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TABLE 4. Z. A

Fluxes in Light Water and Heavy Water Reactors

LIGIT WATER HEAVY WATER

Power (kw) 30 x 103 30 x 103

Power/volume (kw/liter) 357 37

Maximum virgin nv "' 1.2 x 10

Maxim. epithermal nv "-6 x 1014 '5 x 1014

Maximum slow nv "2x 1014 "2x 1014

reflector is due to the smaller rate of absorption in the beryllium as com-

pared to the high k core.

The magnitude of the rise in the reflector depends on the size and shape

of the reactor. In Figs. 4.2.A, B, and C the radial flux distributions as

calculated for three cylindrical reactors with different k values are shown.

In the largest reactor (lowest k = 1.373) the thermal flux rise in the re-

flector is least pronounced. The larger the reactor, the lower the rate of

thermalization, which is proportional to Of, becomes in the reflector. This

results in a decreased O, in the reflector. For a thin-slab reactor (Fig.

4.2.F) the rise of 0, in the reflector is most pronounced because of the

relatively high rate of thermalization in the beryllium near the core. The

change from a circular to a rectangular horizontal cross-section reactor

hardly affects the neutron flux distributions (compare Figs. 4.2.A and E).

Longitudinally the thermal flux in the k = 1.373 cylindrical reactor

(Fig. 4.2.D) drops only by a factor of 2 before again rising in the top (or

bottom) water plus aluminum reflector. The actual longitudinal distribution

will be even flatter than that calculated because the side beryllium re-

flectors are longer than the reactor proper, and therefore extend into the top

and bottom reflector region.

The thermal-neutron distribution in the reactor and its reflector will be modified by the presence of con-

trol rods and the aluminum tank wall. When cadmium control rods are near the center of the core, the flux in
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the reflector is relatively greater than the average core thermal flux because the cadmium rods cause a central

depression of the neutron flux. A high ratio of reflector to average core neutron flux makes for maximum ex-

perimental usefulness with minimum expenditure of fuel.

The presence of the aluminum tank wall between the beryllium and graphite

lowers the thermal flux slightly. At its position nearest to the core (30 cm)

when the core is the thinnest possible slab (thus highest flux at the alumi-

num-graphite boundary), the aluminum depresses the thermal flux by only 14% as

shown in Fig. 4.2.F. If the thermal flux is normalized to 2 X 1014 at the edge of the reactor, then the flux will

rise to about 2.3 x 1014 in the beryllium 5 cm from the reactor surface. At the beryllium-graphite interface the

slow neutron flux is about 6 x 1013, and at the thermal shield it is about 3 x 1011. These figures are, of course,

very rough.

The calculations of the flux distributions were made according to a

simple two-group diffusion theory. Experiments described in Appendix 2

indicate that these calculations predict a smaller slow-neutron rise in the

reflector than is actually observed.

4.3 REACTIVITY LOSSES

For various reasons, e.g., Xe'3 s poisoning, depletion of U2 3 s, etc., the

reactivity of the reactor is lower during high-power operation than during

zero-power operation. The reactor therefore must be built considerably larger

than is necessary to be critical in the cold, clean state. Before summarizing

the reactivity losses which are entailed by Xe'3 s + Sm'4 9 , depletion of U2 35 ,

and temperature rise, the conventions for expressing reactivity loss will be

reviewed briefly.

If a poison is placed in or removed from a reactor which is just criti-

cal, the neutron density will decay or rise with a period T. This period is

directly proportional to the change in reactivity, which we denote by

Akeff/kf f
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by the usual in-hour formula

Ak, l i- 1

- + T(1)
k, f k-r'i + T

where 1 is the generation time, and Pi and T1 are the abundance and the mean

life of the ith delayed neutron group. The k in this formula is. always the

value of k after the change in poison has been made.

It is possible to calculate the reactivity change ke,,,/k,,,f, and there-

fore the period T, in terms of the absorption cross-section of the poison and

its position in the reactor. More generally, if any perturbation is imposed

on the reactor, e.g., if the density of the moderator is changed, then the

reactivity will change in a manner which is calculable in terms of the magni-

tude of the perturbation and its position in the reactor.

The critical equation in two-group reactor theory is

k = (1 + -B2 )(1 + L2 B2 )

where - = age of fission neutrons.

L = diffusion length.

B2 = "buckling' or "Laplacian"' of the reactor.

When
k

(1 + -rB 2 )(1 + L2 B2 )

the system is chain reacting and in a steady state, and k ,f, is defined as

k
k*f (1 + -rB2)(1 + L2B2)
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Jn the IR1T core r 64 cm 2 , L2 2 3. 5 cm, and B2 10'2 cm-2.

If an absorber is uniformly distributed in the core, it will affect k

primarily but, to a much lesser extent, it will also affect L 2 . The latter

effect can be neglected when L2 << 'r and we may then write

Akff Ak

k f f k

It will be recalled that

k = pE77f

when

7) = number of neutrons produced for each thermal neutron absorbed in
uranium.

number of fast neutrons from all fissions
E = fast multiplication factor-=

number of neutrons from thermal fissions

p = resonance escape probability = fraction of neutrons escaping
resonance capture and thus becoming thermal neutrons.

f = thermal utilization factor = fraction of all thermal neutrons

produced which is absorbed in fuel material.

However, in a small enriched reactor such as the MTR, both p and E are suf-

ficiently close to unity that, to a very good approximation,

k = of = 7) U

reactor

where 223s = 23s-

X-reactor =Nc 23S + No"0o + NOAI + Nop,,,

It is then possible to write, when an absorber is placed in the core,

Ak AF_

k ek reactor
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In this expression k and ector always pertain to the situation after a

change has been made.

The effect of a local change in the reactor is a fairly sensitive func-

tion of position. Experiments described in Appendix 3 have shown that an

absorber is about twice as effective in the center of the core as at the edge,

and the importance of an absorber diminishes rapidly as its distance from the

core increases. This, of course, means that experiments can be done in the

reflector, where the thermal flux is very high, without producing a major

change in reactivity.

For detailed treatment of the equations and effects discussed above, the

reader is referred to Glasstone and Edlund, Elements of Nuclear Reactor

Theory.(65)

The major perturbations which occur in the reactor are Xes3 5 
+ Sm'4 '

poisoning, U23 5 depletion, and temperature rise. The reactivity loss, Ak/k,

for each of these has been calculated and is discussed below.

4.3,t Xe1s and Sm 14 9l Poisoaimg. When the reactor operates at a uniform

flux of 2 x 1014, i.e., at 10,000 kw per kilogram of U235 , the steady state

reactivity loss due to Xe'3 5 is Ak/k = 3.9% and that due to Sm1 4 9 is Ak/k =

1.0%, making a total steady state loss of 4.9%. The manner in which these

losses are reached after start-up is indicated in Figs. 4.3.A and B.

After shutdown the Xe'3 s produced by i135 decay builds up and goes

through a maximum at 11 hr; at this time the additional reactivity loss due to

Xe'35 growth = 40.6%. The total extra Xe'3 s loss is somewhat less than this

because any Xe1 3 5 which is already present at shutdown simply decays without

going through a maximum. The time course of the Xe1 3 5 which grows from I'3s

is shown in Fig. 4.3.C (curve labeled I'3s- Xe'3 5 -- Cs'3 5 ), and the time

course of the Xe1 3 5 which decays directly is given in the curve labeled

Xe135 -4 Cs1 35 .

The Sm1 4 ' is a daughter of I1149; its concentration therefore increases

after shutdown. The extra loss due to it would, at very long times after

shutdown, eventually reach Ak/k = 3.3%.

The overall time behavior of the extra reactivity loss is also given in

Fig. 4.3.C. It is seen that in order to override the Xe13 5 + Sm14 9 loss at
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all times, an excess k equal to the sum of the net extra loss, 38.8%, plus the

equilibrium loss, 4.9%, or Ak/k = 43.7% is needed.

It was not regarded as a practical necessity that so much reactivity be

built unto the reactor that it could override the Xe18 5 at all times after

shutdown. However, there should be sufficient extra reactivity so that

every accidental scram does not keep the reactor shut down for several days.

It was felt that if the reactor can override % hr of accumulated Xe18 5 + Sm149 ,

it will ordinarily have sufficient operational flexibility. To achieve this

it is necessary, according to Fig. 4.3.C, to build into the reactor an excess

reactivity of 9.6% (4.7% for reactivity loss in 30 min after shutdown plus

4.9% equilibrium loss). With this available Ak/k the machine can be started

up within the first half hour after a scram, or after two days if not started

during the "grace" period.

It should be clear from this discussion that much more care is needed

to shut down and start up this reactor than is needed for the graphite re-

actors.

4.3.3 Depletion of U23 s and Other Fission Predet Poisoning. It is

estimated that there will be a loss of 0.35% per day in Ak/k attributable to

the depletion of U1 3 5 and accumulation of low-cross-section fission products

(r is assumed to be 50 barns per fission) if the reactor runs at 10,000 kw

per kilogram. A running cycle of about ten days was used for the computation,

which means that about 3.5% in Ak/k must be available to override the deple-

tion loss. The depletion and low-cross-section fission product loss is

plotted as a function of time in Figs. 4.S.A and B (curves labeled "25").

The total loss due to depletion, low-cross-section fission products, and

Xe135 + Sm149 is also given in these figures.

4.3.3 Temperature Coefficient. As the temperature of the reactor rises,

the reactivity falls. The reactivity temperature coefficient, defined as the

change in Ak/k per degree centigrade temperature rise in the reactor, is the

sum of three partial coefficients. These partial coefficients arise from

1. Expansion of the fuel-bearing aluminum plates.

2. Expansion of water between fuel plates,

3. Change in microscopic cross-sections with temperature.
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Effects 1 and 2 are functions of the bulk temperature of the plates and

H2 0,respectively. Effect 3 is a function only of the neutron temperature. To

determine the neutron temperature from the H2 0 temperature is not easy; it is

supposed that the two are equal.

In Table 4.3.A are tabulated the partial temperature coefficients at

20*C calculated for three cylindrical reactors of 12.78. 17.85, and 21.12 cm

active radii, respectively. All are approximately 53 cm high and VA/VH2

0.75. The usual adjoint perturbation theory was used for the calculation.

TABLE 4.3.A

Partial Temperature Coefficients at 20*C,Al-H2 0 Neutron Temperature

r = 12.78 r = 17.85 r = 21.12
Reactor

k = 1.606 k = 1.432 k = 1.373

Coefficient (1) in tk/k/*C -1.6 x 10-5 -.1 4 x 10-5 .1.3 x 10-5

Coefficient (2) -3.8 x 10- --3-0 x 10-5 -2.8 x 10-5

Coefficient (3) -15.7 x 10-5 -10.5 x 10-5 --8.9 x 10-s

Total coefficient -21 x 10-5 -15 x 10- -13 x 10-5

During summer operation at 10 kw/per gram of U23 5 the water will enter

the reactor at about 100 F (39 C) and leave it at 115*F (47.3*C). The maximum

aluminum temperature will be about 50 C higher than the average water tem-

perature. The lowest reactor temperature will occur during winter shutdown;

at this time water and aluminum will be at about 10*C. Thus the yearly

temperature range of the water (and the neutrons) is about 35C, and the tem.

perature range of the aluminum is about 70*C. The maximum reactivity loss in

the k = 1.606 reactor due to temperature rise is therefore: 0.11% in Ak/k due

to aluminum temperature rise and 0.68% in Ak/k due to water and neutron tem-

perature rise, making a total of 0.79%. For the k = 1.373 reactor the figure

would be 0.5%. The temperature loss computed here is total loss from winter

shutdown to summer operating conditions. The loss in reactivity from summer
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shutdown to summer operating is very much less than 0.78%; it is only about

0.2%, which is the amount of Ak/k that must be held by the regulating rods.

The larger variation between summer and winter operation and shutdown can be

taken care of by the shim rods.

4.3.4 *ther Reactivity Lesses. Experimental setups around and in the
reactor lattice will further reduce the reactivity of the machine.- An ad-

ditional 5% in Ak/k was arbitrarily assigned to handle this.: It is estimated

that this margin in Ak/k represents an absorber of total cross-section 330

cm 2 placed uniformly in a 2-kg reactor.* It may be pointed out that in the

present ORNL reactor , the total poison cross-section which will take up the

excess available for experiments, i.e., about 0.5%, is 4000 cm2 if spread

uniformly or 500 cm2 if concentrated at the center.:

4.3.5 Total Reactivity of Reactor. The overall minimum excess re-

activity built into the reactor is summarized in Table 4.3.B.

tABLE 4.3. B

limimum Reactivity Lesses Which Erst Be

Allowed for is Reactor

From the curve of critical mass versus k in Fig. 4.3.D it may be esti-

mated that about 2.6 kg is needed to ensure an excess Ak/k of 18.9%.

*'The critical experiments discussed in Appendix 3 indicate that Ak/k for experiments and apparatus will
be less than that assigned here.
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Xels + 6149 9.6

Depletion + low-cross-section fission products 3.5

Temperature 0.8

Others 5.0

Total 18.9



The exact critical mass is not crucially important since the reactor is

designed so that as much as 6 kg of U2 3 5 can be loaded by replacing all the

removable beryllium. With this loading the excess reactivity is Ak/k = 29%,

It would, of course, be undesirable to use this large loading regularly since

this would mean, for fixed total power, a reduction in flux. If the critical

mass calculations are correct, then the average slow flux attainable in the

machine will in fact be 2 X 1014 at 30 megawatts; if the critical masses turn

out to be higher than calculated, then the flux at 30 megawatts will be

reduced in proportion.
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4.4 DYNAMICS OF TEE REACTOR

A proper analysis of the time dependent behavior of a reactor operating

on thermal neutrons must take into account the important effects on its criti-

cality, reactivity, and stability which arise from such factors as fission

products of high thermal-neutron capture cross-section, depletion, tempera-

ture, average neutron lifetime in the reactor, flux level, and reactor period.

As has been seen in the requirements placed on the reactor, considerable

excess reactivity must be built into the active core before start-up. The

control rods must keep the reactivity below the critical value before and

during start-up.

Two start-ups must be considered separately, first for the case for the

clean, cold reactor, and second for the case when the reactor has been shut down

from a high level ano must be started up again quickly. When an enriched

reactor starts from a cold, clean state to a power level of 3 X 10' watts, as

in the KM, the range to be covered by control instruments is from 10-is x full

power to unity x full power (in terms of total number of fissions per second,

3 X 10' watts requires about 1018 fissions/sec).

In order to bring the lower part of this range into the operating region

of convenient instruments a neutron source (e.g., Po-Be) is always inserted

in the reactor to produce about 10' neutrons/sec. With such a source in place

in a cold, clean reactor, start-up time of half an hour has been selected as

sufficiently slow for safety and not objectionably long for convenience. The

rods therefore are withdrawn at an average rate of 0.01% Ak/k per second,

which is accomplished by withdrawing at the rate of 0.1% per second for

' sec, followed by a waiting period of 4 sec. This "intermittent" speed is

equivalent to introducing step changes in reactivity at regular intervals, and

the increasing transient periods become an indication of the approach to

criticality.

If it is assumed that a "start-up accident" occurs in which rods are

withdrawn continuously at a rate equivalent to Ak/k ~ 0.1% per second, the

neutron level will rise only a factor of 100 in several minutes. However, at

the end of this time the reactor will be supercritical, on a rising period of

approximately 10 sec, and in a few more seconds will have a period of approxi-

mately 1 sec. Under these conditions the reactor will have passed prompt

*See Chap. S.
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critical long before the level is reached at which the safety instruments are

set tb operate. If all controls have failed, the minimum period expected,

pessimistically estimated at about 1/30 sec, must be countered by safeties

capable of 30-msec response. In this event the power would momentarily rise

to about three times "normal" overload power or about four times operating

power. It has been demonstrated in the MTR Mock-Up that rods will actually

begin to drop in about 0.015 sec.

In restarting the reactor after a short shutdown, the time available is

limited by xenon growth; hence the rods must be withdrawn as quickly as

possible. However, the considerations of the preceding paragraph indicate

that the maximum tolerable rod withdrawal is 0.1% Ak/k per second. This,

then, has been fixed as the "high" rate of rod withdrawal and permits com-

plete withdrawal of all rods in about 6 min.

When the MTh is normally at full load, the excess reactivity may amount

to 20% in k. All the controls will take up about 40% in k at most, so that a

dead, cold reactor has a k of about 0.8. This imposes great caution in start-up,

and the control arrangement as described in Chap. 5 makes it impossible to

start the reactor or operate it without a source of sufficient strength.

The provision of a source has been conveniently brought about by uti-

lizing an arrangement of antimony plus beryllium. S1Sb124 is a y-ray emitter

of 0.03 Mev with a 60-day half-life; it is conveniently made from natural

51 Sb
12 3 by neutron absorption. Such a source is therefore kept active in a

going reactor. It has the advantages of cheapness and sufficiently long

half-life to maintain high activity for several days after shutdown.

4.5 HEAT PRODUCTION, TRANSFER, AN EEOVAL

As has been previously indicated, the fuel assemblies and the beryllium

reflector are water cooled. In the reflector the water acts primarily as a

coolant, but in the active lattice it acts as both coolant and moderator.

This means that the quantity of water (moderator) in the active lattice at any

time must be determined by nuclear considerations, but the speed with which it

passes through the lattice is determined by heat transfer requirements.
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The high flux requirements of the MTR require a reactor with the smallest

possible critical mass. This is accomplished by building the reactor with the

optimum U2 3 5 /H ratio,( 1 , 2 ) which in this case means choosing the appropriate

U 2 35 /H 2 0 ratio. With these nuclear requirements in mind, the amount of

uranium per fuel plate was determined by the optimum amount of uranium in

uranium aluminum alloy, and the thickness of each plate was determined by the

practicability of the picture frame construction and required rigidity of

the plate structure (see Appendix 6).. The U2 3 5 /H ratio was then fixed by the

spacing between the plates.

The above considerations led to the present design of the MTR fuel

assemblies with spacing of 0.117 in. between plates. Heat transfer calcu-

lations(3 ) then showed that satisfactory heat transfer could be obtained with

a water velocity of approximately 30 ft/sec through these spaces. Once this

figure was established, further calculations(4 ) and experiments (see Appendix

4) established the pressure differentials required and the resultant quantity

of water through the reactor. By this means the necessary pressure drop

across the fuel assemblies was found to be about 40 psi, which, because of

parallel flow, is also the pressure drop across the beryllium reflector. It

should be noted that this pressure produces a flow of approximately 20,000 gpm

through the reactor and beryllium, resulting in a water temperature rise of

only about 11 F for 30,000--kw operation.

The original calculations for heat production are reported in MonP-272.

Since that time these figures have been experimentally' checked in critical

experiments (see Appendix 3) and in the Mock-Up (see Appendix 4). For con-

venience the initial results given in MonP--272 are restated in Sections 4.5.1

and 4.5.2, while the later figures based on experiment are given in Appendixes

3 and 4. A check on all these figures will, of course, be made in the early

days of operation of the MTR.

4.5.1 Calculations of Heat Inside Active Lattice. The assembly plates

will contain a concentration of U2 3 5 of about 20.4 mg/cm2 . At a power output

of 10 kw per gram, which corresponds to a slow flux of about 2 X 1014, the

heat taken out of each side of an assembly plate is about 24 cal/cm2 /sec.

With a flow velocity of 30 ft/sec in the reactor core and a plate separation

of 0.117 in., the heat transfer coefficient, with no scale formation, should

be about 0.9 cal/cm2 /sec/ C, or 6300 Btu/hr/ft 2 /*F. The film temperature

drop is therefore 27*C.
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These are average figures. Along the mid-plane of the core, the flux is
about 1.3 times the longitudinal average; at the core--reflector interface this
can be increased by as much as another factor of 1.2 when the loading is in
the form of a very thin slab.

4.5.2 Calculatioms of Heat in Beryllium amd im Foreigm Materials Near

Active Lattice. Outside the core, heat is produced primarily from absorption

of y rays. Some of these come from the reactor itself, and some arise from

neutron capture in beryllium, and in graphite.

The calculation of the heat distribution in the reflector was based on

the neutron distribution for the very thin slab reactor without any thorium

(Fig. 4.2.F) since in this case the heat load in the reflector is heaviest.

The results are given in Fig. 4.5.A. To simplify the computation of the

y-ray absorption, the core and reflector were assumed to be infinite slabs;

this leads to an overestimate of the heat load since the neutron flux was

assumed to be uniform over the whole core and equal to 2, X 1014.

The added heat flux per experimental hole is about 0.03A 2/R 2gkw, where

A is the cross-sectional area of the hole, and R is the distance from the core

surface to the face of the hole opposite the core surface, provided A is much

smaller than R 2. For the 6-in. hole, R ~ 40 cm, the total heat flux is about

0.6 kw or 3.5 watts/cm 2. The pile y-ray heat flux at 40 cm in the absence of

a hole is 3.5 watts/cm 2 ; hence, the hole increases the load due to the 7-ray
heat by a factor of 2, or the total heat flux increases from 4.6 watts/cm 2 (see

Fig. 4.5.A) to 4.6 + 3.5 = 8.1 watts/cm 2 .

The greatest heat load outside the core occurs in the mid-plane of the

beryllium reflector at the interface between beryllium and core. This maximum

00.03 is the appr animate average y-ray heat flux at surface of lattice.
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might be as much as 16 watts/cm3 or 3.84 cal/cc/sec If the beryllium is

shaped like a slab, cooled on both front and back faces, the temperature rise

in the -enter is

2

AT - - 4 8x 2

2k

where q is the heat production (= 3.84 cal/cc/sec), x is the half-thickness

of the slab, k is the thermal conductivity and is equal to 0.4 cal/deg/cm/sec.

A temperature rise of 75 C, which is probably safe, allows the slabs to be

8 cm thick.

Foreign materials, such as control rods or experiments which are placed

in the center of the core, will be heated even more strongly than the beryl-

lium. The y-ray heat production at the center of the reactor is about 5.85

cal/cc/sec; this is essentially the y-ray heat absorbed in the reactor. Since

the reactor has an average density of about 1.7 g/cc, an estimate of the heat

production in a foreign body placed at the center of the reactor will be about

5.85/1.7 = 3.4 cal/g/sec. Thus in beryllium, density 1.85 g/cc, the heat load

is 6.3 cal/cc/sec, while in thorium, density 11 g/cc, the heat load due to re-

actor y's alone is 38 cal/cc/sec.

In addition to the reactor y's, the U2 3 3 fission in the thorium creates

a heat load which is not negligible. It is unwise to run the U2 3 concen-

tration in the thorium beyond 0.1% because at this time about one-tenth of the

captures in thorium lead to fission. The additional heat load in the thorium

due to U2 33 fissions is about 22 cal/cc/sec. The total load in the thorium

rods may therefore be as high as 60 cal/cc/sec.

4.5.3 Neating and Cooling of the Graphite Reflector. This subject is

covered fully in a reports) on the cooling of the graphite reflector. Heat

production in the graphite is based on the curves given in MonP-272 and the

data obtained in critical experiments (Appendixes 2 and 3) and is normalized

for a slab reactor of the following characteristics:

Power (kw) 30,000
U 235 in reactor (kg) 3.5 (23 assemblies + half of 4

shim rods)
Mev/fission 187

Fissions/sec 9.9 X 1017
Average nv (thermal) 2.0 X 1014

Specific power (kw/liter) 300
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The results of these calculations are shown in Fig 4 5 B In this

figure the curves are discontinuous owing to the pebble zone which is indi

cated between points AA and CC for slab and square loading, respectively

The total heat to be removed from the pebble bed was estimated by divid

ing the bed into several zones and calculating the heat production from the

curves in Fig 4 5 B By this method it was found that the total heat pro

duced in the pebble bed is about 420 kw with the reactor operating at 45000

kw

The total heat to be removed from the permanent graphite was found by a

method similar to that used in the pebble zone and amounts to about 330 kw

with the reactor operating at 45.000 kw,

4 5 4 Heating and Cooling of the Thermal Shield. Heat production in the

thermal shield has been calculated, (, 7 ) and these calculations show a total

heat production of 47 5 kw in the thermal shield for operation at 30,000 kw.

These figures were obtained by estimating the neutron fluxes and multiplying

these fluxes by 60 X 10-", the heat production for a flux of 1 neutron/cm-2 -sec

at the surface of the steel. This figure assumes that reactor and reflector

y rays produce an amount of heat equal to that produced by capture y rays in

the steel.

The temperature produced in the steel by this heat production is highest

in the bottom thermal shield and in the east side wall with slab loading.

With the present design of the shield (see Section 2.5.1) and air flow of

25,000 cfm it is estimated that the maximum steel temperature in the bottom

shield will not exceed the air temperature by more than 150 F at 60,000-kw

operation. Furthermore, the maximum temperature of the steel next to the

concrete will be less than 70*F above the air temperature

Temperatures in the east side wall are high because of proximity to the

active lattice (slab loading on east side). Present design calls for insu-

lation between the graphite and the steel in the side walls to reduce heat

conduction from the graphite into the steel

4.5.5 Cooling Requirements at Reduced Power Levels and After Shutdown.
The cooling requirements at reduced power levels have been calculated, (8)

the results are plotted in Fig. 4.5.C.
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The problem of cooling after shutdown has been extensively studied, and

a full report has been written. 9 ) After shutdown the power level is given by

the formula developed by Way and Wigner:(' "1

P = BF [t-o.2- (t + T)-o.2] Mev/sec

where

F = fissions/sec-kw

t = seconds after shutdown

T = seconds of pile operation

During operation the power level is given by

P = 187F Mev/sec.

so that the reduction factor is A[t- 0 . 2 - (t + T)-". 2]. Experimental and

extrapolated values of the reduction factors given in Table 4.5.A show that A

varies between 0.80 and 0.90 over a range of 360 sec to 4 days for a 20-day

irradiation period.

Using the equation for decay given above, the heat generated in the tank

after shutdown, assuming no losses from the tank, is given by:

H = 30,000(0.08) [t-o.2

0

- (t + T)-o.2] dt

= 3,000 [to. - (t + T)o. + (T) 0.] kw-sec

Using a 20-day irradiation, then, for t values up to a few hours,

H = 3,000 to.' kw-sec = 2.42 to.8 cal/cm2/sec

which gives the values listed in Table 4.5.B.
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TABLE 4.5.A

Reduction Factors After Shutdown

COOLING 10-DAY OPERATION 20-DAY OPERATION 40-DAY OPERATION
TIME t-'.--(t + T)-0. 2 -kw/g) F A (kw/g) F A (kw/g; F A

I
6 min 0252 2.00 2 x 10-2 0.0795 1 2 x 10-2 0.0795 0.52 2 08 x 10-2 0 0825

12 0 213 1.65 1.65 x 10-2 0.0775 0.86 1.72 x 10-2 0.0806 0.445 1.78 x 10-2 0 0835

18 0.191 1 49 1.49 x 10-2 0.0780 0.78 1.56 x 102 0.0815 0.405 1.62 x 10-2 0 0848

24 0.177 1.38 1.38 x 10'2 0.078 0.73 1.46 x 10" 2 0.0824 0.378 1.51 x 102 0 0853

30 0.167 1.32 1.32 x 10-2 0.079 0.70 1.38 x 10.2 0.0826 0.360 1.44 x 102 0.0863

36 0.159 1.25 1.25 x 10-2 0.0786 0.67 1.32 x 10.2 0 0830 0.345 1.38 x 10.2 0.0868

42 0.153 1.20 1.20 x 102 0.0785 0.64 1.28 x 102 0.0835 0.340 1.36 x 10.2 0.0889

48 0.147 1.16 1.16 x 10.2 0.0789 0.62 1.24 x 10-2 0.0842 0.330 1.32 x 10.2 0 0898

54 0.142 1.12 1.12 x 10-2 0.0789 0.60 1.24 x 10-2 0.0845 0.315- 1.26 x 10.2 0 0888

1 hr 0.138 1.09 1.09 x 10-2 0.0790 0.58 1.16 x 10.2 0.0840 0.305 1.22 x 10.2 0.0889

2 0.113 0.89 8.9 x 103 0.0787 0.48 9.6 x 10'3 0.0850 0.260 1.04 x 102 0.092

5 0.085 0.67 6.7 x 103 0.0788 0.37 7.4 x 10'3 0.0871 0.200 8 x 10 3 0.0941

10 0.066 0.52 5.2 x 103 0.0782 0.29 5.8 x 103 0.0879 0.163 6.5 x 103 0 0985

1 day 0.046 0.36 3.6 x 103 0.0783 0.21 4.2 x 10'3 0.0913 0.122 4.88 x 10-3 0.106

2 0.0345 0.255 2.5 x 10'3 0.0738 0.155 3.1 x 103 0.0898 0.092 3.68 x 10'3

4 0.0232 0.164 1.64 x 10-3 0.0707 0.105 2.1 x 10'3 0.0905 0.066 2.6 x 10-3

10 0.0126 0.075 7.5 x 10'4 0.0555 0.054 1.08 x 103 0.0855 0.035 1 42 x 10.3

20 0 0075 0.035 3 5 x 10-4 0.0466 0.0270 5.4 x 10'4 0.072 0.019 7.6 x 10 4
50 0.0032 0.0097 9.7 x 103 0.0303 0.0083 1.66 x 10'4 0 052 0.0065 2 6 x 10 4

100 0.0012 0.00305 3.05 x 105 0.0254 0.0027 5 4 x 105 0.045 0.00235 9.4 x 10-s

I__ __ _ _ __ _ ___ _ _ __ _ _I _.___ ... __._... ....1_ _ _ _ __ l I _ .........

1-

I

I I



TABLE 4. 5. B

Cumulative Heat After Shutdown

Using the equations on page 4.32 the fall-off of the heat rates and the

corresponding water requirements are given in Table 4.5.C.

It will be-noted that the water flow drop-off must be governed by the

beryllium requirements since the heat source in the beryllium does not decrease

as rapidly as in the lattice.
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t 0.8 (kw-sec) (Btu) (cal)

1 sec 1 3,000 2,840 715,000

2 1.74 5,220 4,950 1,248,000

5 3.62 10,900 10,340 2,600,000

10 6.3 18,900 17,900 4,510,000

30 15.2 45,600 43,300 10,920,000

60 26.5 79,500 75,400 19 x 106

5 min 96 288,000 273,000 68.7 x 106

10 106 498,000 473,000 119.2 x 106

30 400 1,200,000 1,140,000 287 x 106

1 hr 700 2,100, 000 1,990,000 501 x 10'

2 1,220 3,670,000 3,480,000 876 x 166



Fall-off of

TABLE 4. 5. C

Heat Rates and Water Rates

REACTOR LATTICE BERYLLIUM REACTOR LATTICE, Be CONTROLLING

TIME (kw) j (-.al/cm-.se:) (gpm) (ft/sec) (kw) (gpm) (gpm) (f./sel

1, 950

1 840

1, 300

1,120

877

715

606

490

416

326

269

220

129

90

67

45

1.525

1.43

1.01

0.87

0.68

0.55

0.47

0.38

0.32

0.25

0.21

0.17

0.10

0.07

0.05

0.03

850

488

118

56

20

1.95

1.12

0.27

0.09

0.05

350

330

234

201

158

128

109

88

74

58

48

39

23

16

12

8

518

298

72

34

12

3, 570

2,050

498

236

82
I I.__ _ __I _ _ _ 1&& _ _ _

8.2

4. 7

1.13

0.54

0.19

0 sec
1

5

10

30

1 min

2

6

12

30

1 hr

2

10

1 day

2

4



4.6 SHIELDING SUMMARY

The first approach to the design of the biological shield of the Materials

Testing Reactor was the comparison of the neutron and 'y-ray fluxes incident on

the graphite reflector of this reactor with similar fluxes in the Clinton reactor. 12 Since experience at Oak Ridge

had demonstrated the adequacy of the shields on existing reactors, these were used to establish the required

thickness of the MTR shield. On this basis, the original design consisted of an 8-in. iron thermal shield sur-

rounded by 9 ft of ordinary concrete. This was estimated to give a y -ray attenuation of a factor of about 1010

and a neutron attenuation of about 1012. In addition, the equivalent shielding above the active lattice was set

at 171/2 ft of water plus 21 in. of iron.

In order to compensate for voids in the concrete shield due to air ducts,

water lines, service facilities, and experimental holes, it was originally

proposed to substitute iron slabs or heavy aggregate concrete for the ordinary

concrete where necessary. As the detailed design of the shield progressed,

however, the required amount of supplementary shielding increased to the point

where the design became extremely complicated. For this reason it was decided

to use barytes ore, which is substantially heavier than the aggregate used in

ordinary concrete, as the aggregate for the entire concrete portion of the

shield in order to provide adequate shielding without additional iron slabs

and at the same time maintain the given external dimensions of the pile

structure. Although the use of barytes aggregate concrete with a density of
3.5 g/cc results in a considerable over-design of certain portions of the

shield, the flexibility and simplicity of a homogeneous structure was con-

sidered preferable to the complicated design involving iron slabs, iron

aggregate, and ordinary concrete.

The fundamental conceptual design of the thermal and biological shield

having been established, a comprehensive survey of the adequacy of this

shield was carried out using layouts of the specific arrangement of the

experimental holes and service facilities as made by the MTR design group.

Both theoretical and empirical considerations of shielding were used to

estimate neutron and y-ray intensities throughout the shield. In general, the

proposed design was found to be satisfactory except in a few places such as in
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the vicinity of the exit water lines. These few places in the shield that

were found to be slightly inadequate with the barytes aggregate concrete are

protected with additional iron.

The following discussion is divided into three parts. The first part

reviews fundamental principles of shielding theory and establishes the basis

for the calculations. The second part summarizes the calculations and results

pertaining to the main concrete structure, and the final part discusses

numerous supplementary shielding problems associated with the design of the

reactor structure.

4.6.1 Fundamental Concepts. Design Tolerances. In the first discussions

of the reactor shield the designers assumed that when y-ray radiation pre-

dominated, the radiation intensity should be 0.01 r per 8 hr. Later the neu-

tron tolerances were established as one-tenth the values suggested by the

September, 1949 Chalk River Conference. The permissible neutron dose measured

in reps= is less than the y-ray tolerance in roentgens because of the greater

damage ascribed to neutrons. (Complete coverage of this subject is given in

Evans'(') report to the National Research Council.)

For use in calculations it is desirable to express these limiting in-

tensities as fluxes. The flux values chosen are:

6- to 10-Mev neutrons 5 neutrons/cm2-sec, equivalent to 0.1 mrep/hr

6-Mev y rays 100 photons/cm2 -sec, equivalent to 1.2 mr/hr

These represent the allowed radiation leakage where one of the components is

completely dominant. When both neutrons and y rays are present, it is neces-

sary to consider the combined effects.

The conservative nature of the choices for the limiting tolerable fluxes

is revealed by Figs. 4.6.A and B, which indicate that the choices correspond

to very high-energy radiation. Neutrons and y rays in this energy range

comprise only a small fraction of the total radiation to be attenuated.

Attenuation of Penetrating Radiation. The barytes concrete prescribed as

the main structural material for the MTR biological shield is described in a

report(1 4 ) concerned principally with the composition of the concrete together

with its structural and handling characteristics.

'rep roentgen equivalent, physical.
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While some properties of barytes concrete have been determined experi-

mentally, its radiation attenuation characteristics have not been investigated

extensively. y-ray attenuation experiments( 1 596) using a 6-curie radiocobalt

source give results which indicate that the 7-ray attenuation as compared with

ordinary concrete varies as the ratio of the densities. The available data are discussed in the section on neutron

characteristics of barytes concrete.

In the absence of more experimental results it was necessary to estimate

the attenuation characteristics of barytes concrete. The procedure used for

estimating the neutron relaxation length amounts to an extrapolation of the

observations on neutron attenuation in ordinary concrete.

1. Neutron Attenuation. (a) Estimate of Neutron Relaxation Length in

Barytes Concrete. From experience it is found that a fairly reliable estimate

of the neutron relaxation length for a material may be obtained by comparing

its total macroscopic cross-section with that of a similar- material, e.g.,

concrete of somewhat similar composition, whose asymptotic relaxation length

is known. The It at an energy of 2 to 8 Mey for the "known" material is

taken to be the reciprocal of the observed relaxation length. In order to

make these quantities equivalent, it is necessary to assign suitable values of

a, to one or more dominant constituents of the system. The I, values so

determined are then used to compute the I, of the "unknown" material and its

relaxation length is taken to be I 1.

In this instance, inspection of Table 4.6.A reveals that oxygen is

atomically predominant in both barytes and ordinary concrete. Therefore

adjustment of a, for oxygen is indicated. The calculations have been carried

out for 5 Mey (Table 4.6.A) and for 1 to 2 Mey (Table 4.6.B), with the former

being considered more meaningful. Much of Table 4.6.B has been extracted from

a previous report.( 7 )

The composition of the barytes concrete may be taken as:

Portland cement 517 lb/cu yd
Aggregate 5060
Water 316
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TABLE 4.-6.A

Total Cross-sections of Portland and Barytes Concretes at 5 Mev

PORTLAND CONCRETE BARYTES CONCRETE

CURED AS MIXED CURED

t M wt N wt N wt
(milligram - [(barns) x (mg- (milligram - [(barns) x (mg- (milligram - [(barns) x (mg-

ELEMENT (barns) atoms per cc) atoms)/cc] atoms per cc) atoms)/cc] atoms per cc) atoms)/cc]

Fe 2.8 0.13 0.36 0.11 0.31 0.11 0.31

H 1.5 4.8 7.2 20.6 31.9 5.17 7.75

0 1.3* 71.8 93.5 71.2 92.6 63.5 82.5

Mg 2.0 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.4

Ca 2.0 14.5 29.0 3.4 8.85 3.4 8.85

Si 2.3 1.56 3.6 4.1 9.44 4.1 9.44

Al 2.4 0.44 1.5 0.4 0.96 0.4 0.96

S 2.5 0.06 0.15 12.0 30.0 12.0 30.0

C 1.2 10.8 13.0

Ba 5.0** 11.9 59.6 11.9 59.6

Total 148.7 234.0 199.8

Et (0.1487 x 0.602) 0.141 cm' 1  0.120 cm' 1

* 0.0895 cm1

Et'1 11.1 cm 7.1 cm 8.2 cm

*Chosen to make It" for ordinary concrete
extending to about this value (GRDL-417).

be approximat-ely 11 cm. The oxygen cross-section has a minimum at around 5 Mev

**No experimental values available. Estimates from formulas in GWL-433 give O around 5.3 barns at 5Mev.



TABLE 4.6.B

Total Croos-sections of Ordinary and Barytes Concretes in 1- to 2-Mev Range

PORTLAND COCRETE BARYTES CDNCRETE

CURED AS MIXED CURED

t M MN M Mrt M Wt
(milligram- [(barns) x (mg (milligram - [(barns) x (mg- (milligram - [(barns) x (mg-

ELEMENT (barns) atom, per cc) atoms)/cc] atoms per cc) atoms)/cc] atoms per cc) atoms)/cc]

Fe 2.8 0.13 0.36 0.11 0.31 0.11 0.31

H 2.5 4.76 11.9 20.6 51.5 5.17 12.9

0 1.2* 71.8 86.2 71.2 85.4 63.5 76.4

Mg 2.2 0.2 0.44 0.2 0.44 0.2 0.44

Ca 2.0 14.5 29.0 3.4 6.8 3.4 6.8
Si 2.8 1.56 4.37 4.1 11.5 4.1 11.5

Al 2.5 0.44 1.1 0.40 1.0 0.40 1.0

S 2.5 0.06 0.15 12.0 30.0 12.0 30.0

C 1.6 10.8 17.3

Ba 5.0* 11.9 59.5 11.9 59.5

Total 150.8 246.5 198.9

it (150.8 x 10' )(0.602) 0.148 cm'" 0.120 cm"1

0.0908 cm1

Et' 11 cm 6.8 cm 8.3 cm

*This value of at, chosen to make E ' * 11 cm for ordinary concrete, happens
section at about 1.4 Mev (OAtL-4171.

to coincide with a minimum in the oxygen cross-

"The assignment of c * 5 barns for Ba is a conservative (i.e., low) estimate, more in line with reliable experimental work on
other elements. Thi only known experimental values for Ba are from 6 to 7 barns at energies of 2 to 3 Mev (cited in WL.-
433). The formulas of L-433 give estimates of at - 6.4 barns and 5.8 barns at 1 and 2 Mev, respectively.



where the aggregate is assumed to be 94% BaSO4 and 6% SiO2 by weight (SiO2 is

the mineral most commonly associated with BaSO4 in barytes ore). A "cured"

cement contains the same amounts of cement and aggregate but has the water

reduced to 78 lb/cu yd,which is the amount required to hydrate the cement.

The X - values of 7.1 and 8.2 cm, respectively, given in Table 4.6.A, indicate

the range in which the observed relaxation lengths may be expected to fall.

It is of interest to note that the maximum >Jt 1 at 1 to 2 Mey (Table 4.6.B) is

8.3 cm.

In view of the data, see Fig. 4.6.C and calculation a neutron relaxation length of 8.2 cm was used in the

analysis of the shield performance.

(b) The Effect of Iron on Fast Neutrons. The introduction of a layer

of iron into a neutron shield principally results in the attenuation of neu-

trons above 1 Mev by inelastic scattering to lower energies. As a result of

this process, the neutron spectrum is shifted toward lower energy, and the

neutronsemerging from the iron can be rapidly attenuated by water, concrete,or

some other good shielding material for low-energy neutrons.

These effects are illustrated in the sketch on p. 4.46 which is based

on some ORNL experiments. (9 Fission neutrons enter the iron from the left.

The observed relaxation length of about 9 cm in the iron is probably due to

slowing down and absorption of neutrons in the low-energy part of the spectrum.

The neutrons which emerge from the iron are predominantly grouped near the

"window" in the iron cross-section which occurs around 1 Mev.

2. Gamma-Ray Attenuation and Absorption. The attenuation of gamma

radiation follows an approximately exponential law,

OE a #eBe-b (1)

where B is the so-called "build-up factor"* and b is the thickness of the

shield measured in relaxation lengths. 4E is the energy flux of radiation

measured conveniently as Mev/cm2 -sec. The exact form of the equation depends

on the geometry of the particular problem.

(a) Absorption Coefficients. To calculate b in Eq. (1), we write

b = 1r1 + p2r2 + 3 r3 + . . . (la)

*Te "build-up" factor pertains to the amount of radiation which penetrates a shield as compared with
the amount predicted on the basis of simple exponential attenuation. For y rays this exponential
attenuation employs total cross-sections (see Appendix7) which includes scattering in addition to
energy absorption. The y radiation emerging from a thick shield contains a scattered component many
times greater than the component which penetrates the shield directly. The factor describing this
excess for a given system is the B value.
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Drawing I 9647
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9 cm

=4 cm

rr-5.5 cm N

\ \X9cm

L-

The observed 4-cm relaxation

length reflects the rapid

attenuation of these neutrons.

Finally, the 9-cm attenuation

length in H20, characteristic

of the most penetrating part

of the incident spectrum, is

observed. The distance L at

which this occurs increases

with the thickness of the iron

layer. In these experiments,

it appears to be about 70 cm
for iron 7 to 10 in. thick.

In barytes concrete L will be

roughly the same.

Water
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where r1 , r2 , r3 are the various thicknesses, in centimeters, of shield

material measured along a line from the gamma source to the observer. l, p2 ,

3 are the y ray absorption coefficients, in cm I, of the various shield

materials. The values of p for various elements are given in Figs.A7, }.and E.

The y rays to be attenuated by a reactor shield are almost entirely of

energy 8 Mev or lower. Very frequently the exact energy of the radiation is

not known. For example, suppose that it is desired to attenuate 8-Mev y's

with water followed by lead. A large fraction of the y rays is reduced in

energy by scattering in the water. After the radiation penetrates the water,

most of the y rays may have energies in the range of 3 to 4 Mev, which corre-

sponds to the minimum in the absorption coefficient of lead. Experience has

shown that it is not unduly pessimistic in most cases to assume the minimum

value of the absorption coefficient for all calculations.

(b) Build-up Factor. The values of B are determined usually by theo-

retical considerations of scattering of y-ray radiation in the shield. Un-

fortunately there are uncertainties in the theoretical treatments and no

consistent equations or values of B are available at present. It is important

to note, however, that the exponential e-b is the dominating factor in the

attenuation equation. For example, for a 20-in. lead shield and 3-Mey y rays,

e -6 z O- 10. Under these conditions B t 10, so that 4 g ' 410-9. If 1010

attenuation is required, it is necessary only to increase the shield thickness

to 22 in. In view of the slow variation of' g with the value of B, the

designer should survey the various theoretical values of B and select one

which appears to result in a safe shield design. A very simple approximation

which is always conservative is to assume B = b; i.e., the value of the build-

up is numerically equal to the number of relaxation lengths. This approxi-

mation was employed in the design of the concrete shield.

(c) y-Ray Characteristics of Barytes Concrete. Although the y-ray
attenuation properties of barytes concrete have not been the subject of

extensive experimentation, it is expected that the extrapolation of the data

for ordinary concrete may be done with confidence. The usual design value for

the asymptotic y-ray relaxation length in ordinary concrete is 15 cm.( 20 ) The

barytes concrete prescribed for the shield has a density of 3.5 g/cc. The

relaxation length used in the shield analysis has been extrapolated from the

accepted value for ordinary concrete simply by postulating that the relaxation

length varies inversely as the mass density. On this basis, the design re-

laxation length for y rays in barytes concrete is 10 cm.
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4.6.2 Concrete Shield Design. The general configuration of the bio-

logical shield was laid out on the basis of above cited (Fig. 4,6.1) tolerance

limits. However, it was necessary to analyze the resulting shield to be sure

that the leakage radiation had been reduced to at least design tolerance. In

this analysis it was first attempted to determine whether or not the specified

overall thickness of shielding was adequate. Secondly, a number of specific

locations in the structure were studied where it was apparent that the shield

effectiveness had been impaired by the detail design requirements. This

section is concerned with the problem of the overall shield analysis.

Attenuation of Radiations. 1. Primary y-Ray Attenuation. In checking

a shield it is necessary to treat separately the y rays and the neutrons which

are incident on the inner face of the concrete. The disposition of the y-ra.y

problem was accomplished in the following manner:

The heat production in the thermal shield due to (1) the absorption of

capture y rays formed in the iron and in the graphite, and (2) the absorption

of y rays from the core has been reported in detail.(2 1 '2 2 ) These reports

give a value of 6.7 X 10-16 watts/cc produced at the outer face of the iron

per unit thermal neutron flux at the inner face. It is estimated that less

than half of this is due to y rays from the core.

Since = 0.235 cm- 1 for 8-Mev y rays in iron (the minimumvalue according

to CBNL-421), the v-ray flux at the outer face of the thermal shield is

n 7(0) =xx101 (2)
1.6 x 10-1' 0.235

or

= 0.018 nv Mev/cmi -sec

This states that at any point on the outside of the thermal shield the y-ray

energy flux is just 0.018 times the neutron flux at the corresponding point

on the inside face of the thermal shield. An examination of the calculations

shows that the variation of the neutron flux in the immediate vicinity of the

point of interest has a negligible effect on the value of the y-ray flux.
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Assuming that the emergent y rays have energies between 3 and 8 Mev, the upper

limit for the emergent y-ray flux is

0(0) = 0.006 nv y rays/cm2-sec

A face of the iron thermal shield may be considered to be a slab surface

with a uniform volume source of 'y rays of strength Q, y rays/cc-sec. The

resultant y-ray energy flux in the concrete is described by the expression (23)

E F (bi) - F,(6j Mev/cm -sec

bi = concrete thickness in relaxation lengths.

b3 = b1 + thickness of iron in relaxation lengths.

The iron is sufficiently thick that the second F1 term is negligible. At the

steel concrete interface b1 = 0, F1 (0) =1, B = 1, and

_ Q ,EON(O) - 21L Mev/cm 2 -sec

Hence (dropping the subscript on b,),

OR = Bkg(0)F 1 (b) Mev/cm -sec

When the number of relaxation lengths measured through the shield is large,

C-b
Fi(b) z-

b

Furthermore, as noted previously, we assume that B e b.
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Thus, in general, for a thick shield,

ck, z 4(0) e-b Mev/cm 2 -sec (4)

or

4 4(0) e6  y rays/cnm 2 -sec (4a)

The application of the foregoing methods to the detailed analysis of the

shield is a straightforward matter if conservative values for the incident

neutron and 'y-ray fluxes can be chosen. For y rays the analysis was based on

thermal neutron flux maps.( 2 1' 22 ) The shield was checked at a large number of

points by the method described. For convenience, a table of representative

attenuations is included at the end of this section. It is to be noted that

the calculated fluxes are overestimates as compared with the experiments

performed on the Mock-Up.( 2 4 )

Previously it was shown [Eq. (2a)] that

4(0) = 0.006 nv

Hence, the value of the y-ray energy flux at the outside surface of the

concrete is

= 0.006 nv e- y rays/cm2 -sec (5)

This formula provided the basis for checking the shield. The procedure is

as follows: On a layout drawing, e.g., Fig. 4.b.J.(p. 4.79), a straight line is

constructed from some point on the outer surface of the thermal shield to the

outer surface of the concrete. The emergent 7-ray flux, 4, is calculated by

setting nv equal to the thermal neutron flux at the graphite-iron interface

directly inside the point where the line touches the thermal shield; b is

taken to be the path length in relaxation lengths through the concrete -- and

whatever other material may be traversed - to the outer surface [Eq. (la)].
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2. Neutron Attenuation. Although the neutron attenuation problem is

much more difficult to solve than the corresponding 'y-ray problem, it is

possible to adopt a "recipe" which will yield conservative results. The

neutrons which enter the concrete are born in the reactor core with energies

corresponding to the familiar fission spectrum. In the process of leaking out

of the core and successively penetrating the beryllium and graphite reflectors,

the spectrum changes to one in which most of the neutrons are grouped near

thermal energies with the remainder in some kind of "tail" which extends to

very high energies. The effect of the iron thermal shield on these high-

energy neutrons has been described previously. Because of the large capture

cross-section, the thermal neutrons which diffuse through the iron are at-

tenuated rapidly in the concrete. However, the degraded but only slightly

attenuated fast neutrons must be slowed down and captured in the concrete.

Furthermore, the secondary y rays from these neutron captures must be reduced

to tolerance by the shield.

In the recipe adopted for treatment of the fast-neutron attenuation, it

is assumed that all fast neutrons entering the concrete are captured after

penetrating the concrete by a distance equal to the "age displacement." The

secondary y rays so formed are then postulated to all flow outward with the

estimated 10 cm relaxation length. The required shielding is calculated on

the basis that these y rays and the neutrons are to be attenuated to tolerance.

It can be shown that this is a more conservative procedure than that of con-

sidering an exponentially distributed source of capture y rays from the

absorption of the neutrons in the shield.(20)

The "age eisplacenent" is readily derived, and previous literature(31 )
gives the result

ck h Z) exp (Z(6)

Thus the thermal neutrons are also distributed exponentially. However, they

have been "displaced" to a larger value of Z by the distance r/k, and this is

called the "age displacement."
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It is reported' that -r for ordinary concrete is about 350 cm2 and this

value has been employed for barytes concrete. Using k = 11 cm, the age

displacement is -r/k = 31.8 cm. For barytes concrete this displacement was

rounded off to 1 ft for use in the calculation of required shield thickness.

No clear-cut method for estimating the neutron current leaving the thermal

shield was established analytically. Therefore, the final analysis of the

concrete with respect to neutron effects was held in abeyance until certain

experimental data were available from the Mock-Up. These data are principally

measurements of thermal-neutron flux and of the cadmium ratios at various

points in the reactor.

In addition, there was a special experiment designed to establish em-

pirically the total neutron leakage through 8 in. of steel. In this experi-

ment steel bricks were placed in a stack 8 in. thick and 4 ft square. This

stack was erected next to the outside surface of the graphite. The steel in

turn was backed by a 21-in.-thick stack of paraffin also 4 ft square in the

transverse dimensions. Bare and cadmium-covered indium foils placed in the

paraffin were activated by the neutrons which penetrated the steel. Complete

details of the experiments and the interpretation of the reduced data have been

reported elsewhere.(25,26)

This single measurement of the neutron current leaving the thermal shield

has been the basis for estimating the current leaving all parts of the shield.

The additional data employed in extrapolating the results of this experiment

were the thermal fluxes and cadmium ratios at the outer surface of the graphite.

The reasoning employed is as follows:

1. It is observed that the presence of the iron changes the thermal
flux at the outer surface of the graphite by not more than 20%.
For shielding calculations, the flux may be considered to be
unaffected by the presence of the iron.

2. The cadmium ratios on the outer surface of the graphite are very
insensitive to changes in distance from the core. This is
interpreted -to indicate that the spectrum at all positions on
the outside of the graphite is nearly at equilibrium.

3. With these data it seems reasonable to postulate that (a) the
observed thermal flux at the surface of the graphite is pro-

portional to the total flux there, and (b) the cadmium ratios at
this location are proportional to the fraction of fast neutrons
(of the iron-penetrating variety) in the spectrum.

*Private communication from H. P. Sleeper.
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In this system the current penetrating the iron is proportional to the fast-

neutron flux at the iron-graphite interface. For a slowly varying spectrum,

Of is nearly proportional to the total flux, CPA. To correct for the varia-

tions in the spectrum, <P 1/'pt is considered to vary inversely as the observed

cadmium ratios PCd. Thus the leakage current Ji varies as follows:

PCd Cd

Thus the formula used for estimating the neutron leakage current out of

the thermal shield is

(JI); = J Pd 't

Vth JaJP1PCdJ

wbere

4th = thermal flux at inner surface of steel, nv/cm2-sec.

PCd = ratio of activation of bare and cadmium-covered foils.

JI = leakage current, neutrons/cm2 -sec, experimentally measured.

Subscript "exp" refers to experiment.

Subscript i refers to point under consideration.

Substituting the experimental values,(2 S) this e'"'ticr I ecomes

(J ) .= 65 x -700 t

t 65 7.9 x 10' PCd

(7)

(J1)i = 1.3 x 10-2

i

Variation- of Required Concrete Thickness. The required thickness of the

concrete varies from point to point of the thermal shield for two reasons.

First, the shielding required opposite the edges and corners of the thermal
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shield is reduced by a geometric factor below that required opposite the

center of a face of the thermal shield. Secondly, the 7-ray flux leaving the

edges and corners of the thermal shield is lower than that leaving a face

because of the reduction of the thermal-neutron flux at the inner face of the

thermal shield at these locations. The manner in which the minimum design

thickness varies is shown in Fig. 4.6.D. The thickness required opposite the

center of a face was calculated and this was established as the required

thickness opposite the entire face. The minimum shielding required opposite a

vertical edge is shown in the figure as a quarter cylinder whose radius equals

the thickness required opposite the center of the edge. The shield required

opposite a top corner is shown as an octant of a sphere. At points showing a

sharp discontinuity in the required shield thickness the greater thickness was

used in design.

In order to determine the geometric factor, consider the accompanying

sketch, Fig. 4.6.E. This shows a thickness t of concrete and a set of annular

rings drawn on the surface of the thermal shield. The thermal shield may be

assumed to be a surface source which emits radiation having a cosine distri-

bution. The y-ray flux at point P, which is a distance a from the surface

element of area r dO dr emitting 4(0) y's/cm2 -sec with a cosine distribution

is given by

iv fp0= cos e1"'m r drd9 y rays/cm2-sec
f f ira2

0=o r O

where it is assumed that the face of the thermal shield is infinite in extent.

Upon integration this yields

4' = 2B 4(0) F1 (b)

_ywhere b = t and F(b) = b Je (see
(seAedi )
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This is just twice the value given previously using the assumption that

the thermal shield is an infinite slab source instead of an infinite plane

source with a cosine distribution. The calculations are considered suffi-

ciently conservative that the factor of 2 is neglected. Thus after using

approximations for B and Fi(b) as shown previously, the y flux at P is, as

given in Eq. (4a),

= 40() e- y rays/cm2 -sec

Actually the thermal shield is not infinite in extent. However, it

should be observed in Fig. 4.6.E that as the radius r increases, the path

length a through the concrete increases and consequently the contribution of

radiation from the outlying surface elements decreases. Graphical integrations

have shown that with the concrete thicknesses to be used, the only significant

amount of radiation arriving at a point P on the surface of the concrete

originates in a circle of radius r = 4 ft on the surface of the thermal shield.

Therefore a negligible error is introduced by the assumption of an infinite

surface for the thermal shield.

Calculation of Shield Thicknesses. The foregoing design procedures and

tolerances have been used to tabulate the required thickness of barytes con-

crete in various regions of the shield. Table 4.6.C presents the results of

thickness calculations together with an explanation. As an example, the at-

tenuation opposite the center of the vertical edges, E, is discussed in detail.

According to the argument earlier in this section and with reference to

Fig. 4.6.D, the geometrical factor is %. Preliminary calculations(2 ) led to

an estimate of a thermal flux of 5 x 1010 neutrons/cm 2 -sec at the graphite-

steel interface. Although this figure was supported by early experiments on

the MTR Mock-Up, a flux of 1011 was employed in design as a conservative

figure. Equation (2a) gives for the primary 7-ray flux emerging from the

thermal shield,

4(0) = 0.006 nvth = 6 X 108 y rays/cm 2 -sec
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TABLE 4.6.C

Required Biological Shield Thickness
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)

A. Center of N-S vertical faces 1 4 x 1011 3 x 1011 4 x 1011 2.4 x 10 900 5.8 x 106 44 56 67.2 45

B. Center of top horizontal % 0.5 x 1011 0.5 x 1011 1 x 1011 0.6 x 10 1000 1.3 x 106 37.2 49.2 59 40. 5
edges

C. Top corners )f 0.25 x 1011 0.1 x 1011 0.5 x 1011 0.3 x 10 1000 0.65 x 106 35 47 54 38

D. Center E-W vertical faces 1 2 x 1011 2.5 x 1011 2 x 1011 1.2 x 10 1000 2.6 x 106 40.5 52.5 64 425

E. Vertical edges at center plane % 0.5 x 1011 0.5 x 1011 1 x 1011 0.6 x 10 1000 1.3 x 106 37.2 49.2 59 40.5

F. Top face 1 2.5 x 1011 0.7 x 1011 2 x 1011 12 x 10 1000 2.6 x 106 40.5 52.5 65 42.5

G. Bottom face 1 6 x 1011 2 xl101 1 3 x 1011 1.8 x 109 300 3.9 x 106 41.5 53.5 66 43.5

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Letters A-G refer to Fig. 4.6.G.

See page 4.53.
See references 27 and 28.

Deduced from preliminary results of MIR Mock-Up operation.

Conservative value chosen for design calculations.

Calculated from Eq. (2a) in text.

(7) Uncertainties in reported Cd ratios due to low saturated activities from Mock-Up
experiments led to adoption of 1000 as maximum value for P .

(8) Calculated from Eq. (7) in text,

(30) (9) Attenuation to 1007rays/cm
2 -sec after converting neutrons in column 8 to y rays:

(10) Values in column 9 plus 12 in.; evaluated with the aid of Fig. 4.6.H

(11) Attenuations of values in column 6 to 100 y rays/cm
2
-sec; evaluated with the aid

of Fig. 4.6.H.
(12) Attenuation of values in column 8 to 5 n/cm -sec; evaluated with the aid of Fig. 4.6:H



The calculation of the neutron current depends on the choice of the cadmium

ratio as discussed earlier in this section. Although examination of the

Mock-Up experimental results indicates values ranging from 1200 to 2000 at

this distance from the core, a value of 1000 is used for design in an effort

again to be conservative. From Eq. (7),

nv
Ji = 0.013-!th = 1.3 x 106

Pcd

The attenuations required can now be calculated. For the primary y rays,

the attenuation factor is

100
- 3.3 x 10"7

% x 6 x 10

where 100 y rays/cm2 -sec is the tolerance dosage. This factor, by Fig. 4.6.F,

calls for about 59 in. of material equivalent to barytes concrete (X = 10 cm).

The conversion of neutrons to capture y rays at the 1-ft displacement distance

into the concrete requires attenuation by a factor of

100

1.3 x 10= 7.7 x 0

which is equivalent to approximately. 37 in. of barytes concrete. Adding 12 in. to

this gives a total thickness of 49 in. of barytes concrete required outside

the thermal shield to attenuate these y rays. Finally, the neutron attenuation

proper can be checked. This requires a reduction factor of

5
1._3__1 - 3.85 x 10-6
1.3 X 106

where 5 neutrons/cm2 -sec is the tolerance dosage. This corresponds to 40.5

in. of barytes concrete.

According to these calculations, the attenuation requirements of the y
rays are completely dominant. This conclusion is most readily visualized by
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reference to a graph such as Fig. 4.6.G. The thermal neutrons at the graphite-

steel interface are clearly reduced to a negligible amount by absorption in

the steel. The neutrons which penetrate the steel, and their concomitant

secondary y rays, are also negligible in comparison with the primary y rays

leaving the thermal shield. The concrete thicknesses shown are for the most

unfavorable locations in the corner regions (Figs. 4.6.1 and.J).. Although the

concrete alone is not quite sufficient to reduce these y rays to tolerance in

one instance, the iron walls of the exit air duct. are more than sufficient to

complete the required attenuation. From Figs. 4.6.G and H the design thick-

ness may be compared with the actual thickness of the concrete; some repre-

sentative relatively weak locations in the shield are indicated.

4.6.3 Supplementary Shielding Problems. In addition to the most im-

portant problem of determining the adequacy of the concrete portion of the

biological shield, there are a number of other shielding problems relative to

the design of the MTh and associated facilities. These are listed as follows:

1. Shielding requirements of top and bottom plugs.

2. Shielding of inlet and exit water lines.

3. Thermal column shielding.

4. Radiation leakage through ducts in reactor structure.

5. Design of experimental hole plugs.

6. Shielding of external facilities.

7. Shielding requirements for handling active plugs, beryllium,

and fuel assemblies.

Details of calculations and design considerations have been issued in

various memoranda. These are reviewed below for the purpose of presenting a

coherent picture of the shielding requirements of the MTR.

Shielding Requirements of the Top and Bottom Plugs.( 3 4-40) 1. Top Plug

Requirements. The shielding of radiation above the active lattice is ac-

complished by the water in the reactor tank plus the top plug. The depth of

water in the reactor tank is adjusted to provide adequate protection after

shutdown of the reactor and after the top plug has been removed. Thus the

proper design of this portion of the shield depends on the radiation after

shutdown as well as during operation of the reactor. The original design

established the requirements to be 17% ft of water plus a 21-in. iron plug.

Actually, however, the plug was made hollow with provision for filling it up
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to 8 in. with lead or lead shot. Thus the design and construction of the top

plug could proceed independently of the exact shielding requirements, which

would be determined by actual measurements in the Mock-Up at a later date.

These measurements were carried out and reported in ORNL CF-50-8-85.( 3 2 ) The

data extrapolated to conditions of operation of the M R indicate that without

the top plug the y-ray intensity will be about 200 mr/hr at 30 mw power. This

means that 7 in. of lead shot plus the 3 in. of steel in the plug are required

to reduce the y-ray intensity to 1.2 mr/hr at 60 mw power. The following

paragraphs summarize the calculations used as a basis for the design of the

top plug and a comparison of calculated values with data from the Mock-Up.

(a) Gamma Production in the Active Lattice. It is assumed that on the

average, a 72- by 24- by 60-cm portion of the core will contain active fuel

elements. With such a loading, there will be about 3.5 kg of U2 3s in the core

and at 30 mw the average neutron flux will be 2 X 1014. The y-ray source in

the active section is given as follows:

REACTOR CROSS SECTI(ON, No
SOURCE (cm2) y RAYS PER CAPTURE

U fission 4900 5 1-Mev fission Y's
2 2.5-Mew fission product y's

U capture 800 1 6-Mew y

H20 capture 1320 1 2-Mev y

Al capture 588 1 8-Mev y

Th capture 610 1 6-Mev y

The source strength is given by the product of the neutron flux, cross-section,

and y-ray energy per capture divided by the core volume. Combining y rays of
similar energies gives the following source spectrum-

GAWA SJRCE Qv
(Hev) (Nev/cc-sec) (watts/cc-sec) , (cm 1 )

1 47.5 x 1012 7.6 0.099

2-.5 52.6 x 1012 8.4 0.072
6 16.3 x 1012 2.6 0.044

8 9.0 x 1012 1.44 0.039
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At large distances from the reactor centerline, the radiation intensity may

be calculated by simple conventional formulas. Thus for each of the y-ray

sources, the intensity is given by

I = 1.9 X 10-3 QVA -a/1.2
47r a2

where

I =

1.9 x 10-3 =

A =

a1 =

IL1.2 
=

intensity, mr/hr.

conversion factor, Mev to mr/hr.

source strength, Mev/cc-sec.

area of top of active section, cm2

absorption coefficient of core, cm-1 .

distance above active lattice = 565 cm.

absorption coefficient of water, cm- 1 .

factor for forward scattering.

Therefore,

I = 8.2 x 10-'i7 Qve-5s(/1.
2)

yIs

Using this equation and values of Q, shown in the previous table, the

resultant y-ray intensities I at the top plug are given in the following table:

GAMMA

SOUME

(Mev)

1

2.5

6

8

/1.2

(cml1)

0.058

0.033

0.023

0.020

565#./1.2

32.8

18.7

13.0

11.3

e- pLa/i. 2

10. 14

10-8

2.2 x 10-s
1.2 x 10-5

Total intensity without top plug

I (mr/hr)

670

2300

3000
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This theoretical value is a factor of 15 above the values measured in the

Mock-Up. The difference is presumably due to the fact that the assumed energy

of the capture y rays is too high Recent capture y ray spectraldata( 3 3 )
verify this and show that the average energy of aluminum capture y rays is in

the range 5 to 7 Nev rather than 8 Mev

(b) Mock-Up Data Vertical measurements were made through approximately

11 ft of water, starting at a point 4 ft above the horizontal centerline of

the reactor.. Three horizontal traverses were made at various depths The low

intensity of Mock Up operation (i.e., 270 watts) did not permit measurement

of the attenuation of the full depth of water.. However, since the attenuation

was exponential over a factor of 1000, it was felt that an extrapolation of an

additional factor of 100 could be made with reasonable certainty. This value,

multiplied by 10s to allow for the difference in power level between the

Mock-Up and the MTR, indicates that a y-ray flux of approximately 200 100

mr/hr would be transmitted through the water. To reduce this to 1/10 tolerance

(1.2 mr/hr) at 60 mw power requires an attenuation factor of 300 by the lead

and iron in the top plug. This is equivalent to 5.7 relaxation lengths.

Since the top plug contains 2% in. of steel or 1.5 relaxation lengths, an

additional 3% in. of lead or 6 in. of lead shot is required for the top plug.

(c) Radiation Intensity After Shutdown. The total y-ray activity

following infinite operation of a reactor is, according to estimates by

K. Way,(' 0 ) given by

(Q 0E) = 6.3 ft- . 2  Mev/sec

where

f = fissions/sec in source.

t = time after shutdown.

The hard y-ray activity (about 3 Mev) after shutdown, however, depends on the

yield and decay of specific fission product chains. These have been measured

by the photoneutron threshold reaction in heavy water. The average lifetime

and yield of the y rays of energies higher than this value are:
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t (mean) Ay (yield/fission) ENERGY (Mev)

76 hr

6.3 hr

2.4 hr

39 min

11 min

3.4 min

59 sec

3.6 sec

0.0015

0.0042

0.045

0.038

0.046

0.132

1.58

0.675

2.6

2.6

3

2.6

2.25

3.4

Using the same method as in the calculation of the radiation intensity

during operation of the reactor, but considering only the hard fission pro-

duct y rays listed above, the 'y-ray intensity at the top of the reactor well

may be calculated as a function of the time after shutdown. In this case the

source term at 30 mw power is given by

30,000 x 3.1 X 1013 = 9.3 X 1017 fissions/sec

(9.3 x 1017)(A )
Q2 = 4 7

S24 X 72 x 60
Mev/cc-sec

Q, = 9 x 1012(A )t

The radiation intensity at the surface of the water after shutdown is

e-530(0.035)
I = 6 X 10'(A1E),

Assuming average energy of hard 'y-rays to be 2.75 Mev,

I = 1.4(Af) mr/hr
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Values of (A7E)t, Q,, and the y-ray intensity at various times after shutdown

are shown in the following table:

TIME AFTER (A.fE) flu I
SHUTDOWN (Mev/fission) (Mev/cc-sec) (mr/hr)

10 sec 4.37 39.5 X 1012 6.2

10 min 0.32 2.,9 X 1012 0.5

1 hr 0.11 1.0 X 1012 0.15

1 day 0.003 0.027 x 1012 0.04

This indicates that the water gives adequate protection following an elapsed

time greater than 10 min after shutdown of the reactor.

2. Shielding Requirements of the Bottom Plug. The original design of

the reactor tank closure beneath the active lattice consisted of numerous

layers of steel and water. In view of the large number of water monitoring

tubes penetrating this section, the construction of such a plug was difficult.

The present design consists of a steel cylinder filled with lead. The water

monitoring tubes which penetrate this plug and which during operation carry

active water are shielded by a sliding concrete door beneath the bottom plug.

Personnel in the sub-pile room are thus shielded from the y rays leaving

the active lattice by both the lead plug and the concrete door. The required

thickness of the lead portion of this shield is calculated as follows: Data

from the Mock-Up on the radiation escaping upward through the water may be

used to estimate the intensities below the active lattice since reactor

components are approximately the same above and below the centerl ... The

bottom plug starts at a point 245 cm below the active lattice. At this level,

the y intensity during operation at 30 mw power will be 4 X 107 mr/hr. Since

previous calculations as well as the slope of the curve of Mock-Up data indi-

cate that the energy of the hard 7-ray components (i.e., capture y-rays from

Al, Fe, Be, etc.) is about 5 Mev or lower, the following absorption coeffi-

cients based on this energy may be used for estimating the required amounts of

lead and barytes concrete:
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ABSORBER (cm-1)

H20 0.03

Fe 0.235

Pb 0.46

Pb shot (D = 6.8) 0.28

Barytes concrete 0.10

At 12.5 ft from the active lattice (minimum distance of approach) the

y-ray intensities will be

(4 x 107)(245)2 b

I -=Z e-' mr/hr
(385)2

where

b = pJeXFe + pPbXPb + concrete X concrete

The proposed design consists of 17 in. of lead shot and 3 in. of iron in the

bottom plug plus 9 in. of barytes concrete and 1 in. of iron in the door

beneath the bottom plug.

Thus

b = 4(0.6) + 17(0.71) + 9(0.25) = 16.7

e6 = 5.4 xl10-'

and

I = 0.9 mr/hr in the sub-pile room

The bottom plug and concrete door give adequate protection from pile radiation.

3. Leakage Around Top and Bottom Plugs. Leakage around the sides of the

top and bottom plugs is prevented by supplementary shielding rings at the

edges of the plugs. The required thicknesses of these ringswere established

by measuring, on appropriate drawings, the actual thicknesses of water, steel,
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concrete, etc along many different paths and adding shielding where necessary

to give the same total attenuation as on the reactor vertical centerline. In

all cases conservative data were used to establish the required total at-

tenuation, which resulted in some overdesign at these locations.. Specific

details of calculations are summarized in MTR Shield Survey Reports.. 3 0 '3 1 )

4. Thickness of Door Under Bottom Plug.. In addition to shielding the

water monitor tubes, the door under the bottom plug must protect personnel

from neutrons escaping the steel thermal shield Calculations verifying the

adequacy of the door for neutron protection are reviewed as follows:

Neutron source 3 X 109 fast neutrons/cm2 sec incident on inner face of

8-in. steel thermal shield

Neutron tolerance: 100 neutrons/cm2 -sec, corresponding to 10 mr/hr.

The neutron attenuation by the 9.in. of steel, whose effective relaxation

length is 4.9 cm, is

e 23/4.9 = 10.2

The neutron attenuation by the biological shield (2 ft 9 in. barytes con-

crete), whose relaxation length for neutrons is 8.2 cm, is

'
1 0

'.3 = 3,5 x 10-5

The neutron attenuation in the door (9 in. barytes concrete) is

e .2.8 6.2 X 102

The total neutron attenuation is 2.2 X 10-8, i.e., the neutron intensity below

the door will be about 70 neutrons/cm2 -sec, which is below tolerance.

Shielding of Inlet and Exit Water Lines. 1. Shielding of Exit Water

Lines.I3 4 '3 8 ) The activity of the water leaving the reactor is due mainly to

the N1 6 activity formed from the reaction O1 6 (n,p)N1 6 . This is a fast-neutron

reaction having a threshold at about 9.5 Mev and a cross-section of about 1

barn. Since a small fraction (about 1/50,000) of the fission neutrons have

energies above 9.5 Mev, the effective cross -section per fission neutron is

about 0.014 mb or 1.4 X 10"29 cm2 . The activity of the water leaving the

reactor is given by
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A = no rj(1 - e-U)a-t

where

nv = fast flux in lattice = 1014 neutrons/cm2 -sec at 30 mw.

o-g = cross-section for N1 ' production = 0.014 mb or

4.68 x 10-7 cm2 per cubic centimeter of water.

X = N"6 decay constant = 0.092 sec- 1

T = exposure time in lattice = 1/15 sec.

t = decay time after leaving lattice.

A = activity, disintegrations/cc-sec.

Thus

A = 2.88 X 10s -ft dis/cc-sec.

Since the average energy of the N"6'y ray is 6.5 Mev, the water activity is

1.85 X 10' eAt Mev/cc-sec.

The required shielding of the exit water lines- varies with the distance

from the active core owing to the relatively rapid decay of N"6. Referring

to drawing DRP-69, which shows the layout of air ducts and water lines within

the reactor structure, the activity at critical locations along the exit water

lines may be calculated from the flow rate and corresponding decay times. The

water activity at strategic points is summarized as follows, based on a flow

rate of 20,000 gpm:

DElAY TIE WATER ACTIVITY FHRM N16
wrUTIcr4(sec) (Nev/cc-sec)

A. Leaving reactor tank 2.3 1.5 x 106

B. Vertical rise at reactor centerline 4.1 1.28 x106

C. Center of top of loop 6.6 1.0 x 10'

D. Leaving reactor structure 15 4.6 x 10

E. Leaving Reactor Building 26 1.7 x 105

F. Entering seal tank 63 5,5 x 10
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The required shielding may be calculated by the method outlined in' the Project

Handbook CL 697, VF 5 for a cylindrical source The intensity at the surface

of a shield b cm thick is

QR
2

I___ F(B)
2(b --z)

where

I = y ray intensity Mev/sec

Q = source strength, Mev/cc -sec

R = radius of pipe, 30 5 cm

B = vz + b (v = absorption coefficient of water and

absorption coefficient of shield)

z = effective position of line source equivalent to distributed

source (CL 697 VF 5, Fig 5)

F(B) = distribution function (CL 697 VF 5 Fig 2)

At.point A the shield consists of 5 ft of barytes concrete plus some iron. The

y-ray intensity at the ceiling of the sub pile room due to N'6 is calculated

from the following data

Q = 1 5 x 106 Mev/cc-sec

z = 18 cm (from CL 697, VF 5)

v = 0 026 cm

b 153 cm.

= 0..09 cm

F(B) = 2.5 x 10 7.

I=(15 x 106)(305)2 (2.5 x 10-7) = 1 Mev/sec = 2 x 10 a mr/hr
2(171)

Thus the contribution of the water activity to the intensity in the sub-pile

room is negligible.
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2. Shielding of Water Inlet Lines.( 39-4 4 ) The residual activity of the

process water after decay of N1 ' is due to the neutron activation of dissolved

minerals and aluminum recoil activity. The significant reactions are listed

as follows:

RECOIL RANG
REACTION MECHANIC t CROSS-SECTI aN IN Al (cm)

Na2 3 (n,y)Na 2 4  Neutron absorption 14.8 hr 0.5 b

018(n,y)O19 Neutron absorption 29.4 sec 0.44 pb

A12 7 (n,y)Al28  Slow recoil 2.3 min 0.21 b 1.2 X 10'6

Al27(n,y)Al'2 Fast recoil 2.3 min 0.4 ub 2.4 X 10-4

Al (n,p)Mg27 Fast recoil 10.2 min 2.8 mb 2.4 X 10-4

Al27(n,a)Na24 Fast recoil 14.8 hr 0.6 *b 2.4 X 10-4

MnS (ns)Mn Slow recoil 2.6 hr 13.0 b 1 X 10-5

The activity of the process water excluding N1 ' activity is calculated for the

following system conditions:

Flow rate

Purge rate

System holdup

Cycle time

Activation time

Slow flux

Fast flux
Area of exposed Al

Water composition

Ca

Mg

C1

Al

Fe

Na

K

F

N

20,000 gpm

50 gpm

348,000 gal

17.4 min or about 1000 sec

1/15 sec

2 x 1014neutron S/cm2 -sec

1 X 1014 neutrons/cm2-sec
10' sq cm

1 ppm

0.5 ppm

1 ppm

0.05 ppm

0.05 ppm

5 ppm

1 ppm

0.1 ptm

0.02 ppm
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The at tivity due to the absorption of neutrons by dissolved minerals after

recycle equilibrium is reached is

XK
A = j77 T

A=(1 - B~)

where

A = activity) dis/cc-sec.

X = decay constant, sec'i.

K = isotope reduction per cycle.

B = concentration factor = 20000/20050 t 1.

T = cycle time.

K = nv~at (for half-lives >> t).

26 = cross-section of mineral per cubic centimeter of water.

The aluminum recoil activity is

A nv o-(0.602) (range) (area) DX
42f(1 - Be-T)

where

0, = cross-section, barns.

Range = recoil range, cm.

Area = 106 cm®.

D = density of aluminum.

F = cycle flow rate, cc/sec.

w = atomic weight of recoil nucleus.
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Principal activities in the water entering the reactor are-

(dis/cc-sec) E (Mev) (Mev/cc-sec)

Na24  1160 2.2 2550

Mg27  488 1.48 '725

Mn56 145 2.13 310

Al26  26 1.80 50

Total 3635

The activity due to accidental exposure of core material, resulting from

loss of Al cladding from a fuel plate, is calculated as follows: The fractional

escape of fission recoils from the surface of a slab source is 1/4a, where a

is the ratio of the mass thickness of the slab to the range of the fission

fragments, or 5.6 x 10-3/1.05 X 10-4 = 54. Thus the fraction 1/4(54) = 1/216

will escape from an exposed surface. At 30 mw there are 1016 fissions/sec or

6.7 X 1012 fissions/cc-sec. The number of fission fragments escaping per

square centimeter is therefore 3 X 1010. Since the flow rate per plate is

28 gpm, the activity in the water is 1.75 X 10' fissions/cc-sec.

Although the activity of the fission fragments which escape into the

water is due to the fission products, these decay relatively rapidly. Ac-

cording to K. Way, (10 the disintegration energy is 0.3t- 0
.
8 Mev/sec (fission.).

After 1000 seconds, it will be 1.2 X 10-3 Mev/sec (-fissiorj, or the total

activity per square centimeter of fuel plate exposed is 2.1 X 104 Mev/cc-sec.

Since there are 18 plates per fuel assembly and 25 fuel assemblies, the

activity per square centimeter exposed in the reactor core will be 47 Mev/cc-sec

For activity to be detectable, at least 10 sq cm of U-Al alloy must be exposed

The shielding of the inlet water lines required due to the residual fis-

sion product and recoil activity may be calculated by conventional methods

outlined previously. For the above conditions about 1 ft of'barytes aggregate

concrete is required for the inlet lines.

Thermal Column Shielding.(4s-4 8 ) This large hole through the biological

shield, though filled with graphite, produces a difficult y-ray shielding

problem. For this reason the thermal column sides must be lined with cadmium,

steel, and lead plates, and the face must be provided with a removable y
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shield. This removable shield is in the form of a sliding lead door, 10 in.

thick, which may be raised for access to the column.

1. Neutron Flux Calculations. The original calculations of the thermal-

neutron flux in the thermal-column graphite were carried out in 1947.(4s)

These data were later corrected for changes in the design of the graphite

reflector by multiplying by a factor of 3. This normalizes values to a figure

of 3 X 1012 neutrons/cm2-sec at the inside of the thermal column which is in

agreement with calculated neutron-flux distribution curves(2 4 ) and data from

the Mock-Up previously cited.

2. Required Thickness of Sliding Lead Door. A maximum value of the

radiation intensity penetrating the graphite in the thermal column may be

obtained by considering the column to consist of a number of slab sources with

the contribution of each concentrated at its surface. Each neutron absorbed

in the graphite gives rise to a 6-Mev y ray. Assuming each slab to be 25 cm

thick, a slab x cm from the outside of the thermal column gives rise to

I =-L F,(px + va) y's/cm 2-sec
2

where

I0 = N t S(x) = 25 (4 X 10-4) S(x) = 10-2 y's/cm2 -sec.

S(x) = thermal flux at x.

= absolute coefficient of graphite = 0.03 cm-1 .

v = absolute coefficient of lead = 0.44 cm-1.

a = thickness of lead door

F,(b) = dy (from CL-697,VF)
y

Contributions from each section of the thermal column with a 10-in. lead door

are summarized as follows:
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DISTANCE FROM S(x) I
DOOR, z (cm) (n/cm2-sec) p.x + va Fo( x + va) (y/cm 2 .-aec)

0 0 11.25 1.14 x 10-6 0

25 1.9 x 109 12.0 5 x 10' 5.0

50 7.5 x 109 12.75 2 x 10' 7.5

75 1.7 x 1010 13.50 1 x 10'18.5

100 3.6 x 1010 14.25 4.5 x 10- 8  8.0

125 7.2 x 1010 15.0 2 x 10-8 7.2

150 1.4 x 1011 15.75 8 x 10-9 5.6

175 2.5 x 1011 16.52 4 x 10-9 5.0

200 4.5 X 1011 17.25 1.8 x 10-9 4.0

225 8.4 x 1011 18.0 9 x 10-10 3.8

250 1.5 x 1012 18.75 4 x 10'10 3.0

275 3.0 x 1012 19.5 2 ,x 10-10 3.0

60.6

This is equivalent to 480 Mev/cm 2 -sec or

tolerance.

about 1 mr/hr, which is below 1/10

Radiation Leakage Through Ducts in Reactor Structure.( 4 9 5
2) The numerous

holes penetrating the biological shield complicate the problem of designing a

satisfactory shield. The total intensity outside the shield is increased in

the vicinity of holes by radiation penetrating the section of the shield which

is effectively thinner. Additional radiation mpy be received by scattering

from the walls of the opening. Experiments which have been performed with

shields penetrated by curved or staggered ducts indicate that the direct

penetration through the thin part of the shield is usually more effective than

scattering in increasing the y intensity in the vicinity of the opening. This

is especially true for ducts with multiple bends. To determine the adequacy

of the biological shield in the vicinity ofan opening, the following procedure

may be used:

By inspection of a layout of the shield structure, a danger point is

selected and a line along the path of minimum attenuation determined. This

line is generally in adirection from the outer to the inner mouth of the duct.

The intensity contribution of the surface element at the source of the minimum

path is calculated, as well as the contribution of all neighboring surface

elements which can be "seen" through the effectively thinner portion of the

shield. These neighboring contributions usually fall off very rapidly as

elements further from the minimum line are considered.
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The intensity contribution of each surface element is calculated by

assuming it to be a point source. Figure 4.6.J represents a cross-section of

a duct through the shield. For each surface element tA, the contribution at P

is

R2

where

I0= ,A E(AA) cos 6/r.

q6= y/cm2-sec at source.

E = y-ray energy.

b = pr1 + p rZ + ..

rl,,rs = actual sections of shield penetrated.

= absolute coefficient of shield.

R = distance from source to point P = t sec 6

For simple geometries, the variation of b from element to element can be

approximated by a simple mathematical expression and the total intensity found

by integration. Otherwise the easiest approach is to measure the actual thick-

ness of shield material traversed along a straight line from each source

element and add algebraically the separate intensity contributions. The total

intensity should be multiplied by a B factor to allow for the forward scatter-

ing in the shield. This is usually about a factor of 10 for thick shields.

The contribution of radiation scattered along the duct from the walls of

the duct may be estimated by the same method as determining the scattering by

mass elements within the shield itself. Essentially the method consists of

breaking the scatterer (i.e., the duct wall) into a number of mass elements Am
and assuming each to be a point of secondary radiation. The energy of the

secondary y rays is a function of the energy of the primary and the angles of

incidence and reflection. The secondary intensity is the sum of all the point

sources considered. A detailed analysis of the calculation of scattered

radiation is given in ORNL-710.(4)
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Design of Experimental Hole Plugs.( 53 5 7  In general, the problem of

designing plugs adequate to prevent escape of radiation from experimental

holes during operation of the reactor may be simplified by duplicating in the

plug the various portions of the shield through which it passes. Precaution

must be taken to stop radiation leakage through the annulus between the beam

hole liner and the plug by providing a number of steps. These should be kept

toa minimum, however, since each step increases the diameter of the plug which

must be shielded after removal from the reactor. The amount of radiation

leaking through the annulus may be estimated by the same method as for voids

in the shield, which has been described previously. The major contribution is

the radiation penetrating the effectively thinner portions of the plug, rather

than that from scattering around the step. The leakage through the annulus

around the beam hole plug depends therefore on the width of the annulus and

size of the step in the plug rather than on the number of steps. Measurements

of the radiation through a narrow staggered channel by Gamertsfelder (in a

report by Stone( 57 ) may be used to verify this. For the MI( main beam holes,

a %-in. step with a 1/8-in. annulus gives adequate protection.

1. Shielding Requirements After Removal of Plug. In order to protect

personnel after the plug has been removed and after shutdown of the reactor,

each beam hole is equipped with a lead radiation door 12 in. thick. The

radiation intensity at the outside of the beam hole with the lead door closed

is estimated as follows: It has been shown previously that 10 min after shut-

down the reactor core emits 2.9 x 1012 Mev/cc-sec of hard y-ray radiation.

Since at relatively large distances from the reactor the core acts like a

point source, the intensity at the end of an open beam hole is given by

1.9 x 103 Q eA-mr/hr

47rpLa 
2

where

Q, = energy emitted per unit volume of core.

A = area of beam hole = 180 cm2 .

, = absolute coefficient of core = 0.07 cm-1 .

a = length of beam hole = 475 cm.

= absolute coefficient of lead = 0.46 cm 1 .

x = thickness of radiation door = 12 in.
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Thus

I_(1,9*Ix 10'3)(2.9 x 101")180
= (le-"=51( x 10'0.9 X 10'6) = 4.5 mr/hr

4rr(0.07)(475)

Although this intensity is one-half tolerance, the decay of fission

products reduces the value to one-tenth tolerance at 1 hr after shutdown.

In addition to affording protection after shutdown, the lead shielding

door can be used in conjunction with a relatively simple neutron shielding

plug during operation of the reactor to provide additional flexibility to the

experimental facilities.

Shielding Requirements of External Facilities.(ss,5 9 ) 1. External Water

System. The activity of the water in the external system due to the neutron

absorption of dissolved minerals reaches an equilibrium level which depends on

the time of activation in the core, the amount of purge, and the recycle time.

Based on the operating conditions listed below, the average activity of the

water in the external system will be about 3700 y rays/cc-sec. These have an

average energy of 2 Mev.

2. Operating Conditions. The following operating conditions were used:

Power level 30 mw

Flow rate 20,000 gpm

Purge 50 gpm

Cycle time 1000 sec

Average decay time 500 sec

Water activity 7400 Mev/cc-sec

The shielding of the working reservoir and associated pipes is accomplished

by first installing a fence 15 ft from the pipes, and then shielding the pipes

to a height of 20 ft with 10- or 12-in. concrete blocks and shielding a portion

of the reservoir itself with 2 in. of iron. Considering that only two of the

24-in. pipes will be filled with water at any one time, the y-ray intensity

adjacent to the concrete blocks will be 10 mr/hr and outside the fence 1 mr/hr.

On the reservoir platform with the water shielded by 2% in. of iron, the y-ray

intensity will be about 5 mr/hr.
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3. External Air System. The activity of the pile-cooling air is due

mainly to A41 with minor contributions from N1 ' and 01". The physical and

nuclear properties of these gases are listed below.

ELEMENT REACTION ABUNDANCE IN AIR (%) 01 toEy ( Me v)

Nitrogen N1 5 (n,y)N"6 0.30 0.02 ab 7.4 sec 6.5

Oxygen O18(n,y)O' 0.04 0.2 mb 29.4 sec 1.6

Argon A40(n,y)A41  0.94 0.62 b 110 mIR 1.3

At 150 F and 25.5 in. Hg, 1 cu ft of air contains 3.1 x 101 atoms of N",

4.2 x 1020 atoms of Ole and 4.9 X 1021 atoms of A40. At 60 mw the average

thermal-neutron flux in the air within the reactor is 4 x 1012 neutrons 2/Ca-sec

and the total volume of air in the reactor is about 850 cu ft. At 30,000 cfm

the exposure time of the air in the reactor is about 2 sec. The number of

atoms of A41 formed per second per cubic foot is

(4 x 1012) (4.9 x 1021)'(0.62 x 10-21) = 1.2x 1010 1

and the disintegration energy per cubic foot will be

(1.2 x 1010) (2) (1.3) 0.693 = 3.3 x 10' Mev/cu ft-sec
6600

The disintegration energy due to 019 is

0.693
(4 x 1012) (4.2 x 1020) (0.2 X 10-27) (2) (1.6)--- = 2.6 x 104 Mev/cu ft-sec

29.4

The disintegration energy due to N"6 is calculated similarly to be 3 x l0s

Mev/cu ft-sec. The shielding required to reduce the y intensities to desired

tolerances is summarized in Chap. 8, 'Table 8.1.C.
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Shielding Requirements for Handling Activated Equipment and Materi-

als. (56960-64) The handling of equipment and materials which have been sub-

jected to neutron irradiation constitutes one of the-most important shielding

considerations in the operation of a nuclear reactor. Each item presents a

special problem and must be handled as such. The following paragraphs present

general background for calculation of induced activities. For more detailed

information on special problems, the listed references should be consulted.

1. Activities of Important Elements. The following table summarizes the

elements which give rise to relatively high-energy y-ray activity. Calculations

are based on a flux of 1014 neutrons/cm 2 -sec and irradiation to saturation

(i.e., irradiation times long compared to half-life). For shorter irradiation

times values should be multiplied by (1 - e~T), where T is the irradiation

time and k the decay constant.
TABLE 4.6.0

Elements with High y-Bay Activities

ELEMENT ACTIVE ISOTOPE HALF-LIFE (curies/g) -y-RAY ENERGY (Hey)

Sodium 11Na
23  14.8 hr 32 1.38, 2.76

Magnesium 1 2Mg 26  10.2 min 0.6 0.84 (100%), 1.01 (20%)

Aluminum Al27  2.4 min 13 1.80

Titanium Tiso 72 days 0.071 1.0

Vanadium 2 3 V
5 1  3.8 min 140 1.5

Chromium 24Cr
50  26.5 days 15 0.32

Manganese 25Mna6 2.59 hr 390 0.82 (100%), 1.77 (30%)

Iron 26Fe
58 46 days 0.029 1.10 (50%), 1.30 (50%),

2.06 (20%)

Cobalt 2Co
5
9 5.3 year 610 1.16, 1.32

10.7 min 18 1.5 (10%)

Copper 29Cu63 12.8 hr 59 1.35 (2.5%)

5 min 14 1.30

Zinc 3 0Zn64 250 days 6 1.14 (45%)

Zn68 13.8 hr 0.4 0.44

The induced activities of some

measured in the Oak Ridge reactor.

irradiations at a thermal flux of 1

levels, the values may be increased p

is small,

important reactor materials have been

Data are summarized in Table 4.6.D for

10 1 2 neutrons/cm 2 -sec. At higher flux

roportionally as long as the ratio nvcr/X
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where

nW = thermal flux, neutrons/cm 2 -sec.

o-= absorption cross-section of activated atom, cm2 /atom,

K = decay constant of active atom, sec".

When the cross-section of the active atom is greater than 1000 barns and the

half-life greater than 50 days, the saturation activities are reduced by

fluxes of the order of 1014 neutrons/cm2 -sec. Under ordinary conditions,

however, the saturation activity is relatively unaffected.
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TABLE 4.6.E

Induced Activity of Commercial Materials

TIME IN REACTOR LEAD ABSOLUTE ACTIVITY") (photons/sec-g) AT 1012 FLUX

MATERIAL (hr) COEFFICIENT (cm"1). 4 to 5 hr decay 10 hr decay 100 hr decay 1000 hr decay

GBF graphite 4400 0.62 1.5 x 104 1.2 x 104 9.0 x 102 < 2 x 102

CS graphite 4400 0.62 4.2 x 104  3.6 x 104 1.5 x 104 1.1 x 104

C-18 graphite 15000 0.58 5.5 x 105 5.2 x 105 3.2 x 105 2.6 x 105
Beryllium 12000 0.58 6.9 x 106 3.8 x 106 1.5 x 10 1.1 x 106

2S aluminum 15000 0.57 1.4 x 10 5.9 x 10 3.4 x 10

Stainless steel

Type 304 1000 0.59 3.2 x 108 1.05 x 10 5.0 x 107 2.& x 107
Type 310 1000 0.57 9.7 x 106 2.7 x 106 6.2 x 107 3 9 x 107

Type 316 1000 0.61 9.7 x 10 2.7 x 10 4.9 x 107 2.9 x 107
Type 347 1000 0.56 8.5 x 106 2.3 x 108 5.4 x 107 3.3 x 107

Type 405 1000 0.57 2.8 x 10 9.5 x 107  3.5 x r07 1.8 x 107

Type 430 1000 0.62 2.6 x 10 8.0 x 107  3.6 x 107 1.8 x 107

Type 445 1000 0.58 4.5 x 106 1.35 x 106 4.8 x 107 2.2 x 107

rpenter 20 1000 0.52 6.0 x 106 2.6 x 10 7.2 x 107 4.1 x 10
oncrete

Brookhaven(2  700 0.49 4.0 x 108 9.0 x 107 5.0 x 106 3.0 x 106

Ordinary(3  700 0.55 9.1 x 107 5.3 x 107 1.8 x 106 4.7 x 103

Barytes(4 700 0.51 4.3 x 107 1.9 x 107 8.3 x 106 2.0 x 106

(1) The ionization chamber was calibrated with Co60 of 1.2 Mev average photon energy.

(2) The Brookhaven cement contained 58.2% limonite, 29.1% portland cement, 12.7% H20.

(3) The ordinary concrete contained 56% rock , 25.5% sand, 10.4% portland cement, 8.1%H20.
(4) The barytes concrete contained 46% barytes coarse, 40% barytes fine , 9.6% portland cement, 4.4% H20.
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Chapter 5

CONTROL SYSTEM

5. 1 INTRODUCTION

The preceding three chapters of the handbook have described the reactor,

its use, and the physics of its design. In this chapter the reactor control

system and some of the philosophy behind it will be discussed. Like that of

the rest of the MTR, the development of the controls has gone on over the last

five years; therefore no separate historical development is attempted.

The main portion of the chapter is devoted to a description of the con-

trol instruments and system as they now exist in the MTR. While this de-

scription inevitably contains some of the history and philosophy of the con-

trols, a separate section is included at the end to discuss some of the

reasons for using the present control system.

5.1.1 Review of Requirements. It has been shown in Chap. 4 that the

k of the MTR is very much larger than that of the early uranium-graphite

reactors and that considerable excess reactivity will be used in order to

handle losses due to fuel depletion, experiments, fission product poisons,

etc. Any control system designed for such a reactor not only must be able to

maintain the machine at any given power but, when necessary, must also be able

to overcome quickly all the excess reactivity.

The speed with which the controls must act depends upon the maximum rate

at which the reactor can rise in power. Suppose that in a clean, cold reactor

some mishap allows the rods to be withdrawn at their maximum rate; as an

example, assume this rate to be equivalent to a Ak/k ti 0.1% per second. In

the first few minutes the neutron level will rise only by a factor of "100,

but at the end of this time the reactor will be supercritical and on a rising

period of approximately 10 sec. In a few more seconds the period will be

approximately 1 sec. It has been calculated"') that the minimum period

expected before the power goes above normal operation level will be about

1/30 sec. Such a period must be countered by safeties capable of a 30-msec

response. Even with this speed of response the power would momentarily rise

to about three times "normal" overload power or to about four times operating

power.
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From the above paragraph it is obvious that the control rods must not be

withdrawn too rapidly, but another condition is imposed in restarting the

reactor after a short shutdown. In this case the time available is limited by

xenon growth (see Chap. 4); hence the rods must be withdrawn as quickly as

possible. In order to fulfill both these conditions, the control system has

been designed to limit the "high" rate of rod withdrawal to an equivalent

Ak/k of 0.1% per second.

The above paragraphs briefly review the main dynamic requirements of the

control system. The control system described in the following sections is

designed to fulfill these requirements and provide a means of maintaining the

reactor at any given power level.

5.1.2 General Features of the *TR Control System. A block diagram,

showing the essential elements of the reactor control system, is given in

Fig. 5.1.A. In this diagram the light lines indicate flow primarily of

information, signal, or effect; the heavy lines indicate flow primarily of

energy. It is understood that this diagram shows only the major relationships

among the control system elements.

The reactor is shown to be subject to effects of the control rods,

auxiliary facilities, and certain disturbances. The reactor in turn affects

certain instruments which produce information to be transmitted to the oper-

ator and to the control system. The operator and the control system also

receive information from selsyns and other indicators of rod position or rod

motion. On the basis of the information received, taken together with the

operator's actions or instructions, the control system transmits to the

motors ormagnets (also called "clutches") appropriate control signals. The

motors or magnets then cause corresponding rod motions, which in turn affect

the reactor. Thus the main control loop is a closed path, indicated in the

diagram by light lines.

The heavy lines indicate the flow of energy from an external source to

the control system to operate amplifiers, relays, etc., and to motors, mag-

nets, and the auxiliary facilities to operate pumps, fans, etc. These are the

principal power demands relevant to the control system. To isolate the con-

trol system from fluctuations and interruptions of external power an energy

conversion and storage unit is provided. The status of this unit is reported

by certain instruments to the operator, who can exert a limited degree of
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control on it. Full discussions of the power distribution system and of the

auxiliary facilities are given elsewhere (Chaps. 3, 6, 7. 8, and 10), but they

are included here to the extent that they are interrelated with the control

problem.

5.2 MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

There are three groups of instruments furnishing information to the

operator and to the control system: (1) the reactor instruments measuring

neutron flux or power level, (2) the rod position and motion indicators,

and (3) the instruments for the auxiliary facilities and energy conversion

and storage. These groups will be discussed in the order mentioned. The way

in which the instrument signals are presented to the operator, recorded, or

used in the control system will be discussed in later sections.

5.2.1 Reactor Instruments. It is necessary to draw a rather arbitrary

line separating reactor instruments from instruments on the auxiliary facili-

ties, particularly the cooling water. Reactor instruments will be understood

to include radiation instruments measuring neutron level in the reactor and

radioactivity in the water, temperature instruments measuring distribution of

exit water temperature across the active lattice and temperatures in the

thermal and biological shields, and pitot tubes measuring distribution of

water flow across the bottom (exit) of the active lattice. (See Fig. 5.2.A).

The reactor radiation instruments are listed in Table 5.2.A. It will be

noticed that with one exception these instruments are located in the reactor.

The one exception, the water monitor chambers, can reasonably be included with

the reactor instruments since they monitor water samples from the 37 sampling

tubes distributed across the bottom of the active lattice.

The parallel circular plate (PCP) and compensated ionization chambers and

the fission chamber are of ORNL design and manufacture. The air wall and

water monitor chambers are made by General Electric Company, and the boron

thermopiles are made by Nuclear Instrument and Chemical Corporation.

When the MTR was proposed in 1946, the best available ionization chamber

had a useful range of about 104. The development of the compensated ioni-

zation chamber with useful range of better than 106 was the first step. Early
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TABLE 5.2.A

Reactor Radiation Instruments

NAME OF INSTIUMENT REFERENCE ITEM NO. USE REACTOR LOCATI(IN

Parallel circular plate 650--1A, 2A, 3A Safety VN--1, 2, 3
ionization chamber

652-.1A, 2A Servo signal VN-5, 6

Compensated ionization 650 -4A, SA log N and period signal I-.2, 3

chamber

6542A Galvanometer signal 111-2

Fission chamber, travel 654-3A Counting rate signal VG-8
12 ft

Air wall ionization chamber 650 11C, 11D Water flow N16 monitorin (N-1, 2

(G. E. No 973334G1)

Water monitor ionization 653-SA, 6A Water sample monitoring Monitoring room
chamber (G E No 9137814)

Bo-c)n thermopiles Neutron flux in graphite VG-27, 2M, 42, 44, 56

attempts to develop a d(log N) meter of the vibrating condenser type were

unsuccessful and a log N and period meter based on the logarithmic charac-

teristic of the diode proved to be highly satisfactory. This instrument, with

a useful range of approximately 106, matching the compensated ionization

chamber, has become extremely important to the control system.

In an early attempt to cover still lower neutron intensities, the moda-

lated ionization chamber was proposed. This device utilized the periodic

motion of an absorber placed before the ionization chamber which resulted in a

modulated signal proportional to neutrons only. This was abandoned in favor

of the fission chamber and counting rate meter which, by repositioning the

fission chamber, is capable of covering a range of 1011. Since this device

has a long integrating time, it was felt that the resultant time delays would

make it an unsatisfactory instrument for automatic control, and it is there-

fore used as an adjunct to manual control.
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The importance of having proper instruments for control purposes is made

evident by consideration of Table 5.2.B, which shows the relation of power

(or neutron) level considered in four definite ranges to the choice of instru-

ment and control action. These ranges, as suggested by H. W. Newson(') or as

applied to the MTR, serve as convenient divisions of the entire range of

reactor operation. At the lowest level is the source range which lies below

TABLE 5. 2. B

Relation of Lower Level to Instruments(l)

NEWSCI P
AS

T
Full power

Power

Lower limit of servo and
10-3 power instruments

Period
10-5

10 - -- -- - -

k Lower limit of log N and
period meter

Caunte r

1011 ___- -__ -

*Lower limit of CU

Source

APP
O M'

LIED
Po

Pow

Period

Counter

Source

Range of servo and of linear power
instruments and recorders

{ Restart region in which maximum rod
withdrawal speeds are necessary;
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the range of the counting rate meter and in which rod withdrawal should be

prohibited. Until the level is raised above 10"11 of full power by a suitable

source (cf. Chap. 4), the Lk of the reactor should be kept negative; i.e.,

rods should not be withdrawn Next comes the counter range, in which the

fission chamber and counting rate meter combination is the source ofa reliable

signal. For the MTR only intermittent rod withdrawal is permitted in this

range. The lower limit of the period meter makes the transition to the

period range. By the time this range is reached, the cold, clean reactor will

have become critical and the level will be rising on a stable period Finally

comes the power range, over which an appreciable fraction of full power may be

measured.

PCP Chambers. The PCP chambers are designed, constructed and located in

the reactor so as to give high speed response to changes in neutron flux

coming from the core of the reactor. The construction is shown in Fig. 5.2.B.

The active section consists of a set of graphite disks, each of which is

coated on both sides with B'0  Alpha particles are emitted by the B'0(n,a)Li7

reaction when neutrons bombard these disks. These alpha particles cause the

ionization which the chamber measures. Thickness of boron coating (0.3 mg/cm2)
on the graphite disks is chosen so as to give maximum ionization current

(about 50 pamp at their operating flux of 1010 neutrons/cm2 -sec).

The chamber is made of materials (magnesium shell, graphite electrodes,

quartz insulators) that do not become highly radioactive under neutron bom-

bardment. Furthermore. the long body of graphite ending in a boron plastic

plate at the base shields the connectors and cables from the high neutron

flux. This makes handling and servicing of the chamber after it has been in

the reactor permissible without elaborate shielding. The chambers cannot be

located as near the reactor tank as would be desirable because of the high

neutron flux. The next best thing seemed to be to locate the chambers in

holes, looking directly toward the tank, with collimating boral sleeves ahead

of the chamber to enhance their inherent directional sensitivity to flux

directly from the tank. With this arrangement the major delay is the time,

estimated at 5 to 10 msec, for neutrons to get from the core through the tank

and into the graphite. Thus it is possible to provide a safety signal well

within the 30-msec limit set by consideration of reactor kinetics.. (A report

on the PCP chamber is in progress.)
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Compensated Ion Chamber. The compensated ionization chamber is designed

to give reliable measurement of neutron flux over a large range, particularly

in the presence of relatively intense gamma radiation. The construction,

shown in Fig. 5.2.C, features two separate chamber volumes. The inner volume

is contained between a movable cup electrode and a fixed inner electrode

shell; the outer volume is between this inner shell and an outer electrode

shell. The two volumes being approximately equal, the effects of gamma

radiation on the two should also be equal. In addition, the outer volume is

made sensitive to neutrons by B'0 coatings applied to the electrode surfaces.

Then if the cup electrode is at negative potential and the outer shell elec-

trode at positive potential with respect to the inner shell, the net current

carried by the inner shell will be a measure of neutrons alone. Close bal-

ancing of the two volumes for zero gamma signal is carried out by moving the

cup electrode, thus varying the inner volume. As in the PCP's, the sensitive

end of the chamber is made of low-activity materials (pure graphite elec-

trodes, quartz insulators, lead wires, and magnesium shell) and the main body

of the chamber is made long to provide shielding of the chamber base from

neutrons. The preamplifier circuit used with PCP chambers is shown later in

Fig. 5.3.A.

The compensated chamber is to be operated from 100- amp current at full

operating level (NF) down to 10-4 amp at the bottom of its range. The flux

at the chamber when the reactor is at NF is presumably somewhat over 1010.

Fission Chamber. The fission chamber is designed to give neutron mea-

surements at low flux levels. The construction, shown in Fig. 5.2.D, is quite

simple. A brass shell carries a nickel liner with a coating of U235 on its

inside surface. A central anode rod of graphite, ', in. in diameter, is

supported on a coaxial connector. Neutrons absorbed in the U23 5 produce

fission fragments which ionize the gas in the chamber. The voltage pulse

thus created by each fission is amplified and counted. These fission pulses

are large, and by proper biasing of the amplifier can be counted separately

from the lesser currents due to alpha or gamma radiation; i.e., neutron flux

can be accurately measured even in the presence of intense gamma radiation.

With the anode at +270 volts, the fission pulse height is some 50 v across

the 450 pif of cable capacitance. The chamber efficiency is one pulse in a

flux of 100 neutrons/cm2 -sec. By using argon gas a short, sharp pulse may be

obtained. However, the chamber performance is then very sensitive to gas
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impurities and to supply voltage; to minimize these difficulties the argon is

deliberately mixed with about 5% carbon dioxide. Under these conditions,

pulses are distinguishable up to a limiting rate of nearly a million per

second. The lower pulse rate limit is set by background, which, aside from

electrical pick -up noise, is the negligible (1 count per hour) spontaneous

fission occurring in U23 8 . The counting-rate meter used with the fission

chamber, however, has a useful range from 1 to 104 counts per second, and

this is therefore the working counting range of the complete instrument.

To increase the neutron flux range of the instrument provision is made

for moving the chamber over a maximum distance of 12 ft, from outside the

thermal shield to a point well inside it. This travel corresponds to an

estimated neutron flux variation of 107. At the innermost position the

minimum flux to be expected (say from a source at start--up of a clean reactor)

would be about 103, corresponding to 10 counts per second. The maximum flux

(reactor at NF) at the inner position would be 1013, and at the outer position

about 106, corresponding to 104 counts per second, the upper limit of the rate

meter. In view of this range the fission chamber will be used at three

established positions in its instrument hole, motion from one to the other

giving a neutron flux range multiplication of about 3 x 10s, which is com-

fortably within the counting rate range of 104. Means of moving the chamber

are semiautomatic and are tied in with the control circuitry to be discussed

later. The exact locations of the three operating positions must be con-

sidered a part of installation-calibration procedure. Also entering into the

calibration is the neutron absorbing rod shown in Fig. 5.2.D. Besides plug-

ging the hole in which the fission chamber moves, this rod furnishes, in

choice of dimensions and materials, further means of achieving desired chamber

sensitivities in the three locations.

The three types of ionization chambers discussed thus far (PCP, com-

pensated, and fission chambers) have in common the property of being open

chambers with continuously flowing gas. The nitrogen used in the PCP and

compensated chambers is fed in through the signal cables and returned through

power supply cables; being monitored (for flow rate) on the end of the return

cable. The mixture of argon and carbon dioxide used in the fission chamber is

fed in through the only cable going to this instrument and then is vented as

indicated in Fig. 5.2.D. The decision to use continuously purged gas in these

chambers was based largely on the expectation of less trouble in assembly,

operation, and maintenance of the instruments. A somewhat incidental ad

vantage is that the gas flow keeps the signal cables free of moisture.
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Air-wall Ionization Chamber. The air-wall ionization chamber (G.E.. No.

97373;4G1) is used to measure the energetic 7 -sec gamma activity of N"6 formed

in the O 1 (n,p)N1 ' process by neutron bombardment of the cooling water. The

chambers are located in thimbles in the outlet flow. This signal should

constitute a good overall measure of the average reactor core flux. The

chamber is 5 in. in diameter by 19 in. long, with cylindrical electrodes. The

name "air-wall" signifies that it is made of materials having nearly the same

atomic number as air, and hence giving similar scattering. Sensitivity is

5 X 10-12 amp in a gamma ray intensity of 12.5 mr/hr.

Water Monitor Chambers. The water monitor chambers (G.E. No. 9737814)

are used in the monitoring room to measure beta and gamma activity in the

water drawn through the 37 sampling tubes from the exit face of the active

lattice. Thus the distribution of radioactivity in the water flow through the

lattice can be observed. Water from each of the 37 tubes is examined every

2 min by an automatic cycling device. The water is held up long enough for

the N1 ' activity to become small, so the observed activity is either that

induced by the flux in the demineralized cooling water or else it is evidence

of a fission break (rupture of fuel element) in the core. Sensitivity of this

chamber is 3 x 10"13 amp for 12.5 mr/hr.

Boron Thermopiles. The boron thermopiles are used for an additional

check on neutron flux level. They are located in the graphite (VG-27, 28, 42,

44, 56; see Fig. 3.F) all at the same horizontal level. These instruments

consist of a large number of thermocouple junctions in series, with alternate

junctions coated with boron. The coated junctions become warm owing to

absorption of neutrons, thus yielding a net voltage which is a measure of

neutron flux. The instrument case is about % in. in diameter by 6 in. long.

The approximate sensitivity is 6 my in a flux of 1012. Internal resistance

is of the order of 3 to 4 ohms. By proper mounting and thermal insulation

of the thermocouples the instruments may be made quite insensitive to ambient

temperature (say, 40 v/*C). For transient conditions the time constant is

about 1 sec.

Other Instruments. In addition to the foregoing reactor instruments, all

of which measure radiation, there are various temperature and water flow

measurements to be mentioned. Each of the 37 sampling tubes is actually part

of a triple-function assembly: - sampling tube, pitot tube for flow measure-

ment, and thermocouple for water temperature measurement. Knowledge of dis-

tribution of water flow velocity and temperature is of obvious value. There
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are also numerous thermometric devices used for observing temperatures in

other parts of the reactor. Most important of these, from the control stand-

point is the pair of thermocouples in the inlet and outlet water lines,

measuring the temperature rise which is then multiplied by total water flow

to give power absorbed from the reactor. A venturi flow meter feeds signal to

a flow recorder and the thermocouples feed a differential temperature re-

corder. Impedances in these recorders are connected in a bridge circuit in

such a way that the bridge output is proportional to the product of the two

signals. The detector for this bridge is thus the power level recorder.

In the thermal and biological shields there are about fifty positions

for thermocouples (see Chap. 2). The signals from these instruments, however,

tie into the control of the reactor only through the one annunciator channel

reserved for them.

5.2.2 Rod Position and lotion Indicators. Instantaneous positions of

all control rods are reported to the operator by selsyns. The generators

(transmitters), mounted on the rod drive shafts, are Ford Instrument Company

"Telesyn," type 3HG. The motors (receivers), mounted on the control room

console, are the same brand, type IF. In addition, the positions of the rods

with respect to certain fixed positions are detected by means of lever-

operated microswitches. These limit-switch signals go to the control system

and to the operator. The shim-safety rods operate two limit switches (see

Fig. 5.2.E). The upper switch operates when the rod is withdrawn about 30 in.

from the fully inserted position. (The exact location of this limit position

is to be adjusted in the field so as to take account of two factors: the

actual maximum withdrawal mechanically possible, and the need for keeping

some sensitivity of safety rod action.) The lower limit switch is a "back-up"

switch whose action would usually be forestalled by action of the other shim

rod switches, the clutch (magnet) switch and the seat switch. If the rod is

engaged in its holder so the clutch switch is closed, the seat switch would

operate to stop the motors when the rod is fully inserted. If the rod has

been released (e.g., by safety action) and is resting on the bottom, then the

clutch switch would operate to stop the motors as the holder comes into place.

Thus the lower limit switch would act only if the rod were not in the reactor

or if the clutch or seat switches failed.

The seat switches are mercoid pressure switches which operate on the

water pressure change caused by seating of the rod and subsequent reduction of
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the incoming flow of demineralized water (partial make up for the process

cooling water). The clutch switch operates between the shim rod itself (which

is grounded) and the magnet pole faces, which are insulated from ground; this

circuit uses 12 volts alternating current.

The regulating rods are equipped with six limit switches (see Fig.

5.2.F) Of these the two at the extreme positions serve to limit the travel

of the regulating rod itself while the intervening four enter into shim rod

control. The regulating rod motion is held in both directions against shock

absorbers. The servo motor torque is reduced by the action of the end limit

switches to a value which keeps a light load on the shock absorber in the

limited direction while leaving the system free to give full instantaneous

torque in the opposite direction.

Instantaneous velocity of regulating rods is measured by tachometers

mounted on the motor shafts. The Weston Model 724, type A, is used. The

instrument has a sensitivity of 50 volts per 1000 rpm and an upper limit of

2000 rpm.

5.2.3 Auxiliary Facilities Instruments. In describing the general scope

of the control problem in Section 5.1.1, reference was made to certain aux-

iliary facilities which are of some concern to the operator and therefore need

a place in the control picture. It is, of course, possible that any con-

ceivable detail of associated equipment, however remote, might under some

circumstance be of concern to the operator. (This is one reason for having a

telephone near the operator.) It seems reasonable to confine attention here

to the three vital facilities: process water, cooling air, and control power

Since the instrumentation of these facilities is more or less fully discussed

elsewhere (Chaps 7, 8, and 10), only brief comment on the immediate relevance

to control is needed here

The process water which cools the reactor is perhaps the most important

auxiliary facility. Undue changes in temperature or flow of this water can

result in just as serious damage to the reactor as undue changes in neutron

level. The radiation hazard to personnel is not so great, however, and,

because of this and for other reasons, the water instrumentation works with

considerably thinner safety margin than is designed into the radiation in-

strumentation In particular, the principle of backing up every instrument

with an alternative instrument is less thoroughly applied. Water level in the
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main tank, or "working reservoir," is guarded with automatic safety actions

(see Section 5,5-l, especially Table 5.5.A). The same is true for water flow

although this depends on a single how meter. The water system is provided with

sundry alarms and recorders, which need not be detailed here. Most of these

will engage the attention of personnel stationed in the process water control

and instrument center and will receive only marginal attention in the reactor

control room.

So far as cooling air is concerned, the operator is warned by alarms

on pressure and flow of air and also on radioactivity in the air stack. Air

flow failure causes a mild automatic safety action (slow setback; see Table

5.5.A).

In order that reactor operation may be as free as possible from the

effects of transient disturbances or outages on the purchased-power lines,

electrical power for the control system is obtained from a special supply,

labeled "Energy Conversion and Storage" in Fig. 5.1.A. This supply consists

of two alternators operated from storage batteries. In normal operation one

alternator would supply "instrument bus voltage" and the other alternator

would supply "relay bus voltage."

The instrument bus furnishes power to those instruments most sensitive to

disturbance while the relay bus (also called the "control bus") furnishes

power to the less sensitive components, such as relays and motors, which not

only are less sensitive to disturbance but are themselves actual sources of

disturbance. If one of the alternator supplies breaks down or otherwise

becomes unavailable, the relay bus would be switched to purchased power. To

permit operation with the "rougher" purchased power, the relay circuits in-

clude a 2-sec timer and a number of time delay relays so that reactor shutdown

does not ensue unless the relay bus voltage is off for 2 sec or longer.

Reaction of the operator to loss of control power is discussed briefly

in Section 5.6.4. Annunciator signals from the control power center may be

used to bring to the reactor control room information on such items as battery

charger failure and frequency monitoring, but the main link between this

center and the operator, both for conveying information to and action from the

operator, will be by patrol operation on something like a once-per-hour basis.
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5.3 ROD MOTION CONTROLS

5.3.1 Safety Rod Clutches. Safety rod motion is obtained, in general,

by the combined action of gravity and water flow. There is also the buoyant

force, but it is expected that the downward acceleration will never be less

than 1g. The safety action is therefore accomplished by releasing the shim-

safety rods from their holders by de-energizing the magnets in the magnetic

clutches. This is a continuous process; the magnet current is decreased, not

interrupted.

The magnet has been described in Section 2.4.2 of this report, but the

control of the magnet current must now be explained. There are eight shim-

safety rods and therefore eight magnets, which must be subject to a number of

different possible causes of safety signal (these are enumerated in Section

5.5.1). The necessary interconnecting circuitry is centered about a signal

line called the "sigma bus" because it carries the summation (more accurately,

the net effect) of the various causative signals. The various instrument

signals are fed to this bus by special "sigma amplifiers." Figure 5.3.A shows

the circuit of a sigma amplifier, together with a typical PCP ionization

chamber and preamplifier. The sigma bus is seen to be connected to the

cathode of a triode, whose grid accepts the signal from the preamplifier.

Increase of ionization current causes the preamplifier grid, and also the

sigma amplifier triode grid, to go positive. Then the sigma bus is also

driven positive. Assuming this action has occurred in only one of the five

sigma amplifiers, the cathodes in the other four amplifiers are also carried

positive, and the tubes tend to cut off. One of these tubes can "take over"

from the first only if its grid is driven more positive than the first grid.

Thus the sigma bus may be said to go along with the "highest bidder" of the

various grid potentials. It has therefore been suggested that the sigma bus

might be more appropriately named "auction bus." This predominance of auction

effect over summation effect is important, for otherwise unwanted safety

"scrams" (dropping of rods) would be initiated by cumulation of small effects.

The 16 magnet amplifiers (two for each magnet) are all connected in

parallel to the sigma bus. If all 16 amplifiers and all eight magnets were

identical in adjustment and operation, all safety rods might be expected to

drop strictly simultaneously as the sigma bus potential rises past some

critical value. What will actually happen, of course, is that one or several
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of the rods will drop before the others, and the number that drop will depend

on subsequent time dependence of the reactivity. Probably the usual scram

will consist of the dropping of only one rod.

The circuit diagram of a magnet amplifier is shown in Fig. 5.3.B. The

magnet current is drawn from a separate rectifier, fed from a separate power

line. This provision for interruption of magnet power without affecting

amplifier power makes possible the two kinds of scrams: fast scram by ampli-

fier action, and slow scram by interruption of magnet power. The fast scram

channels are reserved for those safety signals which call for action in

minimum time, the slow scram is for less urgent signals.

The two amplifiers feeding a given magnet are connected (connector

labeled "comp.") so as to share more or less equally the magnet current. If

one of the amplifiers should fail, the other would keep the total current near

normal, and closing the "normal-exchange" switch gives further margin for

operation with one amplifier. A further safety feature incorporated in the

design is that a short to ground of the sigma bus will shut off magnet current

by increasing the current through the second half of the double triode V5.

5.3.2 Notgr Drive of Shim Rods. The motor drives for the shim rods have

been described in Section 2.4.5. Here it is necessary only to recapitulate

those features directly relevant to control of rod motions.

The shim-rod motors are three-phase 220-volt 1/6-hp squirrel-cage motors,

of 1800 rpm rating. Start, stop, and reverse are the only control actions

called for. Reversal is accomplished by phase interchange. This.simple

control picture is, however, slightly complicated by two considerations: the

desire to have a finer speed control than is obtained by simple on-off switch-

ing, and concern as to the possible safety implications of transition from

three-phase to single-phase operation by loss (open circuit) of one power wire.

A highly satisfactory means of having fine control of motor speed was

found in the simple device of inserting a single resistor for each phase in

the supply to all the shim-rod motors. The large initial current required for

high acceleration is cut down by the resistor, giving a low acceleration

start. Thus manual on-off switching can give a close, fine-scale adjustment

of rod position. This use of "low" speed is discussed in Section 5.5.2. The

resistor is chosen with such power rating (350 watts) that it will safely
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carry the load when all eight motors are turned on. However, its resistance

is such (of the order of 40 ohms) that it will normally permit the operation

of only one motor at a time.

An open circuit in one of the three wires feeding the motors, causing

single-phase operation with loss of ability to change direction of rotation,

is a hazard that might be serious. For instance, if withdrawal were in

progress and an overriding signal for reverse came through, it would be in-

effective and withdrawal would continue. In any event, the safety circuits

should protect the reactor. This loss-of-phase difficulty, in fact, repre-

sents a typical instance of a minor calculated risk. Acceptance of a few such

risks permits savings in cost and complexity of equipment, savings which may

reasonably be regarded as returns on the extensive investment in safety

systems.

5.3.3 Motor Drive of Regulating Rods. The regulating rods are driven

by servo-controlled d-c motors. The servo mechanism is a velocity servo giving

a motor shaft speed 0 proportional to input voltage V. Figure 5.3.C shows

how the input signal V. is formed as the difference between a positive voltage

measuring ionization current and a negative reference voltage. The positive

voltage is the product of the ion-chamber current, proportional to neutron

flux, and the resistance in the motor-operated rheostat (MOB). The servo

functions so that a positive increment in Vi causes the regulating rod to be

inserted. Thus, for any given setting of the MOB, an increase in neutron flux

causes an increase in ionization current, and, hence; an insertion of the

regulating rod or, conversely, a decrease in the neutron flux, results in rod

withdrawal.

The particular function of the MOB is to manage reactor control over the

considerable range between NF (full operating flux) and NL (about 1% of N).

Suppose, for example, the reactor is rising with a 20-sec period. Then the

current through the MO would be rising as eXt, with X = 0.05 sec-1. Now, if

the motor of the MOB is turning at such speed and in such direction that its

resistance is decreasing as - Xt, with the same value of X, the positive part

of V. remains constant, and the regulating rod does not move. The servo might

then be said to be holding the reactor on a 20-sec period. The desired action

of the MOB is obtained by using a constant-speed motor and an exponential re-

sistance winding. The winding is not continuous but consists of 250 steps,
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giving a range from minimum resistance of 0.5 megohmuto maximum value (after 3300

rotation) of 50 megohms. The exponential effect is achieved by making each

step proportional to the total resistance at that step. This means a first

step of about 10,000 ohms and a final step of about 1 megohm, as indicated in

Fig. 5.3.C.

For raising the reactor from NL to NF, a 20-sec period is chosen as a

safe, fairly rapid possibility. In going down from NF (i.e., in "setback")

such a fast period cannot be managed by the regulating rod because of the

latent (delayed neutron) reactivity. Fast.setback is still useful as a fast

way of lowering reactor level short of a scram, but a slower, 90-sec, period

is also provided for slow setback. This means two different speeds for the

MOB. To avoid mechanical gear changing, two motors with suitable gear re-

duction ratios are coupled to the rheostat through a differential. The actual

time for the two-decade change is 90 sec for the fast and 7 min for the slow

setback.

It is important that the rheostat should not turn in one step from the

50-megohm value to the 0.5-megohm value. Limit switches, backed by mechanical

stops, prevent this. Because of the stops, a friction clutch. is inserted in

the rheostat shaft.

A selsyn reports the position of the MOB shaft to the control console on

a scale which is logarithmic so as to match the exponential winding. The

setting of the MOB can be changed in the upward direction by the fast motor

drive, and in the downward direction by either the fast or slow. A vernier

interpolation between the steps of the MOB may also be made from the control

console with the 5K potentiometer shown in Fig. 5.3.C.

The d-c motor used to drive the regulating rod is a special General

Electric modei SBBY79AB7, 1 hp, with permanent magnetic field. Armature

current is derived from a 1500-watt amplidyne, model 5AM78AB78. The drive

motor of the amplidyne is a three-phase 440-volt 3.6--amp motor. The rod

motor is driven by the amplidyne with armature voltage proportional to the

difference in currents flowing in the amplidyne fields. It is therefore the

function of the servo amplifier to establish the current difference as pro-

portional to Vi. The circuit of the servo amplifier is shown in Fig. 5.3.D.

The amplidyne fields are in the plate circuits of the two pairs of 6BG6 output

tubes, operating push-pull. Of each pair of tubes one may be designated

"regular" and the other "helper." The two regular tubes have their cathodes

tied together.
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An important feature of this outp.t circuit is the limit switch action.

These switches operate at extremes of regulating-rod travel of 12 in, in the

uniform-sensitivity region at the middle of the reactor. The action of the

limit-switch circuit, mentioned in Section 5.2.2, is to keep a light load on

the shock absorbers in the limited direction while leaving the possibility of

full torque in the opposite direction.

In attempting to trace out this action on Fig. 5.3.D, it is necessary to

keep in mind that relays 2 and 3 are shown with their coils de-energized,

corresponding to both end limit switches being actuated (open). If this is

realized, four situations established by the limit switches can be seen:

(1) normal operation with both limit switches closed and relays 2 and 3

energized,( 2 and3) two limited conditions with one or the other, but not both,

relays energized, and (4) stand-by with both relays de-energized. The stand-

by condition is achieved by manual switching, simultaneously opening both

limit circuits. For normal operation the regular tubes have normal bias, and

the helper tubes can also conduct on very large positive signal. (This

particular action of the helper tubes does not affect linearity because it

occurs only at such high signal that the amplidyne is already saturated.) In

the other extreme of stand-by, both the regular and helper tubes are cut off,

and, in addition, the amplifier input is grounded via relay 1. The two

limited conditions call for cut-off of the regular tubes but leave one of the

helper tubes capable of conducting on large positive grid signal, thus per-

mitting rod motion in the unlimited direction.

Two complete servo channels are provided. The operator chooses the

channel to be activated by a manual selector switch. Amplidyne motor power

is cut off on the inactive channel, and during this stand-by condition a

spring-action brake guards the inactive regulating rod against accidental

insertion. When the channel is activated (amplidyne motor on), the brake is

released by magnetic action.

The development work on the servo is summarized in ORNL-2. Performance

tests therein reported, as well as experience on the MTR mock-up, show that

the servo system operates within its design specifications (see Section 2.4.5).

5.3.4 Control System During Maintenance Shutdown. When the reactor is

shut down for maintenance servicing, the top plug, carrying the drives and

holders of the control rods but not the rods themselves, will be put in dry
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dock (cf. Section 2.3.3). Instead of leaving all the instruments and controls

completely disconnected, it seemed reasonable to provide connections to the

top plug while it is in dry dock so as to permit some checking and servicing

of instruments and controls. The general scheme for doing this is as follows:

When the top plug is in place on the reactor, the electrical connections

(power connections for the rod drive motors, and signal connections for rod

position and motion indicators) are brought to the plug on supporting arms

called "semaphores " For removal of the plug to dry dock the cables are dis-

connected from the plug and the semaphores are dropped to a vertical position,

bringing the free ends of the cables down to the sides of the cubicles on

which the semaphore arms are mounted Here they may be connected to cables in

conduitsrunning to another connector board near the dry dock. From this

board short connector cables serve the plug in dry dock, To minimize the cost

of wiring, not all of the control rod drives can be tested simultaneously.

Selection of the drives to be tested is made by selection of inter connections

at the cubicles.

Of the various instrument signals tied into the control system during

operation, a certain number (e.g., water flow) must be disconnected during

dry-dock testing, since otherwise rod-holder motion would be vetoed by lack of

proper signal This is done by pulling certain test blocks, thus isolating

the control actions of the inactive instruments

To ensure safe return from the dry-dock regime to the operating regime,

interlocks on the semaphore arms and on the test blocks are provided. In

addition, there is a loop circuit through the connecting cables which tells

the operator (by annunciator) whether all the cables are connected for the

operating regime Thus operation is permitted only after the control cables

are in place on the top plug, and after all the instrument signals have had

their control actions restored..
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5.4 CONTROL CONSOLE

The control console, located in the center of the reactor control room

(see Section 5.7.1), is made up of five unit panels laid out on a circular arc

of 51 in. radius and extending some 2400. At the center of this arc, the

operator will be seated in a movable chair, giving him easy access to the

information and control elements spread out on the panels. At his left hand

is a telephone by which he can communicate with other control and instrument

centers, such as the one in the Process Water Building. By looking over the

top of the console, which is 40 in. from the floor, he can see the instrument

panels, particularly panels D to H, standing in an arc directly in front of

him.

On the outside of the console, each of its five units has vertical-

hinged doors to give free access to the interior (see Fig. 5.4.A). Each panel

is either hinged or otherwise removable so as to give access from the top.

Figure 5.4.A also shows the various indicating and control devices

mounted on the panel. These items will be briefly mentioned here. Full

significance of some of the terms thus introduced will become clear in the

later sections devoted to the workings of the control system.

The panels will be discussed as faced by the operator, from his left to

his right. On his extreme left is panel N. carrying eight identical units,

one for each of the eight possible shim rod positions. Each unit contains
two principal elements, a selsyn receiver dial and a switch. The selsyn dial

is calibrated in inches from 0 to 30 with clockwise rotation indicating with-

drawal. Associated with the dial are four amber lights which come on, re-

spectively, when the magnetic clutch is not holding its rod, when the upper

limit switch is actuated, when the lower switch is actuated, and when the seat

switch is actuated. That is, in normal operation, all four lights would be

off. The switch has six positions, giving different controls over rod motion,

to be detailed in a later section. On either side of the switch are amber

lights, the left indicating that a rod is selected for withdrawal, the right

that it is preferred for insertion. Also on the left is a red light indi-

cating that withdrawal is in progress, and on the right a similar green light

for insertion. Finally, a name plate identifies the shim rod by number.
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Next is panel P, carrying the selsyn receivers for the regulating rods

and also a regulating-rod selector switch. These selsyn dials are also

calibrated in inches with clockwise pointer rotation indicating withdrawal.

The 22 in. of possible rod motion is spread out for extra sensitivity over one

and a quarter pointer revolutions so that the first few inches- and the last

few overlap. Amber lights mounted under the scale come on to indicate actu-

ation of the regulating-rod limit switches.

Panel Q, at the center of the console, is devoted to two of the most

important instruments, the flux level galvanometer and the counting-rate

galvanometer. These instrument signals are given in a pair of glass scales

at the top of the panel, the upper one for flux level and the lower serving

either for counting rate or for level deviation. The flux-level scale shows

the signal coming from the compensated ion chamber. To give full range to

this signal, two galvanometers, one of medium and one of high sensitivity,

are used, each with three different decade values of Ayrton shunt. The total

spread in these six ranges is thus 105. This choice of range is made on a

flux- level range switch mounted in the lower right-hand corner of the panel.

The lower glass scale carries two sets of scale marks, an upper set

constituting four decades of a logarithmic scale for counting rate and a lower

set of linear marks from -250 to +250 for the level deviation readings. The

galvanometer serving this scale can be switched by a "select circuit"' switch

next to the flux-level switch to "counting" (in which case its signal comes

from the fission chamber) or to one of three (low, medium, high) sensitivities

for the flux-level signal. This is the "deviation" measurement, which is

useful for fine manual control when the level is high, and the flux-level

galvanometer itself has therefore been cut back to low sensitivity.

Panel Q also carries a number of knobs for adjustment of zero, cali-

bration, and adjustment of balance voltage for the galvanometers, There are,

moreover, two additional items which deserve particular mention. One is the

set of three (out, stop, and in) push button controls in the lower left corner

for movement of the fission chamber. The other is the pair of alarm lights

and reset buttons at the upper right-hand corner which work from phototube

alarm circuits when any of the galvanometers go off scale.

To the right of panel Q is panel R with two (horizontal) rows of ele-

ments. From left to right on the upper row are a double throw switch for
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selection between the two available compensated chamber period channels, the
period indicating meter, the manual scram switch, the shim-rod withdrawal

selector switch, and the scram reset push button. The selector switch is an

eight-position switch for selection of any one of the shim rods to be with-

drawn. On the lower row are three more switches relating to shim rod control.

On the left is the reverse switch labeled "withdraw," "neutral," and "insert."

On the right is the intermittent- and high-speed switch labeled "intermittent,"'

"neutral, "- and "high. "'

On the extreme right of the operator is panel S. This is devoted largely

to the procedure panel, which extends across the top. The procedure panel is

an assembly of lights (green with one exception) with labels by means of which

the overall status of the control system is reflected. Since a detailed

discussion of the procedure panel will be included in Section 5.5.2, it need

not be further described here. Underneath the procedure panel there are, from
left to right, the vernier potentiometer for the reference voltage on the

servo-amplifier input; the reactor level set-point switch, which controls the

motor-operated rheostat; the switch controlling raising of a shim rod holder

when there is no rod on it (e.g., during maintenance in dry dock), and, in its

other position, for starting an amplidyne to cock a regulating rod; and three

push buttons (off, start, run) for overall control, together with a cylinder

lock requiring a key for starting.
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5.5 CONTROL SYSTEM ANS OPERATOR

In preceding sections a rather detailed picture has been given of the

information-gathering and action-producing elements of the control system. It

remains to describe the "brains", of the setup -- that is, those elements that

describe which actions should be produced in face of the given information.

At the center of the picture there is, of course. the operator. In fact, the

aim of this section may be said to be the description of how the operator's

initiative fits into the control system, i.e., how this initiative is subject

to a few outright automatic restraints and is guided by many precautionary and

regulating automatic devices. An overall discussion of how the reactor is run

appears in Section 5.6.

5.5.1 Automatic Rod Imsertiom. Operator initiative is overridden (or,

one might say "ignored") by three categories of rod-inserting action: (1)

scram, the dropping of safety rods; (2) setback, lowering of the servo set-

point by the motor-operated rheostat; and (3) reverse, which is a simultaneous

continuous insertion of all eight shim rods. It will be recalled that scram

is of two types: fast, by electronic action of the ion chamber through the

magnet amplifier, and slow, by electromechanical relay action cutting off

magnet power. Somewhat similarly, setback can be either fast or slow, de-

pending on the speed of the motor operating the rheostat.

It must be emphasized that the fast scram is in a class by itself, being

the ultimate "safety" protecting the reactor. It is always operative and can

never be vetoed by the operator. It is fast enough so that it will protect

the reactor, by neutron level signal alone, against a 1/30-sec period, which

is a reasonable estimate of the fastest period into which the reactor could be

thrown in a start-up accident. In addition to level signals, the fast scram

is at all times responsive to period signals.

Circumstances calling for the various automatic insertions are listed in

Table 5.5.A. This tabulation is to be considered somewhat tentative, partic-

ularly in regard to numerical values of limits. The last item, manual,

refers to the operator. Setback and reverse, caused manually or otherwise,

continue only so long as the causative condition endures. When the manual-
automatic switch is on "manual" (servos inoperative), setback is of course
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meaningless, so under these conditions reverse is caused by those same signals

which under automatic operation cause setbacks. This is not shown in Table

5.5.A but needs to be kept in mind.

The large number and variety of rod-inserting causes give rise to some

concern as to the effects of trouble with the instrumentation itself. This

is particularly significant with respect to scrams, which constitute the most

serious interruptions of operation. With this in mind. the various instrument

channels (with the exception of the safety ion chambers and the period meters)

are each equipped with a test block which may be pulled without scramming the

reactor if that instrument is behaving so as to jeopardize continued operation

of the reactor. This admits the dangerous possibility of most of the in-

struments being out of operation at any time. Against this unfavorable

situation there are two precautions: first, the fast scram circuits cannot

be so disconnected; and second, the annunciators tell the operator that the

blocks are out.

Each annunciator channel can give audible warning by means of the horn

signal and visible warning by means of its own pair of lights, one red and one

white. Both lights are dimly lit during normal operation of the instrument

channel. Trouble (pulling of test block, danger signal, instrument failure)

causes both lights to turn bright and the horn to sound. The operator can

silence the horn by pressing a button, which also causes the white light to go

out. The red light burns until the trouble is cleared, when it goes out and

the white light comes back on. The operator acknowledges this signal by again

pressing the button. causing the lights to return to normal dim operation.

5.5.2 Operator Initiative and the Procedure Panel. Description of the

control console in Section 5.4 included mention of a special panel called the

"procedure panel."' This panel is shown in Fig. 5.5.A.* which also includes

(at the bottom of the-diagram) some information from other panels. The pro-

cedure panel can perhaps best be described as an "illuminated block diagram",

that is, it is a block diagram of the procedure of getting various control rod

motors to run, together with lights to indicate the status of the procedure at

any time. The panel is arranged so that, from top to bottom, lights come on

successively as the necessary conditions for running the motor are satisfied;

conversely, starting from the bottom, lights are out up to a point which in-

dicates the last satisfied condition. The limits of the procedure panel

*For easier reference Fig. 5.5.A is placed at the end of Section 5.6.
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TABLE 5.5.A,

Causes of Automatic Rod Insertion

FAST SLOW FAST SLOW
SCRAM SCRAM SETBACK SETBACK REVERSE

Neutron level (from safety ion chambers) = 1.5NF X

Neutron level = 1.xNF

Neutron level = 1.1NF X

Neutron level > LN (start) X

1-sec period X

5-sec period X

N16 activity = x.NF

Ni activity = 1.2NF X

N activity = 1. INF X

Neutron level (boron thermocouples) = 1.5NF X

Neutron level (boron thermocouples) =1.?N X

Neutron level (boron thermocouples) = 1. INF X

Reactor power (water flow and temperature) - 1.5NF X

Reactor power (water flow and temperature) = 1-N X

Reactor power (water flow and temperature) = 1.IMF X

Water temperature rise > 105% of normal X

Main water tank level 50,000 gal X

Main water tank level = 100,000 gal X

Water flow < 80% of normal X

Water flow < 85% of normal X

Water flow < 5% of normal X

Monitor tube water flow < 80% of normal differential X

Air flow failure X

Instantaneous loss of instrument bus voltage X

30-sec loss of purchased power X

2-sec loss of relay bus voltage X

Manual X X X X
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itself, indicated by the heavy dotted line in Fig. 5.5.A. do not include all

the relevant information. As far as shim rods are concerned, the other items

(which are represented by switch markings or lights on the other panels of the

control console) are included at the bottom of the drawing. As far as regu-

lating rods are concerned, the story on the procedure panel ends with the

motor-operated rheostat. Other information about the servos and regulating

rods is presented to the operator on panels P and S below the procedure panel.

Since the procedure panel is concerned only with getting motors to run, in-

formation is shown elsewhere as to whether given motors are running, how far

they have run, and the ultimate effects on reactor level and reactor period.

In Fig. 5.5.A an attempt is made to display the actual appearance of the

procedure panel, as far as position and color of lights and placing and

labeling of blocks are concerned Circles indicate principal end objectives,

square blocks refer to manual operations or switches and rectangular blocks

represent automatically imposed conditions. Ganging of some switches is shown

by dotted lines between square blocks. For the convenience of anyone who

might wish to compare this diagram with the elementary circuit diagrams (not

included in this report) reference numbers for switches, relays, and instru

ment contacts are included. In attempting such a comparison, one must keep in

mind two facts first. the procedure diagram is incomplete for example, it

shows only one servo channel and thus sheds no light on the interaction of the

two servo channels second, there is no point by point correspondence of the

elementary diagram and the procedure diagram. since they are drawn to serve

quite different purposes.

The procedure panel is divided vertically into three main regions. the

left hand section pertaining mainly to withdrawal of shim rods; the middle

section pertaining to regulating rod motions; and the right hand section per-

taining to insertion of shim rods. Suppose one starts at the top left hand

corner. The light labeled "dry dock" (see Section 5.3.4) will be on when the

reactor plug is in dry dock. and otherwise off. If the semaphore arms are up

and cables are plugged in for normal operation and if. in addition, the dry

dock test blocks are back i.n place. the other green light comes on. (The

dry dock test blocks in the relay cabinets must not be confused with the

operation test blocks on the control panels.) For either of these two con-

ditions (dry dock or operation) the line running down to "raise and scram"
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indicates that a selected shim rod motor can be run in the raise, or with-

drawal, direction. (The terms "withdraw"s and "insert"' are used to refer to

motions of the control rods; "raise"- and "lower" refer only to empty rod

holders.) Throwing of this switch (S-5) to raise a rod holder also causes a

scram, ensuring that the rod holder is empty and thus guarding against in-

advertent dangerous withdrawal. The other position of this switch permits

starting of an amplidyne (provided it has been selected on the manual-auto-

matic switch) subject again to automatic scram. Without the scram condition,

it is safe to start the amplidyne when its regulating rod is fully withdrawn

and the corresponding limit switch is actuated.

Following down from the "taise and scram" position of S-5 is seen to lead

to the individual withdrawal circle, provided S-21 is on "raise" and provided

the rod seat interlock (second precaution to ensure that rod is not being

raised) is actuating relay R-51. The notation S-21 is used to represent any

one of the eight individual shim rod switches, S-21 to S-28. Similar no-

tations apply to the insert interlock MI-1 and the limit switch relay R-21.

These conditions on withdrawal simply imply that one is not at the same time

trying to run the motors in the opposite direction, and that the rod is not

already withdrawn as far as it can go.

Returning to the top of Fig. 5.5.A, if the semaphore and test block light

is on, the operator may proceed to use his key on the cylinder lock, releasing

the start and run buttons. Assuming start-up from a low level, as with a

cold, clean reactor, he would push the start button. The next condition con-

cerns the motor-operated rheostats. The condition, enforced by limit switches,

requires that one rheostat be at the top of its range and the other at the

bottom. (Since the operator is in the sequence of getting shim-rod motors to

run and since these rheostats concern the regulating rods, the reason for this

condition may not be obvious. The point is that now is the time to get this

situation in order, not later when the reactor is at a high level and juggling

of the control points would be awkward or disastrous.) One then proceeds via

the "manual"' side of S-4, or via "automatic,"' provided the selected servo

channel has its regulating rod socked (fully withdrawn). Next comes period

supervision, requiring that the period be 7 sec or longer. If the level is

below 10ONF, one would proceed toward intermittent, with the requirement that

the counting rate meter be alive (off zero). The timer light then starts
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blinking on for % sec and off for 4% sec. corresponding to rod motion. Next

comes a period control of 30 sec or more, though this can be by passed by the

spring- return switch S-1.

The trip relay, R 16, must be set by switches S 2A and S-2B being in

neutral. It will then seal itself in around S 2B, subject to instrument

contacts on the galvanometer (galvanometer on scale with correct shunt set)

and limit switches on the fission chamber positioning drive (chamber in one of

three standard positions). (The conditions which trip R 16 are not shown in

Fig. 5.5.A.) Switch S 21 must be on normal, the rod clutch must be engaged.

there must be no reverse (which via relay R 20A overrides withdrawal), and,

with insert interlock and limit switch permitting. one arrives at group

withdrawal.

If after passing the 7 sec period condition the level had been greater

than 10-5NF. use of high speed would have been permitted, subject to the same

constraints as for intermittent speed. Moreover, low speed (continuous with

drawal of any selected individual rod) is permitted as shown.

This summarizes the "start" regime. one of the two main withdrawal

regimes. The other is "run,"' which is permitted by the sag relay R 4 when the

neutron level is above 10 3 NF. It is also subject to a precaution on the fis

sion chamber, which must be in the outermost of its three positions. In

"run"' use of low speed is permitted at once by manual selection, or by auto-

matic if on the selected servo channel the regulating rod is inserted less

than 11 in. (This milder condition compared to the one in "start,"' is

acceptable because at levels above'sagthe danger from a short period is very

much reduced.) In addition to low speed. intermittent and high speeds can be

obtained by means of the spring return by-pass switch.

Since a principal feature of the run regime is the servo control, at-

tention will now be turned to the way in which the servo control point is

changed by the motor operated rheostat. As far as raising the control point

is concerned, this involves establishing a sub regime called "run auxiliary,"

governed by relay R 3. This can be reached either on manual. or on automatic

with the regulating rod concerned uncocked (partially inserted, and therefore

indicating that the servo has functioned properly). Other conditions are that

the period be greater than 30 sec and that the level be approximately 10 2N.
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Run auxiliary "seals in,"'subject to trip only by the sag relay. The rheostat

limit switches are shown with red lights, because they come on to indicate a

condition preventing motor operation; all the other lights come on to indicate

conditions of permission. The control point is raised by running the high-

speed motor. (Motors of two speeds are provided to permit fast and slow

setbacks.) There is a one-way block in the raise-lower switching. The fast

lowering can always override slow lowering or fast raising. Lowering of the

control point in the servo channel selected on automatic can be done manually

with S-7, and is done automatically by sag and setback relays.

Interest now reverts to the shim rods and the insertion procedure indi-

cated on the right hand part of the procedure panel. At any time the indivi-

dual empty rod holder, selected on S-21, may be lowered. In fact, if switches

S-21 to S-28 are on any position other than "off"or "raise,"' each rod holder

will be automatically lowered whenever its clutch is released. Thus, in case

of a scram, as soon as a rod is dropped its holder starts in after it. When

the rod holder is not empty, the seat switch acts through R-51 as a prelimi-

nary limit switch, backed up by the mechanical limit switch on the rod holder

acting through R-31. Individual rods can be inserted by the "jog" position of

S-21. If S--21 is on "preferred," the rod(s) so selected can be inserted by

manual operation of S--2A. The reader will note that only one selected rod can

be withdrawn in low, but that any or all may be inserted via jog or low. This

is, of course, reasonable from the standpoint of safety. Concerning inser-

tion, there are two significant differences between jog and- low: first, jog

is a nonreturn switch position, while low is spring-return; second, switch

S-2A has for both "withdraw"- and "insert"- the special low acceleration action

due to the resistor in series with the shim rod motors, and thus permits fine

adjustment of rod position. This particular use of low is called "inching.",

The series resistor limits the use of low to one rod at a time.

Preferred shim rods are also inserted automatically by regulating-rod

limit switches. If the regulating rod is withdrawn less than 7 in. (R9),

preferred rods are inserted, and, if the withdrawal is less than 5 in. (R10),

all rods are inserted. This simultaneous insertion of all rods is called

"reverse."' It may at all times be initiated manually on S- 1 or by a level of

20% above N. Reverse may also be caused by certain period or level signals.

If the run auxiliary relay, R-3, is not picked up, a level greater than 3NL
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will cause reverse, as will also a period of less than 5 sec. (The block

labeled "start" should, more strictly, be labeled "not run auxiliary.") Under

manual operation at levels above 3NL reverse is caused by fast or slow set-

back signals or by a short period.

Before leaving this section it may be well to add a few words on the

relations between the two servo channels, since only the active channel shows

on the procedure panel. The relay circuits for the motor-operated rheostats

provide that when S-4 is on one servo channel the rheostat on the other

channel is raised to its limit. Conversely, the active channel will have its

rheostat run to the bottom when the level falls below "sag."l This combination

of actions would normally leave the rheostats satisfying the condition im-

posed on "start."- Switching from one servo to another should not be done

without first cocking the regulating rod that is being left since otherwise

the procedure sequence does not permit return to this servo except with the

automatic scram of switch S-5. (The rod could be cocked by going out on the

plug and cranking it up by hand.) Normal procedure would be to insert a shim

rod so that the servo, trying to hold to the control point, would cock the

regulating rod. Then switching to the other servo would cause automatic

raising of the first rheostat, thus leaving the first channel in optimum

stand-by readiness, with its rod cocked and control point at the top.
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5.6 REACTOB OPERATION

In order to review and integrate the detailed information of preceding

sections, an attempt will be made here to recount briefly the operating pro-

cedure in a few typical situations. These will include start up, shutdown of

both the normal and scram varieties, manipulation of level near NF, and

operation in face of difficulty.

'5.6.1 Start-up Operation. In the starting of a cold reactor the oper-

ator is most concerned about a reliable neutron signal. He would therefore

give attention to seeing that the fission chamber is in its most sensitive,

innermost position, and that it is giving a readable signal on the counting-

rate meter. Assuming this to be so and that the auxiliary process instru-

mentation shows normal, the operator could go on as discussed on the pro-

cedure panel to the use of intermittent withdrawal. This is subject to his

initial permission, but the switch S-2B is nonreturn. The intermittent

motion gives the operator a good idea of the reactivity of the reactor by the

rate of rise observed during the off period. As the level passes 10-5NF, he

can use high speed. Meanwhile, he will probably have moved the fission

chamber to its center position. He cannot, however, use intermittent or high

speed while the fission chamber is being moved. He will also now be picking up

neutron signals from the ion chambers. When the level reaches sag, the fission

chamber should be in its outermost position, and, if the operator forgets, the

sag relay will see that it is. In addition to the time required to reach

criticality and get into a period, something like 10 or 15 min is required to
bring the level up to get into "run." This will depend on how hard the

operator crowds the period controls. The start regime is manual, though S-4

may be either on manual or on automatic; in general it would seem reasonable

to have the servo available for possible corrective action at NL.

In "run" the normal procedure would be to let the servo level off the

reactor at its control point of NL and then to raise the control point. With

the logarithmic rheostat holding the reactor to a period of about 20 sec, it

would take about 90 sec (the running time of the fast rheostat motor) to

negotiate the factor of 100 from NL to NF.

Start-up from the higher levels typical of a recently operating reactor

will be easier because the operation is free of the acute danger of getting
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into a fast period at low levels. Otherwise, the procedure would not be

greatly different unless the operator was especially hurried to keep ahead of

xenon poisoning or for some other reason. Problems of this sort are con-

sidered in Section 5.6.4.

5.6.2 Shutdown. For a normal intentional shutdown the operator has the

choice of a variety of procedures. For-example, he could set all shim rod

switches (S--21 through 28) on "jog" and leave them there. This would run all

the shim rods completely in. If the manual--automatic switch is on automatic,

the operative servo will be left with its regulating rod completely withdrawn

and its rheostat completely lowered. Since this procedure leaves all the shim

rods at the bottom of their travel, it is suitable for a relatively permanent

(e.g., maintenance) shutdown but would not be advisable if the plan was to

raise the level back up in a short time. In such a case, lowering of the

control point, followed by careful insertion of preferred rods, would be a

better plan.

As a matter of fact, discussion of shutdown procedures is largely aca-

demic because intentional shutdowns offer excellent opportunity for testing

the various scram circuits and will probably be used exclusively for this

purpose.

In case of unintentional automatic shutdown actions (setback, reverse,

scram), the operator's reaction will, of course, depend on circumstances.

Accordingly, suitable operator reaction to automatic shutdown action is dis-

cussed in Section 5.6.4.

5.6.3 Manipulation of Operating Level. There are a number of cases in

which the operator will need to deviate from the simple process of letting the

servo hold the reactor to a fixed control point. An example is the case in

which shading of the neutron-flux distribution in the reactor by modifying the

positions of the various control rods is required. This will presumably be a

common requirement of the experimental work being done.

The problem confronting the operator is that of shifting the spatial

distribution of neutron flux, as observed with the boron thermopiles and ion

chambers (or perhaps by special instruments associated with the experiment

concerned), with minimum effect on the overall reactor level observed on the

galvanometer scale. Since the operator is much more rigidly constrained by
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automatic controls in withdrawal than in insertion, he must be careful that

this asymmetry does not embarrass him. Thus, he may select (on S-3) only one

shim rod for low-speed withdrawal, whereas he is free to insert as many as he

puts on "jog" (on S-21). Shading would best be done with one rod selected for

withdrawal and one rod preferred for insertion. Assuming the servo to be in

control, the two shim rods could be carefully moved in their respective

directions by manual switching (on S-2A) without getting the regulating rod to

call for shim rod motion. Alternatively, a less "fussy" procedure would be to

withdraw the selected rod manually (on S-2A) and let the regulating-rod limit

switches initiate insertion of one or more preferred rods.

5.6.4 Operation in Face of Difficulty. There is no clear line to be

drawn between normal operation and operation under difficulty. The purpose

here is to comment on a few of the situations in which the operator will feel

more than his average need for attention to instrument signals and control

actions. The examples chosen for discussion are change-over of servos, loss

or interruption of power, automatic shutdown action, and accumulation of

poison after unintentional loss of level.

When it is necessary or desirable to change from one servo-regulating

rod channel to the other, the operator must, of course, change switch S-4 from

one rod through manual to the other rod. In general, however, it would not be

wise for him simply to do this whenever necessary without attention to re-

lated matters. For example, if it is possible to do so, the regulating rod on

the channel being left should be cocked before S-4 is changed, since otherwise

it would have to be cocked by manual twisting of the drive before the operator

could return to this channel. The motor-operated rheostats are so inter-

connected that whenever one channel is selected on S-4, the motor on the other

rheostat runs to its top. Thus, a switch directly from one channel to another

cannot cause a dangerous withdrawal or an embarrassing insertion of regulating

rod; the rod is already completely withdrawn and the control point is at NF.

However, suppose the operator is using a servo channel and leaves it to go to

manual on S-4, having first cocked the rod. Suppose the control point is left

well below NF, say at 0.1 NF. Now, if on manual operation the reactor is

brought above this level, say all the way to NF, it would be possible to

throw S-4 back to the same servo channel, in which case the regulating rod

would be thrown in and the reactor put into a negative period. This seems to

be the worst "accident" that might be caused by poor operation with the servo

interchange circuits.
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As far as loss of power is concerned, the operator may be left figura-

tively as well as literally in the dark. This would be true particularly if

the instrument bus and the control bus should go dead simultaneously. Since

all the instrument lights and al the relay-indicating lights would be out,

the operator would have no way of knowing whether the scram (automatic on loss

of magnet amplifier power) was effective. He would know that the power was

off, and if he had a reasonable faith in the law of gravity, he would probably

remain at his post until power was restored. If only the instrument bus were

lost, all the instrument lights would go out, but the clutch and seat lights

would be operative and so would indicate the effectiveness of the scram.

Conversely, if the control bus alone went out, instrument signals would remain

available to show the effects of the scram.

Whenever the reactor is subject to automatic shutdown action, the oper-

ator's concern will be divided between the questions of what the causative

trouble was and what the chances are of returning the reactor to normal

operation. The circuits are, of course, designed so that the operator cannot

interfere with the shutdown actions as long as the causative conditions remain.

Hence the operator's first reaction to anything less drastic than a scram

would be to do whatever is possible to clear the responsible condition. The

proper corrective action in case of a reverse (caused by excess period or

signal level) is clearly to decrease the period or the level, but, since this

is already being done at a maximum rate by the reverse itself, the operator

can afford to think ahead to the problem of holding the reactor (avoiding a

negative period) as soon as the reverse ends. In the event of slow setback

the situation is much the same, except (see Table 5.5.A) that there are

several possible causes not having to do with reactivity, which must therefore

be corrected otherwise than by the setback itself. Fast setback gives the

operator a more serious problem, for the chances are pretty good that the

regulating rod would insert fully, causing a reverse, and that the combined

effect would be to put the reactor into a substantial negative period. It is

to recoup the loss of reactivity in such circumstances that the moment the

shutdown stopped the operator would use the by-pass (switch S-1) to get the

high-speed withdrawal.

When the reactor is scrammed, the chances of getting back into normal

operation are dependent upon the time history of previous operation as well as

upon the obvious need of remedying the causative trouble. This is because of
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the rapid accumulation of xenon poison after shutdown. In the original

reactor design it did not seem practicable to provide the large excess re-

activity that would be needed to override xenon in any event. The length of

complete shutdown that can be tolerated after prolonged operation at NF is of

the order of a half-hour. This depends on charge depletion and probably other

factors which affect reactivity. In any case, either for a complete shutdown

or for a partial dropping of level after any appreciable operation near NF,

the operator will want to get the level back up as soon as he safely can.

Here again if the level has not dropped below sag, he would make use of the

by-pass switch to avail himself of shim rod withdrawal at high speed.

5.7 GENERAL SUMMARY

In order to hold this chapter down to suitable length it has been neces-

sary to leave out all but a bare minimum of explanatory discussion. The

reader may therefore feel confused or unsatisfied in regard to the reasons for

adopting certain features and ignoring others. It is hoped that this state of

mind will be at least partially relieved by the summary to be given here in

two parts: first, a recapitulation of some of the basic principles which

guided, or emerged from, the control development; second, an attempt to assay

the load of responsibility still resting on the operator.

5.7.1 Basic Principles. Perhaps the most fundamental principle is the

sharp distinction between insertion and withdrawal of shim rods. Thus either

operator or automatic signal can insert any number of rods at any time,

whereas withdrawal is always subject to both operator and automatic permission.

Withdrawal is limited, moreover, to what is needed or safe under given cir-

cumstances. At high levels (in "run") only one rod at a time is available,

since at these levels it is hard to see a need for moving more than one at a

time. At the low levels characteristic of a "cold" start, only intermittent

withdrawal is permitted. Here the reliability of information is relatively

poor, coming entirely from one instrument. It is therefore important to be

able to keep watch on the subsequent effect of each short interval of with-

drawal, thus gauging the growing reactivity. As higher levels are reached,

the instrumentation furnishes more varied and more reliable signals so that

the use of high withdrawal speed is less hazardous. Under the special con-

ditions of restart, presenting a serious need for high speed, it is made as

conveniently available as can safely be done.
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The distinction between insertion and withdrawal is, of course, one

aspect of the general philosophy concerning safety. Another aspect is the aim

of having mild corrective measures come first, backed up thoroughly by ulti-

mate action which is as foolproof as possible. All control equipment is

designed to fail safe. There is continuous monitoring of the safety circuits

in that currents are controlled only by hard vacuum tubes which, upon failure,

cease conducting and thereby actuate annunciator or scram circuits. It is

important to realize that not all apparent instances of instrument duplication

overlap entirely. For example, the shading of neutron flux might cause

signals from the ion chambers to be quite inaccurate measures of average

reactor level. In such a case the additional information yielded by measure-
ment of N"6 activity is of real value.

It may be helpful to summarize the precautions applied in the period

range and in the power range. Since most restarts will occur in the period

range, high-speed withdrawal is necessary. Operation is manual and is under

the supervision of the period meters as follows:

1. A 30--sec period trips "latched" withdrawal. Subsequent withdrawal
requires constant operator attention.

2. A 7--sec period prevents any further withdrawal.

3. A 5-sec period inserts all shim rods.

4. A 1-sec period causes scram.

The top of the period range is guarded by the servo which levels the rise

at 10-2N, or if the servo is turned off and the operator fails to level, all

rods are inserted by the log N meter at about 3 X 10-2NF,

Short periods in the power range are both less probable and relatively

harmless because of the proximity of the level safety setting and because of

the corrective capacity of the servo. Therefore, of the period controls only

the 1-sec-period scram is retained. In the region of full power, inadequate

cooling of the reactor ranks equally with excessive power level and the two

situations are treated in the same fashion in order of severity as follows:

1. Alarm.

2. Automatic continuous reduction of power level through servo con-

trol as long as the unsatisfactory coolant or power level situ-
ation exists or until the power level is reduced to 1% of full

power.
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3. Automatic rapid reduction of power level as above except that
the reactor may be left substantially subcritical if the situ-
ation persists.

4. Scram on extreme unsatisfactory condition.

Loss of cooling water is guarded by:

1. A flow meter in the main water line to the reactor.

2. Water level monitoring of the overhead supply tank.

3. Monitoring of main water valve positions.

Rise in power is guarded by:

1. Level safeties.

2. Water power instrument (AT X flow).

3. Boron thermopiles.

4. N1 ' activity instruments.

Whereas in the lower ranges the principal concern is that of short

periods, at full power a slow drift upward of the power level can be dangerous

to the reactor. Since the safety circuits are subject to variations in water

flow, magnet air gap conditions, shading of the ionization chambers, and other

variables, the level at which scram occurs must necessarily be set high

enough to ensure uninterrupted operation. For this reason the protection

afforded by the water power instrument (AT x flow), the boron thermopiles,

and the N1.' monitor become important in guarding against small slow rises in

power.

A word may be added, finally, about the philosophy of providing for

automatic operation with the servo. In its early version the reactor now

known as the MTR was a homogeneous reactor, and the servo system was designed

to cope with the change in reactivity induced by bubbles. Since it is pos-

sible to run the MTR manually, the servo, though simplified, must now be

regarded as something of a luxury. Presumably, manual operation at its best

would not yield the smoothness which the servo can achieve. Just how much

utilitarian worth (particularly for the experiments that are being done in the

reactor) this extra smoothness will contribute remains for experience to

show. There is also some extra safety in servo-controlled operation since

the servo is considerably faster than human reaction.
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5.7.2 Responsibility of Operator. The operator should realize that a

prolonged intensive effort went into design of the control system. It is,

however, most unlikely that this effort could possibly have provided for every

conceivable operational situation. Nevertheless, the operator would do well,

when he feels unduly constrained or frustrated by the control system, to try

to keep in mind all the implications of his intended action. It is probable

that, as operating experience accumulates, it will become evident that some

changes in the control system could profitably be made. Until such experience

is accumulated, it would seem reasonable to ask the operator to learn to live

with the system as designed.

The operator must also realize that at all times the reactor is in his

hands, despite all the automatic operating and safety devices. This means

that he must remain alert and attentive. He must have foresight to prevent

emergencies from arising and presence of mind to deal with those emergencies

which, in spite of everyone's efforts, inevitably will arise. Although the

exact nature of his responsibility will not be fully clear until the system is

constructed and installed, the following list of specific suggestions will at

least show the kind of "mental notes" which must guide the operator:

1. At low levels be sure the counting-rate meter is alive. It is
the only source of information at such levels, and unless its
pointer gives evidence of responding to signal it would be fool-

hardy to attempt reactor operation.

2. After every scram be sure to turn switch S-2B (in-termittent,

neutral, high) to neutral. Otherwise there may be nothing to
prevent the shim rod holders, lowered automatically after rods
are dropped, from picking up rods and starting (possibly even
high speed) withdrawal.

3. For smooth change of reactor level under servo control, keep the
shim rods in step with the motor-operated rheostat. In partic-
ular, try to avoid letting the regulating rod get within 5 in.

of full insertion, since at this point it automatically calls
for reverse.

4. Avoid leaving any shim rods fully inserted. Any such rod is

incapable of contributing to the effectiveness of a scram. To
have full benefit of prompt scram protection, all rods should be

in position to contribute some effect.

5. Never permit the bolts holding down the top plug of the reactor

to be loosened unless the reactor is first scrammed. A serious
accident could occur if the plug were lifted by the crane or by
water pressure while the rods are still held.
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It may be that field modifications of the installed reactor will change

the relevance of some of these remarks, but, in any case, the operator will

need to know his responsibility and to live up to it.

5.8 CONTROL AND INSTRUMENT CENTERS'

From an early date in the conception of the MTR, a centralized control

room was planned for the control and instrumentation of the reactor and its

major cooling processes. This arrangement is desirable since the materials

of construction permit the operation of the reactor only as long as proper

coordination of the heat removal processes is maintained. However, this plan

for centralization was changed by recent determinations that the time element,

gained by control of the major reactor-cooling process from the reactor con-

trol center, would not facilitate the operation of the reactor. With the

admission of this premise into the basis of design for the reactor control

center, the requirements for simplifications of control problems have resulted

in other locations for the controls of the heat removal processes.

In the separation of the major systems of control and instrumentation for

the reactor and the reactor heat removal processes, two major control and

instrument centers are provided. These major control centers are located in

the Reactor Building and in the Process Water Building. The reactor is con-

trolled from the former, while the latter center, which is primarily for the

control and instrumentation of process--water flow through the reactor, in-

cludes the instrumentation of the locally controlled reactor cooling-air

system. A number of the supporting process systems are like the cooling-air

system in that they have locally controlled equipment but have some instru-

mentation extended to one or both of the major control centers.

5.8.1 Reactor Control and Instrument Center. The reactor control and

instrument center is composed of an instrument room and a control room,

respectively, on the second and third floors of the lean-to section on the

west side of the Reactor Building. The control room, directly above the

instrument room, is at the level of the reactor top with access thereto by a

connecting walkway. A stairway connecting these rooms facilitates the mainte-

nance of associated control and instrumentation devices. The partition walls

of the reactor control room are formed of sectional metal construction,

*ANL contribution.
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providing an area approximately 22 by 47 ft which may readily be varied in

length as required.. Windows or glass sections, located only in the east wall

of the control room, permit observation of control operations without entering

the room and observation of activity on top and near the reactor from within

the control room.

The services provided within the control and instrument .rooms are pe-

culiar to the use of these rooms. For consistency of instrument performance,

these rooms are air conditioned for control of temperature and humidity. All

lighting in the control room is by incandescent lamps, including a number of

luminaries for general room illumination. Panel instrument illumination is

provided by internal instrument lights and flush-mounted ceiling spotlights

Illumination in the instrument room is provided by fluorescent and incandes-

cent lamps.

The control room layout includes an instrument panel to accommodate the

initial requirements for indicators, recorders, and annunciators with a number

of spare and partially utilized panel sections for future requirements. This

panel board, facing in the direction of the reactor, is composed of eleven

4-ft-wide by 9.-ft-high sections and extends the full length of the room with

a rear access door at each end. Six panel sections, three at each end of the

board, lie in a straight line. These two end panel groups are connected by

the central panel sections which are arranged on a radius of approximaxely

7% ft to allow for the control console.

The console in the control room mounts all devices for effecting manual

control of the reactor, control indicating devices, and some indicating

instruments. Other reactor indicating instruments and recorders are located

on the central panel sections immediately in front of the console, as indi-

cated in Fig. 5.8.A.

The instrument-room layout is provided with rows of instrument racks and

boards to accommodate electronic components of automatic control and indi-

cating devices, interlocking relay control groups, and power supply circuits

for all reactor control and instrumentation devices. The instrument racks and

relay boards extending lengthwise in this room are arranged to facilitate

connections between the equipment mounted thereon and the instruments and con-

trols in the room above. Electricalconductors pass to and from the racks

and boards by way of floor and ceiling cutouts. The ceiling cutouts provide
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for the most direct connections with the control room above. The floor cut-

outs provide for the entrance of the cableways or conduit groups from the

reactor and the reactor control and instrument power source.

5.8.2 Process-water Control and Instrument Center. The nrocess-water

control and instrument center is located near the west end of the south wall

of the Process Water Building. This location is in the vicinity of the

electrical unit load center. The control center is composed of an operator's

desk facing a semihexagonal instrument panel which mounts the devices for

effecting control of process-water flow through the reactor and the instru-

mentation of the principal and supporting reactor heat removal processes.

The instrument panel is composed of seven 4-ft-wide by 9-ft-high adjacent

sections arranged in three straight lines. Two of these lines, one extending

north and the other extending west, are each composed of three sections. The

other section of panel connects with each of these lines at an angle of 45*.

The control devices on the instrument panel are for effecting the position

of valves to control the main and by-pass process-water flows to the reactor,

to permit the recycling of process water from the seal tank to the reactor,

and to permit the flow of water from the demineralized-water storage tank to

the reactor.

In general, the indicating and recording instruments on the panel are

associated with the principal processes, i.e., the process-water and cooling-

air systems of the reactor. Some of these instruments and a number of the

annunciators are associated with the supporting processes and the effluent

control systems.

The development diagram of the instrument panel, Fig. 5.8.B, identifies

briefly the more important control and instrument locations.

5.9 GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND SYEDOLS

NF - full normal operating power level of the reactor.

NL - lowest power level at which servo can control reactor; about 1%
of NP.
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Sag power level at which sag relay returns controls from "run"

to "start" when level sags below 10 3 NF.

Start - operation regime at levels below 10-2NF.

Run operation regime at levels above 10-2NF,.

Run auxiliary - subregime, under run, permitting raising of servo control

point on motor-operated rheostat.

Shim rod - designation of shim-safety rods in their function of pro-
viding coarse control of reactor level.

Safety rod - designation of shim-safety rods in their function of safety
shutdown (for dropping of rods, see "Scram")..

Regulating rod - the servo-controlled rod provided for fine control of reactor
level.

Setback -. lowering of control point on motor-operated rheostat; "fast
setback" takes the control point from NF to NL in 90 sec,
"slow setback" in 7 min.

Reverse - continuous insertion of all shim rods.

Scram dropping of one or more safety rods; "fast scram" is en-
tirely by electronic action (hard tubes); "slow scram"
involves electromechanical relays.

High - high-speed continuous withdrawal of all shim rods.

Intermittent - intermittent speed of withdrawal; all shim rods run for
% sec, off for 4% sec.

Low - low-speed continuous insertion or withdrawal of a selected
single shim rod.

Jog - insertion of individual shim rods; one switch for each rod.

Inching - on-off manual use of "low" for fine adjustment of shim rod
position; made possible by resistor in serieswith shim rod
motors.

Cocked rod - fully withdrawn regulating rod cocked for safety (i.e.,
insertion) action.

Insert - to move in downward direction a shim-safety rod holder
holding a rod.

Withdraw - to move in upward direction a shim-safety rod holder holding
a rod.
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Lower to move in downward direction a shim-safety rod holder not
holding a rod (i.e., empty). (Note: "Lower" is also used
to mean change of servo control point by running motor-
operated rheostat.)

Raise - to move in upward direction a shim-safety rod holder not
holding a rod (i.e., empty). (Note: "Raise" is also used
to mean change of servo control point by running motor-
operated rheostat. )

Manual operating regime which is manual in the sense that the servo
is not operative and the status of the regulating rod does

not affect shim rods.

Automatic - operating regime in which servo may be operative and shim
rods may be affected by regulating-rod limit switches.

Sigma - sigma amplifiers feed safety signals to the sigma bus, which
thus combines these signals and feeds them to the magnet
amplifiers, adl in parallel.
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Chapter 6*

CANAL AND CANAL HANDLING FACILITIES

The canal contains the equipment, for the handling of assemblies discharged

from the reactor and provides space for the storage of spent operating assem-

blies, irradiated materials, and internal parts of the reactor. Water over

these materials protects the operating personnel against the hazards of radia-

tion.

6. 1 CANAL

6.1.1 General Description. The general layout of the canal is shown by

Fig. 6.1.A. The main section of the canal is 8 ft wide and extends eastward

from the east face of the reactor. The canai section that lies partially

beneath the reactor west wall is 6 ft wide. Connecting the above two sections

is a 7-ft-wide section through the sub-pil' room. The 7-ft width of this

section provides ample space for the canal unloading mechanism and storage of

the neutron curtain.

The parapet around the canal is 10 in. thick at the bottom and projects

outward at the top to a width of 13 in. This projection provides ample toe

space and also gives the operator better stability when working over the

parapet. The top of the parapet is 3 ft above floor level.

The bottom of the rabbit canal is 6 ft below the basement floor level

while that of the main canal is 16 ft below the basement floor level. The

water level in the canal is maintained 2 ft above the basement floor level,

thus providing depths of water in the rabbit canal and main canal of 8 ft and

18 ft, respectively.

The depth of water in the canal is sufficient to adequately shield against

the fission product gammas from the stored reactor fuel assemblies. The

original calculations indicated that a water depth of 17 ft would be adequate

in the spent fuel storage section of the canal. However, recent experiments

conducted at ORNL gave results showing higher fission gamma energies and

lower attenuations for a thick layer of water than those used for the previous

*ANL contribution.
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calculations. The main canal water depth of 18 ft limits the radiation

levels to 0.01 r per 8 hr at the surface of the water in the reactor basement

and to 0.1 r per 8 hr in the storage area.

The attenuation calculations for the design of the canal were based on

the following factors:

1. Assume there are no 3-Mev gammas after a 15-day decay period.

2. Assume that for short decay periods (less than 76 hr) 20 percent

of the total fission product gamma energy is from 3-Mev gammas.

3. The self-absorption relaxation length for 3-Mev gammas is 15 cm.

4. The build-up factor is equal to eo.17b (b = shield thickness in

relaxation lengths).

5. The absorption coefficient of concrete at 3 Mev is 0.05 cm'1 .

Outside the Reactor Building the canal has a 6-ft-wide working space

on each side and at the end. To provide this working space there is a 13-ft-

8-in.-high and 21-ft-wide tunnel over the canal. The tunnel extends 87 ft

6 in. beyond the Reactor Building east wall. The canal and tunnel are about

25 ft longer than had been planned originally. This provides additional

storage space for spent assemblies in case the chemical process plants are not

completed until several months after the MTR is in operation.

The ceiling of the canal tunnel is constructed of reinforced concrete and

is slightly below ground level. The section of roof below the road is re-

inforced to accommodate heavy trucks and the motor crane used to lift the spent

fuel assembly coffins. The unloading hatch is located in an offset widened

portion of the road and is at a point where traffic has the least effect upon

the unloading operation. The portion of canal roof designed to withstand

heavy loads is separated from the remainder of the roof by curbing which

extends 50 ft along each side of the road. This prevents vehicles from

traveling on the lightly constructed portion of the canal roof.

The canal walls are made of reinforced concrete. The canal floor is de-

signed to withstand a load of 1 ton per square foot; the unloading sump can

withstand a load of 2 tons per square foot.
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The canal walls are covered with 4-in.-thick, 8- by 16-in. white glazed

structural tile while the bottom is lined with 4 in. of white concrete. This

construction satisfies the requirements that there be good visibility in the

canal, and that cracks from which radioactive water could leak out of the

canal be kept to a minimum. Other methods of construction, which were con-

sidered as satisfying either of these requirements, are listed below with

reasons for their rejection:

1. Incorporation of a waterproof membrane in the canal walls to
prevent outward leakage of water was discarded since gamma radi-
ations from the spent fuel assemblies in the storage area might
cause deterioration and eliminate failure of the membrane.

2. Painting of canal walls to enhance visibility was rejected since
peeling and blistering would occur.

3. Covering the canal walls with a thin layer of white cement to
aid visibility was rejected because of the likelihood of spalling.

4. The use of concrete wall surfaces was discarded because of their
susceptibility to the accumulation of radioactive contamination.

The canal storage area is separated from the remainder of the canal by

a bulkhead and gates. The underwater section consists of several removable

bulkheads extending from the canal floor to the water level. The section

above the water is isolated by gates that swing from the walls and meet at the

center of the canal. At the end of the canal the purge water discharges over

a weir into the canal sump. Provisions are made for two additional removable

bulkheads which permit division of the canal into three sections.

6.1.2 Canal Purge System. A flow of 100 gpm is maintained through the

canal to avoid an excessive build-up of radioactivity and turbidity. A solenoid

valve, which automatically closes in case of power failure, is installed in

the well waterline at the inlet to the rabbit canal. This provision obviates

the possibility of flooding the canal sump when an electrical outage causes

the canal sump pumps to fail.

Water from the canal overflows a weir constructed the full width of the

canal in the storage section, and flows through a discharge pipe to the canal

sump. The purge water from the canal sump is pumped to the acid-treating unit

for use as cooling tower make-up water, to the leaching pond, or to the re-

tention basin, depending on the activity level. A radiation alarm is provided
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in the sump, and manually operated valving for directing the flow is provided

in the pump discharge header. A liquid-level controller governs the operation

of the sump pumps.

6.1.3 Canal Flushing.. Provisions are made for the future installation

of two removable watertight bulkheads. These permit isolation of any section,

except the rabbit canal, for cleaning and maintenance. Each section except

the rabbit canal is provided with a drain and a waterline connection. The

drains are interconnected in such a way that any section can be isolated and

flushed. There are three adjustable overflow standpipes in the sub-pile room

and rabbit canal sections. A continuous overflow to the reactor building

process sump is maintained through these in order to prevent scum formation.

6.1.4 Heating and Ventilation of Canal Tunnel. The canal tunnel is

heated and ventilated by air from a duct system that extends along one side

of the tunnel ceiling. The air comes from the reactor building ventilation

system. Since the air picks up negligible radioactivity in the tunnel, it is

exhausted to the basementwhere it mixes with the basement air before passing

up to the reactor building first floor. There are six changes of air per hour

in the tunnel. This number is required to prevent condensation due to varia-

tion of temperature in the canal tunnel.

6.1.5 Canal Lighting. Since the handling of assemblies in the canal is

a manual operation carried on under 10 to 18 ft of water, it is necessary that

good underwater lighting be provided. This lighting is supplied primarily by

lights suspended from portable fixtures attached to the side walls of the

canal. In addition to general overhead lighting supplied in the tunnel,

special floodlights are provided in the loading platform area, canal storage

area, sawing area, and loading sump.

6.1.6 Canal Crane. A manually operated crane with a 2-ton electric

hoist is provided for the handling of heavy materials in the main canal. The

highest hook position is 9 ft 9 in. from the floor. This provides a clearance

of better than 6 ft between the hook and the top of the parapet. The hook

cannot approach within 33 in. of one wall or 43 in. of the other wall of the

canal tunnel. The maximum lift of the hoist is 25 ft 9 in.
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6.2 UNLOADING MECHANISM

6.2.1 General Description. The function of the unloading mechanism is

to receive the spent assemblies or control rods which have been lowered through

the discharge chute of the reactor, rotate them from a vertical to a horizontal

position, and eject them onto a receiving table at the bottom of the canal

outside the sub-pile room shield. The assemblies are then removed from the

receiving table and stored in racks at the far end of the canal. The complete

mechanism includes the discharge tube, gate valve and safety devices, receiver,

hydraulic seal,eject piston indicator, panel board, control valves, electrical

interlocks, communication system, and assembly receiving table. The design is

shown in Fig. 6.2.A.

The receiver is hydraulically operated and is a closed type, i.e. a seal

and inward flow of water prevent any leakage of water from the reactor into

the canal. It consists of a piston that operates in an assembly receiver

cylinder. The piston performs the dual function of a receptacle for the

several types of assemblies discharged from the reactor and of a means for

ejecting the assembly onto the receiving table. The cylinder is open at the

top and is supported near the closed bottom end by a trunnion shaft which
is secured to the cylinder. The trunnion shaft bearings are carried in split

bearing housings, the lower parts of which are cast integrally with the support

base. The support base is bolted to a plate anchored in the canal concrete

floor.

One end of the tipping cylinder pivots in a clevis which is cast as a

part of the support base. The piston in the cylinder is fastened to a bell

crank which is secured to one end of the receiver cylinder trunnion shaft.

Orifices in the exhaust connections for the control valves govern the piston

speed. The restriction of fluid flow by the orifices cushions the rise and

fall of the receiver cylinder.

The hydraulic seal is fastened to the lower end of the discharge tube.

It contains two hollow cylinders, of which one is stationary and one is

movable. The stationary cylinder is the guide for the concentric movable

cylinder. When the assembly receiver cylinder is in the vertical position,

closing of the hydraulic seal joins the discharge tube and the receiver cylin-

der into a continuous passage. The closed gate valve in the discharge tube is
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then the upper end of a sealed cylinder. This permits the eject piston to be

raised or lowered by the operation of a four-way solenoid-operated valve. The

valve piston closes all ports when in the neutral position and thus permits

the eject piston to be locked in any position. A special Niagara water meter

indicates the position of the piston in the receiver cylinder.

A purging line is attached to the upper end of the hydraulic-seal sta-

tionary cylinder. Water for this line is supplied at a pressure slightly

greater than the head pressure in the reactor tank. This ensures a steady

flow of water up the discharge tube once the remotely operated gate valve is

open.

A mechanically operated open type receiver"1 ) was also considered but

was discarded in favor of the hydraulically operated closed type.

6,2.2 Operation Sequence. The first step in the operation of the

hydr- lic unloading mechanism is to raise the receiver cylinder to its vertical

position. In this position the remotely operated hydraulic seal at the lower

end of the discharge tube may be closed; this joins the cylinder and the dis-

charge tube into a single long fluid passage. Prior to opening the gate valve

in the discharge tube, the piston may be raised or lowered to any desired

position, depending on the type assembly to be received. This is accomplished

by introducing demineralized water above or below the piston. The purge system

is started before the gate valve is opened, and it is interlocked with the

opening of the gate valve in order to ensure a flow of water up the discharge

tube when the valve is open. After the gate valve is opened, the assembly

being discharged is lowered into the receptacle in the piston, and the assembly

handling rod is withdrawn. The gate valve is then closed, the purge stopped,

the seal opened, the cylinder rotated to the horizontal position, and the as-

sembly is ejected onto the receiving table. Finally, the assembly is picked

up with long tongs or hooks and transferred manually to canal storage.

6.2.3 Control System. The operation of the reactor unloading mechanism

is electrohydraulically controlled. The power that operates the mechanism is

hydraulic. The flows in the hydraulic system are governed by solenoid-

operated valves. The valve solenoids are operated by push-button switches in

the various electrical control circuits. These circuits are interlocked by

pressure switches, limit switches, and relays to ensure proper sequence of
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operation In order to keep electrical components out of the canal water, the

various position switches are remotely mounted and are actuated by suitable

hydraulic or mechanical linkages. Indicator lights and telephones are provided

for the operators at the top of the reactor and at the control panel. The

control panel is located at the canal, adjacent to the reactor, thus permitting

observation of the ejection of assemblies onto the unloading platform. Diagrams

of the control System and control board are shown in Fig. 6.2.B.

A pair of push buttons is provided at the control board for each of the

following operations

1. Elevating or lowering receiver cylinder.

2. Opening or closing of the seal at the discharge chute and re-

ceiver junction.

3. "Raising" or "lowering" of the eject piston in the receiver
cylinder.

4. Purging of the discharge chute.

5. Opening or closing of the discharge- chute gate valve.

The position of the eject piston in the receiver cylinder is indicated

by a dial mounted on the control board. Indicator lights on the control board

provide information about the other operations.

Suitable interlocks provide the following limitations on the operation of

the equipment:

1. The push buttons to elevate or lower the receiver cylinder are

inoperable if the seal is closed.

2. The seal can be closed only when the receiver is vertical.

3. The seal cannot be opened unless the gate valve is closed; this
prevents reactor water from entering the canal.

4. "Raising" or "lowering" of the eject piston is permitted only
when the receiver is vertical or horizontal; because of the

characteristics of 'the unloading mechanism, "lowering" df the

eject piston cannot be accomplished when the receiver is hori-

zontal.

5. The purge can be turned on only when the receiver is vertical
and the seal is shut.
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6. The gate valve can be open only when the purge is on.

7. A safety device prevents closing of the gate valve while any ob-
struction is within it.

6.3 CANAL STORAGE

The various types of assemblies discharged from the reactor are stored in

racks bolted to the floor at the end of the canal. The racks are designed to

facilitate easy insertion and removal by providing unrestricted sidewise

accessibility. The short assemblies are stored vertically or inclined at a

slight angle to the vertical, while the long rods are stored parallel to the

canal floor or at an incline to the horizontal. The canal purge is utilized

to cool the assemblies.

6.3.1 Beryllium Assemblies. The storage of the beryllium reflector

assemblies presents noproblem except that they must remain adequately shielded.

An aluminum rack provides for the storage of 36 of the assemblies.

6.3.2 Standard Fuel Assemblies. The fuel assemblies are stored at a

slight angle to the vertical.(4 99) An "A' frame, fabricated from stainless

steel, provides for the storage of 28 fuel assemblies. The sides and back of

the pocket for the assembly are lined with a 1/32-in. cadmium sheet. The

front is open toward the side wall or center of the canal for easy accessibil-

ity. Four holes in the bottom of the pocket permit water to flow into the

assembly to keep it cool by thermal siphoning. Five racks, providing storage

for 140 fuel assemblies, are installed in one side of the canal. Expansion

anchors are installed in the other side of the canal for future installation

of fuel assembly racks. This additional storage may be required if the

chemical process plant is not completed for several months after the MTR is in

operation.

6.3.3 Shim-safety Rods. The length of the shim-safety rod prohibits

vertical handling unless shielding is provided in addition to that given by

the canal water. To ensure thermal siphoning and adequate shielding, the rods

are stored at a 150 angle to the horizontal.") They remain in this position

until sufficient decay time has elapsed to permit the rods to be sawed into

shorter lengths for transfer to decay storage or to chemical processing.The

rods are stored with the bottom section at the lowest elevation. The canal

purge dissipates the heat generated by the assemblies.
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The racks for the storage of shim-safety rods are confined to groups of

16, four in a row and four tiers high. One rack is installed, while the

future installation of racks in the other side of the canal is provided for by

expansion anchors for the racks in the floor of the canal.

The rack consists of three sections, each of which is bolted to the canal

floor and so located that the rod rests in all three. The end sections are

U shaped to contain the rod and to permit easy insertion and withdrawal. The

lower end section is closed at the bottom to stop the rod. The middle section

supports the uranium section of the shim-safety rod. It is constructed in an

angular shape and is lined with 1/32-in.-thick sheet cadmium to absorb neutrons.

6.3.4 Regulating Rods. Four regulating rods are stored parallel to the

floor in U-shaped openings constructed at the bottom of the shim-safety

storage rack. These openings are placed on the inside and outside of two

adjacent shim-safety rods; this permits easy insertion and withdrawal of the

rods.

6.4 ASSEMBLY DISPOSAL

6.4.1 Sawing Machine. The function of the sawing machine is to prepare

the fissionable assemblies for transfer to the chemical processing plants. The

conceptional design of the hydraulically operated sawing equipment is shown in

Fig. 6.4.A. There is a sawing table with the necessary hydraulically operated

locating devices and jigs for positioning and clamping of assemblies. The saw

and its frame are clamped in a hydraulically operated reciprocating head which

slides in a guide. The operating cylinder, control valves, and guide are

attached to a long tube that fulcrums from a support bracket secured to the

inside wall of the.canal parapet. A hydraulic feed cylinder attached to the

guide and a piston pushing against the canal wall and the guide provide the

means to force the saw through an assembly. The saw, after sawing through an

assembly, is returned to its starting position by a spring.

An electrically operated rotary sawing machines) was also considered but

was discarded in favor of the hydraulically operated reciprocating type.

6.4.2 Chip Collector. A chip collector under the saw collects the heavy

saw particles. The chips from this container will eventually be transferred

out of the canal to a permanent disposal location. The diffusion of the
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light sawed particles in the canal water offersno problem in shielding.

However, difficulties may arise in the accumulation of these light particles

over a long period.

6.4.3 Transfer to Decay Storage. It is assumed that after a decay

period of 21 days the fissionable material assemblies have decayed sufficiently

for transfer from the canal to the chemical plants. This operation calls for

the lowering of a carrier through an opening above the canal ceiling into a

loading well in the canal floor. The various assemblies ready for transfer

are loaded manually into the carrier in a vertical position. After four

assemblies have been placed in the carrier or coffin, the cover is put in

position and the carrier is lifted by a 20-ton motor crane onto a truck. No

provision is made for water circulation in the carrier, since it is believed

that thermal siphoning will be sufficient to cool the assemblies. A universal

sized carrier for all assemblies appears practical as the sawed length of

fiss'-nable assemblies is the same.

6.4.4 Transfer Coffin. The thicknesses of lead walls required for a

transfer coffin containing four irradiated fuel assemblies are computed to be

10.5 in. for the sides and 10 in. for the top and bottom. 1 " The exposure

from assemblies that have remained in the canal 15 days is then 0.04 r per 8 hr

at the surface of the coffin.

The inside dimensions of the coffin are 12 in. square and 30 in. high.

The inside is divided into four sections by steel plates covered with 0.002 in.

of cadmium. The outside dimensions of the coffin, including the cover, are

32 in. square and 50 in. high. The corners of the coffin are rounded to the

required shield thickness in order to reduce its weight.
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Chapter 7*

PROCESS-WATER SYSTEM

7.1 INTRODUCTION

The process-water system is the primary cooling system of the Mates

Testing Reactor. The system provides a flow of water through the active

lattice and other parts of the reactor that require water cooling. This

chapter discusses the design and some of the problems encountered in the

design of the process-water system. Although the active lattice and beryllium

reflector form an integral part of the complete system, they are discussed

only in a very general way in regard to some of the design problems. Detailed

discussions of these two parts of the reactor are given in previous chapters.

During 1947 a design of the process-water system was conceived and

developed for construction of the MTR at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. In

the middle of 1949 the U. S. Navy Proving Ground in the Snake River Plains of

Idaho was chosen as the Reactor Testing Station. With these fundamental data

available, the design was redeveloped to suit the Idaho locality.

7.2 THE SYSTEM IN GENERAL

7.2.1 General Description of the System. Figure 7.2.A, schematic diagram

of the MTR process-water system, presents an overall picture of all the

vessels, pumps, pipe lines, and auxiliary equipment involved in the MTR proc-

ess-water system.

Water at 100*F is pumped up to the working reservoir from the 60,000-gal

sump tank by means of two 10,000-gpm 225-ft-head horizontal centrifugal pumps.

A third pump is available in the event that either of the operating pumps fails

or is shut down for maintenance. The water from the 15 0 ,000-gal working

reservoir flows, under a normal head of 170 ft, directly to the reactor tank

through a 30-in, stainless steel pipe outside the Reactor Building and a

36-in, stainless steel pipe beneath the Beactor Building. A flow instrument,

strainer, and electric motor-operated flow control valve are located between

the working reservoir and the reactor. These three items are blocked off in

* ANL contribution.
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a pit by gate valves so that the water mnay be drained from them and they may

be inspected or repaired. The 36-in. process-water line is split into two

24-in. stainless steel lines below the basement floor. These lines go up

through diagonally opposite corners of the reactor biological shield and

connect to the top section of the reactor tank. The water descends through

the reactor tank sections, the active lattice, and beryllium reflector, and

emerges from the bottom of the reactor tank through two 24-in. lines. The

two exit lines are joined to a 36-in. line at the same location as that where

the inlet line diverges from a 36-in. line into two 24-in. lines. The exit

36--in. line carries the water to the 17,000-gal seal tank in the process-water

building.

The head losses between the working reservoir and the exit of the reactor

tank are due almost entirely to the velocity head and friction losses across

the active and beryllium sections, with relatively small losses contributed by

the conveying pipe line There are block valves and a flow control valve in

the inlet line to the reactor, but there are no obstructions inthe pipe line

from the reactor to the seal tank.

There is an 8 in. line connected to the 30-in. inlet line at a point

upstream from the valve pits and to the 36-in, line near the reactor. This

8in. line provides a flow parallel to the main flow stream and contains two

block valves, a flow instrument, a strainer, and a control valve. It can

carry 1000 gpm and is used in the event that the main water line valve is

closed off, thereby assuring a continuous water supply to the reactor at all

time , particularly at shutdown. This same line, which allows 1000 gpm of

process water to bypass the main stream, can also be used to carry 1000 gpm

of fresh demineralized water during periods of reactor flushing, or 1000 gpm

of seal-tank water for recirculation through the seal tank and the reactor

only.

The pipe tunnel beneath the Peactor Building is about 55 ft below the

centerline of the active section and lies on bed rock. At the low point in

the pipe tunnel there is a single 50-gpm sump pump which pumps out any water

that leaks into the tunnel. This water is pumped to the 300 0 -gal process

water sump, which is also located beneath the Reactor Building. The two

36-in. lines in the pipe tunnel lie one above the other, the inlet line is on

top.
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Water in the seal tank is drawn into the flash evaporators by means of

the partial vacuum existing there. The water, in being flashed at a pressure

that yields 100 F effluent, falls from the flash evaporators into the sump

tank below. From the sump tank the water is once more pumped up to the working

reservoir to complete the process-water cooling cycle. The reactor heat,

liberated in the flash evaporators, is carried away by the cooling-tower

water circulated through the condenser tubes in the evaporators.

7.2.2 Stand-by and Emergency Features. Certain provisions are made to

ensure satisfactory operation of the process-water system under emergency

conditions. The primary requirement in emergencies is that there always be

some water flow through the reactor.

In addition to the water available in the working reservoir, raw water

from the general overhead reservoir is available for cooling the reactor by a

direct 8-in. line to the reactor tank. In the event both overhead tanks are

destroyed, water can be pumped directly to the reactor from the two 500,000-gal

ground-level reservoirs by means of two 850-gpm electric motor--driven or a

1000-gpm gasoline engine-driven centrifugal pump. If the motor-driven pumps

in the demineralized-water line can be used, the reactor can be supplied

through the two 24-in. inlet process.-water lines with water from the 100,000-gal

demineralized water storage tank. Within 30 sec of commercial electrical

power failure, a Diesel electric generator set will provide electric power to

strategic pumps and equipment. The reactor can be initially cooled under these

circumstances by the reserve water in the working reservoir and then by

1000 gpm of process water recirculated by one of the seal-tank pumps, of which

one is electric motor driven and one is gasoline engine driven.

The loops in the 24-in. water lines in the reactor structure help keep

the active lattice under water at all times. This assures natural convection

water cooling during an emergency shutdown and thereby prevents melting of the

fuel assemblies. Should local water boiling occur, the localized steam

pressure could conceivably force the water out of the active section and cause

melting. However, sufficient pressurized water sources are available to

practically ensure some water flow through the active lattice. A 2-in. line

between the top of the reactor tank and the water loop is provided to prevent

siphoning of the water from the active lattice if the process-water pipe line

should be severed. In the event of any major emergency due to electrical

outage, steam failure, etc., the reactor power will be nulled, and shutdown

cooling will be the only requirement.
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7.2.3 Instrumentation and Flow Balance. In order to maintain a con-

tinually balanced water flow through the process-water system, a scheme has

been established in which water is pumped from the sump tank to the working

reservoir. The valve that determines the amount of water lifted is governed

by the level of water in the working reservoir. The water flow rate from the

working reservoir to the reactor at a given control-valve setting and a con-

stant head is uniform. The water flows from the reactor to the seal tank and

then through the flash evaporators into the sump tank. Any overflow from

the seal tank also goes to the sump tank. Any shortage of water in the seal

tank is automatically compensated for by a decreased flow to the flash evapo-

rators because the flash evaporators are fed water at a rate that is deter-

mined by the level of water in the seal tank and the pressure in the flash

evaporators. In this manner the water flow through the, whole system is kept

in equilibrium. Normally the sump tank contains 60,000 gal of water. However,

to accommodate undue surges and accumulations of water during emergencies such

as electrical outages, the capacity of the sump tank is 100,000 gal.

Instrumentation on the flash evaporators provides the maximum possible

vacuum. The flow of water to the flash evaporators is adjusted by means of

valves in the inlet lines. The temperature of the water leaving the flash

evaporators determines, by means of a thermal control, the quantity of cooling

water passing through the condensing tubes.

The following instrumentation is related to the working reservoir: A

temperature-indicating controller limits the lowest water temperature in the

working reservoir by allowing steam to flow into a heating coil at the base

of the reservoir. The floating roof of the working reservoir is arranged so

that at water levels exceeding normal a mechanical switch shuts off the main

process-water lift pumps. Within the normal operating range, the level in the

working reservoir is maintained by means of an instrument which governs the

opening of the main valve controlling the water flow up into the working

reservoir. At lower water levels in the working reservoir the reactor is

abruptly shut down and the main water valve is closed in 30 sec. The water

flowing to the reactor passes through a pit in which there are two block gate

valves which are pneumatically operated. The purpose of these block valves

is to isolate the pit so that the portion of pipe between the block valves can

be drained and inspected. Between the block valves, going downstream, there

are, respectively, a flow recorder, a motor-operated control valve, and a

strainer. Adjacent to the pit are taps for'instruments which -make continuous
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recordings of the water resistivity and pH. Upstream of the first block valve

is a 3-in. tap for water used in cooling the experimental plugs, the full head

due to the height of water in the working reservoir is always available at

this tap. The only valves that control the flow in this line are at the

experimental plugs. An 8-in. by-pass line before the main motorized valve

allows a flow of about 1000 gpm of water to the reactor when the main valve

is shut. This line joins another 8 in. line from the demineralized water

supply and an 8-in. line from the seal-tank pumps. Each of these three lines
has an on-off remotely controlled pneumatic valve. Immediately after shutdown,

process water goes through the 8-in. line directly to the reactor. Shortly

thereafter demineralized water is used to purge the reactor-seal tank system,

and, finally, seal-tank pumps recirculate the fresh water in this system.

This 8-in, line enters the reactor-cooling water line at the point where the

two 24-in. lines branch from the main 36 -in. water inlet line. It also passes

through the valve pit with the main water line and has two block gate valves.

Going downstream there are, respectively, a flow meter, an 8-in. pneumatic

flow-control valve, and a strainer.

The temperature and pressure of the water entering and leaving the

reactor are recorded. The signal of the temperature difference between entering

and leaving reactor water and that of the water flow are multiplied in a power

recorder. The power of the reactor is also obtained from instruments measuring

the gamma intensity of the water leaving the reactor and the neutron flux.

Instruments are provided to record the temperature rise of the water in going

through each fuel assembly, to record the radiation intensity of the water

emerging from each fuel assembly, and to indicate the amount of flow through

each assembly.

A flow recorder is provided on the water lines from each experimental

plug, and,unless the flow through the plugs is satisfactory, the reactor cannot

be started. A water meter is provided in the line supplying demineralized

water to the rabbits and experimental plugs so that an inventory may be kept

on the amount ofwater introduced into the process-water system in this manner.

The water leaving the reactor enters the seal tank in the Process Water

Building. In the seal-tank entrance there is a radiation recorder for de-

tecting fission breaks. The seal tank is provided with a demineralized-water

inlet line and meter for supplying and metering make-up water. It also is

provided with a temperature recorder and a level-indicating alarm. All pumps
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in the process-water system are provided with pressure gauges. The flow to

the flash evaporators from the seal tank is controlled by a valve and is

indicated by an instrument in the outlet line from the flash evaporators.

The flash evaporators are operated at full vacuum potential. Instruments are

provided to indicate the vacuum on each evaporator and to control the amount

of cooling water going to each evaporator condenser. The pressure of the

steam going to the vacuum system is recorded and controlled. Temperatures in

various points of the inter and after condenser vacuum-cooling system are

indicated. The vapors discharged from the vacuum system are monitored by a

radiation instrument which detects radiations and gives an alarm if large

amounts of activity are discharged from the rocess ater Building into the

atmosphere. The sump tank is provided with a level-indicating-control alarm

and a temperature recorder. A flow recorder is provided for the purge from

the sump tank.

7.2.4 Water-cooled Experimental Plugs and Rabbits. In the reactor there

are seven water-cooled experimental plugs which require a total of about

125 gpm of cooling water. Water to cool these plugs is tapped from the main

process-water line upstream of the valve pit. This assures that pressure

sufficient to force the water through the plugs is always available, even

during shutdown periods. The water leaving the experimental plugs flows into

the process-water exit line from the reactor. In case it is not advisable to

return the plug-cooling water to the process-water system, the water can hA

purged directly to the process-water sump. Demineralized water, which is one

of the service facilities provided at beam holes, may also be used for plug

cooling. During electrical outages these experimental plugs must have cooling

water, and since demineralized-water pressure will fail at this time, a

by-pass valve is provided from the process-water system to the demineralized-

water system so as to maintain cooling of the plugs.

Entering the bottom of the reactor are four hydraulic rabbits used for

experimental purposes. About 5 gpm of demineralized water is provided for

each of these rabbits.

7.2.5 Process Water Building. The 20,000-gpm flow of MfR process water

passes through the Process Water Building before entering and after leaving

the reactor. This building contains the equipment for controlling the water

flow, the pumps for lifting the water to the working reservoir, the shutdown
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and emergency cooling-water pumps, and the flash evaporators for cooling and

degassing the process water. Figures 7.2.B and 7.2.C show Process Water

Building floor plans and building sections, respectively.

The seal tank receiving the water from the reactor section and the sump

tank receiving the process water from the flash evaporators are enclosed in

this building for shielding and instrument maintenance reasons. The equipment

is located on seven main levels so as to obtain building compactness and to

achieve proper hydrostatic balance between the seal-tank level, suction lift

to the flash evaporators, and barometric discharge to the sump tank.

The 30-in. water line from the Reactor Building enters the Process Water

Building through the control valve pit and then discharges into the 17,000-gal

seal tank. From this tank the process water flows successively through the

flash evaporators, sump tank, process-water pumps, and working reservoir, and

then to the reactor through a control valve in the Process Water Building.

All piping and pumps are shielded with about 1 ft of concrete, and the

valve control handles are extended through the shielding. All instrumentation

and controls for maintaining _roper process-water temperatures and flows are

centralized in the Process Water Building instrument room. Overhead cranes

and removable floor slabs provide accessibility to shielded pipes, valves,

pumps, etc. Each pump cubicle is shielded from it neighboring cubicle so that

repairs can be made during reactor operation.

7.3 MAJOR COMPONENTS OF THE SYSTEM

7.3.1 SuEp Tank. The sump tank has a capacity of 100,000 gal. The

primary functions of the sump tank are to receive the process water from the

flash evaporators and to supply it to the process-water pumps. The tank

normally contains a 3-min holdup of about 60,000 gal. This holdup is nec-

essary for satisfactory operation of the process-water pumps. The addi-

tional 40,000 gal capacity of the tank provides for the accumulation of water

in the event of failure of the process-water pumps. The sump tank also

receives process water via an overflow from the seal tank.

7.3.2 Process Pumps. Three 10,000-gpm 225-ft-head horizontal single-

stage double-suction centrifugal pumps, each driven by a 700-hp motor, are
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provided for lifting the process water up to the working reservoir. The

process pumps are constructed of cast iron since it has been found relatively

satisfactory in use with demineralized water, and since the area of the pumps

that is exposed to the water is quite small compared to the whole water system.

The use of two pumps to supply the 20,000 gpm required, with one stand-by

pump, affords the least amount of moving equipment yet offers reserve in case

of breakdown. Each pump is in a cubicle surrounded by 1 ft of concrete.

This provides personnel radiation protection and permits isolation and repair.

To prevent leakage of radioactive water from around the shafts, demineralized

water under pressure can be added at the shaft seal. However, allowing the

active water to leak into drainage to the retention basin is not serious.

7.3.3 Working Reservoir. The purpose of the working reservoir is to

supply water ut a constant head to the reactor active lattice. In the event of

electrical or mechanical failure of the waters.pumping system, the reserve
of an overhead water supply is most advantageous. If local boiling would not

occur in the active lattice and/or if a continual full water flow were not

required, the pumps could deliver water directly to the reactor as is done at

Hanford.

The height of the working reservoir is based on the allowable internal

pressure for which the aluminum reactor tank is designed. Thus the working

reservoir is 170 ft above a horizontal centerline through the active lattice.

This elevation permits an increase of the process-water flow rate to the
highest value attainable with the present reactor tank and fuel elements.

The size of the working reservoir is based on a full process-water flow

of 20,000 gpm for 7.5 min. The 150,000-gal capacity of the reservoir can

provide this flow. There are several reasons that such a large reserve

capacity is desired. It is conceivable that an emergency condition may not be

recognized or acted upon for several minutes. Also, during an electrical

outage the flow does not cease for half a minute and it takes another half-

minute to close the main water valve. In either of these situations an

appreciable quantity of reserve water may be lost. In addition, the reactor

must be cooled after it is shut down, and by allowing a 1000-gpm flow to the

reactor for this purpose, about half the reserve can be lost in an hour.

Protection of personnel against radiation during reactor operation is

provided by a fence around the base of the working reservoir. Since approach
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to the reservoir is limited in this manner, and because of the height of the

reservoir, shielding of the tank is nt necessary. Immediately after reactor

shutdown, radiation from the tank and pipes has been calculated (4,5) to be

above tolerance (up to 0.8 r per 8 hr); however, they can be approached for

short periods for maintenance of instruments, etc.

7.3.4 Valve Pit. The valve pit, at which all water flowing to the

reactor is controlled, was appropriately designed as a part of the Process

Water Building. In the pit there are two block gate valves which permit

isolation of the strainers, a flow meter, and a motorized control valve, all

of which are in the water line from the working reservoir to the reactor. This

provides for maintenance of these items. Ahead of the upstream block valve

there is an 8-in.-diameter pipe take-off which ties into an 8-in. demineralized-

water line and an 8-in. seal-pump circulatory-water line. Each of these three

feed lines has an open-closed motor-driven valve. When the 20,000-gpm flow is

cut off by closing the main water-control valve, as after reactor shutdown, a

1000-gpm flow automatically by-passes the main water-control valve and flows

to the reactor. The 8-in. line to the reactor also has two block gate valves,

a strainer, flow meter, and motorized control valve in the valve pit. In

case of emergency both the main water-control valve and the control valve in

the 8-in. line to the reactor can be operated manually.

7.3.5 Seal Tank and Pumps. The purpose of the 17,000-gal seal tank is

to maintain a definite water level in the reactor tank by means of the outlet

weir during shutdown periods, and also to serve as a water supply source for

the flash evaporator intakes. During normal shutdown periods cooling is

provided by fresh demineralized water, circulated at 1000 gpm through the seal

tank and reactor tank. During electrical outages a gasoline engine-driven

1000-gpm seal-tank pump can be utilized.

7.3.6 Flash Evaporators. Flash evaporators are used for cooling the MTh

process water because they have been found to be the most efficient and

economical of all types of equipment examined. These stainless steel flash

evaporators, each 25 ft long and 8 ft in diameter, containing about 5000 %-in.

cooling tubes, handle the 20,000-gpm flow and the 30,000-kw heat load of the

MTR. The 110*F process water from the reactor is sprayed into the flash

evaporators where the absolute pressure is 1.9 in. 'Hg,which is the saturation

pressure of 100 F steam. Part of the process water evaporates, thereby

cooling the bulk of the water, which falls into the sump tank below. The
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evaporated water is condensed outside the water-cooled tubes and then rejoins the

main process-water flow. Thus the process water is not only cooled 10 F,

but it is degassed by the low pressure in the flash evaporators. During

start-up the air is removed from the water at a rate of 175 lb/hr, and the

hydrogen and oxygen formed in the active lattice during reactor operation are

removed at a rate of 40 lb/hr. The water vapor pressure load under these

conditions is 425 lb/hr or about two-thirds of the total vapor pressure load.

At 1.9 in. Hg about 3.2 lb of 125 psig steam per pound of gas removed is

required.

It is desirable to remove any gases in the water before returning it to

the reactor since otherwise excessive gas evolution will occur in the active

lattice where the water is heated and where hydrogen and oxygen are formed

by water decomposition due to irradiation.

Analysis of gas solubility data for the MTR process water and existing

operating piles show the following:

1. If nitrogen from the air is not removed from reactor-cooling

water, it will be oxidized to nitrates under irradiation and
increase the reactor-water acidity and, therefore, the corrosive

aggressiveness on reactor structural materials in contact with
water.

2. The process-water cycle should be closed with floating heads on
storage tanks to prevent air absorption in water. If this is
not done, the vacuum degassing system will have to be 35% larger.

3. With no re-absorption of air, the hydrogen and oxygen evolved
from the water as a result of decomposition will almost saturate
water at 212*F; hence the water must be de-aerated before re-
turning to the reactor.

Instead of degassing the whole process-water stream, degassing of only a

by-pass stream may be adequate. However, owing to the present state of

knowledge, a conservative design demands degassing of all the process water.

Also, it appears that if the process water could be completely demineralized

by the recently developed mixed-bed resin deionization methods, the amount of

induced activity and the amount of hydrogen and oxygen gas produced in the

active lattice would be considerably reduced.
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Other methods considered for cooling the process water are given below,

each with the principal reason for rejection.

1. Outdoor spray cooling: This involved dispersion of radioactivity
to the atmosphere and the pick-up of dirt particles therefrom.

2. Refrigeration: This was too expensive.

3. Heat exchangers: These were satisfactory for heat removal, but

expensive auxiliary degassing equipment would be necessary for
removing gases from the water.

7.3.7 Piping. The 30-in.-diameter pipe was selected primarily on the

basis of amaximum allowable pressure drop of 25 psi from the working reservoir

to the reactor tank. In the Reactor Building the main water line diameter

is 36 in. to allow for future expansion without any major excavations or

structural changes. The two 24-in. diameter water lines entering and leaving

the reactor tank are primarily to distribute the water flow evenly. Since

the greatest security against pipe rupture is desired in the line from the

working reservoir to the reactor tank, all valves, the flow meter, and the

strainer are made of stainless steel; in other locations cast iron is used.

In the reactor structure the 24-in. process-water pipe is hung from the

structural steel by suspension hangers and is free of any concrete contacts.

However, it is surrounded by a spiral welded-steel pipe, and there is Zerolite

fiber packing in the annulus between the two pipes. The exit part of the pipe

is supported on the bottom stainless steel section of the reactor tank.

Stainless steel--clad pipe, 20% or at least 1/16 in. thick, is used because it

is more economical than solid stainless steel. The process-water pipe outside

the reactor building lies in the ground, whereas in the Reactor Building it is

suspended from spring-loaded hangers in the concrete tunnel.

The only possible cause of water hammer in the process-water system would
be an instantaneous closing of the 24-in. main process-water-control valve.

If this valve closed in less than 0.2 sec, the maximum possible increase in

pressure would be 385 psi; if the closing time were 16 sec, the maximum

pressure would be 4 psi. However, since the valve is designed to close in

30 sec, the possibility of water hammer is eliminated. Failure of the pumps

lifting water to the working reservoir will not cause water hammer because the

reverse momentum of the water is quite low.

Pipe with X-in.-thick walls is adequate to prevent collapse under vacuum

or bursting due to the internal working pressures. Temperature stresses are

not appreciable.
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7.4 BASES FOR DESIGN

7.4.1 Flow Quantity and Heat Transfer. An over-all picture of the heat

transfer and flow characteristics of the MTR is given in this section. The

details of heat removal and water flow in the active lattice are discussed

thoroughly in Section 2.7.1.

The quantity of water required for cooling the MTR is determined by the

amount of heat liberated in both the active lattice and the beryllium reflector.

Because of the high neutron flux the amount of heat liberated per unit volume

is very large. Clean surfaces and high water velocities are therefore necessary

in order to obtain high heat transfer fluxes. Also, high water velocities

through the active lattice are required to carry away any bubbles of. steam or

air that may be formed. The water velocity provided through the active

lattice is 30 ft/sec.

It became apparent during early investigations with the MTR mock-up that

as much as a third of the total water flow was passing through the beryllium

reflector. Previous to obtaining these data it had been believed that 15,000

gpm ofprocess water woulcibe sufficient for cooling the reactor. However, because

of the large amount of water passing through the beryllium, the process-water

system is designed for a total flow of 20,000 gpm. This flow is based on

30,000-kw operation of the reactor. However, it is expected that the same

flow will be sufficient for operation at higher power levels.

The temperature of the process water increases about 20 F in passing

through a fuel assembly, but the temperature rise of the 20,000 gpm total

water flow is only about 11*F. This is because of the relatively large amount

of water flowing through the beryllium.

Experiments conducted with a single fuel assembly showed that a 40-psi

pressure drop is sufficient to produce a 30-ft/sec water velocity through an

assembly. During the design of the MTB water system, it became apparent that,

if higher water velocities were desired, a higher head of water would be needed

in the working reservoir. Since the aluminum tank around the active section

is designed for a pressure of only 74 psig, and since this is the pressure

produced when the water is at its highest level (170 ft above the center of

the active lattice) in the working reservoir, the greatest theoretical water

velocity obtainable through the fuel assemblies is 42 ft/sec. This possible
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40% increase in flow velocity could increase the heat transfer film coefficient

only 31%. These two percentages are based on the assumption that the pressure

drop and film coefficient are respectively proportional to the 1.8 and 0.8

powers of the water velocity. Thus the design of the reactor tank limits the

heat transfer film coefficient attainable.

The amount of water flowing through the active lattice also depends on

the fact that the pressure existing in the active section corresponds to a

particular boiling point, and the temperature of the water film adjacent to

the fuel plates must not closely approach this boiling temperature. Localized

hot spots in the active lattice determine how high the temperature of the

water film will be. Operation of the reactor will determine the highest

possible working temperatures of the process water in the active lattice.

7.4.2 Degasification. In the MTR it is necessary to maintain a high

heat transfer from the fuel elements to the passing water. In order to do

this, bubble formation due to dissolved gases in the water must be prevented

in the active section. If the amounts of dissolved gases in the process water

are kept below their saturation values at the active-section operating pressures

and temperatures no gas evolution will occur. The following discussion

describes briefly the degasification of the MTR process water and gives

pertinent data connected therewith.

The water in the process-water system has essentially no contact with

air since the tanks of the system are provided with floating heads. The

dissolved gases in the process water during reactor operation are thus com-

posed of the H2 and 02 produced by water decomposition in the active lattice,

the air in the air saturated demineralized make-up water, and water vapor.

However, when the reactor is started, either initially or after a complete

purge of the process-water system, the system contains air-saturated fresh

demineralized water and functions. primarily as a system in contact with air.

Although the demineralized water in contact with air in the demineralized

water storage tank will not come to saturation equilibrium, in order to have

a conservative design it is assumed that it does. Thus the gas load anticipated

during reactor start-up has the following composition. 4 to 8% H2 and 02 that

are produced in the active section 35% N2 and 02 from the air-saturated water;

57 to 61% water vapor. During continued reactor operation the contribution

due to the N2 and 02 from air-saturated water is greatly reduced since only

50 gpm of demineralized water is added as make-up.
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The rates of formation of H2 and 02 in the active section are related to

the quantity of radiated energy that the water absorbs; an approximation is

that one H2 molecule is formed for every 100 ev absorbed, but this may vary

severalfold depending on the purity of the water. The energy absorbed in the

process water of the MTR at 30,000-kw operation is 28,500 kw, or 1.8 x 1025

ev/sec.(24) The rates of formation of H2 and 02 are then, respectively,

6.4 and 3.2 liters/sec at NTP.

The following two tabulations summarize the operating conditions in the

active lattice, and the solubility of gases at these conditions. The gas

solubilities are calculated for the surface temperature ofmost of the transfer

areas of the fuel rods.

Active Lattice Operating Conditions

Temperature of entering water

Temperature of leaving water

Temperature of hot metal surface points

Temperature of most metal surface points

Absolute pressure

Process-water flow

Reactor power

H2 0 2 concentration

95 F

115 F

240 F

212 F

1.5 atm absolute

20,000 gpm

30,000 kw

0.005 molar

Gas Solubilities at Active Lattice Operating
Conditions 212*F, 1.5 atm

Nitrogen

Oxygen
Hydrogen

5.0 cc/liter
3.0 cc/liter
5.5 cc/liter

13.5 cc/liter

The gas solubilites of the water under the conditions that exist in the

demineralizer tank and upon entering the process-water system are as follows:

Gas Solubilities of Demineralized Water: 95 F. 1 atm,

Nitrogen

Oxygen

Carbon dioxide

9.4 cc/liter
4.8 cc/liter

0.2 cc/liter
14.4 cc/liter
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The amounts of the gases remaining in the process water when it leaves

the flash evaporator after having been degassed are given in the following

tabulation. These values are calculated and indicate the approximate amounts

expected during operation.

Dissolved Gases in Degasified Water: 950F, 1.8 in. Hg

Nitrogen 0.10 cc/liter

Oxygen 0.05 cc/liter

Hydrogen 0.10 cc/liter

0.25 cc/liter

In the following table are summarized the quantities of the various gases

and the total quantity of gases that the vacuum steam jet must remove. It is

necessary to remove the water vapor because it is carried along with the other

gases.

Vacuum Steam Jet Load

Gases formed due to water decomposition

Hydrogen 5 lb/hr
Oxygen 35 lb/hr

Gases from air-saturated water

Nitrogen 110 lb/hr

Oxygen 65 lb/hr

Water vapor 425 lb/hr

640 lb/hr

The above table is based on start-up conditions. During continued

operation the gas load from air-saturated water will be negligible.

7.4.3 Water quality and Materials of Construction. In selecting the

quality of water used for cooling the Materials Testing Peactor, the guiding

principle was to minimize the amount of total dissolved solids in the water so

as to maintain high heat transfer coefficients at the fuel assemblies. Any

deposition of material from the water onto the hot surfaces of the fuel

assemblies could reduce the heat transfer coefficients to undesirable values.
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Any constituents in the water that would act as catalysts in the corrosion of

aluminum, beryllium, or stainless steel parts of the process-water system would

also be undesirable. For this reason it is necessary to minimize the amounts

of lead, nickel, copper, and chlorides in the water. An additional advantage

of a low mineral content in the water is that the amount of radioactivity

induced in the water is appreciably reduced, thus reducing shielding require-

ments of the system.

In the original heat transfer experiments it became apparent that the

water system should be constructed of stainless steel in order to minimize cor-

rosion and maintain a low mineral content in the water. Columbium-stabilized

type 347 stainless steel was selected so as to facilitate welding. At a

later point in the heat-transfer experimentation program, it was found fea

sible to construct the MTR process-water system of cast iron. However,
because of the limited experimental program and the resulting uncertainties in

the use of cast iron piping, the process-water piping is of stainless steel

while cast iron pump casings are used so as to minimize cost.

In comparing the MTR process-water system with water systems of other reactors, it is found that the Mate-

rials Testing Reactor is the first recycling natural-water-cooled reactor. The heavy water pile at Argonne has

its heavy water recirculated in a tank surrounding the fuel assemblies. The volume of natural water in the MTR

system is many times the volume of water in the Argonne heavy water system. It is interesting to note that the

heavy water reactor was operated for several years without any water treatment, and in the course of this time,

the amount of iron and aluminum hydroxides increased. The pH values of the water decreased to as low as 4, and

the amount of induced radioactivity in the water increased to values that necessitated removal of the dissolved

radioactive solubles. Ammonium hydroxide made from heavy hydrogen was added to the water to raise the pH

and thus reduce its corrosive effects on the aluminum parts. However, this developed into a vicious cycle in that

owing to ionizing radiations the ammonium hydroxide appeared to decompose to nitric acid, once more reducing

the pH of the water in the system. The addition of more ammonium hydroxide was required with a consequent

build-up of total dissolved solids. The problem solved by redistilling the D0 and then demineralizing the re-

circulating heavy water. This removed the accumulating dissolved minerals and helped increase the pH of the

water to nearly 7, and at the same time eliminated any catalytic ions that might have caused corrosion in the

heavy water system. Provisions have been made in the MTR system to add fresh demineralized water and to

purge the same quantity of water from the system so as to maintain a high-quality circulating process water. It
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is expected that, when the MTR is in operation, the purge can be put through a demineralization system and used

as make-up. With the recent development of mixed-bed deionizers, the water in the system can be brought to a

resistivity of practically pure water, which is apparent from the following tabulation:

NaCl (ppm) RESISTIVITY (ohms)

1.00 185,000
0.10 1,850,000

0.01 18,500,000

0.00 (pure water) 20,500,000

The heat transfer experiments conducted at Oak Ridge differed from the

MTR system in that the water used at Oak Ridge was cycled in an open system
whereby oxygen and nitrogen of the air were readily dissolved. It is expected

that any gases in the MTR process water will be practically completely removed

by the flash evaporation process, and therefore the corrosion rates may be

even less than those determined by the experiments conducted at ORNL.

.7.4.4 Induced Activity. Elements and sources which contribute to the

water activity can be listed under the following categories:

1. Isotopes of oxygen in pure water itself.

2. Solutes in the water such as mineral impurities or dissolved
gases.

3. Radioactive and nonradioactive elements corroded from structures
in the reactor into the water.

4. Radioactive elements knocked into the water by recoil upon the
instant of neutron capture.

Radioactive isotopes formed from oxygen produce an enormous amount of

activity but lose their controlling influence in about 1 min because of their

short half-lives. These isotopes are the primary source of induced radio-

activity in the MTR process water. The dissolved impurities in the water form

the main secondary source ofwater activity. During the first minute the radiation

products of oxygen dominate radiation; Al 2 e (144 sec, 1.8 Mev) and Mg2 7
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(692 sec, 1.02 Mev) are the principal activities for the next 5 to 10 min.

Thereafter, Na 2 4 '(14.8 hr, 1.4 and 2.8 Mev) is the dominating radioactive

isotope for the 15-min MTh water cycle.

The cooling water system of the MTR reactor is a closed recirculating

system with a small percentage of purge and make-up water in order to control

the intensity of long-lived induced activity and the accumulation of corrosion

products.

When a recirculation system is employed, regardless of the method used

for purge and make-up, the number of radioactive atoms (N) at equilibrium when

production equals decay is given by(25)

nvcN,,(1 - eX)
N =

X(1 - Fa)

where

nv - neutron flux, neutrons/cm 2 -sec

dr = absorption cross-section, cm 2

N, = concentration of target element, atoms/cc

t. = time of irradiation (time to pass through active
section), sec

process flow rate
F =

process plus purge flow rate

a e-Xtc

tc = cycle time, sec

X = transformation constant, sec-i
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The recoils from the aluminum in the active section can be calculated byt 8 )

(nv )N ,(R)AD
P, =)

r 4G (1 - a)
dis/sec-cc

where

R - recoil range, cm

A - area of exposed aluminum, cm2

D = density of aluminum, g/cc

G - cycle flow rate, g/sec

The constants used in the activity calculation for the MTR reactor are:

Flow rate

Purge rate

System holdup

Cycle time

Irradiation time

Slow flux

Fast flux

Exposed aluminum

20,000 gpm

50 gpm

350,000 gal (now 320,000 gal)

17.4 min

0.08 sec

2 x 1014 neutrons/cm 2 -sec

1 x 1014 neutrons/cm'-sec

10' sq cm

The desired composition of the MTR process water, which is

that is used in the activity calculation, is:

0.05 ppm

0.05 ppm

2.0 ppm

2.0 ppm

1.0 ppm

Cl

Ca

Mg

A

the composition

0.25 ppm

0.5 ppm

0.5 ppm

0.6 ppm

The results of the activity calculations are summarized in Table 7.4.A.

The activities of the constituents in the process water and the total activity

for water containing 2 and 8 ppm of Na are given as functions of decay time.
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7.4.5 Shielding. The shielding calculations for the MTR process water

system were based on the induced activities given in the previous section. In

the calculations involving the process water piping it was assumed that the

source was an infinitely long cylindrical source with self-absorption. The

results of the calculations are given in Fig. 7.4.A, which shows the thickness

of concrete shielding as a function of time. Separate curves are given for

water containing 2 ppm of Na and 8 ppm of Na.

The following discussion gives a brief summary of the shielding of the

process-water system. The intensity of radiation from the process water

leaving the MTR active lattice requires 5 ft of concrete shielding within the

Reactor Building. Within the reactor this shielding is provided by the

biological shield; outside the reactor the pipe tunnel underneath the basement

floor has sufficient concrete cover to meet the requirements. From outside

the Reactor Building to the Process Water Building, 5 ft of earth covering bring

the inlet and outlet process water pipes below the local frost line; this depth

is sufficient to protect personnel from radiations above tolerance. In the

Process Water Building the 12- to 18-in, concrete walls are adequate to

reduce radiations from the pipes, valves, etc., to less than 50 mr/hr. No

special shielding is required on the working reservoir owing to its height

above the ground. A fence about the working reservoir base provides adequate

protection by limiting the approach of personnel so that maximum daily toler-

ances are not exceeded.

7.4.6 Cooling After Shutdown. After an operating reactor is shut down,

the total heat liberated due to the absorption of gamma and beta radiation

from the fission products is given by the empirical equation(
2 3 )

P = 187BFA[t-0 .2  (t + T)-0 .2] Mev/sec

where

B = reactor operating level before shutdown, kw

F = conversion factor, fissions/sec-kw

A = Reduction factor, a reasonable value is 0.08, which is

an extrapolation to t _ 0 from experimental measurements
of energy after shutdown;(1

2) also, since at shutdown

14.7 Mev/fission of beta and gamma heat is released
compared to 187 Mev/fission during operation, the ratio

of the two heat values is 0.08 (i.e., 14.7/187).
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TABLE 7.4.A

Activity of MTR Process Water

CONCEN- ACTIVITY (dia/cc-sec)
REACTION TIATIN HALF- CROSS- RECOIL RANGE 0 sec 50 ec 100 sec 500 sec 1000 se

S LI FE SECTION TYPE (cm) DECAY DECAY DECAY DECAY DECAY

016(n,p)N1
6  7.4s 0.04 mb 4.3 x 105 3,843 35

018(n,y)019  29.4s 0.44 mb 5,620 1,730 530

A12 (n,y)Al28 2.3m 0.21 b Slow 10-6 3,040 2,355 1,840 332 32

Al'(n,p)Mg2 10 2m 2.8 mb Fast 10-4 1,320 1,320 1,320 850 488

Al 7
(n,y)A1

2 8  2.3. 0.4 mb Fast 10-4 576 452 352 64 6

Na 2 3 (n,y)Na 2 4  2 14.8h 0.5 b 406 406 406 406 406

A1 2 7 (n,a)Na 2 4  14.8h 0.6 b Fast 10.4 163 163 163 163 163

Mn55 
(ny)Mn

5 6  
2.6h 13 b Slow 10-5 145 145 145 145 145

Total (2 ppm Na) 4.3 x 105 10,414 4,7.91 1,960 1,241

(8 ppm Na) 4.3 x 105 13,552 6,688 3,100 2,500
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t = time after shutdown, sec

T time of pile operation, sec

From the above it is found that at the instant of shutdown the reactor

heat falls from 30,000 to 2400 kw, of which 400 kw is in the beryllium

reflector. The reactor active lattice heat development at shutdown falls from

full power of 28,800 to 2000 kw or about a 1/15 reduction. Hence, although

the water flow through the active lattice at shutdown can be reduced about
1/15, the water flow through the beryllium reflector can be reduced only 1/3

since its heat generation falls only from 1200 to 400 kw. Depending on the

amount of excess water flow through the beryllium at full power, the total

flow can be reduced from 1/3 to 1/15 at shutdown. At any time t after shut-

down, the flow required will vary as t-0.2. Calculations involving the varying

film heat transfer coefficient and varying flow show that with a 220*F film

temperature and 90 F entering water, 270 gpm must pass through the active

lattice at the instant of shutdown. This gives a 50 F water temperature

rise. The ratio of flow in the active lattice to that in the beryllium is

estimated as .3:1. The following table gives the minimum process water flow

required at various times after shutdown (Table 7.4.B).

TABLE 74..B

Minimum Process water Flow After Shutdown

The shutdown cooling-water flow can be initially supplied by the reserve

water in the working reservoir and, when the change-over can conveniently be

made, by a 1000 gpm pump circulating water through a circuit including only

the reactor and seal tank as major components. There are two 1000-gpm pumps

supplied one is electric motor driven while the other is gasoline engine

driven.
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TIME AFTER SHUITDOWN MINIMUM FLOW
(hr) (gpm)

0 '360

1 267

5 190

10 168

50 126



It is of interest to show that the water in the closed seal tank and

reactor-tank circulating system will not reach a prohibitive temperature too

quickly as a result of accumulation of shutdown heat. This heat is given by
the equation

t

q = 30,000 x 0.08 [t-. 2 -(t + T)- ' 2 ] dt
0

kw-sec

where 30,000 kw is the operating power level of the MTR.

The water temperatures given in the following table are based on this

equation, a pile operating period of 15 days, and a 24,000-gal content of the

circulating system.

TABLE 7.4.0

Process-water Temperature After Shutdown

Water from the demineralized-water storage tank can be added to the reactor-

seal tank system at any time in order to cool this cycling water.
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TIME AFIER q WATER TEMPERATURE
SHUTDOWN (hr) (Btu x 1- 6) ( F)

10 7.5 110
20 12-0 130
30 15-5 150

40 18-5 164
50 21.5 174
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Chapter 8*

REACTOR COOLING-AIR AND CONTAMINATED-AIR SYSTEMS

The reactor cooling-air system and the contaminated-air system are grouped

together because the air from both is exhausted to the atmosphere through the

main stack. However, they serve entirely different purposes. The reactor

cooling-air system provides a flow of air through the reactor for cooling

the graphite reflector; it is a secondary reactor-cooling system. The con-

taminated-air system removes radioactive gases from the hoods and caves of the

laboratories.

8.1 REACTOR COOLING-AIR SYSTEM

8.1.1 Introduction. Immediately surrounding the reactor tank is the

graphite reflector. This reflector is composed of a removable bed of 1-in.-
diameter graphite balls adjacent to the tank and a section of graphite blocks

between the balls and the thermal shield. Heating due to the absorption of

gamma radiation makes it necessary to cool the graphite reflector. Because of

relatively low heat generation, air cooling is satisfactory. The cooling and

design of the graphite reflector are discussed in other sections. This section

will deal with the flow path and processing of the air going through the

reactor cooling-air system.

A schematic diagram of the reactor cooling-air system is shown by Fig.

8.1.A. The description of the system will in general follow the air flow

path, starting with the inlet air filters at the reactor faces and ending with

the stack.

8.1.2 Air Flow Data. The reactor is designed for normal operation at a

power level of 30,000 kw. The design air flow of 2000 lb/min and pressure

drop of 55 in. of water through the reactor cooling-air system are based on

maximum temperatures of 570*F in the graphite pebble bed and 500*F in the

permanent graphite at 45,000-kw operation of the reactor. The 2000-lb/min

* ANL contribution.
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design flow consists of the following quantities:

Air f low through graphite

Air to cool top thermal shield

Allowed for leakage inward through experimental holes, etc.

Total

1610 lb/min

250 l/min

140 lb/min

2000 lb/min

Subsequent calculations gave the air requirements as 1526 lb/min to cool

the graphite and experimental facilities, and 174 lb/min to cool the top

thermal shield, for a total air flow of 1700 lb/min. Also, critical experi-

ments conducted at OBNL indicated that the heat generation in the reflector

would be somewhat less than that used for the above calculations and the air

requirements would therefore be less. However, the design figures were

maintained at 2000 lb/min flow and 55 in. of water pressure drop since it may

be desirable and possible to operate the reactor at a power level as high as

60,000 kw at some time in the future.

The approximate pressure drops through the reactor air system

Qf 2000 lb/min are summarized in Table 8.1.A.

for a flow

TABLE 8.1. A

Approximate Pressure Drops in Reactor Air System

PRESSURE DROP
PART OF SYSTEM (in. H20)

Inlet filters and ducts 1.6

Thermal shield 0.4

Graphite reflector 29

Exit ducts and stack 5.4

Total, 36.4

The total pressure drop of 36.4 in. of water given above is considerably

lower than the 55 in. of water design value. Two factors enter to account

for the difference. First, the reactor cooling-air system is designed without

any filters on the exit air stream. If it should become necessary to add
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filters in the future, additional head will be required. Based on the filter

system used on the X-10 pile at OBNL, the additional head allowed for exit

filters is about 8 in. of water. Second, to assure that the air system will

be adequate for operation at a power level of 60,000 kw, the design head has

been further increased to 55 in. of water.

The above discussion has been concerned with the air flow through the

reactor air system during operation of the reactor. It is also necessary to

maintain a flow of air through the reactor after it has been shut down. This

flow serves to remove heat from the graphite reflector generated by the

absorption of gammas from fission product decay and from induced activity,

and also to prevent the escape of radioactive dust into the Reactor Building

during removal of experimental hole plugs. To provide adequate cooling of

the reactor after shutdown, a flow of about 135 lb/min is required. The flow

necessary to ensure that radioactive dust does not escape into the Reactor

Building is based on an air velocity of 150 ft/min directed inward along the

annulus between a plug and liner. The air flowing into this annulus flows

through holes at the inward ends of the liners and joins the reactor-cooling

air flowing upward through the graphite pebbles. A satisfactory design of

the experimental hole liners and plugs is obtained when the flow through the

reactor is about 400 lb/min; therefore, this is the design flow through the

reactor during shutdown. This is also the flow desired through the reactor

in the event of an emergency shutdown of the reactor. The pressure drop

through the graphite for a flow of 400 lb/min is about 0.5 in. of water, and

the design pressure drop through the entire system is about 2 in. of water.

Once the reactor has been placed in operation there will always be active

particles within the air passages. To prevent these active particles from

entering the Reactor Building, a basic requirement of the reactor air system

is that there always be a flow of air in the proper direction. Upon failure

of the main exhaust blowers and the auxiliary fans, this flow will be induced

by whatever stack draft is available.

After the reactor has been in operation long enough so that the reactor,

reactor air system, and stack are hot, there is a stack draft of about 0.5 in.

of water available. This is based on air temperatures of 200*F in the stack

and 90*F atmospheric. It is estimated that this draft would produce a flow

of 2000 to 3000 cfm through the reactor in the event of failure of all blowers
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and fans. This flow is sufficient to meet shutdown cooling requirements.

However, because of the possibility of a complete power failure within a short

time after reactor start-up, in which case there would be essentially no stack

draft, and because of the problem of radioactive dust escaping into the Reactor

Building, the reactor cooling-air system does not rely on stack draft to

produce the necessary shutdown air flow. This flow is provided by either of

the auxiliary fans. Only as a last resort, i.e., in the event of complete

failure of the blowers and fans, is the available stack draft utilized.

ADDITI 1NAL DATA

Air temperatures

Inlet to reactor 75 - 100 F

Outlet from reactor 185 - 210*F

Site elevation 4930 ft

Barometric pressure 12.25 psi

8.1.3 Inlet Air Filters. Air used for cooling a reactor will emerge

radioactive. The activity is due partially to gaseous atoms naturally occur-

ring in air, such as argon, and partially to dust in the air. Not much can

be done to reduce the activity from the first, but the latter can be reduced

considerably by suitable filtering.

In the first considerations of the radioactivity problem of the MTR.

cooling-air system, a filter design similar to that used for the pile at

ORNL was included in the exhaust side of the system. Further consideration

of the problem along with economy measures prompted omission of the filters

in the exhaust side of the reactor cooling-air system.

The only filters included in the reactor air system are the glass wool

filters at the inlets to the system. A brief description of the processing

the air encounters before entering the reactor is now given.

Normal atmospheric air enters the Reactor Building ventilation system

through coarse-fiber-glass or wire-mesh prefilters. The air then goes through

an electrostatic filter of 90% discoloration efficiency before passing into

the Reactor Building. The Reactor Puilding is pressurized to about ' in.

of water so that leakage in through windows, doors, etc. will be kept to a
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minimum. The air entering the reactor is taken directly from the Reactor

Building and is filtered at the inlets by glass wool filters. There is an

additional small amount of air (akout 2%) which enters the air system via

experimental holes without passing through the glass wool filters.

The elimination of the exhaust side filters, from the technical stand-

point, is justified principally by a comparison of the MTR cooling-air system

with that of other reactors. The air systems of the MTR is similar in. the following respects to other reactor sys-

tems.

1. The major portion of air entering the reactor has been filtered
to some degree.

2. The air does not make direct contact with the fuel elements, and
thus fission products from ruptured fuel elements will not enter
the air stream.

3. The air flows in direct contact with the graphite reflector.

4. The air flows in direct contact with the thermal shield; the MTR shield is low-carbon steel.

5. The air is susceptible to pollution from accidents occurring
in the experimental facilities.

6. The exhaust air is not filtered.

7. The levels at which the effluent air is ejected into the atmosphere is 250 ft for the MTR.

Based on experience, the above general similarities, a more detailed study of the MTR, and economics,

the exhaust filters were omitted from the MTR air system. Should it be necessary to add exhaust filters at

some later date, there is sufficient space for them adjacent to the Blower and Fan House.

The inlet filters are mounted in the inlets in the reactor faces. The

filters are Airmat Type PL-24 units made by American Air Filter Company. Six

units are mounted in a 2- by 12-ft opening in each pile face, giving a total

of twenty-four 2- by 2-ft units. The face velocity of the air entering the

filters is about 350 ft/min. The pressure drop through the clean filters is

approximately 0.1 in. of water.
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8.1.4 System Within Reactor Structure. The system of duct work within

the reactor is shown by Fig. 8.1.B, and the schematic flow of air within the

reactor is shown by Fig. 8.1.A. In the design of the system within the

reactor it was necessary to meet the following requirements.

1. The air must enter the pile structure at a level higher than 8 ft
above the centerline of the active lattice, and the exit ducts
must loop upward to a level at least that high in order for it
to be possible, in so far as the air system is concerned, to
flood the interior of the thermal shield with water.

2. All ducts must be arranged within the shield so that radiation
outward, both in straight-line paths and in "shine" through the
ducts, will not be sufficient to bring radiation at any point
outside the shield above permissible levels.

3. The air must enter the thermal shield around the outer edge of
its top and pass downward, cooling the inner and outer walls and
possibly the top and bottom of the thermal shield before passing
into a plenum chamber under the graphite. The air then must
flow upward through the graphite to a plenum chamber above the
graphite and out through exit ducts.

4. Exit air ducts must be shielded from the outside by the equivalent
of 1 ft of ordinary concrete.

5. Arrangement of the air ducts within the reactor structure must
not interfere with any experimental facilities.

The design shown in Figs. 8.1.A and 8.1.B essentially meets all the

above requirements.

The inlet system consists of four sets of filters, plenum chambers, ducts

and manifolds, one set in each wall of the reactor structure. The air enters

each set through louvers located near the top of each pile face. Back of each

set of louvers are six .2-ft-square filters and a 2- by 2- by 12-ft plenum
chamber. Each plenum chamber is joined to the top edge of the thermal shield

by five or six 8,in.-square ducts and a manifold which is continuous around the

top of the thermal shield. A separate channel with a damper is provided in each

of the 8'-in. ducts whereby a small amount of air is by-passed for cooling the

top thermal shield. There is a total of 22 8-in. ducts. Each duct has one

90* elbow and connects to the plenum chamber and the thermal shield manifold
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at 900 to the principal direction of flow. Thus there are effectively three

90* turns in the inlet air system. The walls of the ducts ae lined with 1-in.
steel plate to reduce gamma-ray leakage through the ducts.

The path followed by the air within the reactor proper is shown in

Fig. 8.1.A. The main air stream flows down between the walls of the thermal

shield, and some then passes directly into a plenum chamber beneath the graphite

while a portion flows between the top and bottom plates of the bottom thermal

shield before passing into the plenum chamber. The air from the chamber

passes up through the graphite pebbles and cooling holes in the permanent

graphite and is joined by air entering from the experimental facilities.

The air enters a plenum chamber above the graphite where it is joined by the

air by-passed to cool the top thermal shield. The air then enters the exit

air ducts.

The exit air duct system within the reactor consists of two 30-in.-square

ducts connected to the thermal shield at diagonally opposite corners of the

top plate and turned downward through the biological shield to carry the air

out below the basement floor. There are three 900 bends in each of these ducts,

as shown in Fig. 8.1.1.

8.1.5 Exit Ducts. The 30-in.-square ducts leading down through the

reactor connect to a single 48-in.-diameter steel duct beneath the basement

floor. This duct connects to a plenum chamber outside the Reactor Building.

An underground duct of 48-in.-diameter precast concrete pipe leads from this

plenum chamber to a plenum chamber beneath the Blower and Fan House. The

concrete duct is minimum o 2 ft below grade so that the earth cover provides

adequate shielding against radiation.

8.1.6 Blowers, Fans, and Auxiliaries. The blowers and fans of the

reactor air system are housed in the Blower and Fan House, which is described

in a later section; the reactor-air-system equipment contained in it is

described here.

The blowers and fans for the reactor air system take their air from an

inlet plenum chamber beneath the building and exhaust it to another, also

beneath the building.

Blowers. There are three half-capacity blowers in parallel, one of which

serves as a spare, for cooling during normal operation of the reactor. Each
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blower is capable of delivering 1000 lb/min of 210'F air against a head of

55 in. of water, and is driven by a 250.hp motor.

The blowers are of the positive displacement type, this type being

selected because of its adaptability to wide ranges of flow rates and pressure

heads. This is important since, while it is desired to have a flow rate

of 2000 lb/min, the pressure drop through the system initially will be con-

siderably below the design value of 55 in. of water. Also, since the cooling

requirements may be below design calculations, it is desirable for theunits

to operate economically at reduced flows and heads. The positive displacement

type of blower offers the most economical operation at the reduced requirements.

The blowers are electric-motor driven and receive power from the normal

commercial electrical supply only. Extra pulleys are provided with the blowers

to provide for the slower speeds at reduced requirements. These pulleys will

adequately cover the range from 700 to 1000 lb/min.

Auxiliary Fans. Besides the blowers there are two 400-lb/min fans for

emergency and normal shutdown operation, each fan beingin parallel with

the three main blowers. One of the fans is driven by an electric motor and

the other by a gasoline engine. The motor-driven fan receives its power from

the normal commercial electrical supply and from the site emergency power

supply and will be used during normal shutdown periods. The gasoline driven

fan will be used for emergency shutdowns when both electrical supplies have

failed.

Valves. There are butterfly valves at both inlets and outlets of all

blowers and fans. The valves on the inlet sides are manually operated while

the valves on the exhaust sides are air operated. The valves on the exhaust

sides can seal airtight to permit removal of a blower or fan without outward

leakage of radioactive air. The valves on the inlet sides do not have to be

absolutely airtight since any leakage here will be directed into the reactor

air system.

Since the blowers are of the positive displacement type, it is necessary

to have both the inlet and outlet valves open when the blowers are operating. To

ensure this, limit switches are provided on both inlet and outlet valves.

These switches require both valves to be open before the blowers can be

started.
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Also, because of the use of positive displacement blowers, itwas necessary

to provide h by-pass around all the blowers and fans so that the stack draft

will be available to provide a flow of air through the reactor air system. The

by-pass is provided by a valve between the plenum chamber ahead of the fans

and blowers and the exit duct leading to the stack. This valve will be

operated manually.

8.1.7 Instrumentation and Control. In the description of the instru-

mentation and control the flow path of the air will again be followed, starting

with the inlets to the system.

There are four differential pressure indicators to determine the pressure

drop across the glass wool inlet filters. They are mounted locally on the

pile faces. Each indicator determines the pressure drop across the filters

on one side of the pile.

In the exit duct near the reactor is a pressure indicator to determine

the pressure in the air system at that point. The indicator is remotely

mounted in the Reactor Control Room and is equipped wibh an alarm to notify

the operator when the pressure has risen above a certain predetermined value.

Mounted in the concrete pipe line leading to the Blower and Fan House

is a venturi tube for determining the flow rate through the system. The flow

rate is indicated on a panel in the Blower and Fan House. Since the Blower

and Fan House is an unattended station which will have periodic inspections

only, the information for operation of the reactor air system is transmit-

ted to the Process Water Building and the Reactor Control Room. The Process

Water Building serves as the center for operational information on the reactor

air system. The flow rate is therefore recorded at the control panel in

the Process Water Building, and there are low flow rate alarms at both this

panel and the panel in the Reactor Control Room. Besides the above, the

venturi information is transmitted to the reactor control system to automati-

cally shut the reactor down on failure of the air system.

In the exit air duct near the Blower and Fan House is a-pressure indicator

to measure the pressure in the system at this point. The information is

indicated on a panel in the Blower and Fan House.

The valves on the inlet sides to the blowers and fans are manually

operated. All of them will normally be open, being closed only if necessary

to repair or remove a blower or fan.
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The main exhaust blowers are started manually within the Blower and Fan

House. To promote safe operation of the reactor air system, both of the

auxiliary fans start automatically on failure on the main blowers, and one may

then be shut down manually. However, in the event of failure of the one left

running, the other will automatically start again. The bearings on the main

blowers and their motors are provided with thermocouples to indicate bearing

temperatures and give an alarm at the panel in the Blower and Fan House. The

high bearing temperature is also indicated on a master alarm at the Process

Water Building panel.

A pressure indicator is provided in the duct on the exhaust side of the

blowers and fans. The pressure is indicated at the panel in the Blower and

Fan House and is for operational information.

There are radiation-measuring instruments in the main duct leading to the

stack. These instruments are located toward the stack from the point where

the line from the contaminated-air system enters this duct. Thus the instru-

ments measure the total activities of the gases going up the stack. In general,

the contributions from the contaminated-air system will be small or nil, and

the measurements are essentially those of the reactor air system. The total

activity of the gases to the stack is determined by an ion chamber, while

that part due to active dust particles is determined by a particulate-activity

meter. The information from both is transmitted to recorders in the radiation-

instrument area of the Blower and Fan House. Alarms to indicate excessive

activity going up the stack are provided at the Blower and Fan House, Process

Water Building, and the Reactor Control Room panels.

8.1.8 Shielding. The shielding requirements of the reactor air system

are based on an air flow of 30,000 cfm through the reactor at 60,000-kw

operation. These assumptions give shielding thicknesses which should be

adequate for all reactor operating conditions. To correspond to the 60,000-kw

operating level, an average flux of 4 x 1012 neutrons/cm 2 -sec throughout the

volume within the thermal shield was assumed. The volume of air subject to

activation by this flux is approximately 850 cu ft.

An examination of the elements normally occurring in air shows that it is

necessary to consider only the active atoms N1 6 , 019, and A4 1 , which result

from neutron capture by N'5 , 018, and A40 , respectively.
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In Table 8.1,B are summarized the unit source intensities due to the

active atoms, along with other pertinent information.

TABLE 8.1-B

Activity of Reactor cooling Air

ABUNDANCE IN ACTIVATION UNIT
ORIG- REACIOR AIR CROSS ACTIVATION SOURCE y
INAL AT 1501 3  SECTION RATE ACTIVE STRENGTH ENERGY
A'ITOM (atoms x10 /ft ) (cm ) (atems/sec-ft ) A'IOM (Mev/sec-ft) (Mev)

N15  0.032 0.02 x 10-2 2.56 x 10s N16  3.12 x 105 6.5

018 0.0045 0.2 x 1027 3.5 x 105 019 7.8 x 10 1.6

A40  0.049 0.62 x 1024 7.2 x 10 A41  4 x 106 1.37

Using the source intensities given in Table 8.1.B the shielding require-

ments were determined with the use of standard shielding formulas. These

are summarized in Table 8.1.C. The shielding thicknesses which are mentioned

in other sections generally exceed the values given in Table 8.1.C.

TABLE 8.1-C

Shielding Requirements for the Reactor Air System

SHIELDING THICKNESS
ITEM TOLERANCE- CONCRETE STEEL

(r/8 hr) (in.) (in.)

Ducts in reactor building
2.5 ft square 0.005 11
4 ft diameter 0.005 13.5

Ducts outside
4 ft diameter 0.05 6.5

Main blower cells
Outside walls (north and south) 0.005 4 1
Outside walls (east and west) 0-005 8
Intercell walls 0.05 *
Floor above inlet plenum chamber 0.05 3
Floor above outlet duct to stack 0.05 3
Roof above cells 0.1 "

Auxiliary fan cells
Floor above inlet plenum chamber 0.05 2
Floor above exit duct 0.05 2
All other walls *

*Structural requirements only must be met.
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8.2 CONTAMINATED-AIR SYSTEM

8.2.1 Introduction. The contaminated air system removes radioactive

gases and acid vapors from the hoods and caves of the laboratories. This is

supplemental to the normal hood-ventilation system which removes air that is

relatively free from acid vapors and radioactivity. The off-gas openings of

the contaminated-air system provide a relatively high-velocity stream to

remove the active gases and acid vapors. Figure 8.2.A shows a schematic flow

diagram of the contaminated-air system. In general the description of the

system will follow the flow diagram.

8.2.2 Air Flow Data. The system is based on the removal of a minimum of

50 cfm of gases from each hood, with a maximum of 10 hoods in use at any

time. The system is sized for 500 cfm up to and including the scrubber. This

is adequate to provide for a considerable increase over the present number of

15 hoods, since it is expected that normally only about 15% of the total

off-gas openings would be in use at any one time. The capacity of the system

after the scrubber is 1000 cfm; this is to provide for the future disposal of

additional small volumes of radioactive gases. The pressure drop through

the system is approximately 25 in. of water.

8.2.3 System from Hoods to Scrubber. The off gas openings in the hood

are 2 in. in diameter and are provided with quick opening caps. The lines

leaving the hoods are of 2 in. diameter. They connect to a 6 in. header

leading to the scrubber. All the ducts ahead of the scrubber are of acid-

resistant material. No shielding is provided for the ducts since the activity

contained within them will generally be small unless an appreciable build-up

occurs owing to deposits in the ducts. If the latter occurs, remedial steps

will be necessary.

8.2.4 Scrubber. The purpose of the scrubber is to remove the acid vapors

from the gases. It is not important that radioactivity be removed since

the gases are ejected to the atmosphere through the main stack.

The scrubber has a packed column of Haschig rings. The removal of the

acid vapors from the gases flowing up through the column is accomplished by

the flow of a caustic solution down through the rings. The contaminated-air

inlet line to the scrubber extends down to below the minimum operating level

in the reservoir to prevent a back flow of vapqrs or radioactive gases to the

hoods in the event of failure of the exhaust fans in the system.
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The caustic-circulating system for the scrubber has two pumps, one of

which serves as a spare. The caustic solution for the scrubber is supplied

from a caustic mixing tank where the solution is prepared as required to

replace the depleted caustic solution in the scrubber. To provide for periodic

sampling of the caustic solution a tap is provided at the bottom of the

reservoir.

Since the amount of radioactivity which the scrubber may contain at any
one time is very indefinite, the scrubber is not provided with shielding.

Again, if necessary, this- can be readily provided at a later date.

8.2.5 Exit Duct from Scrubber. The exit duct from the scrubber is an

8-in.-diameter carbon-steel pipe with suitable protective covering. The duct

leads underground from the Reactor Building-wing basement to the Blower and

Fan House, where it connects to the exhaust fans. The earth cover provides
adequate shielding against radioactivity.

8.2.6 Exhaust Fans and Auxiliaries. Exhaust Fans. There are two full-

capacity fans in parallel to provide the flow of gases through the contam-

inated-air system. One of these fans serves as a spare. Each fan is capable

of delivering about 1000 cfm of air against a head of approximately 25 in. of

water. The fans are of a standard-centrifugal type and are motor driven.

Motors of both fans are connected to both the normal commercial electrical

supply and the site emergency power supply,

Valves. Butterfly valves are provided at both the inlet and outlet to

each fan. The inlet valves are manually operated while the exhaust valves

are air operated. The exhaust valves. can be sealed airtight to permit repair

or removal of the fan without leakage of radioactive air into the Blower and

Fan House. It is not necessary to have the inlet valves seal airtight since

any leakage is into the system.

8.2.7 Instrumentation and Control. The orderof the following description

will follow the flow diagram shown in Fig. 8.2.A, starting at the off-gas

openings in the hoods.

There is a locally mounted pressure indicator in the off-gas line near

each hood. This will inform the experimenter that there is or is not suffi-

cient static head for him to use the off-gas opening.
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At the scrubber, instrumentation is included to provide the following

operational information:

1. Static pressure head at inlet of air line to the scrubber.

2. Pressure drop in the air passage through the scrubber.

3. Level of the caustic solution in the reservoir.

4. Temperature of the solution in the reservoir, which is desired

during the neutralization of the depleted caustic with sulfuric

acid.

Pressure indicators are provided at the caustic-circulating pumps. These

indicators are locally mounted.

A pressure indicator is provided near the inlets to the exhaust fans.

The indicator is mounted on the panel in the Blower and Fan House.

Radiation-measuring instruments are located in the duct leading from the

exhaust fans. There is an ion chamber to determine the total activity of the

gases from the scrubber and a particulate-activity meter to determine th'

radiation due to active particles in the gases. The information from both

instruments is recorded. The recorders are located in the area cf the Blower

and Fan House that is designated solely for radiation instrumentation.

8.2.8 Shielding. It was difficult to estimate what the activity of the

gases going through the contaminated-air system would be under actual operating

conditions. The maximum radiation intensities of experiments conducted in

the laboratory hoods and caves will be 1 and 10 curies, respectively. To

arrive at some shielding requirements it was assumed that the activity is

emitted at a rate of 0.01 curie per minute and that the gamma energy is 2 Mev.

The shielding requirements arrived at using standard shielding formulas

and the above assumptions are summarized in Table 8.2.A.

Based on the shielding requirements listed in Table 8.2.A it was decided

to provide no shielding of the contaminated air system except the cells

for the exhaust fans. The 8-in. pipe from the scrubber to the Blower and

Fan House is shielded by an adequate earth cover, and the calculated radiation

from the lines preceding the scrubber is small enough to make shielding

of them initially unnecessary.
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TABLE 8.2.A

Shielding Requirements for the Contaminated-a ir System

SHI ELUDINGI TEM TOLERANCE THICKNESS
(r/8 hr) MATERIAL (in.)

2-in. pipe 0.3 Steel 1/16
(at pipe)

6-in. pipe 0.3 Steel 1/4
(at pipe)

8-in. pipe outside 0.05 Earth 3

Fan cells

Outside wells 0.005 Concrete 2.5

0.005 Steel 1

Motor room wall, east-north 0.005 Concrete 2.5

0.005 Concrete 6

Intercell wall 0.05 Concrete

Roof 0.1 Concrete *

*Structural requirements only must be met.

8.3 BLOWER AND FAN HOUSE

8.3.1 Introduction. The Blower and Fan House contains the blowers and

fans for the reactor-cooling- and contaminated-air systems along with their

associated equipment. The equipment, function, and some phases of operation

have already been discussed in Sections 8.1 and 8.2. The present section

describes the general layout of the building equipment.

The general layout of the building is shown in Fig. 8.3.A. The building

is a single-story structure and is located several hundred feet east-southeast

of the Reactor Building.

8.3.2 Air Ducts and Plenum Chamber. The underground duct of the reactor

cooling-air system enters the building at the north end of the west wall.

This duct connects to a plenum chamber beneath the reactor air system blower
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and fan cells. The plenum chamber extends slightly beyond the full length of

and building. Starting at the west wall of the building the exhaust plenum

chamber also lies beneath the blower and fan cells and roughly parallels the

inlet plenum chamber, The main exit duct to the stack is essentially an

extension of the exhaust plenum chamber. The top of the duct is approximately

at grade level. The plenum chambers and duct just described are constructed

of poured concrete. Manways to the plenum chambers are provided. The by-pass

valve linking the inlet plenum chamber to the exit duct is located at the east

end of the inlet plenum chamber.

The duct of the contaminated air system enters the building below grade

at the south end of the east wall. This duct leads to the exhaust fans,

and an exhaust duct leads from the fans, beneath the building floor, to

connect with the main exit duct near the east wall of the building.

8.3.3 Blower and Fan Cells. The blower and fan cells for the reactor

cooling-air system are located along the north wall of the building while those

for the contaminated air system are at the southwest corner. The inlets and

exhausts to all blowers and fans are through the floors of the cells. The

walls of all cells are of poured concrete construction. Poured concrete is

used instead of masonry because it provides a more uniform and dense shield.

The walls of all cells which form a part of the building external wall and

the external walls of the reactor main blower cells are 1 ft thick. The

remaining cell walls are 6 in. thick. These thicknesses are more than adequate

for shielding requirements.

Each cell has a door which opens to the interior of the building. These

doors are for convenience during periodic inspections and minor servicing. In

an outside wall of each cell is a large double door. These doors provide

access to the cells for installing, replacing, or making major repairs of the

equipment. All doors are of steel and provide adequate shielding.

There is a plugged drain opening in each cell. The drains are provided

for use during washdowns of any contaminated equipment within the cells.

These drains along with the one in the main exit duct, drain to a sump

beneath the building floor. The waste is pumped from the sump to the re-

tention basin.

8.3.4 Miscellaneous. Besides the blowers, fans, and associated equip-

ment, the Blower and Fan House contains the recording instruments for the
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radiation measurements of the activity of both reactor and contaminated-air

systems. The recorders are situated in an area at the east wall of the

building where they are convenient to the exit ducts from both air systems.

8.4 STACK

8.4.1 Introduction.. The air from the reactor and contaminated-air

systems contains more radioactivity than can be safely discharged to the

atmosphere at ground level in an inhabited area. Thus it is necessary to eject

this active air through a stack of considerable height. This results in the

diffusion of the activity over a large area, thereby greatly reducing the

hazard presented by the active gases.

8.4.2 Activity of Stack Gases. The activity in the stack gases due to

air from the contaminated-air system will generally be negligible compared to

that due to the air from the reactor. Thus the design of the stack is based

principally on the radioactivity of the reactor-cooling air.

The activity of the reactor-cooling air is due to radioactive particles

and gases. For obvious reasons, the activity due to particles does not lend

itself to calculation. Therefore the activity of the stack gases is considered

to be that due solely to the 110-min half-life A41 (argon) formed in the

reactor.

The rate of activation of the argon in the reactor-cooling air is given

by

Activation rate = JNo Y

where

= average flux over volume V, neutrons/cm2 -sec

N = number of A 4 0 atoms per ft3

activation cross-section of A40 = 0.62 x 10-24 cm2

V = volume of region, ft3

The activation rates for the various regions are summarized inTable 8.4.A.

The term "-air in graphite", refers to the air spaces naturally occurring in

graphite.
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TABLE 8.4.A

Production of 41 in the MTR

VOLUME FLUX, ACTIVATION RATE
REGION (ft3 ) (neutrons/cm 2-sec) (atoms/sec)

Graphite ball z one

Voids 130 6.75 x 1012 3.1 x 1012

Air in graphite 52 6.75 x 1012 1.24 x 1012

Permanent graphite zone

Cooling h oles 8.6 2. 1 x 101 0.06 x 1012
Beam hole annuli 2 1.4 x 102 0.01 x 1012

Air in graphite 275 1.4 x 1012 1.36 x 101

Plenum hambers

Top 201 1.75 x 1011 0.12 x 102
Bottom 175 3 5 x 1011 0.22 x 1012

To-al 6.11 x 1012

The 6,11 X 1012 atoms/sec activation gives a total activity of about

1500 curies/day for 30,000-kw operation with a thermal flux of 2.5 x 1014

neutrons/cm 2-sec at the center of the reactor. This amounts to a concentration

of about 2.5 x 10-3 microcurie/cc at the stack exit. This is 2500 times
the tolerance value of 10~6 microcurie/cc for A4 ' in the atmosphere.

8.4.3 Stack Height. The stack height depends on the amount of dilution

necessary to reduce the concentration of the radioactivity to below tolerance

before it reaches ground level. This involves consideration of the meteorolog
ical conditions encountered at the MTR site. The stack is located near the

southeast corner of the MTR site. Since the winds at the site are predominantly

southwest or northeast, the exhaust gases from the stack generally pass over

the relatively uninhabited southeast corner of the site. Thus, from the

standpoint of wind direction the stack is well situated,

Calculations of stack height necessary were made using 0. G. Sutton's

diffusion equation and also various other geometrical interpretations. Using

the results from these calculations and experimental information from published

literature, the stack height for the MTR was established at 250 ft. This
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height is believed adequate to ensure that exposure to the radioactive stack

gases will not exceed tolerance anywhere on the site. Also, it is believed

sufficient to prevent a dangerous increase of background activity due to the

deposit of active particles on or off the site.

In order to give some indication of the activity at ground level due to

the stack gases, the results of several calculations using Sutton's equation

are included. Sutton's equation yields a relation which says that the distance

from the stack at which the maximum activity at ground level occurs is indepen-

dent of wind velocity. For a 250-ft-high stack this distance is about 3600 ft

this is well outside the MTh site which lies within a distance of about 1600 ft

from the stack. The maximum concentrations at ground level for the 250-ft

stack are calculated to be 1.56 X 10"12, 0.31 x 10-12, and 0.156 X 10-12

curie/cc for wind velocities of 1, 5, and 10 mph, respectively. Also based

on Sutton's equation, the wind velocity necessary to reduce the argon activity

to tolerance (10-12 curie/cc) at ground level on the site is about 0.15 mph.

A meteorology report (21) on the Reactor Testing Station Area states that winds

of 0 to 3 mph occur 15 to 20% of the time. Thus, based on Sutton's equations,

the activity at ground level should very seldom, if ever, exceed tolerance.

8.4.4 Stack Diameter. The exit diameter of the stack is 5 ft. This is

based on the exhaust volume of the gases and the desired exit velocity.

The volume of air exhausted from the stack at present is about 41,000 cfm,

of which a minor portion comes from the contaminated-air system. The diameter

of the stack is based on a maximum flow of 80,000 cfm so as to provide for

future additional requirements. It was desired to have the exit velocity

as high as practical so as to minimize "downwash," a term referring to gases

drawn downward in the vortices formed in the lee of a stack. With regard to

stack noise and friction losses, a maximum exit velocity of 4,000 fpm can

easily be tolerated. The exit velocity for the present flow is then about

2000 fpm. This velocity is sufficient to prevent "downwash" from conveying

the highly active stack gases to the turbulent air around the buildings, a

phenomenon which would give intolerable concentrations of radioactivity near

ground level. The stack diameter of 5 ft provides the 2000-fpm exit velocity.

8.4.5 General Construction. The stack is constructed of reinforced

concrete. There is a ladder extending the entire height of the stack. Light-

ning arresters are provided at the top of the stack. Aircraft obstruction

warning lights are not provided.
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Chapter 9 *

SITE AND BUILDINGS

9.1 SITE PLAN

An artist's sketch of the MTR site is shown in Fig. 9.1.A. The Materials

Testing Reactor site plan is shown in Fig. 9.1.B. The layout shown by these

figures is based on consideration of the following major factors:

1. The building or facility function and its relation to the re-
actor and other facilities.

2. Accessibility to and from the site and facilities from the
viewpoint not only of function but also of security.

3. Contamination and pollution as they affect other facilities.

a. Wind direction.

b. Deep water direction.

c. Subterranean drainage.

d. Surface drainage.

4. Power, railroad, and highway connections.

5. Topography of the MIR plot.

a. Flat terrain for the quarter-mile beam.

b. Natural drainage for the retention basin.

c. Overburden.

6. Security.

a. Fire fighting.

b. Patrolling.

7. Future expansion of initial facilities.

8. Future buildings and facilities.

9. Most feasible and shortest piping, air ducts, wiring, fencing,
roads, and walks.

The general layout of the site is centered around the Reactor Building in

an area where the terrain is reasonably level. The level terrain is necessary

*ML contribution.
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since beam experiments may be conducted at distances up to one-quarter of a

mile from the reactor. The location has a minimum of 40 ft of overburden

above the underlying rock strata, thus eliminating costly and time..consuming

rock blasting for the extensive foundations of this building.

The site area is divided into two general areas. A "limited" or "clean"

area containing most of the nonradioactive operations and service functions is

separated by a fence from an "exclusion" or "hot" area containing the reactor

and its closely related radioactive auxiliaries. The exclusion area is

approximately the south half of the plot. Since the subterranean and deep

water flows are to the southeast, this location decreases the possibility

that escaping radioactive water may flow toward the wells located in the north

portion of the limited area. The most prominent wind direction at the site is

from the southwest, and the direction of secondary frequency is from the

northeast. Therefore the stack for the exhaust of reactor-cooling air is near

the southeast corner of the site.

The main entrance to the site is at the west side of the limited area.

This location permits personnel to travel to and from work without going

through the area into which the exhaust reactor-cooling air is generally

swept. With the main entrance on the limited area side, the number of persons

entering the exclusion area can be kept at a minimum. The laboratory facili

ties are housed in the Reactor Building wing adjacent to the west side of the

Reactor Building. This presents the closest approach of these two buildings

to the site main entrance gate. Personnel for both buildings enter through

a single entrance located on the west side of the laboratory wing. thereby

keeping the Reactor Building free of persons not having specific duties there.

The Process Water Building and working reservoir are located east and

slightly north of the Reactor Building. This location effects a reasonably

close approach both to the reactor and the water supplies located in the

limited area. Effluent control. the retention basin, and the effluent pond

are in the southeast corner of the site because of the direction of the

undersurface water flows.

The arrangement of facilities in the limited area has the Services

Building near the main site entrance and the canteen located centrally. The

various water- storage, pump. and treatment buildings lie north of the Process
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Water Building and are arranged approximately in the sequence of flow starting

from the wells near the north fence and going south to the various points of

usage.

In accordance with AEC security regulations all facilities are located a

minimum of 150 ft inside the perimeter fence. The perimeter fence is made of

8-ft-high chain-link fencing topped with three strands of barbed wire angling

outward. The limited and exclusion areas are separated by similar fencing.

A truck trap is provided at the main entrance to allow thorough guard in-

spection of vehicles entering or leaving the site. Limited- and exclusion-

area control houses are provided at the entrances to each area. These serve

as guard stations for badge exchange and personnel screening. A patrol road

encircles each subarea and is located within approximately 25 ft of the site

perimeter fence. A stationary lighting system provides continuous lighting

during hours of darkness. Pendant luminaries with refractory lenses designed

so as to direct most of the light in the direction needed are used. A portion

of this lighting circuit is on the emergency power system.

Largely for purposes of fire protection all buildings have a minimum of

50 ft separation from adjacent buildings.

A parking lot for vehicles not used on the site is provided outside the

west perimeter fence near the main entrance.

Sufficient space remains for future additions to the Reactor Building

wing , Process Water Building, Cooling Tower, Water Treatment Building, and

Boiler House. Also, space is provided for future facilities such as an ad-

ministration building, reactor service building, cafeteria, and hot laboratory.

The plot plan originally conceived for the Idaho area, was considerably

larger than the one shown in Fig. 9.1.A. The north-south dimension was slightly

longer and the east-west dimension was approximately 900 ft longer. When

economy forced a cut-back of the facilities planned for the reactor, the site

was decreased in size. The sewage--treatment plant remains in its original

location, which is now outside the perimeter fence. As this plant is a

potential source of odors, it is isolated as much as is practical.

9.2 REACTOR BUILDING

An artist's sketch of the Reactor Building and wing is shown in Fig.9.2.A.

This figure shows the architectural treatment of the two adjoining buildings.
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The wing is in the foreground, and on its west side is the main entrance to

the two buildings.

9.2.1 General Building Details. The height of the main portion of the

building is based on the requirements of the main building crane. The main

hoist of the crane has a capacity of 30 tons. The 30-.ton hook is 30 ft above

the reactor top when at its highest position. The upper limit of travel is

governed entirely by the height necessary to permit hoisting the top plug

over the railing around the reactor top. The crane capacity is such that it

can handle the 22-ton coffins for dummy plugs and also heavier coffins for

probable experimental plugs. A 5-ton auxiliary hoist is available on the main

crane. since this load capacity is sufficient for the major portion of crane

work. Since the auxiliary hoist has a higher lifting speed, jobs under 5 tons

can be dispatched in less time than if the relatively slow 30-ton hoist were

the only one available. Each hoist on the main crane has sufficient cable to

provide a 75-ft lift, which length is sufficient for operations involving the

placing of objects into or taking them out of the canal located below basement

floor level. The crane span of 100 ft gives coverage between the control

room balconies and the east outside wall. The bridge can travel along the

full north-south building dimension. This wide working latitude of the crane

permits servicing of the entire operating area of the first floor.

The ventilation requirements of the building are consistent with standard

practice. Six air changes per hour prevail in all areas except the reactor

room, the instrument room, and control room. The six air changes exist in

such areas as the sub-pile room, the vault, and the canal tunnel. As the re.

actor room is 75 ft high, only two air changes per hour are provided in this

area.

The entire Reactor Building is pressurized to a minimum of 1/8 in.

water. This promotes air leakage out of rather than into the building and

thereby tends to prevent outside dust particles from contaminating the filtered

building air. This is important since the reactor draws its cooling air

supply from within the building.

The instrument and the control rooms are air-conditioned and humidity

controlled. The actual quantity of air used in these two rooms is governed by

the heat load involved. Seventy-five percent of the air is recirculated.
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These two rooms have a slightly higher static pressure than the remainder of

the building.

9.2.2 First Floor, The building, the layout of which is illustrated in

Figs. 9.2.B. C, and D, is planned around the first floor area. Figure 9.2.B

shows the first floor plan. Survey work among the scientific personnel

interested in conducting experiments on a high-flux reactor such as the MTR

revealed that some experiments required apparatus reaching out 25 ft from a

reactor face. History of experimental work indicates that this distance has

grown rather steadily in the past few years. Assuming that the high flux

available in the MTR would speed up this trend of elongated apparatus. an

additional 15 ft is available. An 8-ft traffic aisle remains when experi--

ments require all of the 40 ft allowed. To provide this space for experimental

apparatus the first floor is approximately 130 ft square.

fhe first floor area is kept as free as possible of permanent equipment

so that few areas are restricted from experimental apparatus. The instrument

and the control rooms are on the second and third floor levels, primarily to

avoid first floor congestion.

The features of the first floor and the reasons for their existence are

as follows

Stairways Stairways in the northeast and southeast corners are for

traffic between the first floor and basement; stairways in the northwest and

southwest corners are for traffic between all floor levels. This number of

stairways is necessary not only for convenience but also for safety considera-

tions. The stairways are encased to provide fire wall protection. A one-way

escape door is located on the first floor level of each stairwell. The

southwest stairwell contains the main entrance door into the Reactor Building.

A similar setup is provided in the northwest stairwell; however, this door

should be normally locked so that only one screening point is necessary for

personnel entering the Reactor Building.

Truck doors Two truck doors are provided, one in the south wall west of

the north south building centerline and one in the north wall east of the same

centerline. These two are necessary for ease of vehicle movement, particu-

larly in the event that the quarter-mile beam experiment is installed. The

doors are made sufficiently large to allow a highway-size tractor-trailer unit
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to be brought into the building. To cut down the amount of dirt carried into

the building, cold drains are availabledirectly inside the truck doors to

allow for hose cleaning of vehicle wheels.

Elevators. For convenience of operators and visitors, a passenger

elevator operates between the basement and control room levels with outlets on

all floors. A 10 ton hydraulically operated freight elevator operates between

the first floor and.basement, and has an intermediate stop at the Reactor

Building wing basement level. This freight elevator provides for the normal

movement of supplies and equipment between floors. The elevator has a 10-- by

14-ft platforms it is capable of handling a 7000-lb-capacity electric fork-

lift truck with a fully loaded skid on the forks.

Removable floor slabs The first floor has two 8- by 8-ft removable

floor slabs, one located directly over the canal, and the other over a clear

area of the basement. The first permits heavy coffins to be placed into or

taken from the canal, while the second allows heavily shielded apparatus to be

placed onto or taken from the basement floor.

Top plug storage To accommodate storage of the top plug during the re-

actor loading and unloading operations. a 6-ft-diameter hole is located near

the southeast corner of the building. The hole is placed so that adequate

working space is available on all sides of the plug. The weight of the top

plug is carried on the first floor slab by the plug cover flange. In this

position the magnet end of the plug is at a convenient working height above

the basement floor.

First floor thickness. As protection for personnel working in the base-

ment when "hot" experiments are being conducted on the first floor and to

protect personnel on the first floor when the reverse situation is true, the

floor is 3 ft thick in a zone of approximately 25 ft around the reactor. The

thickness is an arbitrary one which gives good shielding and yet is within

practical construction limits. The 25 -ft distance is the most likely zone for

"hot" work.

Floor loading The first floor loading is the result of studies of

probable loads. resulting from lead shielding walls and plug coffins. The

floor designed for these concentrated loads allows 900 lb per square foot of

uniform load. Concentrated loads in excess of 4000 lb per square foot can be
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sustained.

First floor services. The most frequently used services are steam,

compressed air, filtered water, and 110--volt single-phase and 220-volt three-

phase current. Outlets for these services are provided at numerous spots on

the reactor faces and at two locations on each of the uorth, east, and south

walls of the building. Sufficient space is available at these outlet locations

for future additions.

Facility holes. Since it is impractical to install all services which

are desired by the experimenter, the so-called "facility holes" are placed in

the first floor at likely points of use. By means of these holes, special

services can be added by running leads from the source of supply along the

basement ceiling and through the hole nearest the user. This will prevent

cluttering the first floor and the reactor faces with future piping.

9.2.3 Second and Third Floors. The layout of the second and third

floors is shown in Fig. 9.2.C, as mentioned in the discussion of the first

floor; the instrument and control rooms are on the second and third floor

levels. These two rooms operate much as a unit with the instrument room

having the amplifiers and relays and the control room having the indicating

and recording instruments for reactor operation. The control room is at the

higher level so that conduits and raceways do not come from an overhead

position.

The third floor level is at the same elevation as the reactor top. This

gives a level 4--ft walkway between these two areas. This walkway provides the

main access path to the mechanisms located on the reactor top.

The second and third floor levels extend completely across the building

even though the two primary rooms require somewhat less than half the total

area available. A rest room, toilet, chart storage room, stairwells, elevator

shaft, reactor operator's office, and probable office space for reactor

operating or technical personnel occupy the remainder of the space.

Standard metal partitioning is used for the wall construction around the

instrument and control rooms, adding flexibility to the design. These rooms

can be made larger or smaller or additional rooms can be added without up-

setting reactor operations. The wall construction used is completely sal-

vable.
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The instrument room is restricted to all but instrument maintenance and

repair personnel. For the convenience of these technicians, a special stair-

way between the instrument and control rooms is provided.

Other features of these floor levels are the following-

Balconies There are corridors on the reactor side of this section of

the building. A railing along the reactor side of these corridors allows

them to be used as observation balconies.

Toilet and rest room. This facility is located on the third floor for

the convenience of the reactor operators.

Reactor operator's office. This office is for the reactor shift supervi-

sors and the operators themselves. It is placed adjacent to the control room

for their convenience.

Assistant Superintendent's office The Assistant Superintendent is

defined on the tentative organization chart as being the man directly in

charge of reactor operations. For this reason his office is on the third

floor at the end nearest the passenger elevator. The office has a window

overlooking the reactor and the first floor.

Additional floor area. The remaining area on these floors is not sub-

divided. The operating contractor can subdivide to suit his organizational

setup.

9.2.4 Basemeut. The Reactor Building basement has the same outside

dimensions as the first floor. The floor elevation corresponds to that of the

subpile room. The general layout is shown in Fig. 9.2.D.

The sub-pile room is directly below the reactor and is a shielded room

allowing access to several experimental facilities and reactor components.

The experimental facilities include two VG holes which originate at the top

of the reactor and terminate in the sub-pile room, the two standard hydraulic

rabbit tubes which extend up alongside the active lattice, possible hydraulic

rabbit tubes to be inserted into the shim or control rod locations, and

possible VT holes extending from the top of the reactor through the shim rod

locations. In addition to serving these facilities, the sub-pile room permits

access to the canal and to several reactor components for maintenance, repair,
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or replacement. These include items such as the reactor bottom plug, neutron

curtain, and unloading machine. Heavy lead shielding doors are available on

each of the two sub-pile room entrances to provide protection for personnel

outside the room during reactor unloading operations. Service connections for

compressed air, demineralized water, warm drain, electricity, telephone. and

hot exhaust are located in this room for the benefit of those conducting

experiments.

The remaining facilities of the basement and their functions are as

follows:

Canal. This is designed for the handling and storage of radioactive

materials in general and spent fuel elements in particular. The canal and its

facilities are discussed fully in Chap. 6.

Storage vault. This vault is designed in accordance with security

regulations. Walls and ceiling are of 1-ft-thick reinforced concrete. The

entrance door is a Merchandise Vault Door, Class D. The vault is primarily a

storage place for nonactive fissionable material.

Monitoring room. This shielded room contains the instruments and other

equipment used in the continual monitoring of reactor cooling-water temperature

and flow and to detect fission breaks in the fuel elements. In addition,

instrumentation for the log N measurements is located in this room.

Sumps. Three sumps are located below the basement floor; each one is

set at an elevation that provides gravity flow toward it. The canal sump is

provided as the pumping point for the canal cooling-water overflow and for the

water resulting from draining the canal or sections of the canal. The process-

water sump collects water which might possibly, but not probably, pick up

some radioactive contamination. The sump is both a retention and a monitoring

station. The effluent sump contains a collecting tank where water that has

a higher degree of radioactive contamination can be collected and held if

necessary.

Piping and conduits. Process piping and duct work are installed in

tunnels under the basement floor. This is necessary not only to properly

shield them but also to keep them from occupying basement space. The bulk of

the electrical conduits, excluding reactor control and instrument circuits, are
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also placed under the floor since there appears to be little need for mainte-

nance or repairs on such lines. Service piping and reactor conduits are

suspended from ceiling hangers, for it is anticipated that changes and repairs

on these lines will be necessary from time to time. Groupings of service

outlets are set along the outside basement wall in a fashion similar to

those on the first floor.

Experimental area Much of the remaining open space in the basement is

available for various "hot" experiments. Experiments involving the circulation

of liquids into an active zone of the reactor are to have their auxiliary

apparatus located in the basement. Piping from beam-hole experiments to their

auxiliary apparatus is taken through the facility holes. This keeps the major

portion of "dirty" work in the basement area.

9.. 3 REACTOR BUILDING WING

9.3.1 General Building Details. The architectural treatment is consist-

ent with that used for the Reactor Building. While these two buildings appear

to be one, they are separate facilities. They have no structural dependence

on each other in order to avoid transmission of vibrations from one building

to the other.

The wing building is a single--story structure whose internal layout is

determined primarily by the laboratories and their auxiliary facilities. This

laboratory building has a flexibility such that offices can be readily con-

verted to laboratories or the reverse. A modular plan is the means of achieving

this flexibility.

The windows are provided to utilize daylight and to eliminate blank wall

space. Owing to the dust problem and the severity of the winters, these

windows are sealed-in, double-glazed sash.

The vehtilation system represents considerable planning in accordance

with general principles set down for radioactive work in laboratories. In

general, six air changes per hour are supplied. The air flow pattern is such

that the flow within the building is from "subnormal" to "normal" to "above

normal" areas. This procedure is based on proved project experience and re-

quires that 100% fresh air be brought into the single "subnormal" area, the
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counting room. The air exhausted from this room is used for any remaining

areas. "Normal" facilities, such as offices and shops, exhaust their air into

the corridors for reuse in the laboratories. The "above normal" facilities,

the laboratories, completely exhaust their air supply to the atmosphere. To

make certain that no laboratory air enters the corridor, the fresh air supply

to the room is set below the exhaust fan capacity. With this provision the

excess is taken into the room from the corridors through louvers in the doors.

These elaborations on normal building ventilation are made in order to avoid

spread of contamination in the event of spills involving radioactive materials.

Basement ventilation is set at one air change per hour and is based on

the entire basement volume. The total air supply is provided through one

register. As the need arises for subdivision of the basement area into rooms,

ventilation ducts can be connected to this outlet.

9.3.2 First Floor. The plan of the first floor of the Reactor Building

wing is such that the facilities having a permanent operating function as

their initial function could have fixed partitions. Those not falling into

this classification follow a modular plan with partitions of a type readily

removed or set in place.

The facilities in the former class are the machine shop, staff shop,

instrument shop, glass shop, stores, shipping and receiving rooms, counting

room, and men's and women's toilets and change rooms. In the latter classifi-

cation are the offices and laboratories. Although the laboratories are in no

sense temporary, some are smaller than desired because of the necessity of

providing temporary office space in this building. The first floor layout is

illustrated in Fig. 9.3.A.

Machine shop. The prime purpose of this shop is to provide maintenance

and repair facilities for reactor components. It is located as shown in the

figure chiefly in order to be convenient to the Reactor Building. The floor

is capable of taking a uniform load of 250 lb/sq ft, which permits fabrica-

tion of or repairs to light-to-moderately heavy coffins. Layouts of several

possibilities of machine tools are available which prove the feasibility of

placing a variety of light-and medium-capacity machines. Specifying the size,

number, and brand of this equipment is left to the operating contractor. As

opinions vary widely on the relative merits of machine tools, it appears that

the shop superintendent should choose those in which he has most confidence.
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Staff shop. This shop is adjacent to the machine shop, convenient to the

supply point, and centrally located to the possible users. It is provided to

serve the experimenter who wishes to do some of his own machine work. It also

contains the light power tools necessary for instrument shop work.

Instrument shop. This shop is primarily for maintenance and repair of

the electronic instruments used for reactor operations. The shop size is such

that it also permits some maintenance of electronic instruments used for

experiments. Construction of new instruments is beyond the intent or facili-

ties of this shop. As with the other shops, equipment and its layout are

placed within the operating contractor's jurisdiction.

Glass shop. This small shop is intended to be a service function for the

experimenter. The room itself is relatively small but should be adequate for

the initial testing program.

Counting room. This room is next to the corridor separating the reactor

and the wing buildings. This represents a somewhat central location to

facilities in both buildings. Its location is along an outside wall, rather

than in the center of the building, in order to aid in eliminating the trans-

mittal of machine vibrations into the room. Although present philosophy

states that the counting instruments rather than the room proper should be

shielded, 2-ft-thick concrete walls and ceiling are provided. The reasons for

adhering to the older practice are (1) the unknown factors connected with the

stray radiations from a high-intensity reactor located approximately 60 ft

away and (2) the increase of cosmic radiations due to the relatively high

altitude of the site. Beta and gamma counting are done here, but alpha

counting is done in the laboratories. The foundations for this room are

separate from the remainder of the building, which is an additional precaution

in the elimination of transmitted machine vibrations. Services into this

room are low-pressure air, hot and cold water, and 110-volt regulated current.

The room is air-conditioned and the humidity is controlled to 40% R.H. 10%.

The air supplied is 100% fresh air. Air exhausted from this room is reused as

a portion of the ventilating supply in the remainder 3f the building.

Stores, shipping, and receiving rooms. Although these are labeled as

somewhat separate areas, they represent a single integrated unit. The only

barriers necessary are a counter' or possibly a wire mesh partition. The

functions of these facilities are defined adequately by the title.
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Laboratories. All remaining facilities are designed for use as labora-

tories. To achieve a flexibility for enlarging or subdividing laboratories,

a modular plan is used. The module selected is 12 ft wide and 28 ft deep.

The width is one which has had some degree of general acceptance in laboratory

design. The depth provides 20 ft for bench space for test work, and 8 ft for

desk, storage cabinets, and locker. The first 8 ft in from the corridor wall

is for this office-storage function. If any laboratory experiment should in-

volve considerable amounts of alpha work, this 8-ft space can be readily

partitioned off from the remainder of the laboratory. This would form some-

what of an air lock to prevent spread of air-borne contamination. The re-

maining 20 ft of laboratory is used for work bench service. A 4-ft sub-module

is used for determining the sizes of equipment such as benches and cabinets

and for setting the locations of service outlets such as gas, water, air, and

electricity.

Metal partitioning is used because of the following characteristics:

1. Ease of installation or removal without dust problem.

2, Factory baked-on finish, easily cleaned or decontaminated.

3. Nonporous surface giving minimum absorption of radioactivity.

4. Absence of large cracks for accumulation of dusts; the fine

cracks between panels are sealed with a putty or a plastic tape.

The ceilings are perforated metal pans with insulation placed in the

pans. These are effective both as sound deadeners and heat insulators.

Lighting is by means of fluorescent strip lights set flush with the ceiling.

The floor covering is vinyl sheet flooring. This is used because of its

resistance to most reagents and many of the common organic solvents. Also,

this material requires less maintenance than other available floor coverings.

The services or utilities available in the laboratories are steam, low-

pressure air, gas, hot and cold soft water, 110-volt single-phase and 220-volt

three-phase power, demineralized water, and telephone All but the last two

have connection outlets at 8-ft intervals along a bench. Demineralized water

and telephones are provided on the basis of one outlet per laboratory, regard-

less of whether the laboratory is a 12- or 24-ft-wide room. All services are

brought into the room from the supply headers located in the basement. Floor

slots for these pipes are centered on the 12-ft module separation lines.
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Ventilating-air supply is through anemostats. Exhaust is to the atmos-

phere through fans, of which one is provided for each module. These exhaust

fans have a capacity higher than the supply inlets to the room. By this

means, air is constantly entering the room from the corridors through louvers

in the doors. The exhaust fans have a capacity to provide a minimum of 100

cfm of air through the working openings of two 4-ft hoods. When the hoods

are not in use, the same quantity of air is drawn into a dampered by-pass in

the hood duct work.

An opening leading to the contaminated-air system is provided in each

hood. These off-gas openings are for use with dry-box work and experiments

which may give off radioactive or acidic vapors. Each off-gas opening provides

an exhaust flow of about 50 cfm.

Four laboratory modules intended for normal laboratory work permit floor

loadings of 150 lb/sq ft. The four modules that permit 250 lb/sq ft floor

loadings are forwork involving moderate activity requiring light lead shields.

The six modules that permit floor loadings of 700 lb/sq ft can take one cave

per double module. Such a cave could have a 4- by 6-ft working area and be

shielded by 30- to 36-in. concrete walls 6 to 7 ft high. A cave of this type

could handle up to 10 curies of activity.

Owing to lack of office space on the site, laboratory furnishings for

most of the laboratories along the west wall are not provided. This space

will be used for offices until such time as an administration building is

constructed.

9.3.3 Basememt. The building has a full basement which gives adequate

space for ventilating and air-conditioning equipment for areas 3 and 4,

electrical switch gear for these same areas, the battery room for emergency

use by the reactor operating instruments, and the scrubbing system for the

contaminated air from laboratory hoods. This is illustrated in Fig. 9.3.B.

The massive foundation work for the counting room forms a fireproof record

room. Of the total basement area, all space is fairly well occupied except

the first bay starting at the west wall and extending the full north-south

dimension of the building. This can be used for placing future equipment or

for subdividing into storage rooms such as a parts storage room for the in-

strument shop.
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9.3.4 Future Additions. This building is so designed that 70-ft-wide

wings can be added both north and south of the present structure. The points

of future extension are shown in Figs. 9.3.A and B. The original building

layout included extensions of 72 ft both north and south to give a T-shaped

building. Budgetary limitations brought about a cut-back of twenty-four 12-

by 28-.ft laboratory modules, and thus eliminated facilities such as a library,

drafting room, and technical staff offices. These are necessary functions for

a long-period operation of the reactor, and for this reason will probably be

added shortly after reactor operation begins.

9.4 SERVICE BUILDINGS AND AREAS

9.4.1 Service Building, Area 14. This single-story 42- by 102-ft

building combines : separate service functions into one structure:

1. First aid. This section has a two-bed infirmary, waiting room,
first aid room which can be used for physical examinations,
toilet rooms, and assorted closets for storage of medical and
janitorial supplies.

2. Guards' section. This portion is subdivided into two rooms.
One room has locker, shower, and toilet facilities for a total
of 50 guards with a maximum of 20 per shift. The second room is
the guards' ready room.

3. Communications. This section is also a two-room portion of the
building. One room houses the dial telephone exchange equipment;
the other has the radio apparatus required by Security.

4. Fire house. This section has garage space for one pumper truck,
the firemen's office, and sleeping quarters for firemen on 24-hr
shift basis.

9.4.2 Limited-area Comtrol louse, Area 20. This 22- by 42-ft single-

story building is located at the main entrance gate and is the screening point

for all personnel and vehicles entering or leaving the site. Guard stations

are provided along the central portion of both the north and south walls.

These two stations can take two lines of persons checking in or out. In

addition, the north guard station has a door leading into the truck trap

located directly outside the building, which constitutes the screening point
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for vehicles. Both the east and west ends of the building are small lobby

sections which can accommodate the back-up of employees during heavy periods

of personnel movement. All badge exchange is handled in this building.

9.4.3 Exclusion-area Control louse, Area 21. This is a single-story

12- by 12- It building which acts as a second screening point for persons

entering the exclusion area. The building is subdivided north-and south into

two portions, one the guard station and the other a corridor section through

which personnel pass on their way to or from the exclusion area.

9.4.4 Canteen. Area 16. The canteen is a portion of one of the temporary

metal buildings erected for the construction firm. Cafeteria style service is

provided. The food is prepared at AEC Central Facilities. Seating capacity

is relatively small so that three or four seatings may be required to serve

all those purchasing their lunch.

9.4.5 Plug Storage, Area 11. Plug storage is located south of the Re-

actor Building on the main truck road leading out of the building. This is an

earth- filled structure with a concrete charging face on the east side. Steel

liners used for the holes are held level by means of the concrete charging

face and a supporting wall located 13 ft into the earth-filled section.

Fourteen holes, ranging in size from 19 by 15 in. to 5% in. inside diameter,

are located at a convenient height above the roadway for charging plugs into

the holes. A minimum of 8 ft of earth shielding is used on top, sides, and

ends of all these 20--ft-long tubes.

9.4.6 Reactor Service Building. This building is not a part of the

initial construction. However, planning has progressed to a point where the

building layout and facilities have been fairly well established. The building

has four prime functions (1) plug storage, (2) machine shop, (3) warehouse,

and (4) operations testing. The four facilities require approximately the

same square footage of floor area, 6000 sq ft each, so that a 160-ft-square

building is used. The overall building height is 30 ft with 22 ft clearance

under the roof trusses.

Plug-storage equipment consists of a concrete block 75 ft long by 10 ft

high by 21 ft deep. One of the 10- by 75-ft faces is the charging face for

placing the plugs into coffins or into storage. A 20-ton 75--ft-span crane

operates over this area. The crane can handle the plugs and coffins or the
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storage of shielded pots on top of the plug-storage block. The remainder of

the room area in front of the storage block is required for vehicle movement,

for storage of vehicles and coffins. and for the erection of cave structures

for dismantling "hot" plugs.

The machine shop is adjacent to the plug storage room so that the plug-

handling crane can be utilized by the shop. The shop provides for machine

tool work, lead burning, welding, and sheet metal and pipe work. All these

functions are designed specifically for exclusion-area work.

The warehouse section is a two-floor area. The lower floor is designed

for storage of heavy materials such as lead bricks or steel shielding plates.

The space, in general, is to store items needed for exclusion area work. Some

office space is also available on this floor. The upper floor is designed for

lighter storage and/or offices.

The operations testing area is designed for the setup of mock up or

functional test apparatus. A 10- by 50 by 10--ft-deep pit is located in one

corner to allow for vertical apparatus height approaching 40 ft. Service

outlets are provided in the pit and along the outer walls for the benefit of

the experimenter.

There will be a definite need for such a building on the site. Although

it has not been constructed as a part of the initial program. it should be

actively considered within the first year of operation.

9.4.7 Other Buildings and Areas The remaining buildings and areas as

defined by the Site Plan (Fig. 9.1.B) are directly or indirectly associated

with other major sections of the handbook and are discussed therein.
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Chap ter 10*

SUPPORTING FACILITIES AND AUXILARIES

10.1. STEAM PLANT

The steam plant is a 66- by 110-ft building located approximately in the

center of the northern half of the MTR site. This building c-ontains the

following equipment:

(1) Steam-generating facilities to supply process and heating steam

requirements

(2) Diesel-electric generator to supply emergency power requirements

(3) Air compressors, two to supply plant air during normal operation
and one to supply instrument air during emergencies

The steam-generating facilities consist of three package-type steam-

generator units with fire-tube boilers and their associated equipment. Each

unit has a maximum capacity of 16,500 lb/hr at a design pressure of 150 psig.

Two of the units are adequate to supply the maximum process and heating steam

requirements, while the third unit serves as a stand-by. The units are oil-

fired but can readily be converted to be oil-gas-fired at any time. The

operation of the units is fully automatic.

In the event of commercial power failure the Diesel-electric generator,

which is rated at 750 kva, can supply power to processes requiring electricity

for emergency operation. Each of the two plant air compressors can supply 300

scfm of air at 150 psig. Only one of these is in operation normally, the

second serving as a spare. The third compressor can supply 60 scfm of air at

125 psig to instruments during commercial power outages.

10.2 ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

10.2.1 Introduction. The electrical systems incident to the operation

of the MTR have been designed for high reliability in accord with requirements

peculiar to operation of the project and local conditions. As the principal

means for precluding interruption or failure of these electrical systems, dual

*ANL contribution.
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feeder arrangements are used as a basis of design wherever practical. The

systems providing power within the MTR site for all uses are discussed with

regard to sources of electrical power, distribution systems, load power

factor, and electrical grounding.

10.2.2 Sources of Electrical Power. Since the requirements of processes

and facilities of the MTR project vary as to the permissible duration of

interruptions in electrical power, it has been necessary to provide other

sources of electrical power in addition to the normal power from the public

utilities. These other sources of electrical power have been made locally

available within the site for continuous and emergency use.

The normal electrical power is provided to the MTR site substation through

the RTS (Reactor Testing Station) Central Facilities Control Station over a

high-line operating at 132 kv. This high-line comprises part of the ultimate

RTS distribution system which initially provides only a single power feeder to

the MTR and other sites. When the present plan for distribution of power at

132 kv within the RTS area is complete, this feeder will be extended through

the area and back to the Central Facilities Control Station to provide a loop

transmission system. The loop system will, in effect, provide two feeders to

each of the sites so that power transmission to any site may be over either

one or both sections of the loop associated with the site.

The MTR substation is located within the MTR site on the north building

line near the east corner. This location complies with the requirement that

there be a minimum distance of 1000 ft between any electrical system operating

at voltages as high as 150 kv and the precise electronic equipment located in

the Reactor Building. The location is also desirable with regard to future

site considerations and minimizes the problems of interference associated with

the entrance and exit of the high-line feeder circuit.

The principal high--voltage equipment at the site substation includes two

high-line transformers and one high--line breaker. Each of the transformers,

having a self-cooled rating of 3750 kva and forced air cooling to permit a

maximum capacity of 4687 kva, is equipped with automatic tap changing equip-

ment which operates under load to permit some control over voltage variations

caused by load factors and other conditions. The primaries of these trans-

formers are connected to the high-line circuit with the high-line breaker

between them so that opening of this breaker may permit power to be received
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by either of the transformers over the associated section of the loop (when

completed). The secondary of each transformer delivers power through a

breaker to one of the 240 0-volt bus sections in the substation control house.

These bus sections of the 240 0-volt dual feeder system are associated with a

tie breaker to permit independent operation of each section or unitary opera-

tion of the entire system.

Although an operator at the substation control house may have control

over all 2 40 0-volt circuits, the incoming bus circuits and the bus tie circuit

may also be controlled by the BTS area power dispatcher. Control over a number

of motor-driven disconnects has been made available to the area dispatcher so

that control of high-voltage equipment and the distribution at the site sub-

station may be accomplished with only a single high-line breaker.

The sources of locally available electrical power for continuous use are

power-accumulator systems which provide uninterrupted power to a number of

important loads. The basic components of each system are a storage battery

and a conversion device. During normal operation the normal power system

furnishes power through the conversion device to maintain the battery "floating"

at full capacity and supply the average power required by the load. Since the

arrangement of the battery and conversion device permits the load to be supplied

from either one or both simultaneously, there is no interruption to the load

when an interruption occurs in the principal power system.

A number of relatively small power-accumulator systems are included as

parts of the equipment to which they provide power. Equipment having these

systems includesthe automatic dial and conference telephone system, the

security and fire-alarm system, radio installations, and engine-starting

systems.

Other power-accumulator systems, each supplying power to a number of

different loads, are strategically located in the substation control house,

the steam plant, and the basement of the Reactor Building wing. The first two

of these systems are primarily to provide continuous power for control of

electrical circuits and emergency lighting. The third system primarily

serves the power system for control and instrumentation of the reactor.

The power system for operation of reactor controls and instrumentation is

provided to ensure these loads continuous a-c power free of interruptions

exceeding 2 cycles duration with voltage dips during this time not greater
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than 30% In addition to the conversion devices and battery of the power

accumulator the principal operating components of this system include two

independent inversion devices. For reasons of precedence in reliability, M G

(motor generator) sets are used for both conversion and inversion. Each of

the M G inversion sets operates continuously from the power accumulator to

provide a c power to its respective bus with very close regulation of the

voltage and frequency One of the M G conversion sets is a spare while the

other one operates continuously to maintain a balance of power through the

reactor power system. The busses of the two independent inversion systems

provide the control and instrument power. These busses are associated by

circuit breakers so that the control load may be operated directly from normal

or emergency power and the instrument load may be carried by either one or

both of the inverters.

Locally available power for emergency use only is provided by a Diesel
electric stand-by unit located in the steam plant. This unit has a capacity

of 750 kva for the provision of power during emergency to a limited number of

processes and facilities of the project which must operate during shutdown of

the reactor. The operation of this emergency unit and part of the associated

electrical systems is entirely automatic so that power may be provided to most

of the emergency loads with the least possible delay when normal power is

interrupted. A very fast starting system for the Diesel engine is arranged

with a "fail safe" control circuit associated with the 2 40 0 -volt bus sections

of the substation. The control circuit initiates starting any time that both

busses are de-energized. Since the sizing of this emergency unit has been

determined primarily on the basis of the automatically connected emergency

loads; other loads that may be connected during emergency have been identified

for dispatch control. Some of these other loads which require large amounts

of power are provided with control circuits to the stand-by control panel.

These circuits are controled by the dispatcher to permit the connection of

the loads only at times when the generator has sufficient reserve capacity to

maintain voltage regulation.

10.2.3 Distribution Systems. The systems for the distribution of all

electrical services for the operation of processes and facilities are in-

stalled underground throughout the MTR site as indicated by Fig. 10.2.A. With

the exception of the perimeter lighting circuits, the electrical conductors

for the transmission of power, control, instrument signals, and communications

pass from one part of the site to another through underground concrete-encased

fiber ductsat a depth below the frost line.
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The perimeter lighting is part of the area lighting system for the site

which includes the interior roadway lighting. These parts of the area lighting

system are similar series circuits operated in two groups, each from its own

constant current transformer. One circuit provides power to every second light

along the site boundary fence and roadway, while the other circuit includes

all other area lights. Since there are no overhead service installations

within the site, the feeders from the transformers to each of the lighting

circuits pass through underground ducts. Each of the series lighting circuits

passes underground from light to light, except around the perimeter where over-

head service is carried by the poles that support the lights.

The underground system of fiber ducts is arranged in two groups in the

concrete encasement. A large group is provided for power and control cables,

with a small group provided for communication and instrument signals. As

required for installation of the cables, manholes located between sections of

the ducts are provided with a large section for power and a small section for

communications. Each section of the combination manhole is accessible from

above through a top cover plate.

The transmission of normal electric power is by a dual feeder system,

wherein a feeder is extended from each of the two 240 0-volt substation bus

sections to each of a number of site load centers. In addition to breaker

protection at each end of the feeders, there is a breaker between the feeders

at each load center to prevent circulatory power transmission.. Thus each load

center has in effect a two-section bus. Wherever economy of design and

division of processes or facilities has permitted, dual power feed is carried

onto the load so that faulting of one part of the distribution system affects

only part of a given load.

The emergency power generated by the stand-by unit in the steam plant is

transmitted by single feeders operating at 2400 or 440 volts. These feeders

pass through the underground ducts to the automatic switches of the different

emergency load centers. The automatic switches operate in interlocked sequence

to transfer their associated loads from normal power circuits to the emergency

feeders only when there is an interruption of normal power and when emergency

power is available. The transfer switching arrangement precludes any necessity

for synchronizing since the load is removed from one power circuit before

connecting to the other. With the return of normal power, these switches must

be returned to the normal position by manual control before the emergency

stand-by unit can be shut down.
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10.2.4 Load Power Factor. Electrical power consumption in the project

is principally by electric motors. Since the resultant overall load is

predominantly inductive, power factor correction has been studied with regard

to the effects on voltage regulation and penalty costs for excessive amounts of

reactive power. In the absence of power contract data and other information

pertinent to design for a good operating power factor or low,reactive power

demand, the use of synchronous motors was abandoned in favor of other means of

correction.

Arrangements have been made for power factor correction at some time in

the future if required. This is simply the provision of available space for

the addition of capacitor banks to the operating circuits of the large motors

and to the main substation bus. The "bus correcting" capacitor bank at the

substation will in effect correct for the reactive power demand of the numerous

small motors in use throughout the site.

10.2.5 Electrical Grounding. Adequate protection to personnel and equip-

ment has been provided by extensive grounding systems, including approved

methods of grounding throughout the site to prevent electrical hazards.

Additional provisions have been made for establishing a constant radio-

frequency ground reference for electronic instrumentation within the Reactor

Building and Reactor Building wing.

The electrical-hazard grounding arrangements are provided for allelectri-

cal services, static discharge, and high potential surges due to lightning.

A general grounding system provides appropriate grounding of electrical

equipment and metallic structural members of buildings, fences, etc., to under-

ground cables extending to the casings of the water wells as zero ground

reference. Additional grounding means for surge absorption of static or

lightning are provided in the form of underground grids. These grids, composed

of buried mats or driven arrays of grounding rods cabled directly to the zero

ground reference, are located in the immediate vicinities of the electrical

substation and elevated structures such as the stack, water towers, and certain

buildings equipped with lightning rods.

The radio-frequency grounding arrangements for precise electronic in-

strumentation to be used within the Reactor Building and Reactor Building wing

are designed to maintain instrument background interference at a very low

level by restricting the generation, transmission, and radiation of extraneous
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voltages within or near these buildings. The generation of these unwanted

voltages which is inherent to some degree in many types of electrical equip-

ment, may be amplified by varying potential gradients in partially grounded

structural members These electrical resistance variations between closely

adjacent metallic members in the structure of the buildings and within the

buildings have been eliminated by isolating or bonding these members. Radia-

tion of disturbances into the buildings is reduced by a Faraday cage effect

obtained by grounding the electroweld reinforcing grids of the precast con-

crete walls and roof panels to the structural steel.

Even though the electrical equipment associated with dust collections,

commutation, and the opening or closing of simple circuits includes design to

prevent the transmission or radiation of extraneous voltages, it is anticipated

that additional filtering and shielding will be designed when complete in-

stallation test data are available.

10.3 WATER

10.3.1 Introduction. The various kinds of water used at the MTR site

are classified according to their treatment and use. Demineralized water is

used in the MTR process-water system and for experimental purposes. A blended,

partially softened well water is in general use throughout the MTR site. The

softened water minimizes scaling in hot-water systems and facilitates washing.

The water used in the cooling-tower water system is well water which is acid

neutralized in order to minimize scaling and corrosion. All these treatments

are made in the water-treatment building. Raw water is used in the canal. A

flow sheet of the entire water-distribution system is shown in Fig. 10.3.A.

10.3.2 Water Requirements. The water-flow requirements of the several

different kinds of water used on the MTR site are summarized below. Break-

downs of the uses of each kind of water are given where they are appropriate.

The designs of the water-treatment facilities are based on the total flow

requirements given in this summary.
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TABLE 10.3.A

Total Water Requirements

Demineralized water

Process water make-up
Boiler

Rod and pump seals

Rabbits
Laboratory
Experimental purposes and contingencies

Total

Softened water

Canteen
Laboratories
Experimental facilities

Drinking and sanitary
Cleaning and flushing
Contingencies

Total

Cooling-tower water

Evaporation

Purge
Contingencies

Total

Raw water

Canal purge

50 gpm
20

10

30

5
35

150 gpm

5 gpm
10
15

20

15

10

75 gpm

250 gpm
50

100

400

100 gpm

10.3.3 Water Analysis. The raw water analysis is given in Table 10.3.B.
The analysis was made by the U. S. Department of the Interior. The sample was

obtained from the MTR test well.
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TABLE 10.3.8

Raw-water Amalysis

Analysis by the United States Department of the Interior, Geological Survey, Water Resources Branch

Analytical Statement

SW NE 3 Sec. 14 T3N R29E

LOCATION: Butte Co., Arco, Idaho

SOURCE: Well (test)

AEC MTR WELL
DEPTH: 588 ft

DIAM: 8 in. ID
WATER LEVEL: 453.9 ft below IC
YIELD: 80 G.P. pump
OWNER: AEC, Idaho Falls

CHEMIST: W.
LAS. No.:

COL L E C TOR:

M. Webster

3896

RWK

(Parts per million)

DATE OF COLLECTION: November 30, 1949

USE: Observation
TEMPERATURE: 55 degrees
COLOR: Clear pH: 7.2
SUSPENDED MATTER:

HARDNESS AS CACO3

N.C.: 31 TOTAL: 208
IGNITION LOSS: 27
DISSOLVED SOLIDS: 240
SPECIFIC CONDUCTANCE AT 25

0
C

(MICROMHOS): 398

T/A FT: 0.32
*TOTAL FE:

MN: 0.0
0.15

SIO2  19
*FE(SOL) 0.06
CA: 52

MG: 19

NA: 2.7

K: 2.2
C03: 003.
HCO3: 216
SO4 : 20

CL: 12

F: 0.2
NO3  4.1
B: 0.1

SUM: 238

Lab. No. 3896

4.371
-4.330
0.041
8.701

+0.5% error

HYPOTHETICAL COMPOUNDS

Raw Water

Ca(HCO3 )2
Mg(HCO332
MgSO4
MgCl 2
NaCI

KNO3

2.6 epm
1.0
0.4
0.2
0.1
0.1

4.4

3% Na

Hardness
CaCO3

130 ppm
50
20
10

210

Sio2

('IDS) Alkalinity
CaCO3

130 130
42 50
24

9
6

10

221

19
240

DATE COMPLETED:

CHECKED BY:

PROJECT:

TRANSMI TTED:

REMARKS:

12-13-49
E. L. Singleton
AC MIB well
12-14-49

rCa
rMg
rNa
rK

rCO3
rHCO 3

rSO4

rCl

rF

rNO3

2. 595
1.562

0.117
0.056
4.330

3.540
0.416
0.338
0.011

0.066

4.371
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Deaineralized Water. The desired demineralized-water analysis is given

in Table 10.3.C. The design of the demineralization system is based on obtain-

ing water that satisfies this analysis.

TABLE 10.3.C

Demineralized-w ater Analysis

C5JSTI UENT MAXIEJM

TDS 3 pp.
Fe 0.05
Al 0.05
Ca 0.5
Mg 0.5
Na 2
C02 2
SiO2  1.
C1 0.25
SO4 0.50
Cu, Pb, Ni, Co, B None

Process water pH 5.5 to 6.5

Specific resistance at 18C 300,000 to 500,000 ohms

Soft Water. The soft water has the same analysis as the raw water except

that all the Ca and Mg are replaced by sodium. This completely softened

water is blended with raw water to give the blended partially softened water

of 50 ppm hardness that is used throughout the MTR site.

10.3.4 Demineralization System. Cation Exchangers, Acid Tanks, and

Pumps. Sufficient cation capacity must be available to continually process

150 gpm of well water. Two cation exchanger units are provided for this

purpose; each is 5% ft in diameter and 9 ft high. Each has about 2 ft of

height available for Anthrafilt base, about 3 ft of head room for resin ex-

pansion during backwash, and 4.5 ft of resin. The units are regenerated about

every 12 hr. A 60-day supply of 98% sulfuric acid for cation resin regeneration

is stored out of doors in two 10,000-gal steel storage tanks. The acid is

pumped from these storage tanks to a dilution or mixing tank in the water-

treatment building where it is prepared for cation regenerative use.
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Degasser and Suap. In order to remove the CO2 from the decationized

water the water is sprayed down over wooden slats in a wooden tank and falls

into a lined sump below.. The water is pumped from the sump through the

deanionizers..

Anion Exchangers, Caustic Tanks, and Pumps. Sufficient anion capacity

must be available to process the 150 gpm of decationized and degassed well

water. Two deanionizers of about the same physical size as the decationizers

are provided. However, only about half the depth of resin is required.. A 60

day supply of 50% NaOH liquid caustic for anion resin regeneration is stored

out of doors in two 12,000 gal steel storage tanks; its temperature is thermo-

statically controlled and it is heated by steam. The caustic is pumped from

these tanks to a dilution or mixing tank where it is prepared for anion

regenerative use The units are regenerated at about 24"-hr intervals.

Demineralized-water-Storage Tank and Pumps. After demineralization the

water is stored at ground level in a 100,000--gal storage tank. All linings in

the demineralized-water system are of stainless steel or inert organic base so

as to contribute no minerals to the water. This consequently helps to reduce

scale formation on the reactor fuel assemblies in the process-water system.

Either of two 75..psig 160-gpm centrifugal pumps continually supplies deminera-

lized water for general use while the other pump serves as a spare. A 75-psig

1000 .gpm centrifugal pump supplies reactor flush water during shutdown while a

second identical pump serves as a spare.

10.3.5 Softeners. Sufficient zeolite resin capacity must be available

to continually process 75 gpm of softened, blended -water. Two zeolite beds

about 2.5 ft in diameter and with a 3-ft resin depth are provided for this

purpose, These units are regenerated automatically every 12 h.r., A 60-day

supply of salt (16 tonsl is maintained in a brine pit leached with water.

Pumps deliver the saturated brine to the dilution-regeneration tank.

The softened water is blended with raw water to yield a blended water of

about 50 ppm hardness. It is stored in a 10,000.-gal lined steel ground tank

so that about a 3-hr supply is available. It is chlorinated before being sent

to its points of use. Two pumps are available to keep the blended water line
under continual pressure; one of these pumps serves as a spare.
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10.3.6 Acid-neutralization System for Cooling-tower Make-up Water. Well

water is partly neutralized and mixed with dilute sulfuric acid before being

sent to the cooling towers, where scaling is controlled in accordance with pH

records and Langelier saturation indexes. Chlorine is added occasionally to

eliminate growth of algae. The chlorine is stored in cylinders in a separate

room inside the building. The 98% acid is measured manually into a S0-gal

tank and is propeller-mixed and diluted in a 2500-gal tank. The diluted acid

is fed into the make-up water line by means of a flow--controlled proportioning

pump; this pump delivers the dilute acid and well water in the proper pro-

portions.

10.3.7 Design and Operating Data Summary. The pertinent design a'nd

operating data for the softening, decationizing, and deanionizing units are

summarized in Table 10..3 D.

TABLE 10.3.D

Water System Design and Operating Data

SOFTENING DECATI IZING DEANIUIZING

Resin capacity .grains/cu ft) 20000 10,000 7,000

Resin bed height (ft) 3 5 2.5

Resin bed area (sq ft per bed) 5 20 20

Resin bed diameter (ft) 2.5 5 5

Number of resin beds 2 2 2

Design resin bed volume (cu ft per bed) 15 100 50

Calculates resin bed volume (cu ft per bed) 13..3 92.8 49.4

Resin bed design safety factor (%) 128 7.8 1.4

Flow rate (gpm/sq ft) 6 5 5

Throughput/unit for two units (gpm) 30 100 100

Hardness, cations + anions (ppm) 210 219 41

Time between regenerations (hr) 12 12 24

Amount of water treated (gpd) 86,400 288,000 288,000

Regeneranc used NaCi 93% H204 50% NaaI

Regenerant capacity (lb/cu ft) 10 2.5 7

Amount of regenerant storage 16 tons 6,000 gal* 4,160 gal*

This figure includes 2500 gal of H2S04 needed for neutralizing the make-up water to the cooling tower.
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10.3.8 Instrumentation, Laboratory, and Housing. All demineralization,

softening, and water-neutralization processes are carried out in the water-
treatment building, and all related storage tanks are just outside. A water-

analysis laboratory, as well as a water supervisor's office, washroom, lockers,

and lavatory are provided.

Instruments are furnished to record the production flow of (1) make-up

water to the cooling towers, and (2) blended and demineralized water to the

storage tanks.

Level indicators and alarms are provided on the blended-water and deminer-

alized-water tanks. The acid tank has a level indicator, but the caustic tank

does not. Normal flow through the cation and anion exchangers, backwash flow,

and rinse flow are indicated, and the total flow is recorded. As quality

checks on FMA (Free Mineral Acidity) break-through, the pH values of the water

leaving the cation units are recorded. A final check is provided by recording

the pH of the water passing to the demineralized-water storage tank. Re-

sistivity of the treated water is also recorded. Sodium and silica break-

through require manual periodic tests.

10.4 EFFLUENT CONTROL

10.4.1 Introduction. The purpose of the effluent control system is to

collect, hold, and dispose of both process and nonprocess radioactive fluid

wastes. The radioactive fluid wastes expected from the MTh site are generally

classified and disposed of as follows:

1. The 5O-gpm purge from the process-water system is sent direct to

the retention basin for a holdup period of about 90 hr. This
holdup time reduces the activity, which is due primarily to
Na24 , from 1200 dis/ml/sec to about 20 dis/ml/sec. The discharge
from the retention basin flows to the effluent pond, where it
percolates into the earth.

2. Mildly active experimental and laboratory fluid wastes are

drained to underground holdup tanks. When the tanks are full,
the activity and decay trends of the contents are evaluated.

According to the activity, the contents are then sent to the

effluent pond, retention basin, or the underground permanent

storage tanks.

3. "Hot" fluid wastes are collected locally in shielded containers.

The contents are either sent to the underground permanent-storage

tanks or to the Chemical Processing Plant for disposal.
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10.4.2 Retention Basin. General Description. The retention basin is a

tank for holding flowing radioactive water for a period of time that is long

enough to allow the radioactivities of the short-lived water components to

decay to tolerable values. The entering water must not mix with the leaving

watery and, ideally, there should be no mixing at any intermediate points.

The time necessary for decay of Na2 4 radioactivity and the given effluent flow

are the main factors determining the size of the basin. Effluent waters from

the Process Water Building and the Reactor Building process sump mix in the

line going to the retention basin. The 1200 dis/ml/sec activity based on SO

gpm of solution containing 5 ppm of Na2 3 plus a recoil equivalent of 1 ppm

requires a 266,000-gal basin to provide the 88-hr holdup necessary for decay

to a tolerance value of 18.5 dis/ml/sec. In order to have storage space

available for intermittent flushes, future expansion, and also for the 320,000

gal of process water in case it becomes overly contaminated, there are two

3 6 0,000--gal basins provided. Thus, one of these is large enough to store the

entire contents of the process-water system. During normal operation, one

basin is in service while the other is available for the emergency discharge

of radioactive process water.. If the reactor power level is doubled, the

load on the retention basin will not appreciably increase and the two 360,000-

gal basins will easily accommodate the effluent flow.

Shielding. The roof over the basin is concrete with several feet of earth

covering. This reduces radiation directly over it to less than a tolerance

value of 50 mr/hr.

Effluent Flows. The water flows that the retention basin is required to

accommodate are summarized in Table 10.4.A. The normal operating flows are

those listed under "Continuous Flows," while the "Intermittent Flows," con-

stitute the flows encountered during periodic reactor operations and during

emergencies.

Size and Structure. The retention basin has a capacity of 720,000 gal

and is made up of two 360,000-gal sections, each about 125 by 20 by 20 ft

deep, placed side by side. An inlet trough with adjustable sluice gates

distributes the water entering the basin. Outlet weirs measure the discharge

into the exit trough. Each of the two sections of the basin can be drained

separately and thoroughly, and may be entered for inspection and cleaning.

The underground feature of the basin obviates any algae growths.
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TABLE 10.4.A

Water Flows to Retention Basin

CONTINUOUS FLOWS INTERMITTENT FLOWS

(gpm) RATE (gpm) DURATIN (hr)

Effluent control

Catch tanks' 50 0.5

Reactor Building process sump

Experimental plugs 90

Control rod seal 2

Monitoring tubes 5

Normal sump overflow in water-cooling
building

Process purge 50

Steam jet condensate 2

Reactor Building canal sump

Canal flow* 100
Canal flush 400 6

Emergency overflow from sump tank in
water-cooling building

Fuel assembly change 200 10

Emergency overflow 2 20,000 0.95

*Normally little or no activity expected here.

Ventilation. The operating level of water in the retention basin is

fixed at roof level by the overflow weir. Thus there is essentially no air

over the water. This design eliminates the accumulation of radioactive argon,

and/or an explosive mixture of hydrogen and oxygen. The basin effluent inlet

must be ventilated to remove any A4 1 activity. This is done by means of wind,

induced turret vanes on 20--ft-high stacks.

Instrumentation. The activity of incoming and outgoing effluents is

monitored continuously. The activity is measured by a gamma-radiation recorder

a few feet above water level at the entrance and exit of the basin. The exit

water flow is measured at the discharge weir and recorded.
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Emergency. In the event of a fission break or high radioactive con-

tamination in the cycling 320,000-gal process-water system, the entire contents

of the system can be emptied into the retention basin for decay and holdup

until disposal action can be taken. The 1 3 0,000-gal contents of the canal

can be handled simi-larly if so desired.

10.4.3 Effluent Pond. Since there are no rivers available for water

disposal near the MTR site, it is necessary to dispose of the water from the

retention basin by allowing it to percolate through the ground, sand, and

gravel until it reaches the water table below. A percolation rate of 0.3 cu

ft per square foot per day was determined by laboratory tests of ground cores

obtained at the MTR site. This figure is exceedingly low and a field test was

later made in which the percolation rate was found to be 100 cu ft per square

foot per day. Since the higher figure was so different from the smaller

one, it was decided from the experimental data that a rate of 1 cu ft per

square foot per day would be realistic and conservative for design purposes.

Based on this percolation rate and a continuous discharge flow of 179 gpm, an

effluent pond 130 by 240 ft, giving an area of approximately 30,000 sq ft, is

provided. The sides of the effluent pond basin are sloped at about a 45'

angle. This basin is deepest at the water inlet and from there the bottom

slopes upward in all directions. The highest point of the basin floor is 4 ft

above the water inlets. The water inlets are at the low point'of the basin

in order to eliminate freezing at the inlets. The basin is enclosed by

a fence to prevent animals or unauthorized persons from entering the area.

Although little activity is expected to accumulate in the pond, the barriers

are furnished as a safety precaution.

10.4.4 Nonprocess Active Effluents. In addition to process wastes, the

effluent control system must handle nonprocess liquid wastes originating from

experimental work or accidental spills in the Reactor Building and laboratory

wing. Large quantities of very "hot" wastes are not anticipated, and there-

fore provisions are only made for the handlingof moderate quantities of "warm"

wastes.

Since thg bulk of the wastes was increased and the methods of subsequent

waste treatment were made more difficult by neutralization of acid wastes in

the past, the wastes at the MTR site are not neutralized. Thus the storage

tanks and handling systems are such that they can withstand acidities of pH 2.
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The type of wastes expected and the planned disposal of them are discussed

briefly in this paragraph. The "hot" wastes from the reactor area will be

transferred to the Chemical Processing Plant for disposal. Radioactive

material from experimental equipment will be collected in shielded pots and,

according to whether it is "hot" or "warm," will be sent to the Chemical

Processing Plant or to the permanent-storage tank farm. Alpha particle

wastes and slightly active wastes and solvents will be collected in stainless

steel drums and, depending on the activity, will be sent either to the Chemical

Processing Plant, permanent-storage tank farm, or the underground holdup

tanks. It is expected that the largest volumes of wastes will come from

accidental spills and laboratory sinks, and that only about 5% of these will

be radioactive. The description of the system as given in the following

paragraphs refers particularly to this large volume of wastes from spills and

laboratory sinks.

The wastes are accumulated in four 1000-gal underground holdup tanks

located near the Reactor Building and laboratory wing. Two of these tanks re-

ceive effluent from the basement and main floor drains of the Reactor Building

via a Reactor Building sump tank and pump; the other two tanks receive radio-

active effluent from the sinks in the laboratories. While the contents of one

tank of each pair are being monitored, the companion tank is filling. The

nonradioactive effluents caught in these tanks are sent direct to the effluent

pond. The highly radioactive wastes are pumped to the permanent-storage tank

farm. The tank farm, based on a one-year capacity, initially consists of two

10,000-gal underground storage tanks.

Each holdup tank is constructed on a concrete pad that drains to a dry

well so that monitoring for leaks is possible. Each pair of tanks is supplied

with one self-priming 50-gpm pump located above it so that leakage from the

pump drains back to the tanks. The pump and tank piping is such that (1)

the tank can be stirred by recirculation, (2) a sample can be taken, or (3)

the contents can be delivered to the retention basin, the effluent pond, or

the 10,000-gal permanent-storage tanks. The tanks in each pair have overflow

lines to each other. Each tank is provided with a level gauge and a high-

level alarm.

The water table at the MTR site is about 600 ft below the surface. It is

estimated that it takes 150 years for water to percolate through the lava beds

under the Snake River Plains back to the Snake River. If this is true, the

activity of wastes that leak from the effluent system and reach the Snake

River will be greatly reduced.
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10.5 COOLING TOWERS

10.5.1 General Description. A.water-cooling tower indirectly dissipates

most of the reactor heat load to the atmosphere. The 30,000 kw, or 1,700,000

Btu/min, developed in the reactor active section passes directly to the

process water and raises its temperature from 100 to 110*F. The process water

yields this acquired heat to the cooling-tower water circulating through the

condenser tubes of the flash evaporators. The 200 gpm of flashed process-

water vapors is condensed and returned to the process-water stream. The

cooling-tower water passes through the cooling towers, collects in the cooling-

tower basin, and is again pumped through the flash-evaporator condensers to

complete its cycle. Water is provided to the basin to make up for the quantity

lost by evaporation and drift and to dilute the concentrating water solids so

as to prevent scaling. Provision is made to add chlorine solution inter-

mittently to the circulating cooling-tower water to inhibit algae growth.

Dilute acid solution is mixed with the make-up water so as to stabilize the

water by neutralizing part of the well-water alkalinity. Up to 100 gpm of the

cooling-tower make-up water comes from the canal purge. Strict control of the

Langelier saturation index is kept on the circulating cooling-tower water to

minimize corrosion, scaling, and delignification of the wood. Particular

design consideration was given to operation of the cooling towers during

icing weather and under heavy dusting conditions.

10.5.2 Beat Load. If the air leaving the tower is saturated with water

vapor at 95 F and the air entering is saturated with water yapor at 72*F, then

66,500 lb of dry air per minute is needed to handle the heat load as follows:

TEPERATURE H (Btu per DRY AIR WATER OPERATINGG C(N)ITIG4S

(*F) lb dry air) (lb/min) (lb/min) (cf.) (.cu ft/lb)

95 60.7 66,500 2,420 1,000,000 14.8

72 35.1 66:500 1,120 920,000 13.8

23 25.6 1,300
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Following is a summary of the heat data:

Latent, 1,300 lb of water 1,300,000 Btu/min

Sensible, 1,300 lb of water 15,000

Sensible, 66,500 lb dry air 382,000

Total 1,697,000 Btu/min

10.5.3 Operation and Description of Cooling Towers and Basins. The

cooling-tower operations are based on a 7*F wet-bulb approach to the highest

summer wet-bulb temperature (65*F). A medium.-height tower of 28 ft requires,

according to accepted practice.. about 600 sq ft of ground area per 1000 gpm of

throughput. Thus, five 30- by 40--ft (ground area) towers provide the 6000 sq

ft needed. Dust conditions require especially deep basins for collecting mud

and silt, while severe winter conditions require ice defrosting by means of

reversible fan gear drives. For a pressure drop of % in. of water across the

fans and a fan efficiency of 60%, the entire fan air load is 115 hp. The fans

have waterproof and dustproof motor drives for outdoor operations. Each cell

has an independently drainable basin section which is 4 ft deep and holds

about 175,000 gal. Make-up is estimated as 0.1% of the circulated flow times

the cooling range, or 210 gpm. The drift losses should be about 0.1 to 0.2%

of the circulating flow and thus are estimated as 10 to 20 gpm. The make-up

requirements are then about 250 gpm during the summer, plus a 50--gpm basin

purge. Normal purge is accomplished by means of an adjustable overflow weir.

With a 300-gpm make-up, and assuming 250 gpm is vaporized, a sixfold increase

in concentration of dissolved solids in the cooling-tower water will occur.

A brief summary of an analysis of the raw water from the wells is given

in the following table:

UTR Raw Well Water

CATIYS TI - M( 'N HARDNESS ALKALINITY DS

(ep-,' (epm) AS 'CO (ppm) AS CaCO (ppm) (ppm)

Ca 2.6 LoU3  3.6 205 172 239 (19 ppm SiO2)
Mg 1.6 SO4 0.4
Na 0.1 Cl 0.3
K 0.1 NO3  0.1

4.4 4.4
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Partly neutralizing with sulfuric acid or 3.0 epm of SO4 gives the following

analysis for the cooling-tower make-up water:

Acid-neutralized Well Water for Cooling Tower

AMOUNT AMOUNT HARDNESS ALKALINITY 1)S
CATIONS (ep) ANIONS (epm) AS CaCO3 (ppm) AS CaCO3 (pp.) (pp.)

Ca 2.6 HCO3  0.6 205 0 219 (19 ppm SiO2)

Mg 1.6 SO4  3.4

Na 0.1 C1 0.3

K 0.1 NO3  0.1

4.4 4 4

The 2.6 epm of CaSO4 gives a concentration of about 170 ppm. A sixfold

increase would increase this to about 1000 ppm of CaSO4 , which is still far

below its solubility of about 1700 ppm at 0*C. MgSO4 is very water soluble

and thus it offers no problem with regard to crystallizing out of solution. A

sixfold increase in concentration would also give about 1400 ppm of TDS.

10.5.4 Pumping Station. The pump house is some distance from the cooling

towers so as to facilitate air circulation and minimize the amount of water

spraying the pumping station Acidulation and chlorination control of the

coolingtower make-up water are performed in a mixing chamber in the water

treatment building. Four vertical flooded turbine type pumps, each of 3300

gpm at about a 100 ft head are used. Three pumps are in continual operation.,

while one is held as a spare or alternate. It is recommended that the pump-

house and cooling-tower-area equipment be inspected hourly, but that no one be

stationed there permanently.. The inlet ventilating air is filtered and the

building is pressurized so as to prevent the infiltration of dust and thereby

protect electrical and other equipment.

10.5.5 Instrumentation. At the pump house each of the four cooling-

water pump motors is provided with an ammeter.. A voltmeter is provided across

the power supply feeder to these motors.. A two point pH recorder in the water-

treatment building helps the operator guide the acid-neutralization dosage by

recording the pH of the entering acidulated make up water and the circulatory
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water streams. Each pump has a pressure gauge. The adjustable weir overflow

is calibrated so that the purge flow is indicated visually. At the water-
treatment building, the cooling-tower circulatory flow and inlet and outlet

water temperatures are recorded. A low water level in the basin is indicated

by an alarm in the water-treatment building; a dry--wet bulb two-point outdoor

recorder is also located here. When the water level in the basin is adequate,

the make--up from the general water reservoir is shut off but the make-up from

the canal continues.

10.5.6 Emergency Operation. In the event of power failure, the cooling--

tower system is shut down completely, and the flow of make--up water is automati-

cally stopped Make-up water is also shut off automatically if the general

water reservoir content is low.

10.5.7 Design Data. Following is a summary of the design data:

Heat load

Maximum wet-bulb temperature

Approach temperature

Altitude

Water flow

High temperature

Basin temperature

Air flow

Dust

Winds

1,700,000 Btu/min or 30,000 kw

65*F

7 F

5,000 ft above sea level, 25 in. Hg, 28 ft water

9,000 gpm, 100 ft water, 120 hp each pump

95 F

72 F

66,500 lb/min, % in. Water, 110 hp total

Moderate- to-strong ''dust devils"

Moderate-to-strong, SW and NE prevailing 2:1

AICD 'IEPEAT'U1ES (*F)(
6)

1948 Jan Feb Mar

Average max. 28

Average

Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Annual

34 43 57 66 73 84 83 73 60 45 31 56

14 20 31 43 51 56 66 64 55 44 32 19 41

Average min. 10 16 24 31 39 45 52 49 40 31 23 13 31
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POCAIELLO RELATIVE HUMIDITY (%)(6)

1948 Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Annual

8 A.M. 80 79 73 69 67 60 55 54 59 68 73 79 68

Noon 71 67 56 45 38 31 27 29 32 47 60 70 48

8 P.M. 73 67 54 42 37 30 24 25 30 45 60 72 47

ABSOLUTE HUMIDITY (grains water/lb dry air)

8.5 10 13 20 20 20 26 27 20 22 23 20

10.6 PROCESS RADIATION INSTRUMENTATION AND AREA MONITORING

10.6.1 Process Radiation Instrumentation. In detecting the radioactivity

of the air and water systems some commercially available instruments are

applicable. For those installations in which such instruments prove in-

adequate, modifications of currently used instruments or entirely new designs

are required.

The methods used in detecting radiation give only relative values.

Radiochemical analyses are to be used when accurate quantitative determina-

tions are necessary.

Cooling-air and Contaminated-air Systems. In the reactor cooling-air

system the instrumentation is set up primarily to measure the argon activity

and the particulate activity of the air before it is discharged into the atmos-

phere. The monitoring system extracts air from the main air duct, passes it

first through a particulate monitoring device, then through a gas-monitoring

chamber, and finally discharges it back into the main air stream.

To detect the particulate activity, a modification of the continuous room-

monitoring system used at Brookhaven National Laboratory is used. The in-

strument consists of a strip of filter paper moving across a series of openings

through which air is pumped. The paper, after collecting the dust, passes in

front of a mica end-window Geiger counter, where the counts are transmitted
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through a scaler into a recording system. The major alterations of the

Brookhaven design are (1) elimination of the alpha scintillation counter, (2)

addition of an air inlet tube that leads directly to the filter paper strip

from the main air duct, and (3) the encasement of the unit in an airtight

container.

The air, after passing the dust-monitoring device, is passed through a

C.W.S. filter and then into the annular type ionization chamber. The purpose

of the second filter is to further ensure dust free air. The annular type

chamber consists of two concentric cylinders and utilizes maximum geometry by

allowing the radioactive air or gas to pass through the innermost cylinder

while the outer chamber is filled with argon gas at a pressure of 20 atm.

Normally, radioactive gases and particles will be vented through the off-

gas system and discharged to the stack. To detect and measure this activity,

a similar arrangement as described above for the reactor air system is used.

Process-water System. In the water system the annular type ionization

chamber is used By pass valves and conduits allow the radioactive water or

gas to pass through the chamber. Activities are measured by this method at

the seal tank liquid vent seal, and in the demineralized water system.

The measurement of the water activity at the seal tank tends to serve a

dual purpose. First, it records the total water activity for the process

water system at approximately 60 sec flow time from the active lattice;

secondly, the reading is used as a check on the background activity for the

scanning unit which is to detect a fuel plate rupture.

The liquid vent seal evicts gases such as argon, oxygen, neon, and

fluorine, which are present or formed in the process water. These gases are

radioactive and a measurement of the radiation is required before venting to

the atmosphere to serve as a check on the release of activity.

Ionization chambers are placed on the demineralized-water system to

detect a possible backup of radioactive water from the reactor. The back-up

of radioactive water may occur through the leakage of valves or the failure of

check valves.

Calibration tests performed on the annular type ionization chamber, using

radioactive Na2 4 in an aqueous solution, yielded a sensitivity of 1.55 x 102

curies/cc.-amp and 1.12 X 102 curies/cc.amp for gas pressures of 29.9 atm and
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20.75 atm, respectively Similar tests for the (activated) Co6 0 aqueous

solution yielded a sensitivity of 2.22 X 102 curies/cc.-amp at a gas pressure

of 20.1 atm. Since Na2 4 will be the main radioactive constituent of the exit

process water, the sensitivity of the actual installation should be essentially

that indicated above-

Canal. The water in the canal may become contaminated with minute radio-

active particles from the fuel and beryllium assemblies that are handled and

stored in the canal, and possibly from fission products in the event of a fuel

assembly rupture When this water is not contaminated it is pumped to the

cooling tower make up water If the water becomes contaminated it is directed

to either the sewer or the retention basin, depending on the amount of activity.

These measurements are also made with the annular type ionization chamber.

Retention Basin. The radiation emitted by Ihe radioactive water in the

retention basin is measured by placing GE. air-wall type chambers above the

inlet and outlet troughs

10.6.2 Area Monitoring. Area monitoring will be required wherever the

radiation might exceed levels considered to be safe for personnel. In general,

monitoring will be required in the following areas: (1) Reactor Building wing

(2) Reactor Building; (3) Process Water Building and (4) Fan House. A variety

of types of instruments for area monitoring can be classified according to

their respective functions as follows:

CLASSIFICATION FUNCTION RADIATION INSTRUMENT

a Health physics. personnel monitoring Gamma Hand and foot
counters

Beta
Alpha

6 Survey (portable) Gamma Zeus

Gamma Zeus with probe,
Cutie Pie

c Area monitoring (stationary) Gamma Beckman MX3A or
equivalent

Alpha Air monitoring
air particle

Beta or gamma

d Monitoring of experiments Fast neutron Cheng and Eng

Slow neutron Neut

Alpha and bet Zeuto
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In Table 10.6.A are listed the numbers of each type of instrument to be

used in each of the four general areas requiring monitoring. It will be noted

that the greatest number of instruments is required for the Reactor Building
and wing.

TABLE lO.6.A

Area Radiation Nonitoriug Instruments

NUMBER REQUIRED

REACHJR WING PROCESS FANTYPE USE BLDG. BLDG. WATER HOUSE TOTAL

Hand and foot Health physics 2 2

Zeus Survey 5 10 2 2 19

Zeus with probe Survey 4 2 6

Cheng and Eng Experimental 4 4

Air particle Air monitoring 4 1 5

Slow neutron Monitro Experimental 6 6
neut

Gamma Detector for Area monitoring 7 2 2 11
stationary in-
stallation

Alpha Experimental 4 4

57

The only instruments to which definite locations in the various buildings

can be assigned are the area-monitoring instruments, classification "c" above.

The locations selected for these instruments have been arbitrarily chosen,

and actual survey when the reactor is in operation may result in these locations

being changed.
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10.8 REFERENCE DRAWINGS

(Blaw--Knox Construction Company Drawings)
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Electrical, 2300 Volt - One Line

Electrical, Road and Fence Lighting

Flow Diagram; Filtered Water System

Flow Diagram, Water Treating System

Flow Diagram, Water System Demineralizer and

Water System

Retention Basin, Plan and Section

Effluent, Control, Plan and Sections

Water Retention System - Flow Diagram

Effluent Control Flow Diagram

Cooling Tower and Pump House - Pump House Layout

Cooling Towerand Pump House Cooling Tower Layout

Flow Diagram -" Cooling Tower
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Appendix 1

CRITICALITY STUDIES ON ENRICHED URANIUM -HEAVY
WATER SYSTEMS( 1

A1.1 EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

The design and construction of the apparatus for these experiments were

carried out by members of the Technical Division (of Clinton Laboratories).

The reactor was a vertical welded stainless steel cylindrical tank 140 cm in

diameter and built to be filled to a depth of 144 cm with heavy water. The

top of the tank was covered by a perforated stainless steel tube sheet which

was bolted and gasketed on the rim of the tank proper (Fig. Al.A). "Fuel

tubes"< containing U 2 3 5 could be lowered through the tube sheet into the heavy

water and thus a lattice could be built up by adding fuel tubes until the

assembly became critical. The perforations in the tube sheet and the amount

of U235 in the fuel tubes were arranged so that if contiguous holes were

filled, the mean concentration of U 235 in the region of the lattice so built

up in the heavy water moderator was 10.35 g/liter. Specifically, the holes

were in a square lattice of 8.4 cm spacing, and the fuel tubes, containing

45.45 g of U235 in the form of a heavy water solution of uranium oxyfluoride

(U02F2), were filled to a depth of 61.79 cm. Because neutrons have such a

large mean free path for diffusion in heavy water, the lattice arrangement can

be treated as a homogeneous distribution of U23 5 without large error provided

the foreign material in the fuel tubes is considered as well. By omitting

alternate holes, it would be possible to obtain a lattice spacing of 16.8 cm

or a mean concentration of 2.58 g/liter using the same fuel tubes and tube

sheet, and, by using the square lattice at 450 to the foregoing, the mean

concentration of 5.17 g/liter could be easily achieved.

Five vertical control and safety rods penetrated the active lattice region

through the tube sheet. Each was composed of a sleeve of cadmium in an-other-
wise empty aluminum thimble which ran down through the heavy water to the

bottom of the active region of the lattice. The thimbles and rods could be

moved individually as desired. The cadmium rods were supported by electro-
magnets hung from piano wires, which in turn passed over pulleys on the ceiling

to counterweighted controls in a control room. Electrical safety circuits
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were so arranged that if either of two Monitrons* near the reactor were to

trip; the electromagnets would become deactivated and the cadmium rods would

drop into their thimbles upon shock absorbers.

A typical tube sheet lattice arrangement is given in Fig. Al.B. A

blacked-in spot on the position of a tube sheet hole means that the hole con-

tained a fuel tube with a full complement of U2 3 s, viz.. 45.45 g for solution

depth of 61.8 cm or 73.57 g for a depth of 100 cm. Fractional fuel tubes were

also made up in order to permit close bracketing of the critical mass in an

assembly. One phase of the experimentation called for the calibration of the

control rod position against known amounts of poison distributed in the

lattice.

Besides the reactor tank, an elaborate stainless steel system was pro-

vided for handling the heavy water. The entire experimental arrangement

occupied a two-level concrete cell enclosure so that the heavy water could

be raised from a reservoir tank on the lower level into the reactor tank on

the upper level by means of dried compressed air. The heavy water could be

dropped quickly, if necessary, to stop a chain reaction. Side holes in the

reactor tank made possible the insertion of foils to be activated by the

neutron flux for flux distribution measurements on a horizontal line through

the reactor, and vertical flux measurements were conveniently made in an empty

fuel tube hole. Typical horizontal and vertical flux distributions are given

in Figs. Al.C and D.

During changes in the lattice arrangement, boron trifluoride counters and

Geiger counters with registering circuits and audible signals kept operators

informed on reactor activity levels. The progress of the critical reactor

was observed by means of an Esterline-Angus recorder driven by the Monitron.

A1.2 CRITICAL MASS EXPERIMENTS

The main purpose of these measurements was to ascertain the amounts of

U2 3 5 required for criticality as a function of average concentration. The

* A Monitron is an ionization chamber and amplifier device which trips a relay when the ionizing radi-
ation falling upon it exceeds a predetermined level.
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initial approach to criticality was made by adding successive fuel tubes to

the heavy water tank, meanwhile following the neutron multiplication of a

polonium-beryllium source quantitatively by plotting the reciprocal activity,

as measured by several detectors, against fissionable mass present. When

experience had been gained, it was sufficient to look for a certain amount of

multiplication of the source as indicated on the Monitrons, and then to remove

the source while the apparatus was in operation and retract the control rod a

little more to get the critical condition. The amount of U2 3 5 was then

adjusted so that the reactor was just critical when the cadmium was all out.

Table A1.A gives a concise summary of the critical mass data as they were

obtained. A general summary of the dimensions and constants of the experiments

is given in Table Al.B.
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TABLE A1.A

Amounts of 1235 Required for Criticality in Various D20 Systems

MEAN HEIGHT OF D 2 0 REFLECT) MEAN LATf'ICE LATTICE CRITICAL LATTICE
ITEM CONCENTRATION LATTICE, h, TEMPERATURE THICKNESS (cm) RADIUS, R VOLUME, V iASS OF U 2 3 5  AS IN

(g/liter) (cm) (0C) BELOW ABOVE LATERA (cm) (liters) (g) FIGJRE

1 control rod thimble at r = 0; 4 control rod thimbles at
tube through ref lector;ll%-in.-O.D. radial tube to axis

10.35 61.8 20 20 62

1 control rod thi

10.35

1 control rod thi

10.35

2 control rod thi

10.35

1 control rod thin

10.35

1 control rod thin

10.35

1 control rod thi

10.35

No-hole extrapolate

10.35

1 control rod thin

5.17

1

2

3

4

S5

6

7

8

9

10

11

mble at r = 0; 3 control

61.8 20

mble at r = 0; 2 control

61.8 20

mbles at r = 18 8 cm, 1

61.8 20

ble at r = 18.8 cm; 1 t

61.8 20

ble at r = 18 8 cm; 2 r

61.8 20

mble at r = 18.8 cm

61.8 20

ion

61.8 20

mble at r = 18 8 cm; no

61.8 20.8

ion (estimated)

61.8 20.8

2 control rod thimbles at r = 18.8 cm
2.58 100 22.7

rod thimble

20

rod thimble

20

thimble at r

20

humble at r

20

adial tubes

20

20

20

other holes

20

20

20

r = 18.8 cm;

47.9

s at r = 18.8

62 48.2

s at r = 18.8

62 48.6

= 30.3 cm; 2

62 49.2

= 30.3 cm; 2 r

62 49 6

as in Item 1
62 49.7

62 49.8

62 50.2

of consequence

62 40.1

62 (40.6)

24 29 0

cm; 1

cm; 1

radial

adial

1 control

23.1

rod thimble at

104

thimble at r = 30.3 cm;

22.8 101

thimble at r = 30.3 cm;
22.4 97.5

tubes as in Item 1

21.8 92.7

tubes as in Item 1

21 4 89.3

21.3 87.8

21 2 87.3

20 8 84.0

30.9 185

(30.4) (180)

42.0 552

= 30.3 -.D.cm;& 2Y-in.

1078

r

2

2

radial

Sa

extrapolate

as

as

in

in

Item 1

5b

Item 1

5c

5d

6a

6b

6c

No-hole

5.17

radial tubes

1046

radial tubes

1009

959

924

909

904

869

954.5

(930)

1425

6d

7a



TABLE AL. A (Cont' d)

D 2 0 REFLECTOR CRITICAL
MEAN HEIGHT OF THICKNESS (cm) MEAN LATTICE LATTICE 235 LATTICE

ITEM CONCENTRATION LATTICE,h TEMPERATURE RADIUS, R VOLUME, V MASS OF U AS IN
(g/liter) (cm) ( C) BELOW ABCVE LATERAL (cm) (liters) (g) FIGURE

1 control rod thimble at r

2.58 100

No-hole extrapolation

2.58 100

2 control rod thimbles at r

10.35 100

2 control rod thimbles at r

5.17 100

2 control rod thimbles at r

5.17 100

1 control rod thimble at r

2.86 61.8

= 18.8 cm

22.7

22.7

= 18.8 cm; 1 co
23.5

= 18.8 cm

23.5

= 18.8 cm; circ

21.6

= 18.8 cm

21.2

nt

le

20

20

rol rod

20

20

of iron

20

20

24

24

thimble
24

24

at r =

24

62

29.8

30.6

at r =

52.4

45.0

51.9 cm

41.6

20.7

30

41.2

40.4

3 cm

18.6

26.0

29. 4

50.3

532

512

109

212

272

491

1374

1323

1126

1098

1404

1405

7b

7c

7d

8a

8b

12

13

0 14

15

16

17



TABLE Al-B

Collected Dimensions and Constants of the Experiments

D20

Mean concentration, of U 235

Constants of theory

Fuel tubes

Control rod thimbles

Control rods

U02 F2 + D20 solution

Reactor tank

Tube inserts

Poison rods

Square lattice spacing

Average isotopic concentration = 99.7% D

(a) 2.58 g of U23 5 per liter
(b) 5.17 g of U235 per liter
(c) 10.35 g of U235 per liter

f = 0.963; L2 = 90.42 cm 2 ; k = 2.09

O.D. = 1.500 in.; 2S aluminum;- wall thickness = 0.035 in.;
bot tom thickness = 1/8 in.; length below top of tube sheet =
4 ft 9% in.; thermal-neutron cross-section = 0.89 cm 2 per tube
for solution depth of 61.8 cm

23 aluminum; 2-3/8 in. O.D.; 1/8-in. wall; 1/8-in. bottom;
thermal-neutron cross-section = 4.62 cm 2

O.D. = 1% in.; type 304 stainless steel No. 16 MG; length
6% in. overall; 0.020-in. Cd sleeve cemented inside

Height in fuel rods (a) 61.8 cm, (b) 100 cm; amount of fuel
per tube (a) 45.45 g, (b) 73.57 g; thermal-neutron cross-ee-
tion = 74.5 cm2 per tube for 61.8 cm solution height

142 cm I.D.; %-in. wall; type 304 stainless steel

1.25-in. O.D.; wall thickness = 0.035 in.; 24ST aluminum; bot-
tom thickness = 1/8 in.; overall length = 10 in.; about 9 in.
filled with D20

Length below top of tube sheets = 4 ft 8% in.; type 304stain-
less steel; diameters= 3/16 and 1/4 in.; thermal-neutron cross-
section = 0.0273 cm2 per gram, giving for 61.8 asdepth, 2.58 cm2

and 4.58 cm2 per rod for g/16- and 1/4-in. rods, respectively,
and 4.18 cm2 and 7.41 cm for 100 cm depth, respectively, for
the rods

2.59 g/liter 5.17 g/liter 10.35 g/liter
16.86 cm 11.92 cm 8.43 cm

A1.3 REFERENCE REPORT

(1) Snell, A. H., Critical Studies on Enriched Uranium--Heavy Water Studies,
MonP-454, December 15, 1947.
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Appendix 2

WORK ON CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS, JULY 1946 TO DECEMBER 1948

A2.1 CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS WITH Al + H2 0 MODERATOR AND HEAVY WATER,

LIGHT WATER,. AND BERYLLIUM REFLECTORS I

The experiments with Al + H20 as a moderator and heavy water, D 2 0, as

reflector were a direct continuationof those initially undertaken and described

in Appendix 1 relevant to the "heterogeneous" reactor design, p. A2.1. While

the decision for a beryllium reflector had been made, a sufficient quantity

could not be available soon enough to justify the removal of the heavy water

system. Consequently a broad experimental program on enriched small reactors

was initiated to include reflectors of ordinary water, heavy water, pure

beryllium, and beryllium plus a small percentage of ordinary water. The last

case was in anticipation of cooling water ina beryllium reflector for the MTh.

The first group of experiments in the enriched reactor program, beginning

in the summer of 1946, involved the heavy water reflector, and it is these

which are now to be described.

AZ. 1. 1 Experimental Facilities. Some extensive changes were made in

the physical arrangement of the equipment described in Appendix 1 which in-

creased safety, ease of operation, and control of the critical assembly. The

general arrangement is sketched in Fig. A2.A. Not shown is an exit from

the control room to the outside as an emergency exit and security gate.

With respect to instrumentation, new and faster Monitrons (ion chambers

and associated circuits) were added so that three were in operation at all

times and all were connected to the control rod safety system. The time

constants of the safety circuits were about 0.2 to 0.5 sec. Esterline-Angus

recorders installed in the control room were driven by two of the Monitrons

so that visual monitoring of the pile was provided. In addition, the usual

array of counters, gamma ray and neutron, were in use with mechanical recorders

for counting rate purposes and loud speakers for continuous auditory monitoring.
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A2.1.2 Pile Geometry and Design. In the design of the high-flux reactor

going on during 1946 and 1947 the core would contain a considerable quantity

of aluminum in alloy with uranium or otherwise in structural form. It there

fore became desirable to study, in the critical experiments, the effect of

various volume ratios of aluminum to light water on the fluxes and critical

masses. The new high-flux reactor design called for such a close spacing of

fuel plates that, to a very good approximation, the reactor core could be

treated as a homogeneous mixture of uranium, aluminum, and water. Consequently,

experiments were undertaken in which the concentration of U235 was held

constant while the volume ratio of aluminum to water was varied for the

reasons that (1) engineering design depended upon the allowable quantities of

aluminum in the reactor. and (2) the dependence of critical mass, fast flux to

slow flux ratio, and neutron "age" on the Al/H 2 0 ratio is of both theoretical

and practical interest. The Al/H2 0 ratios studied were 0.88, 0.76, 0.65, and

0.303..

The problem of constructing and assembling a reactor that was essentially

homogeneous in reasonably small integral parts was solved by the use of square

aluminum tubes, each of which contained about 20.3 g of U2 35 in the form of

U02F2 in light, water solution. A square tube satisfies the requirement of

close packing and approximation to homogeneity, and a reasonable size was

available, namely 1 by 1 in. with 1/16-in wall thickness.

The pertinent physical data for the D2 0 reflector experiment were as

follows:

Concentration of U"3 5 = 35.6 g per liter of reactor volume

Height of active portion = 70 cm

Size of individual fuel tube = 2.54 by 2.54 by 90 cm

U235 Content of fuel tube = 20.3 g per tube

Al/H,0 volume ratios attainable = 0.88, 0.76, 0.65, 0.303

The actual pile geometry utilized was cylindrical with no reflection

above and below the core but D30 reflection on the cylindrical side. For this

purpose a concentric inner tank was built into the D30 tank described in

Appendix 1, p.. AL. The final arrangement is given in Fig. A2.B.

The procedure during assembly was as follows: (1) the reactor tank has

a full complement of tubes at all times; (2) some tubes initially are fuel
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tubes and the rest are D20; and (3) the gaps between the square tubes and the

cylindrical tank are filled by D2 0 introduced into the core tank for this

purpose, i.e., to prevent a gap between core and reflector. However, the

rather large percentage of aluminum in the reflector region near the core tank

essentially required a three-region theoretical treatment of the experiment.

All the above statements relating to the D2 0 experiment apply equally

well to the arrangement and procedure used in the case of the H2O reflector.

The experiments in which H20 was employed as reflector were carried out for

two reasons: (1) the results would provide information regarding the effect

of the water that would be present on top and bottom of the high-flux pile,

and (2) the study of a pile in which both the moderator and the reflector are

of the same substance is of considerable interest to theoreticians.

When beryllium was used for the reflector the experiment was somewhat

"cleaner" with a square arrangement in that it was possible to do away with

the irregular region between reactor and reflector. This will be evident from

Fig. A2.C. It turned- out that the beryllium-reflected pile became critical

just four fuel tubes short of a nine-tube square, and the reactor was built

out to completely fill this square geometry, the excess k being taken up by

poison. Figure A2.D is a photograph looking.down on the beryllium assembly.

A2.1.3 Results and Discussion. Experiments were performed with D20,

beryllium, and H20 reflectors to find (1) critical mass, (2) neutron distri-

butions, and (3) values of control rods, cavities, etc., in terms of fuel.

Various ratios of Al to H20 were used. These experiments served as a check on

the theoretical calculations of critical masses under the same conditions.

The values for the critical mass found in both theory and experiment are

compared in Table A2.A.

The situation in spatial neutron distribution is shown in Fig. A2.E,

which contains both experimental and theoretical radial distributions. These

distributions were measured at a height of 35 cm above the bottom of the pile.

It will be noted that in general the observed densities of both thermal

and epithermal neutrons in the reflector are somewhat greater than expected

from a two-group calculation. The rise in thermal-neutron density just

outside the reactor is quite pronounced, the maximum experimental value being

40% higher than the minimum, whereas the rise for a two-group picture is 15%.
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TABLE .A2. A

Critical Masses in Kilograms of U 2 3 5

OBSERVED CALCUIAED, 2-Qd P

VOLUNE RATIO COiEECIED FOR WTY
REFLEC'IR Al/H2 0 GROSS CONTROL W3D PORTS, E'C. 2-REGI(1 3-REGION

D20 0.88 2.48 2.40 2.10 2.64

D20 0.76 2.23 2.15 2.43

Be 0.76 1.54 1.42 1.540

H20 0.76 3.29 3.22 3.34

H20 0.66 2.82 2.72 3.04

*where critical K = 0.988 x & of pile without poison.

One might be tempted to conclude that lerylliun exhibits advantages as

a reflector which were unsuspected, b>ut it seems probable that the experiment

merely emphasizes known shortcomings of a two-group theory. A three-group

calculation is shown in Fig. A2.E. The source of the remaining discrepancy

between theory and experiment was not yet clear. Age measurements in beryllium

were in progress at Argonne.

Vertical neutron distributions were studied also;.typical results will

be found in Fig. A2.F. It will be recalled that no reflector was present

at top or bottom of the experimental pile, and the solid lines are cosine

curves fitted to points near the center by a. least-squares method. The slight

lateral shift of the data from center is apparently due to the presence of a

portion of a control rod in the top of the pile. It is clear that the extra-

polation distances for thermal and epithermal neutrons are the same, within

the experimental limits.

A few rough measurements of the values of control rods were made. In the

beryllium case, the rod near center was found equal to 160 g of U 2 35 and a

cavity (empty tube) approximately halfway from the center to the periphery

was equal to 18 g. On this basis the center cavity equal 35 g.
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A2.2 FURTHER CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS ON ENRICHED REACTORS WITH

Al + H20 MODERATOR AND SOLID BERYLLIUM REFLECTOR 2 )

With the termination of the experiments dealing with liquid reflectors

and in preparation for a series of experiments on reactors having solid

reflectors, it was decided that it would be worth while to make certain major

changes in the experimental arrangement in the criticality cell in order to

provide for greater flexibility and greater convenience in stacking solid

reflectors. The entire liquid storage and piping system was removed from the

cells, and in place of the tank assemblies which had been used for D20 and

H20 reflectors, a low platform framework of steel was erected. A %-in. plate

of 2S aluminum was placed over the steel framework to serve as a floor on

which to build critical assemblies. The center portion of the plate was cut

out, and flanges were provided to hold a center plate -of %-in. aluminum,

through which was drilled a rectangular array of holes accurately spaced to

position the lower ends of the fuel tubes for Al/H 20 ratios equal to or

greater than 0.65. Thus the bottom of the reactor was relatively clean, the

core and a considerable portion of the reflector having only the %-in. perfo-

rated aluminum plate immediately under them.

A2.2.1 Experimental Facilities. Figure A2.G shows a core of square

cross-section with the beryllium reflector assembled on the platform. The

level of the fuel was at the same height as the top of the reflector in these

assemblies, the remaining upper portion of the fuel tubes being empty up to

the rubber stoppers.

Practically all the radiation detection and monitoring instruments were

replaced by improved circuits of more recent design. In particular, it was

found that the vibrating-reed Monitrons, two of which can be seen in Fig.

A2.G, are a decided improvement over the older designs in stability, sensi-

tivity, and response time.

The operation of the control rod system was improved by replacing the

hand-operated control rod counterweights and clamps by small gear boxes (one

for each control and safety rod), which were designed to limit the maximum

rate of withdrawal of the rods. While the operation of the rods was still

basically manual, the use of the gear boxes ensured a reasonably slow and con-

stant rate of withdrawal of the rod and also facilitated changing the control

rod position in small increments with accuracy.
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A2.2.2 Experimental Results. Bare Pile. While waiting for the arrival

of sufficient beryllium to continue the studies for the high-flux pile, it was

decided to try to obtain a figure for the bare critical size as a check on the

fundamental characteristics of this reactor.. A bare assembly was built with

cadmium sheets around the sides of the reactor to reduce the effect of nearby

objects, and, although criticality was not finally reached, a multiplication

of about 11.6 was obtained at a load of 5050 g. The extrapolation of the

reciprocal counting rate versus mass curve (Fig. A2.H) indicates a critical

mass of about 5.5 kg. After correcting for the presence of holes for control

rods, it was estimated that the bare critical mass was 5.3 0.1 kg. The

Al/H20 volume ratio in this case was 0.65, the height of the core was 66 cm,

the maximum loading attained was 48 by 43 cm in area, approximating square

geometry.

Berylliua-reflected Reactors. The description will be limited to a

discussion of the experiments which have been done on relatively "clean"

beryllium assemblies, i.e. assemblies which have simple, calculable geometries.

The first experiment in this series on beryllium-reflected reactors

was that on the measurement of the critical mass of a square assembly having

an Al/H2 0 volume. ratio in the core of 0.65. In this experiment the geometry

of sources and BF3 counters was apparently very good since the counting -,te

versus mass plots turned out to be approximately straight lines, showin6 no

tendency to either turn downward or curve upward near the critical mass, as

happens in many cases. Two Po-.Be sources were used, one (107 neutrons per

second) located directly beneath the lower surface of the reactor below the

center of the core, and another (10s neutrons per second) suspended in an

empty tube at the core reflector boundary at mid-height of the reactor.. Two

BF3 proportional counters were used to observe the multiplication of the

reactor during the build-up to criticality. These counters were located in

such a manner that a large portion of the core lay between the sources and the

counters, i.e., the counters must "look through" the multiplying medium to

"see" the sources. One counter was placed on the top surface of the reflector

in the immediate vicinity of the core (Fig. A2.G), the other was placed about

15 ft from the pile at an elevation about 4 ft higher than the top surface

of the assembly.

It was found that the square assembly became critical just three fuel

tubes short of an 8- by 8-tube array. In order to complete the square geometry,
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it was necessary to add a small amount of poison (about 60 cm2 ) in the form

of thirty-one 0.030-in.-diameter gold wires, uniformly distributed throughout

the core. The resulting reactor then has a core 22.5 by 22.5 cm in cross-

section and 66 cm in height and containing 1.21 kg of U2 3 5 at a fuel concen-

tration of 38 g of uranium per liter of reactor volume. The Al/H2 0 ratio in

the core was 0.65. The core was reflected on all sides, the reflector con-

sisting of more than 30 cm thickness of beryllium, but there was no reflector

on the top or bottom. When corrections were made for the presence of control

rod ports (air holes) and for distributed gold wires in the core, the minimum

critical mass of a square reactor of this type turned out to be 1.07 kg.

The second clean beryllium-reflected pile to be built was a thin-slab

assembly. It was desired to find the critical mass of a rectangular geometry

having a length-to-width ratio of approximately 5. The width selected for the

core of the pile was four fuel tubes, or 11 cm, and the assembly became

critical at a length of 19 fuel tubes (51 cm) with 30 cm2 of excess poison in

the core. The mass of U 2 3 s i, his case was 1.35 kg, and when corrections were

made for excess poison and control rod ports, the minimum critical mass for

this thin-slab geometry was 1.28 kg. The height of the reactor, reflector

thickness, fuel concentration, and the Al/H2 0 volume ratio in the core were the

same in this case as for the square assembly.

The plot of the reciprocal counting rate versus fuel aboard, shown in

Fig. A2.I, indicates the linearity of results that can be obtained with

reasonably good source and counter geometry.

Spatial distributions of thermal and epithermal neutron flux were measured

in both the square reactor and the thin-slab reactor. The measurements were

made with indium foils, used alternately bare and cadmium covered. Figure

A2.J shows the distributions of thermal and epithermal neutron flux along a

perpendicular bisector of the side of the square reactor. Figure A2.K shows

the same distributions along a diagonal of the square assembly. All these

foil measurements were taken at mid-heights of the assemblies.

The ratio of the thermal-neutron flux at certain points in the pile to

that at the center of the core is of interest; these data are presented in

Table A2.B.
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TABLE A2. B

Relations Between Thermal Flux at Certain Locations in the Reactor
and That at Center of Core

DISTANCE TO FALL TO

Sth (peak) '0th (edge) CENTER VALUE (cm)

ASSEMBLY NO.-_FM_ CENTER FM E

kth (center) 4th (center) OF CORE OF CORE

1 (lateral) 1.32 1.19 26.5 15

1 (diagonal) 1.16 1.13 25 9

2 (lateral) 1.42 1.24 22 16.5

2 (longitudinal) 0.90 0.85

The ratio of the peak thermal flux to the thermal flux at the center is

an indication of the maximum slow flux, for a given operating level, which the

assembly will provide for experimental purposes. The ratio of a thermal flux

at the edge of the core to that at the center is a measure of the maximum heat

production per unit volume to be expected in the core. The extent to which

the thermal flux holds up in the reflector is of interest in planning experi-

ments which will make use of this flux.

A few preliminary experiments were carried out which yield an estimate of

fast-neutron flux in these reactors. A threshold type fission chamber( 3 ) was
constructed using 145 mg of uranium which was depleted in U23s content to

approximately 1 part in 100,000.

The fission chamber was first placed in a graphite column containing an

Sb-Be source at a position where the thermal-neutron flux and t'he Cd ratio

were known from standard indium foil measurements. By exposing the chamber

alternately bare and Cd covered, it was determined that 93% of the fissions in

U23s were caused by neutrons of energy below the Cd cutoff at a position in

the graphite column approximately 10 cm from the Sb-Be source where the Cd

ratio was 3.7.
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The chamber was then placed at the center of the active lattice of the

thin-slab pile where the counting rate, when corrected for thermal fissions in

U 23 5 , indicated that the flux of neutrons having energies above the U238

threshold (>1 Mev) is 0.50 (nv)th. This result is in reasonably good agree-

ment with the calculated virgin flux in this core, 0.60 (nv)th (see MonP-272).

The correction for thermal fissions in U23 5 in this case amounts to only 2% of

the total counting rate.

A2.3 REFERENCE REPORTS

(1) Mann, M. M. and Martin, A. B., Critical Experiments on a Small Reactor of
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(2) Mann, M. M. and Martin, A. B., Further Critical Experiments on a Small

Reactor of Enriched U-235/Al-H 2 0 Moderator and Beryllium Reflector,
ORNL-79, September 16, 1948.

(3) Jordan, W. H. and Bell, P. R., Instructions for Use of Al Amplifier and

Preamplifier, MonP-323, July 29, 1947.
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Appendix 3

CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS ON SIMULATED MTR STRUCTURE"')

In particular, the third set of critical experiments was designed to study

the following:

1. The critical mass for, more directly, the excess of Ak/k) of
slab reactors a.a function of the length-to-width ratio of the
core.

2. The effect of holes on the k of the reactor.

3. The heat load in the reflector arising from gamma-ray absorp-
tion.

4. Spatial distributions of thermal, indium resonance, and fast
(E > 1 Mev) neutron flux in the core and in the reflector,
particularly the distributions of thermal and indium resonance
neutrons in the experimental holes.

5. The effectiveness of control rods of various materials and of

various sizes in terms of Ak/k.

A3.1 THE EXCESS REACTIVITY OF U-Al-H 2 0 REACTORS, WITH Be
REFLECTOR, AS A FUNCTION OF GEOMETRY AND REFLECTOR COMPOSITION

The starting point for these experiments was the small clean-slab reactor

which is described in Appendix 2, p. A2.1:5. The core was 51 by 11 cm in cross-

section and 66 cm high. It hada 3 0 -cm beryllium reflector on each face except

the top and bottom. The volume ratio of Al to H20 was 0.65, and the fuel con-

centration in the core was 37.1 g of U2 3 5 per liter of core.

The size of the reactor was increased in a series of discrete steps, the

final objective being a core of dimensions 71 by 22.5 by 66 cm, with a re-

flector on all sides (except top and bottom) consisting of 30 cm of beryllium,

diluted with about 2% water (imitated by plexiglas). This final assembly

approximated very closely the dimensions and composition of one of the probable

configurations of the high-flux reactor.
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The major steps in building up the small slab to final size were the

following:

1. Increase in length of the slab from 51 to 71 cm and addition of
a 30-cm graphite layer to one side (long side of the beryllium
reflector).

2. Increase in thickness of the slab from 11 to 17 cm.

3. Increase in thickness of the slab from 17 to 22.5 cm.

4. Completion of a simulated high-flux reactor, putting 30 cm of
graphite on each side of the beryllium reflector and introducing
the seven large experimental holes in the reflector. The final
assembly has been shown in Fig. A3.A.

As the size of the reactor was increased over that of the small clean

slab, it was necessary to add uniformly distributed poison in the core to hold

k-effective to a value close to unity. The poison used in these experiments

was type 347 stainless steel in the form of strips 1/8 by 15/16 by 126 in.

These were inserted in place of aluminum strips of the same dimensions which

were used to attain the desired Al/H20 volume ratio in the core. Although

this substitution changed the Al/H2 0 ratio to some extent, the magnitude of

the change was small and the effect on the neutron age was also small.

Beginning with the 51- by 11- by 66-cm reactor, containing 1.35 kg of

fuel, both poison and fuel were added in appropriate increments until a length

of 71 cm was reached. At this stage the reactor contained 1.94 kg of fuel,

and the excess 0.59 kg (over the clean critical mass of 1.35 kg) required 266

cm2 of uniformly distributed poison to hold the excess reactivity to zero with

all control rods removed. Table A3.A shows the excess reactivity, repre-

sented by poison content, for each of the assemblies studied. The excess

Ak/k is obtained by computing the k for each assembly from k = e25/total where
t otal =25 + A1 + H 20 + opoio, then Ak/k = (k* - k )/k1 , where k* refers
to the clean, unpoisoned core and k g to the poisoned assembly.

When the reactivity is changed by a means which does not alter the total

amount of fuel in the core or the concentration of fuel, it can easily be shown

that the fractional change in k is given simply by Ak/k = AE/E, where AE is

the amount of uniform poison added or removed from the core and E = No, is the

total cross-section of the reactor having the smaller amount of poison. For

example, when graphite is added to one side of the beryllium reflector of

assembly 3 (Table A3.A), 37 cm2 of additional poison is required to offset

the increased reactivity, and the effect of the graphite layer is given by
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37/4384 = M/ = Ak/k = 0.9%

Table A3.A summarizes the pertinent criticality data for each of the

beryllium-reflected reactors in this series. Column 3 indicates the amount of

U 2 35 required to fill the core having the dimensions shown in Column 2 at a

fuel concentration of 37.1 g per liter of core. Column 4 shbws the amount of

uniformly distributed poison required ,to hold the excess k of the assembly to

zero, i.e., to hold the reactor just at criticality with all control rods

withdrawn. For each assembly, the Ipile 1 2 5 + XAl +Xo 0 is given in Column 5,

the experimental k is shown in Column 6, and in Column 7 is shown the excess

Ak/k which can be made available by the removal of distributed poison.

TABLE A3.A

Critical Mass and Poison Content (Excess k) of U-Al-H 2 0 Reactors
with Be Reflector

(A1/H20 volume ratio = 0.65; Be thickness

bottom; ko = 1.6167

= 30 cm; reactor bare top and

for clean core)

* These contain fractional fuel tubes.
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DIMENSIONS MASS POISU4 PILE
ASSEMELY NO. L x xlH (kg) (cm

2  
(c.

2
) k (x)

1 22 x 22 x 66 1.21 66 25910 1.5626 3.5

2 51 x 11 x 66 1.35 30 2882" 1.5849 2.0

3a 71 x 11 x 66 1.94 266 4118 1.5184 6.5

36 (30 cm graphite 71 X 11 X 66 1.94 303 4118 1.5057 7.4

on one side)

4 (30 cm graphite 71 x 14 x 66 2.44 640 5179 1.4388 12.4
on one side)

5 (30 cm graphite 71 x 17 x 66 2.94 1140 6240 1.3670 18.3
on one side)

6 (30 cm graphite 71 x 22.5 X 66 3.95 1848 8384 1.3247 22.0
on one side; 2%
water in Be)

7 (30 cm graphite on 71 X 22.5 X 66 3.95 1580 8384 1.3603 18.8
all sides of Be;

seven 6-in.holes

in reflector; 2%

water in Be)



A3.2 EFFECTS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL HOLES THROUGH THE REFLECTOR

The research facilities of the high-flux reactor as conceived in 1948

included seven large experimental holes, four of which began at the core

reflector. The other three holes began 15 cm out in the beryllium and extended

through the remainder of the reflector. In connection with these irregularities

in the reflector a number of experiments were of interest: (1) the cost of

the holes in terms of Ak/k, or in terms of additional. fuel, (2) the effect on

the reactivity of the core of filling any one or all of the holes with water,

and (3) the effect of various absorbers, such as experimental apparatus, at

various positions in the holes. Item 2 is of interest from the standpoint of

safety since it is conceivable that an accident might occur in which the wall

of the hole would collapse or otherwise fail, causing the hole to fill with

water and thereby increasing the reactivity. Furthermore, it is likely that

water cooling will be desired for experimental apparatus in one or more of the

holes on certain occasions, and the data obtained here will indicate the

maximum effect of water cooling on Ak/k.

The location of the holes in the critical experiments is shown in Fig.

A3.A, and also in Fig. A3..B which is a sketch of the assembly 3b of Table A3.A.

The so-called 6-in. hole is made up of a hollow aluminum tube of square cross-

section, having %-in. wall thickness and measuring 6 in. overall along the

edge. The 8-in. hole is of similar construction and measures 8 in. along the

outer edge.

The effects of the various holes were measured by the following pro-

cedure: A reactor which was just critical with a given amount of poison and

with no holes in the reflector was used. A portion of the graphite and

beryllium in the region of the hole to be studied was removed, a square

aluminum shell was inserted at the proper place, and the reflector was re-

stacked around it. In order to offset the leakage through the hole and bring

the reactor back to the point of criticality, an amount of distributed poison

must be removed from the core. The effect of the hole on the reactivity of

the reactor is given by Ak/k =A/X. Before inserting a close-fitting paraffin

block into the aluminum shell to simulate water filling, the core was poisoned

excessively to offset the expected~increase in reactivity. When the hole was

filled with paraffin, the distributed poison was again adjusted until the

reactor was just critical and the reactivity change due to the introduction of

paraffin was determined as before.
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Table A3.B presents the results of the experiments just described for

assemblies13, 5, and 6 of Table A3.A. Measurements were taken for 6 -in.

holes at the edge positions and for both 6- and 8-in, holes at the center

position. It was thought at one time that some interaction between the boles
might take place, but measurements made on individual holes and on various

combinations of two or more holes indicated that the effects were approximately

additive.

TABLE A

Effect of Experimental Holes in the High-flux Reactor Critical Assemblies

Assembly No. 3 5 6

Reactor dimensions (cm) 71 X 11 X 66 71 X 17 X 66 71 X 22.5 X 66

Critical mass (kg) 1.94 2.94 3.95

Pile (cm2) 4,118 6,240 8,384

Poison (cm2) 303 1,140 1,848
Total (cm2) 4,421 7,380 10,232

Effect of the Holes in &k/k (%) ,Where k Is the k of the Reactor with Solid Reflector

Holes extending to reactor-
reflector interface

6-in, hole on edge 1.17 0.75 0.49
6-in, hole in center 2.20 0.86
8-in. hole in center 4.80 2.84 1.71

Holes beginning 15 cm from
reactor
6-in. hole on edge 0.17 0.12 0.08
6-in. hole in center 0.34 0.13
8-in, hole in center 0.68 0.40 0.22

Holes extending to reactor,
water filled

6-in, hole on edge 0.90 0.65 0.42
6-in, hole in center 0.84
8-in, hole in center 3.88 2.45 1.53

Holes beginning 15 cm from
reactor, water filled

6-in. hole on edge 0.08 0.06
6-in, hole in center 0.24 0.06
8-in, hole in center 0.37 0.23 0.11
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It is interesting to note that the effect of the holes decreases per-

centagewise as the thickness of the slab is increased. This was expected on

theoretical grounds.

Table A3.C contains a summary of the total cost in Ak/k for two alter-

nate provisions for experimental holes. This table shows the change in Ak/k

that would be expected if the holes in these two cases should be filled with

water. An estimate of the cost of the holes in terms of critical mass can be

obtained by use of the empirical relation AM/N = 4.5 Ak/k. However, this

relation leads to a reasonably accurate result only in the case of fuel AM

added to the periphery of a cylindrical core. In the case of a rectangular

geometry, the cost in critical mass (AM) corresponding to a given Ak will

depend strongly on the statistical weight of the position at which the addi-

tional fuel is added, and the figure obtained from 4.5 Ak/k is a reasonable

approximation only for positions of average statistical weight.

TABLE A3.C

Summary of Total Effect of Experimental Doles

Assembly No. 3 5 6

Reactor dimensions (cm) 71 X 11 X 66 71 x 17 x 66 71 X 22.5 x 66

Mass (kg) 1.94 2.94 3.95

Cost in Ak/k of two 8-in, holes

plus five 6-in. holes (%) 9.33 5.73 3.56

Cost in Ak/k of seven 6-in, holes (%) 6.39 4.23 2.62

Effect in Ak/k of water filling two
8-in. holes and five 6-in.holes
(%) 2.14 0.94 0.54

Effect in Ak/k of water filling seven
6-in. holes (%) 1.41 0.66 0.34

The effect of possible absorbers (experimental apparatus) in the holes on

the excess k of the pile was studied by taking the extreme case of a cubical

Cd box (0.020 in. of Cd, 10 cm along an edge). The effect of this relatively

large absorber on the k of the pile when it was placed at various positions in

the holes is shown in Fig. A3.C. From these measurements it is estimated

that the maximum excess k required to offset the effect of experimental

apparatus in the holes is 1.5%.
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Finally the excess k of the 3.95-kg mock-up of the high-flux reactor was

measured. The characteristics of this mock-up include: (1) a core of di-

mensions 71 by 22.5 by 66 cm, containing 3.95 kg of U2 35 in water solution at

a concentration of 37.1 g uranium per liter of pile volume, (2) A/H2 0 volume

ratio in the core = 0.65, (3) a reflector on all sides consisting of 30 cm of

beryllium plus 30 cm of graphite, (4) no reflector top or bottom, (5) lucite

distributed throughout the beryllium to simulate 2% in cooling water, and (6)

seven 6-in. experimental holes through the reflector as prescribed in the

design of the high-flux reactor. The excess k of this mock-up assembly is

found to be 18.8%4 When allowance is made for the top and bottom water

reflectors of the high-flux machine, the total available excess k is increased

to about 20% for this loading. Therefore it appears that a comfortable margin

exists over the total k requirements, which are estimated (see Chapter 4) to

be as follows:

Xenon 9-6%

Depletion 3.5%

Temperature coefficient 0.5%

Experimental apparatus in holes 1.5%

Total Ak/k required 15.1%

A3.3 NEUTRON DISTRIBUTIONS

The spatial distributions of thermal and epithermal neutron flux in the

2.94-kg pile, the 3.95-kg pile, and in the various experimental holes of

the mock-up assembly, as indicated in the listing below, were measured. These

measurements were made with indium foils, used alternately bare and cadmium

covered, as described previously. A calibration of foils in the standard

(sigma)reactor indicated that the absolute flux (nv) is obtained from the

measured saturated activities, A shown in the attached figures by the follow-

ing relations,:

(n0) thermal= 6. 5OAtheral

(nv) epitherma1 =1. 66A epithermal
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Several of the neutron distributions were measured as follows:

1. Figure A3.D: A lateral traverse across the 2.94-kg reactor (along
the short axis of the slab, at mid-height).

2. Figure A3.E: A series of measurements along the centerline of
the 6-in, hole which is located at the edge of the long side of
the core: (a) with solid reflector in place, (b) with hole
extending to the core-reflector interface, and (c) with the
hole beginning 15 cm out from the edge of the core. These curves

show the depressions in the "solid reflector" neutron distri-
butions caused by the presence of a single 6-in. hole in the
reflector.

3. Figures A3.F, G, H: These show the neutron distributions along
the axes of the. various experimental holes which were planned
for the high-fluxreactor. These measurements were made with all
seven 6-in, holes (or equivalent) in the reflector.

4. Figure A3.I: The fast-neutron flux (E > 1 Mev) and the indium
resonance flux, measured along a line midway between two of the
large experimental holes that extend through the reflector.

The U23 8 fission chamber used to measure the flux of fast neutrons has

been described in previous ORNL reports.(2'3

The results of these experiments indicate that the (nv)fastnear the center

of the 3.95-kg assembly is 40% of the (nv)thera, in reasonably good agreement
with the calculated value of (nv)virgin = 60% of (nv)thral given in the report

MonP-272.

A3.4 SAMOA BEAT PRODUCTION IN TE REFLECTOR'

In the high-flux reactor the beryllium is water cooled and there is no

concern regarding the possibility of excessive heating in this portion of the

reflector. The graphite, however, is cooled only by air, and empirical in-

formation on the heat production in graphite was desired to substantiate

theoretical calculations. In the reflector, heat production is primarily from

absorption of gamma rays. Most of these come from the core of the reactor,

but some arise from neutron capture in beryllium and in graphite.

The gamma-ray absorption measurements were made in the rectangular

assembly having core dimensions 71 by 17 by 66 cm and loaded to 2.94 kg of

fuel. Measurements were made in the core and in the reflector along a line
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FIG. A3. E
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FIG. A3.H
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perpendicular to the long dimension of the reactor. Three graphite ion

chambers having volumes of approximately 1, 10, and 200 cc were used to cover

the range of gamma flux encountered in going from the interior of the core

through the beryllium reflector and out to the edge of the graphite port. of

the reflector. In order to minimize the possibility of measuring ionization

due to unforeseen neutron reactions in the gas of the ion chamber, the measure-

ments were taken with each of four filling gases: air, argon, CO2 , and helium.

The lower solid-line curve in Fig. A3.J represents the total heat pro-

duction in the reflector calculated from theoretical considerations. This

calculation was based on the neutron distribution for a thinner slab pile

(70 by 11 by 60 cm) where the beat load in the reflector is somewhat heavier

than in the case of the assembly in which our measurements were made (71 by 17

by 66 cm). The measured spatial thermal-neutron distribution in this assembly

is shown as a dotted curve.

A3.5 CONTROL ROD EXPERIMENTS

A number of experiments were carried out to study the effectiveness of

control rods of various sizes in the 4-kg mock-up of the high-flux reactor.

The experiments are performed in the following way: the uniform poison in

the "clean" core (before the control rod is inserted) is adjusted until the

assembly is just critical. The control rod is inserted and the amount of

uniformly distributed poison in the core is reduced until the assembly is just

critical. When the experiment involves no change in the amount or concen-

tration of fuel in the core, the percentage change in k, i.e., Ak/k, is given

simply by AX// where AZ is the change in uniform poison and E is the total

cross-section of the active portion of the core after the rod is inserted. In

experiments which entail the removal of fuel and the insertion of a control

rod, the k of the clean core, k1 , is calculated, the k of the active portion

of the core after insertion of the rod, k2, is calculated, and Ak/k is then

given directly by (k1 - k2)/k2 .

The Cd control rods tested in these experiments were essentially replicas

of those designed for the high-flux reactor in so far as dimensions and

composition are concerned. They were in the form of hollow cylinders of

square, 3% by 3% in., cross-section and 26 in. long and were filled with water

to duplicate the conditions that will be obtained in the case of the high-flux

reactor.
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For use in the high-flux reactor it was planned for these rods to be

attached at one end to fuel assemblies so that as a rod is withdrawn fuel is

inserted in its place and vice versa. Therefore the measurement of interest

was the effect of the rod versus fuel in the same position. The percentage

changes in reactivity of the active portion of the core, when these rods were

inserted in place of fuel, were as follows:

fmAk/k (%)
Cd 7.3

Cd 20.7

It was also observed that the reactivity change due to the removal of

180 g of fuel (nine tubes or a 3%- by 3k-in. section) from a central position

amounted to about 3%.

A3.6 REFERENCE REPORTS

(1) Martin, A. B. and Mann, M. M., Critical Experiments for the High Flux
Reactor, ORNL-167, October 22, 1948.

(2) Quarterly Report of the Physics Division for March, April and May, 1948,
ORNL-51, July 15, 1948.

(3) Mann, M. M. and Martin, A. B., Further Critical Experiments on a Small
Reactor of Enriched U-235/Al-H 20 Moderator and Be Reflector, ORNL-79,
September 16, 1948.
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Appendix 4

MOCK-UP

INTRODUCTION

In 1947 when the design of the MTB's predecessor, the High Flux Pile,

was nearing completion it was recognized that many features of the reactor

would require thorough testing before the design could be considered final.

It appeared. logical, economically and experimentally, to assemble a full-scale

model with which many studies could be made rather than to construct separate

equipment for each experiment. It was planned to fabricate major parts

(e.g., top plug, aluminum tank, grids, castings) with the intention of using

them later, if proved satisfactory, in the actual reactor. The reflector, an

item of major importance for hydraulic testing, was to be fabricated of

aluminum because beryllium production was still in the development stage.

Two general groups of experiments were made. Studies of amechanical nature
included assembly and alignment techniques, stress-strain investigation of

major structural parts, performance of the safety and regulating rod systems,

and the development of tools for refueling and remote disassembly of all parts.

Hydraulic studies were made to investigate the adequacy of cooling in the

reflector, safety rods, and fuel pieces.

After completion of this "mechanical" program in September, 1949, it

appeared that much could be learned by converting the Mock-Up into equipment

for low-power nuclear experiments such as critical mass determination, neutron-

and gamma-flux measurements, and operation of the control system. These studies

occupied the period from February, 1950 to September, 1950.

A4.1 DESCRIPTION OF FACILITY

In an effort to keep the cost of the project at a minimum, the Mock-Up

structure was designed for outdoor operation with the enclosed space limited

to the control room. The structure, illustrated in Fig. A4.A, consists of

four main steel columns to support the reactor tank and a 10-ton traveling

crane. The working level at the top of the tank, 22 ft above grade level,

is floored. A 12-ft deep "-sub-pile room,"' 15 by 15 ft, is provided underneath

the reactor tank.
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The water-circulating system was greatly simplified as compared to the

MTR. Its only purpose was to provide a maximum flow of 15,000 gpm, and it

consisted of two 7500-gpm 100-psi-head pumps which fed the reactor tank

through 20-in.-diameter pipe lines. The discharge from the base of the

reactor flowed to a 6000-gal capacity surge tank and thence back to the pumps.

Six small shell-and-tube heat exchangers were supplied to remove the energy

input (about 350 kw) of the pumps. The entire 'circulating system with the

exception of the aluminum section of the reactor tank was constructed of mild

steel and coated with Amercoat, a plastic material for corrosion protection.

The reactor tank from top plug to bottom plug was identical to the

actual reactor design(1) of that date except for the substitution of Amercoat-

covered mild steel for stainless steel at tank sections A, B, E, and F. The

top plug was equipped with two safety rods and one regulating-rod drive. All

bearings, grids, etc. were supplied for the aluminum tank section. The

reflector was made of aluminum, as already mentioned, and the "fuel" was

fabricated as uranium-aluminum alloy.

A detailed description of all parts of the Mock-Up may be found in the

Mock-up Design Report.(2) Information concerning the assembly and erection of

the system is presented in Procedure for Erection of the MTR Mock-Up.(3

After approximately six months of study on the dummy reactor, changes were

made to allow operation as a nuclear machine intended to duplicate MTR con-

ditions at very low power levels. A detailed account of the alterations made

at that time appear in ORNL CF-50-5-140.(5) The alterations consisted essen-

tially in providing the following necessities:

1. Fuel in the form of standard MTH assemblies.

2. A beryllium reflector built with small beryllium bricks to
approximate MTR dimensions on two faces of the lattice with

Class II reflector pieces ("L"' pieces, Be in lattice) on the

other two faces.

3. A graphite reflector consisting of 300,000 graphite pebbles and

50 tons of block graphite arranged in three quadrants of the

reactor tank.

4. A 4-ft-thick shield of concrete block, unmortared, surrounding

the graphite.

5. Instrumentation equivalent to two MTR safety channels and other

necessary operating circuits.

These details are shown in Figs. A4.B and C.
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A4.2 MECHANICAL EXPERIMENTS

The mechanical and hydraulic investigations were begun in May, 1949 and

consisted of the following:

1. Stress-strain measurements.

2. Mechanical test of the control system.

3. Development of remote-handling tools.

4. Hydraulic measurements in lattice and reflector.

A4.2.l Stress-Strain Measurements. The complexity of tank structure D

with respect to stress analysis made it desirable to obtain measurements at

questionable points in the Mock-Up. The required information was obtained from

Baldwin-Southwork strain gauges attached directly to the various components

of the tank. The results of these measurements are reported in ORNL-472. (4

The electric resistance wire elements were attached according to the

following plan:

NO. OF
ELEMENTS

Tank section D, outside surface 14

Skirt plates 4

Upper assembly grid 2

Upper support casting 5

Lower support casting 5

Roughly half of the strain gauges were single elements which were employed

at locations where the direction of the stress could be easily predicted.

Where the direction was unknown, a triangular arrangement of three elements

was used so that both the magnitude and the direction of the stress could be

determined.

Measurements were made early in the experimental program and before the

full pressure drop across the lattice was applied. However, the magnitude of

the stresses calculated from the strain measurements were low enough in all

cases to provide assurance that no component was in danger of being overstressed

even at much higher pressure drops.
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Maximum stresses for the components during operation at about 30 psi AP
were:

LOCATION STRESS (psi)

Tank section D, 6 in. below upper flange 1920 (tension)

Skirt plate, center 1850 (tension)

Upper assembly grid, center 950 (compression)

Upper support casting, center bottom 1300 (compression)

Lower support casting (side, center of grid 2020 (compression)
opening)

The 356-T7A aluminum alloy with which the castings were made has a yield

strength of 25,000 psi at 0.2% set. Tank section D was fabricated of 3SF

aluminum with a tensile strength of 17,850 psi and a minimum yield strength

of 6,000 psi.

A4.2.2 Control System. Except for the control system, which includes both

shim-safety and regulating rods, the reactor has practically no moving parts.

Because this system is roughly the brain and nervous system of the reactor and

should operate for its lifetime, it was important that the control mechanics

be tested very thoroughly.

For these reasons the Mock-Up was provided with two complete shim-safety

rod channels and one regulating rod channel. The control room contained the

operating console which served as the study model for the MTR desk and a

relay panel, both equipped with the necessary electrical equipment for testing

system performance.

Console. The console for the Mock-Up was little different from that

planned for the MTR. A few switches were relocated and the functions of one

or two were changed. The wings to the right and left of the operator were

moved inward to bring them within easier reach. Except for these minor changes,

the design was considered adequate and was approved for the MTR.

Shim-SafetyRods and Drive Mechanisms. (6"7) The shim-safety rods and

drive mechanisms constituting the original Mock-Up controls were considerably

different from the elements currently designed for the MTR. A brief history

of the evolution of the present MTR shim-safety assemblies will be given for

each part of the assembly.
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(a) Shim-Safety Rods. Originally the rods consisted of five separate

sections which were, from top to bottom: armature section, upper stainless

steel section, cadmium section, fuel (or beryllium) section, and lower stainless steel section. These rods were ex-

pensive (about $3,000 each) to manufacture considering their estimated life (one month). In the course of testing

the rods several possible refinements to the original design became apparent.

In the armature section the cadmium plating was not sufficient protection

to prevent rusting of the 1010 steel. Nickel plating was substituted for

better corrosion protection. The nickel plating, being magnetic, had the

additional advantage of reducing the magnet-to-armature air gap, allowing a

gain of about 25 lb in magnet holding force. The original sharp-edged corners

of the armature made it difficult to position the upper assembly of grids over

the rods, and as a result the corners were beveled to make this operation

easier.

The upper section of the rod serves three purposes: (1) as bearing

surface for the guide bearings, (2) as inlet port for cooling water, ant

(3) as a "spacer"" to keep electromagnets outside the intense neutron-flux

region. Being necessarily long, this stainless steel section was also heavy

(about 50 lb). fW'ass at this point and in the absorber section below is

undesirable because of the large force exerted.on the comparatively weak

uranium-aluminum section during deceleration of the rod. In fact, after

repeated drops the aluminum was found to be deformed at its joints and the

machine screws holding these joints were loosened. It was apparent that the

upper sections of the rod should be made of lighter material, and an aluminum

extrusion with acadmium box insert was designed to replace the upper stainless

steel and cadmium sections.

Although this weight reduction was desirable from the standpoint of

damage to the fuel section and joint strength, it was considered necessary to

keep the total weight of the rod above 100 lb for the situation requiring a

scram with no water flow. Experiments showed that buoyancy and bearing-friction

forces were great enough to keep a rod weighing less than 70 lb from falling

if the 350-lb driving force due to water pressure were absent. () To eliminate

this danger lead was added to the lower stainless steel section, and guide

bearings were redesigned to minimize friction.
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Velocity measurements on the original rods showed a peak speed of 16 ft/sec

with full water flow (see Fig. A4.D). An acceleration of about 4 g is indi

cated. and these data should hold for present MTR rods.

The Mock.-Up was equipped with safety-rod shock absorbers with bellows-

sealed plungers at the base to indicate the presence of the rod. The indi

cating function is unrelated to the primary purpose of the shock absorber,

that of decelerating the falling rod, but is important from the standpoint of

control. The plunger type indicator gave constant trouble by water leakage

to the limit switches underneath and from galling. Hydraulic actuators were

designed for the MTR but could not be tested in the Mock-Up because of limited

time.

The operation of the dash pots as decelerators is illustrated by the

curve of Fig. A4.E which shows a terminal rod velocity of 3 ft/sec. Maximum

pressures were measured for various entrance velocities and found to be 200 psi

for the 16-ft/sec velocity resulting from a 10-psi pressure drop across the

reactor tank.

The bearings which serve to guide the upper and lower ends of the rods

originally contained spring-loaded graphite pads as the bearing surfaces. The

graphite scored easily and was found to offer a resistance of approximately

40 lb to the fall of the rods. Stainless steel rollers with graphite inserts

have been designed to replace the graphite and have proved adequate during

several months of usage.

(b) Electromagnets. The initial design of the electromagnets was based

on the requirement that they operate under a water pressure of 50 psi, support

1000 lb load at 200 mamp current, and release this load in less than 30 msec

(the minimum period of which the reactor is capable in a start-up accident).

After test units had been constructed, it was found that the release times

were about double those expected and that the watertight seals were inadequate.

The release time deficiency was traced to shorted turns in the coils.

Subsequent coils were redesigned and manufactured by the Westinghouse Electric

Corporation. In the course of the investigation, the coils were tested on

core materials of Permandure and Hypersil alloys in addition to the 1010 steel

chosen for the final design. With properly manufactured coils on the 1010

steel cores, release times of considerably less than 30 msec were measured.
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In fact if one minimizes the ratio of holding force to force actually held

by varying the current, the armature-to-pole-face air gap,or the load sup-

ported, the release time can be reduced to 2 or 3 msec. The net result of

much experimentation with these factors was to specify a current of 100 mamp

and an air gap of about 0.010 in. which can be adjusted to give a holding

force of 600 lb. For the case of full water flow, the total load on the

magnets is about 500 lb and a release time of about 10 msec can be expected.

With no water flowing and only the dead weight of the rod (about 100 lb)

supported, the release time is 30 to 40 msec. The holding-force curve for a

typical magnet is presented in Fig. A4.F. In Fig. A4.G are the records of two

release-time measurements.

The failure of the gasketed water seals on the pole pieces of the initial

design led to a complete enclosure of the core with a stainless steel can.

This change necessitated removal of amicroswitch and a bellows-sealed actuator

which were contained inside the old can for the purpose of indicating physical

contact with the shim-safety rod. The indicator currently in use takes

advantage of the fact that the rods are at ground potential electrically and

the demineralized water has a high resistance. By insulating the magnets from

the drive shafts and applying a 6-volt potential, the current which flows when

the magnet face contacts the rods is sufficient to trip arelay which indicates

contact and energizes the magnets.

The magnets installed at the Mock-Up were fastened to the drive shafts

by six %/-in. bolts. Calculations indicated that the magnets would be con-

siderably above tolerance radiation after long-time operation at MTR levels.

To simplify the replacement of faulty magnets a quick-release mechanism has

been adopted for MTP magnets.

The requirement for an insulating and shielding liquid with which magnets

and drive shafts could be filled is that the liquid not suffer radiation

damage (i.e., loss of insulating qualities or severe degadsing), that it be

heavier than water (so that leakage water will not accumulate above the

magnets), and that it not attack the magnet construction materials. The

liquid now used is the only insulator of many tested which adequately fills

these requirements.

The flexible connections now incorporated in the shim-safety rod design

were previously a section of the drive shafts, immediately above the magnets.
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Their purpose is to correct misalignment and to allow approximately 3/8-.in.

pvertravel of the drive motors after current cut-off. The original design

allowed excessive movement of the magnets under full water flow and gave

considerable difficulty through abrasion of the magnet leads. The simpler

joint now at the top of the safety rod appears to be adequate.

(c) Drive Mechanisms. The worm gear-acme thread speed reduction units

were studied with respect to measurement of backlash, overtravel, wear, actual

speed reduction, and time of reversal. Total backlash from motor shaft to

magnet drive shaft was less than 0.010 in. Overtravel was 0.10 in. upward and

0.17 in. downward. The actual speed of rod withdrawal was 5.0 in./min, and

time of reversal was less than 0.1 sec. All measurements were made with shafts

loaded to 600 lb. After approximately 400 hr of operation the total backlash

had not increased, and it was assumed that no serious wear had resulted.

Regulating Rod and Drive Mechanism.(9) The MTR regulating rod and drive

mechanism assembly are very similar to the originals installed in the Mock-Up.

The Mock-Up rod was thoroughly tested from standpoints of general operability,

mechanical design, and reactor control.

Some difficulty was experienced with the sleeve guide bearing located in

the upper and lower support castings. Because of grit particles the rod and

bearings galled severely, necessitating removal and refinishing. The bearings

were redesigned as spring-loaded stainless steel rollers which eliminated the

galling trouble. However, during the low-power nuclear experiments with full

water flow it was learned that the bearings permitted lateral movement of the

rods, which affected neutron detection instruments as would a minor instability

of the reactor. The low-power experiments were completed before stronger

springs could be tested.

Another difficulty with the original design was the method of attaching

the rod to its drive shaft. The coupling was designed as a screw joint to be

actuated by a 20-ft-long bolt after removal of the upper shock absorber.

Rotation of the rod during the coupling operation was prevented by ahorizontal

pin through the rod which mated with a slot in the upper bearing. Awkward

features were eliminated by a redesign including a new upper shock absorber

which need not be removed to accomplish attachment or detachment of the rod;

a ball-and-socket joint replaced the threaded joint, and the necessity for a

pin and slot were thus eliminated.
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The lower shock absorber of the drive mechanism exhibited an annoying

quirk of not returning to its rest position after compression This trouble

was corrected by insertion of a stronger spring and by attachment of a small

check valve at the oil-fill port.

Before the regulating rod was used with its servo mechanism as a control

device, experiments were devised to measure its response time. The test

consisted in unbalancing the electronic system with an applied voltage (instead

of an ion chamber signal) and measuring the time required for rebalancing

The response time for the maximum unbalance was found to be about 0.1 sec and

is considered adequate for control of known MTR instabilities.

Full-scale test of the servo mechanism as an automatic control device

was accomplished during the low-power nuclear experiments described in Section

A4.5.7. The system performed satisfactorily for several months at power levels

from 100 watts to 175 kilowatts.

A4.3 HYDRAULIC EXPERIMENTS

The high-power density (about 300 kw/liter) at which the MTR operates

imposes rather stringent requirements for heat removal. Cooling-water veloc

ities of 30 ft/sec and heat fluxes as high as 500,000 Btu/sq ft-hr are

necessary for the realization of design performance.

The desire for more complete knowledge of the complex hydraulic charac-

teristics of the MTR was an important reason for construction of the full-

scale Mock-Up.

Early design calculations indicated that the following conditions could

be expected in the reflector and fuel lattice:

LOCATION VELOCITY PRESSURE DROP
(ft/sec) (psi)

(1) 1/8-in.-diameter holes in reflector pieces 10 6

(2) 0.118-in. slot between fuel elements 25 17

(3) Fuel elements with 0.118-in, gaps 30 42 (including
end boxes)

(4) Shim-safety rods 30 42

(5) Across upper assembly grid 12

(6) Across lower assembly grid 13

(7) Across laver support casting 36
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Water requirements for 42 psi pressure drop were:

ELEMENT FLOW OF
WATER (gpm)

23 fuel pieces (slab loading) 10,500

8 shim-safety rods 39200

Reflector 19000
Lattice interstices and Be in lattice 1,500

Total water requirement 16,200

The Mock-Up problem assignment was to determine whether the calculated pressure

drops and flow rates actually existed.

The experimental work was divided into two groups: (1) flow in the

reflector, and (2) flow inside the fuel lattice.

A4.3.1 Plow in Reflector Outside the Fuel Lattice. The reactor is

designed in a manner such that the beryllium reflector occupies the space

(15 by 30 in.) between the rectangular lattice area at the center and the wall

of the 54-in.-diameter aluminum tank. At the time the Mock-Up was built the

reflector consisted of approximately two hundred separate pieces, each roughly

3 by 3 by 40 in. high. In general, each separate piece was provided with

several 1/8-in, diameter cooling holes extending through the piece from top

to bottom. A few pieces of odd sizes and shapes, such as those above and

below the experimental thimbles, had larger or different cooling passages. The

general aim in the design of the re fleztor cooling passages was to p-rovide

sufficient water to remove approximately 6,000 kw of heat produced by y-ray

and neutron energy from the fuel lattice.

The problem of measuring the various velocities and pressures was ap-

proached by selecting a typical quadrant of the reflector for detailed study.

A few pieces were chosen in other quadrants as check points and others where

special situations arose. Figures A4.H and I show these selections. One

cooling channel in each reflector piece was provided with two static pressure

taps and calibrated for flow versus pressure drop before installation.

After positioning a particular piece in the Mock-Up reflector, small

stainless steel tubing leads from the pressure points were attached to Cannon
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type connectors in the reactor tank wall and then run directly to a manometer

board in the control room. Approximately 120 lines were connected from inside

the reactor tank to manifolds and thence to mercury and oil filled Merriam

manometers.

Nine experimental determinations of velocities were made in the 56

reflector pieces selected for study at pressure drops ranging from 17.5 to

33.7 psi. After two runs it was seen that flow in the reflector was con-

siderably in excess of that. anticipated. An unsuccessful attempt was made to

reduce the flow by plugging weep holes in the lower support casting and filling

some open area at the "A"" piece end box sockets. Mean velocities in various

types of channels for a typical test at 33.6 psi, after reducing the open area

in the lower support casting, are shown in Table A4.A.

TABLE A4.A

Water Velocities in Various Reflector Channels

VELOCITY
(f t/sec)

"A"' pieces (1/8-in. holes) 18.7

5/16-in. holes above thimbles 9.0

5/16-in. holes below thimbles 8.9

1/8-in. holes above thimbles 10.9

1/8--in. holes below thimbles 3.8

1/8-in. holes above %--in. horizontal tubes 15.2

CHANNEL

Using these velocities as a basis, the total flow rate

flector was computed asdfollows:

through the re-

A section was taken above the thimbles and just below the top surface of

the reflector. Counting the numbers of various types of holes and using

measured dimensions, flow rates in gallons per minute for each foot per second

measured velocity were derived. These are shown in Table A4.B.
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TABLE A4. B

Flow Bates for Various Reflector Moles

CosS- FIO RATE
NO. OF SECTION (gpm)

TYPE OF (2A1#EL HOLES (sq in.) AT 1 ft/sec

1/8-in. holes above thimbles 320 0.0129 12.9

5/16-in. holes above thimbles 86 0.101 27.1

Full length 1/8-in. holes 744 0.0129 30.0

1/8-in. holes in "A" pieces 208 0.0129 8.4

1/8-in. holes above %-in. horizontal tubes 44 0.0129 1.8

1/8-in. holes above 1-in. horizontal tubes 64 0.0129 2.6

Flow through gaps between reflector components was estimated as a function

of gap thickness. Assuming that the velocities vary as the 2/3 power of the

equivalent diameters, and that the equivalent diameter of a wide thin slot

is approximately twice the thickness T,

[D 2/3

V2 = 11DJ

The 0.127-in. hole designated as pressure tap 41 (Fig. A4.D) is suitable as a

standard. Then

V = V4 2 (T2)
2/3 = 6.30 V,(T2)

2/3
2 i [0127 /3i

Values of flow rates in gallons per minute at 1 ft/sec measured velocity at

pressure tap 41 are thus derived for the gaps between reflector pieces. These

values are shown in Table A4.C.
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TABLE A4.C

Flow Bates at pressure Tap 41

Components of the reflector flow rate are computed in Table A4.D,

the factors derived above and the measured velocities in Table A4.A.

TABLE A4.D

Flow Rates in Reflector

using

FLOW RATE TOTAL FLOW (gpm)

(gpm)
AT 1 ft/sec TEST 6 TEST 7 TST 8 TEST 9

OP 33.5 psi AP 33.5psi OP 33.7 psi AP 33.6 psi

Components of flow rate

1/8 in. holes above thimbles 12,9 138 140 138 141

5/16--in holes above thimbles 27.1 244 264 255 244
Full length 1/8Bin holes 30.0 362 362 362 372

1/8 in. holes in "A" pieces 8.4 154 152 152 149

1/8Bin. holes above %-in.
horizontal tubes 1.8 25 28 30 27

1/8 -in, holes above 1-in.
horizontal tubes 2.6 33 34 30 30

Subtotal 956 980 967 963

Clearance channels 74.0 898 898 898 920

Total reflector flow 1854 1878 1865 1883
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CROSS- FLOW RATE
SECTION (gpm)

CLEARANCE, T2  NO. OF GAPS (T2) 23 (sq in.) AT 1 ft/sec

0 017 228 0 065 0.051 14.9

0.0435 6 0.122 0.130 1.9

0.060 20 0 153 0.180 10.9

0.080 12 0.185 0.240 10.5

0.1065 2 0.225 0.320 2.8

0.0625 (at tank wall) 1 0.158 10.6 33.0

Total 74.0



During these experiments measurements were also made of total flow and

velocities through fuel elements (see Section A4.3.2, Lattice Measurements). A

typical flow balance at 33.5 psi pressure drop was as follows:

Total flow, by calibrated orifice (gpm) 14,900

Component flow, by calibrated pressure taps (gpm)

1. 19 fuel elements (27.'5 ft/sec velocity) 8,300

2. Shim rods and substitutes 2,890

3. "Beryllium" lattice pieces 70

4. Lattice interstices 1,577

5. Open 1-in. rabbit tubes 220

Total flow, by components except reflector (gpm) 13,057

Flow through reflector, by difference (gpm) 1,843

This excellent agreement of two independent measures indicates accuracy better

than the 1% which more probably existe-i.

On the basis of these data and simultaneous lattice measurements (Section

A4.3.2), which indicated that a pressure drop of approximately 40 psi would

be required to realize a 30-ft/sec velocity through the fuel, reflector re-

quirements at 40 psi were estimated as approximately 2000 gpm. This figure

was roughly double the amount of water originally allowed for the reflector

area. For this and for other perhaps more important reasons, a redesign of

the reflector was undertaken.

A4.3.2 Flow and Pressure Drops Inside Fuel Lattice. Velocity measure-

ments were taken inside fuel elements and shim-safety rods and in the inter-

stices between fuel elements. Pressure drops were studied wherever significant

reductions in static pressure were thought to occur. The points selected for

measurement are shown in Fig. A4.J. An analysis of these data is presented

in OBNL CF-50-6-102.(1 )

Flow Through Fuel Elements. A group of six fuel elements was selected

for calibration. Two static pressure taps were installed in each of these

assemblies and used to measure pressure drop as a function of velocity through

the fuel plates. Calibrations were obtained in a separate experiment before

the fuel pieces were installed in the reactor lattice. Figure A4.K is a plot

of the calibration of these assemblies. Also shown are data from a previous
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calibration of a single assembly reported in ORNL-50. The pressure drops were

measured over the length of the fuel plates and the agreement of the two

independent calibrations is good.

The overall pressure drop, which includes losses in both upper and lower

end boxes (reported in ORNL-50), indicated that the desired velocity of

30 ft/sec past the plates would be realized at a total pressure drop of 30 to

35 psi. This value was taken as the basis for design of the hydraulic system

for the MTR. However, full-scale measurements in the Mock-Up indicated that

an overall pressure drop of about 40 psi was required to attain the 30-ft/sec

velocity.

This diagreement of 5 to 10 psi was the subject of an investigation which

resulted in an explanation of the difference in the two cases. It was found

that the upper end box of the fuel piece used in the experiments described in

ORNL-50 had an inside diameter 1/8 in. longer than the end boxes of more

recent design used in the Mock-Up. A calculation of the two cases confirmed

a loss of about 4 psi for the smaller Mock-Up end boxes. An additional loss

of 3 psi was measured across the upper support casting, through which the

water must pass before it reaches the fuel. Thus the total design pressure

drop for the reactor tank was increased to 40 psi, which may be broken down

as follows:

PRFS.JE IBP
RESISTANCE (psi)

Upper support and grid spacer castings 3

Upper end box 13

Fuel plates 18

Lower end box 6

Total pressure loss in tank section D 40

Flow Through Interstices Between Fuel Elements. In order for cooling

water to flow between adjacent fuel elements, it must move past the upper

assembly grid, down past the outer, fuel plates, and discharge through the

lower assembly grid. It was desired to maintain a velocity of 25 ft/sec in

the spaces between fuel elements, but the Mock-Up measurements indicated
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veloci ties of roughly 15 ft/sec. t was found that the pressure drop across

the upper assembly grid was about 10 psi and across the lower assembly grid

was 18 psi. Subsequently the open area in the lower grid was increased and

its pressure drop reduced to 10 psi to give the correct velocity through the

interstices.

Flow Through Safety Rods. The shim-safety rods also require a cooling

velocity of 30 ft/sec through the fuel section. Measurements in a previous

experiment(II) indicated a pressure drop of 40 psi for this velocity. Cali-

bration of the Mock-Up rods agreed with this figure. The curve of velocity

versus pressure drop is presented in Fig. A4.L.

On the basis of the Mock-Up measurements, the pressure drops and flow

rates through tank section D are summarized in Table A4.E.

TABLE A4.E

Pressure Drops and Flow Rates Through Tank Section D

FLOW (gp.)
PRESSUIE COMPONENTS COMPONENTS

LOCATION DROP (psi) PARALLEL NONPARALLEL

Upper support casting 3 17,670

Upper assembly grid 10 2,500

Fuel assemblies (23 required) 37 10,925

Lattice beryllium pieces (14 required) 37 35

Gaps in lattice 17 2,500

Shim rods, cadmium (4 required) 40 1,725

Shim rods, beryllium (4 required) 40 10

Reflector (Mock-Up design) 9 2,000

Lower support casting 31 2,000

Lower assembly grid 10 2,500

By-pass 475

Total flow required (with 4 cadmium shim
rods) 17,670
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A4.4 HANDLING TOOLS

Normal and frequent operations such as fuel replacement and adjustment

of reactor and reflector geometry for experiments require special tools and

appurtenances for remote handling. It will be recalled; furthermore, that

one of the basic design requirements of the MiTR is that any part of the reactor

proper be replaceable. Because many parts will be intensely radioactive

after extended operation, remote handling i$ required. Working models for

most of the operations noted have been tested in the Mock-Up Figs. A4.M and

N are shown as typical of this work.

The results of Mock Up experience have been incorporated in the MTR

handling tools mentioned in Section 2.9.

A4.5 NUCLEAR EXPERIMENTS

Problems associated with the nuclear characteristics of the operating

reactor were studied for a period of seven months (starting in February, 1950)

using the assembly illustrated in Figs. A4.B and C. As is often the case when

a heavy program is undertaken with limited time available, it was impossible

to refine the experiments as desired. However, from the MTR design standpoint

little could have been gained by greater precision because MTR experimental

conditions could not be exactly duplicated. The principal topics of study

were the following

1. Determination of critical mass for a slab type loading,

2. Calibration of regulating rod.

3. Measurements of temperature coefficient.

4. Measurements of reactivity changes caused by water flow, air

bubbles, and open beam holes.

5. Performance of the control and safety systems.

6. Measurements of neutron and gamma fluxes inside and above the
fuel, in the graphite reflector outside the tank, and in the

thermal shield.

A4 5.1 Critical Mass Determination. Several extraordinary safety pre-

cautions were taken for the initial fuel loading. For instance, a standard

safety rod was rebuilt with a beryllium section in place of the fuel section
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for use as a "cocked" safety during loading. The cadmium section of this rod

was kept suspended above the lattice by an electromagnet while each fuel piece

was inserted.

Another precaution was the installation of separate neutron-level and

period indicators at the loading platform which was 30 ft above the control

room. Also, a boron fluoride neutron detector was used in addition to the

slow fission chamber and three other neutron chambers. The relative locations

of source, fuel, and detectors is shown in Fig. A4.0.

The critical mass determination was begun after recording backgrounds of

all the neutron detectors with the addition of four fuel pieces containing

a total of 560 g of U235 . The control rods were then withdrawn completely and

the new counting rates'were measured with pulse counters. The usual plot of

reciprocal counting rate against mass of U235 was made upon addition of each

additional fuel element (140 g of U23 5 ). As the critical point was approached,

smaller quantities of uranium in the form of partial fuel elements were added.

Criticality was attained with approximately 2000 g of U2 35 .

A4.5.2 Regulating-rod Calibration. The regulating rod is a 1-in.-
diameter aluminum rod with a 20-in.-long cadmium tube inserted at its center;

it is located in the permanent beryllium at the edge of the lattice. The

total reactivity of the rod, expressed as Ak/k, is intended to be less than

the delayed neutron fraction to prevent sudden complete removal from making

the reactor "prompt-critical." For safety, therefore, it was necessary to be

certain of the total reactivity change possible from the regulating rod.

Furthermore, for control purposes it was desirable to determine a curve of

sensitivity as a function of rod position.

The method of calibration was as follows: Beginning with the rod com-

pletely inserted and the reactor level (infinite period), the rod was with-

drawn a short distance manually and the resultant period was measured as the

slope of the logarithmic plot of neutron level. After complete withdrawal of

the rod, similar points were obtained by stepwise insertion. The reactivity,

(Ak/k)ff, was obtained from the usual in-hour-relation.(12) Curves of

sensitivity and, total reactivity are presented in Figs. A4.P and Q.

Considering the accuracy of the determination (about 6-), it is seen

that the original rod was possibly worth as much as 0.7% in (Ak/k),f.
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As a result, the total movement of the cadmium section of the rod was reduced

by 4 in. fith a resultant reduction in equivalent reactivity to about 0.65%. It

is expected that the regulating rod in the MTh will contain less than 0.65% in

(Ak/k),ff because the MTR core will be larger than that in the Mock-Up.

A4.5.3 Temperature Coefficient. The measurement of the Mock-Up tempera-

ture coefficient was made in the following way: The reactor was made critical

at the ambient bulk water temperature (usually 20 to 25*C), and positions of

the shim and regulating rods were carefully recorded. After the reactor was

shut down, the water pumps were operated until the pump input energy (about

350 kw) had increased the temperature of the circulating water a sufficient

amount (5 or 10*C). At the new temperature, the pumps were stopped and the

reactor was again brought to some low power level with the shim rods set

exactly at.their previous locations, corrected for rod expansion at the in-

creased temperature, and the new position of the regulating rod was recorded.

From the rod calibration curve the change in reactivity for that particular

temperature increment was read. This change in (Ak/k),ff was checked later by

measuring the reactor period resulting from the same movement of the regulating

rod.

Measurements made in this manner are listed in Table A4.F. The average

of 0.013 is in fairly good agreement with the calculated value of 0.017% per

degree centigrade for the Mock-Up core with a k of about 1.58.

TABLE A4.F

Experimental Values for Temperature Coefficient
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TEMPERATWE ( C) PEIENT (Ak/k)eff PER *C

36.1 -0.013

37 -0.012

43 -0.012

45 -0.012

46.5 -0.014

48 -0.012

53 -0.014

54 -0.013

-0.013 (avg.)



A4.5.4 Effect of am Empty Experimental Beam nBole. The effect on re-

activity of removing a beryllium plug from the 6-in.-diameter northwest

experimental thimble (see Fig. A4.C) extending to the lattice face was deter-

mined by comparison with changes in the position of the regulating rod. For

the Mock-Up core the effect was a 0.6% reduction in (Ak/k)9 ,,. Filling the

empty hole with a paraffin plug resulted in a (Ak/k),,f increase of 0.3%.

Although the effect of an empty hole measured here is considerably greater

than that observed in the critical experiments, the difference in core size

and asymmetry of reflector are probably responsible. and it is expected that

the f1R will exhibit effects more similar to those of the critical experiments.

A4.5.5 Effect of Water Flow. It has been speculated that high velocity

water flow in the fuel assemblies might result in sufficient movement to be

detectable as small fluctuations in reactivity, and an experimentwas conducted

to investigate this possibility. The upper fuel-positioning grid was removed

so that fuel elements would be unconfined at their upper ends. A water

velocity of 30 ft/sec was maintained through the cooling clearances, The

ion chamber which normally fed the servo control mechanism was used as the

detector of reactivity changes. Several measurements were made both with and

without water flow, but no difference was detectable. It was therefore con-

cluded that water flow had no significant effect on the stability of the

reactor. Furthermore, since many small air bubbles were visible in the

circulating water, it was concluded that, as expected, uniformly distributed

air bubbles would not cause reactivity fluctuations.

A4.5.6 Performance of Control and Safety Circuits. The two instruments

in which most interest has been evidenced are the period indicator and the

servo mechanism.

The period meter is a direct indicator of rate of increase or decrease

of reactor level. Its scale is calibrated in seconds so that the period, i.e.,

the time required for the power level to change by a factor of 2.7, can be

read directly. This instrument proved extremely valuable in start-ups and was

also useful for making changes in power level when the reactor was being

controlled manually.

The servo mechanism performed exceptionally well. With this device any

desired power level in the operating range could be maintained for hours with
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only minor attention from the operator. The response of the circuit to large

disturbances was measured as approximately 0.1 sec by applying an electrical

pulse equivalent to a (Ak/k),,, step of about 0.6%. During operation, steps

as high as 0.3% (tk/k),, were added in approximately 1 sec by injecting

compressed air at the center of the fuel lattice. The servo mechanism easily

followed these disturbances without losing control of the reactor.

Another feature of the MTR control arrangement is the safety circuits

which protect against higher-than-normal power levels. Unsafe levels cause

a reduction in current to the electromagnets and subsequent release of the

control rods. The time required for release of the rods had been measured as

approximately 15 msec before installation in the Mock-Up. During operation

the time interval between the "scram", signal and shutdown of the reactor was
observed to be approximately 30 msec.

Although a number of minor changes in the control instrumentation were

deemed desirable before construction of the final MTR instruments, it can

be said that their performance in the Mock-Up was very satisfactory.

A4.5.7 Measurement of Neutron Fluxes. The data presented below have

been analyzed and compared with previous calculations."(134) Neutron flux

distributions were measured by determining the saturated activity (A,) induced

in bare and cadmium-covered metal foils. The measurements can be divided into

three series of experiments, based on the experimental conditions and the

information sought in each series.

In the first group of experiments the northwest thimble was left open.

Fluxes were measured in the fuel lattice, the northwest quadrant of the

graphite reflector, and at other miscellaneous points in the structure.

In the second series the northwest thimble hole was closed, as described

later, and additional foil exposures were made at many of the locations

mentioned above. Neutron attenuations in the water above the lattice up to

the elevation of the shim-rod electromagnets were measured also.

The third series included attenuation in concrete blocks and in paraffin

stacked behind a portion of the steel thermal shield outside the graphite

stack.

Gold foils (1 cm square, 0.005 in. thick) were used for exposures in the

graphite. The foils were spaced 6 in. apart on 1/16-in.-thick aluminum strips
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for exposures in the fuel lattice and in the 1 in. diameter holes which

extended vertically through the graphite reflector Measurements of very low

fluxes (e.g., in the water above the fuel) were made with large indium foils

(25 cm square 0.005 in. thick) which were held on lucite strips during

exposure. Correction for the activity induced by resonance and fast neutrons

was made by exposing foils covered with cadmium. The cadmium covers were

0.020 in. thick and were coated with lacquer to prevent contamination of the

foils.

Mica-window Geiger tubes were used to count the 1 cm foils and the glass

tubes were used with the large indium foils. The small foils were placed on

a flat aluminum plate beneath the mica window tubes, the large foils were

enclosed in a brass cylinder and slipped over the glass tubes. Only the side

of the foil which had faced the reactor was counted, and this side was always

placed nearest the counting tube.

The foils and counters were calibrated by irradiating foils in positions

of known flux in a standard graphite pile.(16)

In almost all instances exposure time and start up time were comparable

consequently a start-up correction has been applied to the foil data.(16) The

power levels for the many foil activations varied from 10 watts to 2 kilowatts.

First Series. Experimental conditions for the first series were

1. Lattice arrangements as shown in Fig. A4.C.

2. No thermal shield.

3. Experimental holes filled as follows

(a) Southwest thimble filled solidly with graphite from edge

of the lattice to outer edge of graphite.

(b) Center west thimble - filled with an 18 -in. long by 6 in.

diameter cylinder of beryllium beginning 1 in. from the edge
of the lattice; the differential chamber and one safety

chamber occupied the otherwise empty space behind the be

ryllium plug

(c) Northwest thimble -- empty except for the U 2 3 5 fission
chamber and one safety chamber

(d) Southeast and center east thimbles --- filled with paraffin.

(e) Northeast thimble filled with graphite backed by a con
crete plug.
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4. Regulating rod removed.

5. Shim rod No. 1 completely withdrawn, shim rod No. 2 withdrawn 80%.

6. Graphite reflector arranged as indicated in Fig. A4.C with 1-in.
diameter holes extending from top to bottom in the numbered
positions.

7. Reactor tank filled with demineralized, deaerated water.

All measurements in this series were normalized by comparing gold foils

activated in graphite hole 44 during each run.

Figures A4.B and S show the data for the mid-plane and top plane of the

active lattice. Typical curves showing vertical distribution of neutron fluxes

in several holes in the graphite reflector are presented in Figs. A4.T. U, and

V. Table A4.G lists the thermal-neutron flux values at various mid-plane

positions in the graphite reflector with the cadmium ratio at the points where

it was measured.

TABLE A4.6

Neutron Flux in Mid-plane

First series: Northwest Thimble Open

ny (thermal)*

123 X 10-3

81

107

27

16

13

5.0

0.3

1.83

0.92

1.1

0.24

0.65

CADMIUI RATIO"

*Normalized to n" (thermal) of 1.0 neutron/cm2-sec at center of lattice.
**Corrected for absorption of resonance neutrons in cadmium.

***Outer surface of graphite behind hole.
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HOLE NO'.

44

45

46

13

19

15

16

34

38

11'**

16

34

37

19

100

44

140

230
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FIG. A4.S
Thermal Neutron Flux in Top Plane of Active Lattice
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Second Series. The significant changes from the experimental conditions

in the first series were

1. The beryllium cylinder in the center west thimble was moved to
the northwest thimble, the suace behind the beryllium was filled
with graphite.

2. The regulating rod was put into operation.

3. Both shim rods withdrawn to the same height (approximately
26 in.).

4. Center west thimble empty except for ion chamber.

5. Southwest thimbde empty except for ion chamber.

6, A partial thermal shield 4 ft by 4 ft by 4 in. thick was placed
temporarily behind hole 17 at the edge of the graphite for the
measurements reported in Table A4.I.

Table A4.H lists the flux at mid-plane in most of the holes in the north-

west quadrant of the graphite reflector and the cadmium ratio in the positions

where it was measured. Table A4.I shows the measurements taken on the top and

bottom of the graphite reflector. Traverses on the west face of the graphite

behind hole 17 with and without the partial steel thermal shield section in

place are presented in Table A4.J.

Figure A4.W is a plot of the neutron flux along the vertical centerline

of the active lattice, starting at the bottom of the lattice and continuing up

to the shim rod electromagnets. The flux at the magnets is seen to be too low

to give good counting statistics. To check this measurement the neutron

attenuation curve from the X-10 reactor lid tank was normalized and plotted

with the curve from the Mock-Up, considering the top of the Mock-Up lattice to

be the source plate.

Third Series. This series includes two sets of measurements taken behind

a 4- ft--square section of the steel thermal shield.

For the first measurements barytes concrete blocks were stacked behind

the steel thermal shield and covered with a boron-tygon sheet and paraffin.

Other experimental conditions were as described for 'he Second Series except

that the center west thimble was filled with paraffin backed with graphite.

Fluxes were measured in the concrete blocks using small indium foils ( 1 cm

square) which gave activities too low for accurate counting.
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TABLE A4.8

Neutron Flux in Mid-plane

Second Series: Northwest Thimble Closed; Center Thimble Open

126
61

82
31

12
28
54
12

8:5
4.9

2.0
4.4
8.5

12

3.1
2.0

1.2

0.54
0.18
0.49
0.87
1.6
2.0
1.1
0.55
0.36

0.22
0.19
0.29
0.46
0.65
0.85

x 10-3 40

80
60

600
160

900

1600

2100

2200

1300

800

1800

1600
1050

1300

*Normalized to nv (thermal)
of lattice.

of 0.1 neutron/cm2-sec at center

**Corrected for absorption of resonance neutrons in cadmium.

***Outer surface of graphite behind hole.
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HOLE NO. nv (thermal)' CAIJIUM RATIO*

44

45
46
13
19

20
21
12

15

18
26
27
28
29

11
16

17

25

34

35

36
37

38
110*
16***
17***
2500*
34...

35***
367..
37***

38***0



TABLE A4.I

lorizoutal Traverse

DISTANCE FROM TANK WALL av (thermal)*
(in.)

On Bottom Plane of Graphite on North-South Centerline of Reactor

6 1.20 X 10-3
18 0.56

24 0.45

30 0.32

On Bottom Plane of Graphite from Tank W.ll Toward Hole No. 17

6 0.47 X 10-3
18 0.69

24 0.73

30 0.44

47 0.10

59 0.050

62 0.045

On Top Plane of Graphite from Tank Wall Toward Hole No. 17

6 0.14 X 10-3

18 0.22

24 0.21

30 0.24

47 0.071

59 0.049

62 0.047

*Normalized to 1 neutron/cm -sec at the center of the lattice.
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TABLE A4. J

Traverses Behind Kole No. 17 on Surface of Graphite

*Normalized to 1 neutron/cm2-sec at the center of the lattice.

511

n v (thermal)* NEGLECTING
DISTANCE BE'TEEN EPI[UIW FU!

(in.) WITHOUT STEEL WITH 4-in. STEEL

Vertical

Top 10 0.34 X 10-3 0.35 X 10-3

12 0.32 0.38

Centerline 12 0.32 0.42

10 0.30 0.33

Bottom 0.27 0.23

Horizontal

North 10 0.19 0.14

12 0.24 0.24

Centerline 12 0.32 0.41

10 0.43 0.53

South 0.52 0.73



After this unsuccessful attempt to measure fluxes in the concrete, the

barytes blocks were removed and the space behind the steel was filled with a block

of paraffin, 4 ft by 4 ft by 20 in. thick (Fig. A4.X), containing horizontal

and vertical slots for the exposure of large indium foils (25 sq cm). The

paraffin cube was surrounded by sheets of boron-tygon plastic and had addi-

tional paraffin (left after the concrete experiment) on' the north face and

underneath.

Figure A4.Y is a centerline traverse perpendicular to the steel thermal

shield through 18 in. of paraffin. It shows that leakage from the concrete

biological shield behind the paraffin distorts the attenuation curve as far

as the middle of the paraffin.

In Figs. A4.Z and AA horizontal and vertical traverses taken behind

various thicknesses of paraffin show the centerline traverse to be relatively

unaffected by leakage from the top and sides of the block, making Fig. A4.Y

useful through the first half of the curve. Many of the cadmium-covered foils

exposed in the paraffin showed essentially no activity above background and

are not plotted.

A4.5.8 Heat Production in Graphite. Thermal Shield, and Concrete. One

of the most important MTR design problems has been the determination of the

cooling requirements of.the graphite, thermal shield, and concrete portions

of the reactor structure. It was felt therefore that measurements of the

heat generation in these media in the Mock-Up were of particular importance

because once the reactor has been constructed major changes in the structure

will be impossible.

Measurements of this kind have been made for the beryllium reflector in

the critical experiments.(1S) For this purpose, small thimble-type ion

chambers were used; this method also was employed in the present experiments.

The chambers used were of three sizes, 10, 50, and 95 cm3 . Figure A4.BB

shows a typical design. A six-channel vacuum-tube electrometer circuit(19)

was used with the chambers, making it possible to minimize the time required

for the necessarily large number of measurements.

The chambers were calibrated by two independent methods: (1) against

radium and cobalt sources (in air), and (2) against asensitive liquid-nitrogen

calorimeter by comparison of heat generated in a graphite block inserted in

the ORNL graphite reactor with that calculated from ion chamber measurements

in a similar block.(20)
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FIG. A4.Z

HORIZONTAL TRAVERSE BETWEEN PARAFFIN AND STEEL

Points are saturated activity vs distance from the
south end of a block of paraffin placed behind
eight inches of steel.
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FiG.A4. AA

VERTICAL TRAVERSE BETWEEN PARAFFIN AND STEEL

Points are saturated activity vs distance below
the top of a block of paraffin placed behind

eight inches of steel.

Foils are Indium, 25 cm sq, 0 005 in. thick.
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Calibrations were made with air, CO 2, argon, and helium, but C02 was

used for the measurements, making it unnecessary to correct for ionization

by protons from the nitrogen (n,p) reaction. Constant flow of gas through the

chambers was supplied through the coaxial cables and connectors.

The method of measurement consisted simply of insertion of ion chambers

in the various holes provided in the graphite for this purpose (see Fig. A4.C)

and observation of the ion current with the reactor operating at a constant

power level. For the purpose of normalization, ion chambers in two holes

(8 and 13) were checked carefully against neutron (foil) measurements in the

core, and thereafter all measurements were referred to chambers in these holes.

In computation of the heat production, the ion chamber measurements have

been referred to a neutron flux of I neutron/cm 2 -sec at the center of the core.

Two major groups of measurements were made at various points in the

graphite reflector. In the first experiments the arrangement of the experi-

mental holes and tank thimbles was that of the first series of neutron-flux

measurements. The second series of ion chamber measurements corresponds to

the second series of neutron experiments. Tables A4.K and L and Figs. A4.CC,

DD, EE, and FF contain the results. These datahave been analyzed in ORNL

CF-50-7-86,

Measurements were also made in sections of barytes concrete which were

placed behind the simulated thermal shield. For this purpose a special chamber

with a polystyrene wall of 0.010 in. thickness was constructed. This modifi-

cation produced, in effect, an air-wall chamber, and it is believed therefore

that the measurements in concrete are probably correct within about 25%.

Typical results are shown in Fig. A4.GG.

A4.5.9 Attenuation of y-Rays Inside Reactor Tank. The top plug of the

MTh tank is designed so that it car be filled with lead to a maximum thickness

of 10 in. although the exact thickness required for shielding at 60,000 kw

was thought to be less than 10 in. An estimation of this thickness has been

obtained from measurements of y-ray attenuation in the Mock-Up tank with the

active lattice operating at approximately 270 watts.

Attenuation measurements were made with sensitive watertight ion chambers

along two vertical lines above the active lattice. Data are plotted in

Fig. A4.IKI and indicate a factor of e reduction in 29.5 cm. The discontinuity
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TABLE A4.K

Heat Production in Kid-plane, Graphite Reflector

HEAT PRODUCTION (watts/cm3 /unit neutron flux in core)

NORTHWEST THlMBLE CLOSED, NORTHWEST THIMBLE OPEN,
HOLE NO. CENTER THIMBLE OPEN CENTER THIMBLE CLOSED

11 2.4 X 10-18 2.8 x 10-18

12 8.2 7.5

13 36.3

15 6.1*

16 2.3* 3.8

17 1.9" (0.7) 4.2

18 2.95* (3.35) 6.0

19 (8.9)" (8.5) 11.6

20 32 29

21 74.5 70.5

22 68.0 71

25 0.85* (0.4) 0.75

26 1.07 1.3

27 2.3

28 5.0

29 7.55

30 53

34 0.23 0.36

35 0.31

36 0.52

37 0.96

38 1.1

44 445

45 155 185

46 380

*Steel sections, simulating thermal shield, behind graphite; parentheses
indicate no steel behind graphite.
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TABLE A4.L

Measured Heat production in TOP and Botto.

Planes of Graphite Reflector

HEAT PMUIUCTI( (watts/ci /unit neutron flux in core)

ROLE NO. 'IDP PLANE 6 in. EAN IThIM PLANE 6 in. ABOVE
1TOP GRAPHITE B WTIOM QAPHIT E

11

12

13

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

25

26

27

28

29

30

34

35

36

37

38

44

46

46

0.5 x 10-18

1.0

0.7

0.5

0.4

1.2

0.8

6.0

1.4

0.2

0.2

0.3

0.5

0.4

0.2

0.3

0.3

0.2

0.2

1.9

2.0

1.6

j___ _ 1

0.6

1.5

x Wig

1.5

1.0

0.4

1.0

3.0

7.0

8.65

0.2

0.5

0.8

1.14

1.4

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3

15

10.5

9.5
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of the curves, beginning at approximately 70 in. above the fuel, was studied

further with three horizontal traverses, plotted in Fig. A4.II. Traverse No. 1
clearly indicated an additional 7-ray source on the north side of the tank.

This source is explained by the construction of the graphite reflector and the

concrete shield as shown in Fig. A4.JJ. The graphite and the air space above

permit a high thermal flux to exist up to the 111-in. elevation. The capture

of these neutrons by the steel tank sections provides the additional 7-ray
source which disrupts the attenuation curves of Fig. A4.HH.

With these measurements it was possible to extrapolate the attenuation

lines to the top plug (elevation 234 in.). Normalization of this point to

60,000 kw indicated approximately 500 mr/hr, requiring a 6-in. thickness of

lead shot ir the top plug for adequate protection.

Complete details of this work are reported in OIL CF-50-8-85.(21)
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Appendix 5

BERYLLIUM

A5.1 CHEMICAL AND MECHANICAL TESTS

When it became evident in 1947 that the beryllium supply was to be

adequate, immediate tests were started to determine its corrosion resistance

and mechanical properties. The first beryllium* to become available was

extruded material, and most of the initial corrosion testing was done on this.

The corrosion-test procedures and preliminary results are fully described in

ORNL-298.(' This and later reports emphasize that the corrosion of beryllium

in simulated cooling water can be controlled to a lgrge extent by:

1. Controlling the amounts of impurities present in the metal
through improved processing techniques. Corrosion-test data
indicate that these impurities are a very important factor in

determining the corrosion resistance of this metal.

2. Controlling the quality of the demineralized water used as a
cooling medium. A water of high specific resistance is desired
as well as one relatively free from such detrimental ions as
chlorides, sulfates, copper, and iron.

In general, however, data presented in ORNL-298 and in ORNL-733(2)
indicate that the corrosion resistance of either extruded or hot-pressed

beryllium is such that no serious corrosion problems are to be expected. As a

result of the data in ORNL-733, the decision was made to use hot-pressed

beryllium for the MTh rather than extruded material because:

1. The hot-pressed method allowed the manufacture of large odd-
shaped pieces and hence reduced the stacking problem in the MTh.

2. Hot-pressed beryllium appeared then to have a somewhat better
corrosion resistance. It is now known that there is very little
difference between the two in this respect.

T'lhe following types of beryllium are mentioned in various reports:

1. Extruded beryllium.
2. Q.M.: Normal high-purity beryllium used to produce powder'for hot pressing into required shapes.
3. Q.R.M.: Recast from previous pressings of Q.M.
4. Q.M.V.: High-purity beryllium cast by a vacuum method into billets which are then pulverized into

powder for hot pressing. This method reduces the oxygen content and therefore reduces the beryllium
oxide. All the M'IR beryllium is Q.M.V. metal.
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A final report on the corrosion tests on beryllium is now in composition

and wil1 be issued sometime after March, 1951 as an ORNL report.

The mechanical tests on beryllium involved both machining tests and

calculation and experimental work on thermal stresses. An example of the

machining tests is given in ORNL CF-50-4-110,(3 ) which is a report on deep-

hole drilling in beryllium. As of Jan. 1, 1951 the machining of the MTR

beryllium had been 95% completed by the Y-12 Beryllium Shop with no major

difficulties encountered.

Some concern was felt that the temperature differentials in the beryllium

would be sufficient to set up stresses large enough to crack the metal blocks.

Calculations were made for blocks containing various sizes of cooling holes.

The results for the 3- by 3-in. beryllium bars with 3/16-in. axial cooling

holes (pieces labeled "A" in Fig. 2.2.A) are given in ORNL CF-50-6-9.(4

These calculations showed that for MTR operation at 30 megawatts the maximum

thermal stresses occurring are 12,000 psi at the surface of the bar and 4700

psi at the surface of the axial hole, well within the tensile strength of

beryllium.

To check these calculations, experiments) were performed in which

thermal stresses were set up in beryllium bars using the same basis of cal-

culation as above. It was found experimentally that the minimum stress at

failure for the hot-pressed beryllium was 28,200 psi, well above the value

obtained in MTR operation.

A5.2 MANUFACTURE AND SPECIFICATIONS OF NT BERYLLIUM

Since a full report on the method of manufacture and chemical analysis of

each piece of MTR beryllium is being prepared (Gregg, J. L., Beryllium for
the MTR, to be issued as an ONL report), only a brief summary and an example

of the chemical analyses will be given here.

All the beryllium for the MTR is being made by hot pressing of the powder

obtained from pulverizing vacuum-cast billets. The raw metal is refined and

then is melted and cast in vacuum. The castings are cut on a lathe, rolled,

and pulverized to produce particles that will pass through a 200-mesh screen.

This fine powder is put into dies and placed in a vacuum furnace at approxi-

mately 10500C and 100 psi pressure for 20 to 30 hr. When these pressings are

removed from the furnace, they are cut into rough shapes and shipped to Y-12

for final machining.
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The specifications set up for the rough sections of beryllium are given

in detail in ORNL CF-50-3-114.(6) These include chemical, corrosion, and

physical requirements and test -procedures. Since the chemical specifications

may be useful in future checking, they are given below.

The chemical composition of the beryllium shall be such that the
total danger summation (see Section A5.3) does not exceed 15 for all
impurities or elements other than boron, and the boron content shall
be below that which increases the total danger summation by 15. In
addition, the chemical composition shall be within the following
limits:

Free beryllium metal assay

Total carbon reported as Be2C

Aluminum

Cobalt

Copper

Iron

Lithium

Magnesium

Manganese

Nickel

Silicon

Silver

Zinc

98.0% min.

0.25% max.

1500 ppm max.

2 ppm max.

500 ppm max.

2000 ppm max.

3 ppm max.

3000 ppm max.

250 ppm max.

200 ppm max.

700 ppm max.

5 ppm max.

150 ppm max.

An example of how well the metal is meeting these specifications is

given in Table AS.A, which is an excerpt from the Beryllium Control Record

for one pressing of the MTh metal from which were obtained five "A" pieces

(see Fig. 2.4.A).
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TABLE A.A

SID's! PROUCT

SINIERING

MTE OF DIMU!NSI(HS OF WEIGHT OF CEMACFING 11TPERA- TIME PRESSWE RADIOGRAPH
PRESSING BLOCK (in.) LOCK (ib) FUNACE PIESSRE (psi) (0 C) (hr) ATMOSPHERE (A Hg) NO. DENSITY

7-14-50 41 x 21 x 3.6 211.6 Horizontal 125 1050 30% Vacuum 100 -. 855

ANALYSIS

( percent) ( Arta per million) -E M

Excl. Incl
Assay Be) Be2C Ag Al B Ca Cd Co Cr Ca Fe Li Mg Mm Ni Si Zn B B

Brush 99.45 1.03 0.20 -1 700 0.4 -10 -0.2 -1 73 80 900 -0. 50 88 85 380 -30 821 10.59

N.B. J'1 290 0.9 -20 D -1 180 27 980 -1 -15 100 -100 1500 -20 9 33 14.69

Remarks: Si over limit based on New B&unswick analysis.

AUTICAVE

PIECE WEIGHT PRESSURE TEMPERATURE TIME AIIRAVE

NO. (lb) (psi) ( C) (hr) No. PLACE GRADING CLIENTS DISPOSITION

A-14 26.03 550 t 30 250 t 5 96 1 Cleveland Excellent No visible All pieces shipped on
attack noticed 7-31-50 to Oak Ridge

A-15 26.08 550 t 30 250 t 5 96 1 Cleveland Excellent Sow nG/L No. 1A36B

A-16 25.86 550 t 30 250 t 5 96 1 Cleveland Excellent Same total weight 155.98 lb

A-17 26.02 550 t 30 250 t 5 96 1 Cleveland Excellent Same

A-18 25.90 550 t 30 250 t 5 96 1 Cleveland Excellent Same

A-19 26.09 550 t 30 250 t 5 96 1 Cleveland Excellent Same

01
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A5.3 DANGER COEFFICIENT AND TOTAL DANGER SUE (TDS)
AS APPLIED TO BERYLLIUM

The definition of danger coefficient is given in the Project Handbook

(CL-697, Chap. IV, p. 17) as follows "The danger coefficient of a sub-

stance is a measure of the ability of that substance to absorb thermal neu-

trons compared with the ability of some reference substance to absorb thermal

neutrons, or

_ 

i)=Si 
_ Nggi/A 
_ cri x A,

K,(i) ---- ,/ - (1)
S, Nocr,/A, 0, x A

where

K, = danger coefficient with respect to reference or standard
substance (usually natural uranium).

Si = effective area presented to neutrons by lg of impurity (cm2/g).

S, = effective area presented to neutrons by 1 g of reference sub-
stance (cm2/g).

N, = number of atoms in one mole of any substance (6.03 x 1023
atoms/mole).

A. = atomic weight of impurity (g/mole).

A,= atomic weight of reference substance (g/mole).

0ri = atomic cross-section of impurity for absorption of thermal
neutrons (cm2/atom).

o, = atomic cross-section of reference substance for absorption
of thermal neutrons (cm2/atom)."

The total danger sum (TDS) is defined as the value which is equal to the

sum of the products of the concentration of each impurity in a substance and

the danger coefficient for that impurity. It is used to determine whether the

total number of thermal neutrons absorbed by the material exceeds the al-

lowable absorption. For example, the MTh beryllium specifications call for a

maximum TDS of 30, which means that the increase in absorption of thermal

neutrons due to impurities in beryllium metal shall not be greater than 30%
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of the absorption due to beryllium alone. Since the cross-section of beryl-

lium is'0.01 barn, the allowable cross-section due to impurities cannot be

greater than 0.003 barn, giving a total absorption cross-section of no greater

than 0.013 barn.

The following example shows the calculation of danger coefficient and

TDS for boron in beryllium.(7)

Using formula (1) above,

Qi x A
Kj(i)

o x

For boron in beryllium,

K (B) = 705 x 9.02 = 58,800
0.01 x10.82

for the concentration of boron in beryllium expressed in percent, or 5.88 for

concentration in parts per million.

If we assume 0.0002% boron in beryllium, then the IDS is 58,800 X 0.0002

= 11.76. Similarly expressed as 2 ppm, 5.88 X 2 = 11.76.
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Appendix 6

FUEL ELEMENTS

A6.1 DEVELOPMENT

The active ingredient of the MTR, enriched uranium, is introduced as an aluminum alloy, rolled to sheet

form and clad on the edges and faces with 2S aluminum. The finished core dimension is to be 0.020 by 23.75 by

2.55 in. and is to be centered with respect to edges, ends, and faces. Dimensional details are given in Table

A6.A. Eighteen of these fuel plates are then furnace brazed to grooved aluminum side plates to form subassem-

blies. A cross-section of such an assembly is shown in Chap. 2, Fig. 2.2.A.

In preliminary work at Battelle Memorial Instituted') and later at

ORNL,( 2 ) it was shown that uranium-aluminum alloys containing up to 30%

uranium by weight could be cast and rolled without too much difficulty. Two

methods of alloying were studied. The direct method consisted in melting a

mixture of metallic uranium and metallic aluminum. In the reduction method,

some compound of uranium - UF 4 , U30, or U02 - was added to a bath of

melted aluminum, together with a flux (cryolite), where it was reduced by

excess aluminum. While the reduction method was used in fabrication of plates

for the MTR critical experiment, the direct method was the one finally adopt-

ed(3) because it was fast and produced a smaller volume of contaminated

wastes.

For cladding,( 4 ) the alloy was at first enclosed in an aluminum "picture

frame,"' another sheet of aluminum was wrapped over both frame and core, and

the assembly was hot rolled for a total reduction of 50%. The resulting

laminate usually developed large blisters at the trailing end of the sheet

(when tested by annealing for 1 hr at 900*F). This was considered to be the

result of a poor fit between core and frame; air entrapped in voids at the

core-frame interface became compressed during rolling. Frames for these first

rollings were made with hand tools and consequently were quite crude.

Later work at ORNL(s) showed that entrapment of air could be avoided if

the core and frame were blanked out with a punch and die, assembled) and then
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TABLE AG.A

Fuel Assembly Plates

Overall dimensions

Length, internal plates (in.-)

Length, external plates (in.)

Width, before curving (in.)

Thickness (in.)

Core dimensions

Length (in.)

Width (in.;

Thickness (in.)

Composition

U2 ss content per plate (g)

24-5/8 1/64

28-5/8 1/64

2.845 0.001

0.060 0.001

23% X

2.55 0.01

0.021 0.001

7.70 1%

Quality

Blister free
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hot rolled 50% prior to cladding. It was also shown( 6) that there was a

direct relationship between absolute humidity and blistering. During periods

of high humidity, about 8 x 10-4 lb/ft3 H2 0, very low yields of blister-free

plates were obtained. In addition to the obvious cure of air-conditioning the

working area, two solutions to this problem were found. Either vacuum an-

nealing of the clad plates or heating them, while coated with a slurry of

brazing flux, to 1100*F allowed the blister-forming gas (hydrogen(,)) to

escape.

The fuel subassembly went through three shape changes before the present

design was frozen. The first design conception was that of a spiral, about

3 in. in O.D. by about 30 in. long, made from a 0.060- by 27- by 30-in.

plate. An annulus of 0.120 in. between turns provided space for cooling

water. Since flow tests showed this type of assembly to be mechanically un-

stable, it was discarded. The second type consisted of a plate which was

folded back and forth with annuli of 0.120 in. between folds. This design was

discarded for two reasons: (1) The cladding became too thin on the outside of

the 1800 bends, and (2) there was mechanical instability during flow testing.

The third and final design consisted of narrow 3-in, curved plates brazed

to aluminum side plates with cooling annuli between the active plates. A

complete list of drawings concerned with the fuel assembly is given at the end

of this appendix.

A6.2 CONSTRUCTION OF PLATES

A full report on the fabrication of the active plates and assemblies is

being prepared,( 8 ) but, since this type of element is still new to the reactor

business, a brief summary of these operations is given here.

The flow sheet shown in Fig. A6.A shows that operations of melting,

rolling, punching, cladding, hydrogen removal, shearing, machining, and

forming take place in sequence. The ingots of U-Al alloy are made in batches containing 800 g of uranium, each

batch making two ingots. After being melted and thoroughly rinsed, the charge (usually aluminum, virgin ura-

nium, recycled U-Al alloy, and reject clad plates) is cast into the two graphite molds, forming ingots of about

4.5 by 8 by 11/4 in. usable size.
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After preheating, the ingots are rolled to a thickness of 0.250 in. and

width of 5 in. Using a double-acting punch and die, rectangular cores 2 by

2.35 in. with 1/8-in.-radius corners are blanked from the alloy slab. About

thirty cores are produced per ingot. Using the same punch and die, two holes

4 by 8 in. are punched in 0.245-in. aluminum, forming two picture frames into

which two cores are pressed. This assembly is preheated and rolled to 0.-125

in. thickness and then cut to allow individual handling of each core. Each

core and frame is then clad by insertion into 2S aluminum cover sheets 1/8 by

4 by 13 in.which are scratch-brushed and bent into a U shape with the scratch-

ed surface inside. The sandwich is then pressed flat and rolled.

In periods of high absolute humidity a considerable amount of hydrogen is

absorbed by the U-Al alloy during melting and hot rolling. When this is

present in sufficient quantities, it tends to collect at bond interfaces and

around UAI4 particles and cause blistering. To avoid this, it is necessary to

coat each plate with an alcohol slurry of brazing flux and heat to 1100F for

% hr. The dissolution of the oxide layer on the surface apparently allows the

hydrogen to escape.

After cold rolling, the exact location of the core in each plate is found

by fluoroscopic examination, and the plate is then marked and sheared to rough

plate dimensions. After being sheared, the plates are milled to finish dimen-

sions and again checked by X ray so that any plates with exposed cores can be

discarded. Finally, the milled plates are formed to a 5.5-in. radius in a

25-ton press.

Before further assembly, each plate is checked for longitudinal straight-

ness and correctness of lateral curvature. This is, of course, exceedingly

important because of the small clearance between the plates in the final as-

sembly.

A6..3 FABRICATION OF TE FUEL ELEENTS

As shown in the flow diagram (Fig. A6.A), fabrication of fuel elements is

a complex series of operations involving machining, furnace brazing, and arc

welding. A finished fuel subassembly has already been shown in Fig. 2.2.B; a

summary of the construction details follows.
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The grooved side plates are prepared by gang milling sheets of 2S alumi-

num of proper thickness. The inside ends of these side plates are milled to

provide proper fit for the end boxes, which are plug brazed into position.

Combs milled from Alcoa No. 12 braze-clad aluminum sheet are placed at each

end of the fuel assembly to aid in alignment and reinforcement at the center-

line.

Before final assembly, all parts except the fuel plates are carefully

cleaned by processing, as follows: (1) vapor degreasing, (2) air drying for

1 hr at 300*F, (3) acid dipping (10% HNO3 ), (4) water rinsing, and (5) air

drying as above. The fuel plates are degreased only.

In final assembly braze strips (silicon-aluminum alloy) are fastened to

the edges of the fuel plates by bending over the ends. The brazing strip is

then fluxed, and the fuel plate is inserted between the side plates, which are

held in a jig. After all plates are inserted and the combs are in place, the

jig is closed to put the side plates into correct position. The whole assembly

is then dried and charged into a box type electric furnace for preheating to

800*C. After being preheated, the assembly is placed in another furnace at

1100 C to accomplish final brazing.

After cooling, the assembly is carefully inspected for spacing, plate

curvature, overall dimensions and properly brazed joints. If the assembly

passes this inspection, the end adapters are inserted, aligned, and plug

welded into place ready for final machining.

The final machining determines the position of the fuel assembly bodies

relative to each other in the reactor core according to the bottom and top

supporting grids. The sequence of operations is as follows:

1. Sides. The plug welds are milled flush.

2. Top. A shaped cutter is used to mill the assembly body ends to
54-in.-radius flush with the surface of the top plate. This
operation trims theside plates and removes excess plug material.
About 2 in. from the end of the assembly body the cutter is
raised gradually and continues along the assembly length, provid-
ing a curved side plate edge.

3. Bottom. The bottom is prepared similarly by a second shaped
cutter.
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4. Top adapter. The assembly is aligned in a special machining
fixture, using the top and bottom plate centerline surfaces as
references. The sequence is:

a.

b.
Machining of cylindrical surface.

Machining of slot to fit a retaining ring for the
helical spring and beveled ring which will be fitted
later.

c. Machining of the inside to the required diameter.

d. Cutting away of excess metal at end.

e. Drilling of a 3/8-in. hole diametrically to provide a
grip for the assembly handling tools.

5. Bottom adapter. Using the same fixture as a guide, the various
bosses are milled to specification.
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Appendix 7

PROPERTIES OF SHIELDING MATERIALS

During the analysis of the MTR shield, the values shown in Table A7.A

were employed for the pertinent material properties

TABLE A7.A

L2 T p. fi

(cm-i) (cm2) (cm2) (g/cc) (cm)

Lead 0-45 11.1
Iron 0.235 1.7 7.85 9

Water 0.025 1.0

Barytes concrete 0110 350 3.5 8.2

*Asymptotic relaxation length for fission neutrons.

Some other useful information has been compiled in the balance of this

appendix. Two sets of curves entitled "Mass Absorption Coefficients"f are

included, both of which are taken from ORNL-421. Figures A7.A and B, com-

prising Supplement 1 to this report, give the macroscopic total cross-section

divided by density. Figures A7.C and D, which form Supplement 2, present

the macroscopic absorption cross section divided by density. In the latter

case, an averaged probability for energy absorption in Compton interaction has

been added to the photoelectric and pair cross-sections.

Table A7.B, a convenient summary of some declassified nuclear data, is

taken from "Thermal Neutron Cross Sections and Related Data" by H. R. Kroeger*

and is used with permission.

Figure A7.E presents the energy dependence of the same linear absorption

coefficients, based on the total cross-sections of some materials of particular
interest.

*Nucleonics, Vol. 5, No. 4, pp. 51-54, October, 1949.
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TABLE A7. B

Symbols which are undefined in the table are:

6 = average cosine of the scattering angle relative to the initial direction; aT = total microscopic cross-section for collision; S = microscopic

cross-section for a scattering collision; oM = microscopic cross-section for a transport collision; A = microscopic cross-section for an absorp-

tion collision.

Cross-sections for hydrogen and deuterium are for H and D atoms in combination with 0 (H 2 0 and D2 0). The density given for 86IRn is for liquid radon.

The atomic weights and densities are from "Handbook of Chemistry and Physics" (Chemical Rulber Publishing Co., Cleveland). The macroscopic cross
sections, mean free paths, slowing-down. powers, and moderating powers are based on thermal neutron cross-section data gathered from the following sources:

1. K. Way, G Haines, Thermal neutron cross sections for elements and isotopes, CL-33, 2/29/48.

2. E. Melkonian, L. J. Rainwater, W. W. Havens, Neutron beam spectrometer studies of oxygen, M-2554.

3. R. G. Nucholls, The total scattering cross-sections of deuterium and oxygen for fast neutrons, MDDC-37, 6/17/46.

4. K. Way, G. Haines, Tables of neutron cross-sections, MonP-405, 10/28/47 (supplement issued 4/20/48).

5. H. H. Goldsmith, H. W. Ibser, Neutron cross-sections of the elements, MUC-HHG-7, 12/5/45.

AtDeic ~ nsity Thermal (0.025 ev) Thermal (0.025 ev) Thermal (0.025 ev)
Atomic Neutron Cross-Sections Macroscopic Cross- Mean Free Path Slowing Moderating
Number N4SNu Alei ga Log Nuem Avgy Nog (o-) in barns Sections, 2 = oN cm Pawn Ratio

Atomic Pcc, pr cc (1-b) Energy -ow -R-a-i-o

Z Weight 20
0
C (x 10-24) Loss oT as A '- , Q Y S A Power .a

A 60 r Hg N s TA AN

1 H 1.008 .00008 .00005 .3329 1.0 46 46 15 0.32 140

1 D 2.0147 .00017 .00005 .6662 .7261 5.3 5.3 3.5 0

2 He 4.003 .00016 .000025 .8320 .4281 1 5 1.5 1.2 008 80

3 Li 6.940 .534 .0463 9031 .2643 66.5 1.5 1.4 65 3.1 .07 .07 3.0 .33 14 15 .33 .018 .006

4 B- 9.02 1.84 .1229 .9255 .2078 6.1 6.1 5.6 .0085 .75 .75 .69 .001 1.3 1.3 1.5 950 .156 150

5 B 10.82 2.535 .1411 .9379 .1756 719 3.8 3.6 715 100 .54 .51 100 .01 1.9 2.0 0.01 .094 .001

6 C 12.01 1.67 .0838 .9440 .1589 4.8 4.8 4.5 .0045 .40 .40 .38 .0004 2.5 2.5 2.6 2600 .064 170

7 N 14.008 .00116 .00005 .9520 .1373 11.7 10 9.5 1.7 .81

8 0 16.000 .00133 .00005 .9580 .1209 4.1 4.1 3.9 .001 500

9 F 19.00 .00158 .00005 .9646 1025 4 4 4 0.01 41

10 Ne 20.183 .00084 .000025 .9667 .0967 2.8

11 Na 22.997 .9712 .0254 .9708 .0852 4.5 4 4 0.45 .11 .10 .10 .011 8.8 9.8 9 8 88 .009 .76

12 Mg 24.32 1.741 .0431 .9724 .0807 3.0 2.7 2.6 0.3 .13 .12 .11 .013 7.8 8.6 8.9 77 .009 .73

13 Al 26.97 2.699 .0603 .9751 .0730 1.6 1.4 1.4 0.22 .097 .084 .084 .013 10 12 12 77 .006 .47

14 Si 28.06 2.42 .0519 .9760 .0702 2.5 2.3 2.2 0.2 .13 .12 .11 .010 7.7 8.4 8.8 96 .008 .81

15 P 30.98 2.34 .0455 .9783 .0637 4.4 4.1 4.0 0.3 .20 .19 .18 .014 5.0 5.4 5.5 73 .012 .87

16 S 32.06 2.0 .0376 .9790 .0616 1.4 1 1 0.4 .053 .038 .038 .015 19 27 27 67 .002 .15

17 C1 35.457 .00295 .00005 .9810 .0558 55 20 20 35 .032

18 A 39.944 .00166 .000025 .9832 .0497 3 2 2 1 .099

19 K 39.096 .87 .0134 .9828 .0507 4.0 1.5 1.5 2.5 .054 .020 .020 .034 19 50 50 30 .001 .030

20 Ca 40.08 1.54 .0231 .9832 .0495 4 3.5 3.4 0.5 .092 .081 .079 .012 11 12 13 86 .004 .35



TABLE A7..B (Cont d)

Density Thermal (0.025 ev) Thermal (0.025 ev) Thermal (0.025 ev)
Atomic Chem-cal (p) Nuclei A-g. Log Neutror Crass Sections Marozcop.c Cxros Mean Free Path Slowing M derat.^g
Number Name Atomic gm/cc, per :.. (1-bl Enw:gy (c-) .n barns Sections, E aN cm Down Ret i

Z Weight 20
0C (x 10 -24 -L0333 Power

A 760 mm Hg N PT TS aTR 0A T S TR 2 A T S .TR A NoSf gs/-A x

21

22
23

24

25
26
27

28
29
30

31
32
33

34

35

36

37
38

39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

48
49
50

51
52

53

54

45.10
47.90
50.95
52.01
54,93
55.85
58 94
58 69
63.57

65.38

69.72
72.60
74.91

78.96
79.916
83.7
85.48
87.63

88.92
91.22
92.91
95.95
99

101.7
102.91
106.7
107.880
112.41
114.76
118.7
121.76
127.61
126. 92
131 3

2.5

4.5
5.96

6.92
7.2
7.85
8.71
8.9
8.89
7.19

5,9
5.46
5.73
4.5

3.12
.00348
1.532
2.6
3.8
6.44

8.4
10.2

12.2
12.5
12.16

10.5
8.65
7.28
7.3
6.691
6.25

4. 94
00546

.0334

.0566

.0705

.0801

.0789

.0847

0890
0913

.0842

.0662

.0510

.0453

.0461

.0343

.0235
000025

.0108

.0179

.0257

.0425

.0545

.0640

.0723

.0732

.0686

.0586

.0463
.0382
.0370
,0331
.0295

.0234

000025 9949

9851
9860

.9868

.9871
9878
9880
9886

9885
9894
9897

,9904
.9907
.9910
.9915
.9916
.9920
.9921
.9923
.9924

*9926
.9928
.9930
.9932
,9934
.9935
.9937
9938

.9940

.9941

.9943
9945

,9947
,9947

.0441
0415

.0391

.0383
.0363
,0357
.0338
,0340
.0314
.0305
.0287
.0275
.0267
.0253
.0250

.0239

.0234

.0228

.0225

.0220

.0216

.0209

.0202

.0197

.0195

.0188

.0186

.0178

.0175

.0169

.0165

.0157

.0158

.0153

11
12

65
15 3

13.5
41
22
10.2

45

18
9
88
28
11.5
27

12.6
11.3

4.2

84

8.2
9.6

9

155
10.5

66

2500
192
4.6

9
9

10
37

6
7

4
2.3
11

5

17

7.2
36
16

6
4.5

13
5
27

12
9.5
3
8
7

7

6
6
4.5
6
6
2
4
4
5

3

6
7

4
2.3
11

5
17

71

3.6
16

66

45

13
5

27
12
9.4
3

8
7

7

6
6

4.5
6
6
2
4
4
5
3

22
5
45
2.5

13
2.5
36
4,5
3
0.9
2.2
2.8
4.3
15
6.5
0.05
0.6
1.8
1.2
0.4
1.2
2.6

3
149
6
60
2500
190
0.6
5
4
7

62

.85

52
1-2

1. 1
37
20

86

.30

.92

.41

.41

.96

.27

.14

.20

.11

.36

.45

.61

.65
11
.72
3.9
120
7.3
.17

.30

.27

,23

.34

.49
32
18

93
.45
1.6

61
.24
.82
.27
.21

.45

.12

,13

.17

.08

.34

.38

.45

.43

.44

.31

.35

.28

.08

.15

.13

.15
07

34

.49
32

18
93
45

16
60
24

.82
27

.21
.45

12

.13

.17

.08

.34
38
45

.43

.44

.31

.35
.28
,08
.15
.13
15

.07

.74

.28

.32
20

10
21

3.2
.41
.25
.060
.11

.13

.20

.52

.15

.006

.032

.031
.017
.065
.17

22

11

.41
3.5
120
7.3
.022
.17

.12

16

1.6
1.2
1.9
83

.88

.27

.50

12

3,4

1.1

2.5
2.5
1.0
3.7

7.4
5.0
9.3

2.8
2.2
1.6

1.5
.088
1.4
.26
.009
.14
5.9
3.4
3.8
4.3

2.9

2.0

3.1
5.5
1.1

2.3
.65
17

4.2
1.2
3.7
4.8
2.2
8.5

7.7
5.9
13

2.9
2.6
2.2

2.3
2.3
3.2
2.8
3.6
13
6.8
7.6
6.8
14

2.9

2.0
3.1

5.5
1.1
2.3
.65
1.7
4.2
1.2
3.7
4.8
2.2
8.5

77

5.9
13
2.9
2.6
2.2

2.3
2.3

3.2
2.8
3.6
13
6.8
7.6

6.8
14

1.4

3 5

32

5.0
.95
4.7

31
2.4
4.0
17

89

7.9

5.1
1.9

6.5

150
31

33

59
15
6.0

4.6

.092
2.4
.28
.009
.14

46

6.0
8.5

6. 1

.014

.019

.012

.007

.033

015
053

.019

.007

.023

.007

.006

.011

.003

.003

.004
,002
007

.008

.009

.009

.009

.006

.007

.005

.001

.003

.002
.002
.001

.050
061
061
006
16

.005

.13

.075

.12

.21

.059

.028

.022

.019
13

.47

.12

.057

.44

.13

.056

039

.001

.014

.002
0
0

.11

.013

.020

.007



TABLE A2.B (Cost' d)

Density Thermal (0.025 ev) Thermal (0.025 e7) Thermal (0.025 ev)
Atomic Chemical (p) Nuclei Avg. Log Neutron Cross Sections Macroscopic Cross Mean Free Path Slowing Moderating
Number Name Atomic p/'cc, per cc (1-b) Energy (o) in barns Sections, - oN cm Down Ratio

Z Weight 20*C (x 10-24) Loss Power (-T - P
A 760mm Hg N Ti ca OTR ?A T S TT A T1  A s ( s /A)X

- . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ TR -R __________ )A. . - - - ..........I........

55
56
57
58

59
60

61
62
63
64

65
66

67
68

69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80

81
82

83

84
85
86

Cs
BR

Ce

Pr

Nd

SM

a
Gd

lb
Dy

Ho
Er

Yb

Lii
Hf

Ta

W
ie
Pa

Ir

Pt
Au

Hg

Ti
Pb
Bi
Po
At

Wa

132.91
137.36
138.92
140.13
140.92
144.27
147
150.43
152.0
156.9
159.2
162.46
164.94
167.2
169.4
17304
174.99
178.6
180.88
183.92
186.31
190.2
193.1
195.23
197.2
200.61
204.39
207.21
209.00
210
211
222

1.873
3.78
6.15
6.9
6.475
6.96

7.7
5.24
7.94
8.33
8.56
8.76
9.16
9.34
7.01

9.74
11.4
16.6
19.3
20

22.48
22.42
21.37
19.3
13.546
11.86
11.347
9.8

4.4

.0085

.0166

.0267

.0297
0277

.0291

.0308

.0208

.0305

.0315

.0317

.0320
.0330
.0332
.0244
.0335
.0384

.0553

.0632

.0647

.0712

.0699

.0659

.0589

.0407

.0349

.0330

.0282

.0119

.9949

.9951

.9952

.9952

.9952

.9953

.9954

.9955

.9956

.9957

.9958

.9959

.9959

.9960

.9960

.9961

.9962

.9962

.9963

.9963

.9964
9965
.9965

.9966

.9966

.9966

.9967

.9968

.9968

.9968

.9968

.9970

.0151
.0146
.0145
.0143
.0142
.0139
.0137
.0134
.0132
.0128
.0126
.0124
,0122
.0120
.0119
.0116
.0115
.0113
.0111
.0109
.0108
.0106
.0104
.0103
.0102
.0100
.0098
.0097

.0096

.0096

.0095
.0091

50
9.3

28
29

15
100

8900
6000
40000

1200
65
200
120
60
170
125
25
23

98
32

464
18
102
415

12
8
6.5

24
8

20
23

5

5

20

30

20
5
5
13
15
14
10
6.5
15

9
8
6.5

24
8

20
23
5

5

20

30

20

5
5
13
15
14

10
6.5
15

9
8
6.5

26
1.3
8

6
10

60

8900
6000
40000
10
1200
60

100

140
105
20
18

85
17
450
8

95
400
3
0.2
0.015

.43

.15

.75

.86

.42
2.9

270
120
1200

38
2.1
6.6
4.0
1.5
5.7
4.8
1.4
1.5
6.3
2.3
32
1.2
6.0
17

.42

.26
.18

.20

.13

.53
.68
.14

.16

.66

1.0
.77
.28
.32
.84
1.1
.98
.66
38

.61

.31

.26
.18

.20

.13

.53

.68

.14

.16

.66

1.0
.77
.28
.32
.84
1.1
.98
.66
.38
.61
.31
.26
.18

.22

.022

.21

118
.28

270
120
1200
.32
38

1.9

3.3

4.7
4.0
1.1
1.1
5.5
1.2
31
.53
5.6
16
.11
.007

.0004

2.4
6.5
1.3
1.2
2.4
.34

.004

.008

.001

.026

.48

.15

.25

.69

.18

.21

.73

.69

.16

.44

.031

.84

.17

.059
2.4
3.8
5.5

4.9
7.5
1.9
1.5
7.2

6.3

1.5

1.0
1.3
3.6
3.2
1.2
.94
1.0
1.5
2.6
1.6
3.2
3.8
5.5

4.9
7.5
1.9
1.5
7.2

6.3

1.0
1.3
3.6
3.2
1.2
.94
1.0
1.5
2.6
1.6
3.2
3.8
5.5

4.5
46

4.7
5.6
3.6

.004

.008

.001
3.2

.026

.52

.30

.21

.25

.90

.88

.18

.83

.032
1.9
.18
.061
9.5
150
2400

.003

.022

.008

.010

.002

.002

008

.012

.009

.003

.003

.009

.011

.010

.007

.004

.006

.003

.003

.002

.014

.090

.036

.055

.007

.001

.002

.002
.002
.003
.003
.002
.009

0
.013
.001

0
.029
.39

4.2



TABLE A7.B., (Cont, d)

Name
Chemical

Atomic
Weight

A

Density
(p)

gm/cc,
20C

760 mm Hg

Nuclei
per cc
(x 10-24)

N

(1-b)
Avg. Log
Energy
Loss

f

normal (0.025 ev)
Neutron Cross Sections

(o) in barns

Pr s6 TR

Thermal (0.025 ev)
Macroscopic Cross
Sections, = o=N

T U ITR

87 Fr 223 .9970 .0090
88 Ra 226.05 5 .0133' .9970 .0089

89 Ac 227 .9970 .0089
90 li 232.12 11.5 .0298 .9971 .0087
91 Pa 230.9 .9971 .0087
92 U 238.07 18.7 .0473 .9972 .0084
93 Np 237 .9972 .0085
94 Pu 239 9972 .0084
95 Am 241 .9972 .0083

% On 242 9972 .0083

Thermal (0.025 ev)
Mean Free Path

cm

Q TR

Atomic
Numberz

cC."
a"

Slowing
Down
Power
Nse

Moderating
Ratio

( -A))x f



Appendix 8

SHIELDING CALCULATION AIDS

The data in Figs. A8.A through F are included with the expectation that

they may be of service in reading Section 4.6.3 as well as in connection

with the solution of other problems. The nomenclature employed in the figures

is presented in the following tabulation.

The shield is presumed to consist of one or more slabs of thickness t,

t2, t3, ... The source elements are assumed to be isotropic emitters.

The following symbols are used:

OE = undirected energy flux (Mev/cm 2 -sec)

E = energy of the primary y rays (Mev)

B = build-up factor to correct for multiple scattering

Q0= source strength of a point source (y rays/sec)

QL = source strength of a line source (y rays/cm-sec)

QA = source strength of a plane source (y rays/cm2-sec)

QV = source strength of a volume source (y rays/cm3-sec)

ARy ;/ ,, y2 = absorption coefficients of receptor; source; shield (cm' 1 )

b1 = p 1 t 1 + p2t2 +.-.

b2 = b, + y, Z
b23= b 1 +/ALZ

b3 = b, +ph

Z = effective self-absorption distance (cm)

C = radius of disk or cylindrical source (cm)

1., a, h, d = dimensions as indicated (cm)

co

Fo(b) = J e_' dy

y
b
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Fl(b) = b f
b

e -Y

y2

F(O, b) = e-6 sec dq5

0

Note: F,(0) = 1

Note: F(0,0) = (in radians)
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Appendix 9*

PNEUMATIC RABBITS

A9.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED RE-ENTRY SHUTTLE SYSTEM

The layout of the re-entry shuttle system is shown in Figs. A9.A and B.

The equipment provides for the introduction of the shuttles into the system in

the basement and provides a means of propelling them to the inner end of the

rabbit tube. After a predetermined irradiation time in the reactor, they are

expelled either to the laboratories or to an unloading station in the basement.

The major components of the system are a loading terminal, a shock absorber, a

transfer unit, a laboratory selector, and unloading terminals. An electric

circuit provides timing and operation of the solenoid-operated valves that

control the flow of air and motion of the shuttle through the system.

The loading terminal provides the means for insertion of the loaded

shuttle into the system. Two "S" bends in the section within the reactor

structure reduce the streaming of radiation outward through the tube. The

shuttle is stopped at the active lattice by a pneumatic shock absorber. After

irradiation the shuttle is propelled out of the reactor to the transfer unit,

from which it is sent either to the unloading terminal in the basement or to

the laboratory selector. If sent to the laboratory selector, it is then

directed to the unloading terminal in any one of the four laboratories provided

with this facility.

A9.2 PROPOSED EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES FOR RE-ENTRY SHUTTLE SYSTEM

The following items are included in the design of the re-entry shuttle:

1. Rabbit tube HR-2.

2. Remotely operated solenoid valves to control direction of air flow
in pressure and vacuum lines.

3. Electric air-controlled gate valve to permit passage of shuttle
and to isolate the laboratory system from the reactor propelling
pressure system.

*ANL contribution.
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4. Loading terminal.

5. Shuttle transfer unit.

6. Laboratory selector.

7. Shock absorber to position re-entry shuttle.

8. Electric timing device.

9. Monitoring device to determine flux at center of shuttle tube.

The more important items in this list are discussed in the following paragraphs.

A9.2.1 Rabbit Tube. The proposed layout of the pneumatic shuttle system

is shown in Fig. A9.A. The shuttle tube begins at an inlet air valve on the

west wall of the reactor in the basement, continues around the south wall,

passes up through the first floor of the Reactor Building, and enters the

reactor face approximately 1 ft 10 in. east of the reactor north-south center-

line at an elevation of approximately 98 ft 10 in. In the concrete shield it

makes an offset bend and passes through the graphite and reactor tank approxi-

mately 1 ft 3 in. east of the reactor north-south centerline at an elevation

of approximately 99 ft. Beyond the graphite, the tube again makes an offset

bend to emerge from the north wall of the reactor in a location similar to its

entry point in the south wall. From here it bends down through the floor and

continues along the basement ceiling to the other inlet valve at the west wall.

In the recesses in the north and south reactor faces at the first floor level,

the curved sections of tubing are equipped with quick-lock couplings to

facilitate their removal. The quick-lock couplings provide a ready means for

disassembling the shuttle tube when it is desired to insert the shock absorber

into the reactor or withdraw it into a coffin. The shuttle tube through the

reactor tank and the thermal shield is constructed of aluminum. Beyond the

reactor structure the section that is utilized by the shuttle is stainless

steel, but the other sections are constructed of copper tubing.

A9.2.2 Electric Air-controlled Gate Valve. An electrically operated air-

controlled gate valve, located between the shuttle transfer unit and the

laboratory selector, separates the system into two sections and stops the flow

of air into the laboratory while the shuttle is propelled into the reactor,

irradiated, and expelled.

The laboratory section consists of the laboratory selector and the four

tubes that terminate in separate laboratories. At each unloading terminal a
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line to the contaminated-air system withdraws any air that is discharged from

the shuttle tube during the delivery or unloading of a shuttle. This is a

precaution to prevent escape of contaminated air into the laboratory building.

A9.2.3 Shuttle Transfer. The shuttle transfer design is illustrated in

Fig. A9.C. The transfer unit consists of a housing that encloses the transfer

tube, indexing gear, and guide disk. Four tie rods unite these parts into a

single unit. Both the section of the tube connected to the laboratory selector

and the section of tube leading from the loading station fasten to the gear

end of the housing. At the other end a single tube leads to the reactor.

The shuttle transfer unit and the indexing mechanism, connected by means

of an arrangement of bevel gears and shafting, provide for the indexing of the

shuttle tube. One-third of a revolution of the indexing handle rotates the

transfer unit through an angle of 1800.

A9.2.4 Laboratory Selector. No drawings have been prepared for the

laboratory selector unit as its construction will be very similar to the

shuttle transfer unit. It differs only in the arrangement and number of tubes

required for servicing the laboratories. The selector can be located close to

the transfer unit or it can be set up at some convenient location in the

laboratory building.

A9.2.5 Shock Absorber. Experiments which require that the shuttle be

delivered in a very short time, % sec or less, need a special shock absorber

to stop the shuttle. A suitable design, illustrated in Fig. A9.D, has been

engineered from the standpoint of high speed, adequate cooling, and ease of

insertion and withdrawal. It consists of a series of alternate sections of

bellows and straight tubes, approximately 12 ft long and fastened to the shock

absorber body, to provide the means for insertion and location of the shock

absorber in the shuttle tube. Three openings formed between the shock absorber

and the inside diameter of the shuttle tube provide the space for the passage

of cooling air when the shuttle rests against the shock absorber. They also

form the small orifices that restrict the flow of air when the large orifice

is closed during the slowing down of the shuttle. The large orifice is formed

by the seat and the beveled surface of the valve. When the valve is open the

larger portion of the air flows through the valve opening and then out the

portholes to mix with the air flowing through the small orifices. The air

continues to flow in the annulus formed between the body diameter and the
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inside surface of the shuttle tube. Three holes located in the body in front

of the bellows permit the air to divide into two streams, one flowing inside

and the other outside the bellows. A spring enclosed in a sealed chamber in

the shock absorber body holds the valve open until the pressure of the air in

front of the shuttle overcomes the spring force. After the valve closes a

greater pressure is required to force the air displaced by the shuttle through

the small orifices. This increase in pressure acts as a retarding force to

slow down and stop the shuttle. When the shuttle depresses a spring-backed
button secured in the valve head, an electrical circuit for controlling the

shuttle timing device is completed. The wires for the timing device enter

through connections at the removable section of the shuttle tube. One wire is

grounded to the flexible tubing and the other continues through the bellows

and terminates at the electrical terminal mounted in an insulation bobbin that

is pressed into the shock absorber body. The electrical circuit is completed

by means of a spring, a plunger, and a rod that is secured in an insulation

bushing mounted in the valve.

The parts that comprise the shock absorber should be made as light as

possible in order to minimize the heat generated by gamma absorption. A

continuous flow of air at the rate of 0.04 lb/sec is required to cool the

shuttle and shock absorber.

A9.2.6 Delivery Stations and Delivery-station Shock Absorbers. Speed

of delivery of the shuttle to the laboratory may be of prime importance; hence

the delivery velocities may be high and adequate shock absorbing means must be

provided at the delivery stations. For this purpose conventional pneumatic

dash -pot. delivery stations can be used, since heating due to nuclear reactions

is not involved. In general these consist merely of a 3-ft blind length of

tubing beyond the exit for the propelling air. Suitable doors are provided to

remove the shuttles after delivery. The doors should not be opened until the

delivery air has been shut off (by automatic timing of the delivery cycle),

thereby placing the delivery stations under a slight vacuum.

A9.2.7 Pneumatic Driving System. The incoming air from the plant air

compressor is cleaned, filtered, and dehumidified before it enters the

accumulator tank. A relief valve controls the maximum pressure in the tank.

A pressure regulator controls the pressure of the air prior to its entry into

the pneumatic shuttle system through the solenoid-operated valves that govern
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the direction of air flow. A secondary solenoid valve controls the flow of

air after the shuttle transfer has been rotated and also when it is desired to

transfer a shuttle to a laboratory. Solenoid valves at the extremities of the

shuttle tube control the direction of the air after it has passed through the

reactor and prior to its entering theireactor cooling-air exhaust duct. These two
valves remain open except during a charging operation. A relief valve governs

the maximum pressure allowed in the exhaust line during charging of a shuttle.

A solenoid valve permits the escape of gas when the shuttle transfer tube has

been rotated to the laboratory position.

AS.2.8 Vacuum System. Both ends of the shuttle tube are connected,

through solenoid-operated valves, to a single pipe which terminates at the

reactor cooling-air exhaust duct. Since the exhaust duct is under vacuum and

the valves are normally open, one or both ends of the shuttle tube are always

under a vacuum. This tends to clear the shuttle tube of dust particles and

simplifies the periodic purge required to clear the lines. Vacuum leak lines,

continually open to the exhaust line that leads to the reactor cooling-air

exhaust duct, place the loading terminal and the shuttle transfer unit under a

continuous negative pressure and provide against leakage of contaminated air

into the Beactor Building.

Vacuum exhaust connections for the through shuttles are provided at the

face of the reactor for the convenience of experimenters in setting up their

equipment. These are part of the experimental services normally provided at

all beam hole facilities.

A9.3 OPERATION OF BE-ENTRY SCUTTLE SYSTEM

Prior to delivery of a shuttle to the reactor, the pneumatic shuttle

system is under a slight vacuum since the solenoid valves at the ends of the

shuttle tube are open to the reactor cooling-air exhaust system. The sequence

of operations that take place during the delivery of a shuttle can be better

understood by reference to Fig. A9.B.

Shuttles prepared for delivery to the reactor are introduced into the

system at the loading terminal. After the cover is secured, the operator

presses a switch which automatically closes all valves in the vacuum lines and
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opens the solenoid valve in the pressure line to admit the air that propels

the shuttle. The incoming air, metered through an orifice, increases the

pressure in the section of pipe between the shuttle and the orifice, and drives

the shuttle against the shock absorber at the center of the reactor. The air

in front of the shuttle is compressed since it is not permitted to escape.

The pressure continues to build up and eventually overcomes the spring force

that normally holds the shock absorber valve open. With closure of the valve

the flow area at the body section is reduced to that of the three small

openings formed between the shock absorber body and the inside of the shuttle

tube. This decrease in orifice area increases the pressure required to dis-

charge the air displaced by the shuttle. The volume of air displaced is a

function of the pressure and the velocity of the shuttle. In an effort to

reach a state of equilibrium, the pressure acts as a retarding force on the

shuttle. The maximum pressure build-up in the low-pressure section of the

line is limited by a relief valve. When the shuttle contacts the shock

absorber, an electrical circuit is completed which simultaneously operates an

electric timing device and opens the solenoid valve that permits the gas to

escape into the reactor cooling-air exhaust system. The steady flow of air

through the tube cools the shock absorber and shuttle.

If the shuttle is to be sent to the laboratory, the shuttle transfer

tube is rotated to the laboratory position during the time interval in which

the shuttle is irradiated. Rotation of the shuttle transfer tube automatically

closes the solenoid valve that has been supplying the air to propel and cool

the shuttle and, after a fraction of a second delay, opens the solenoid valve

in the air-supply line that by-passes the shuttle transfer unit. This now

provides the air necessary to cool the shuttle and the shock absorber.

At the end of a preset exposure time for the shuttle, the electric circuit

in the timing device is broken. This automatically reverses the solenoid

valves that control the direction of air flow, thereby expelling the shuttle.

At the same time, the solenoid valve on the vacuum side of the transfer unit

opens to permit the air in front of the shuttle to discharge into the reactor

cooling-air exhaust system. After a delay period, to ensure that the shuttle

is beyond the transfer unit, the valve in the vacuum line closes and the

shuttle transfer by-pass air-supply valve opens to drive the shuttle to the

unloading terminal in the laboratory. After a suitable time delay to ensure

delivery of the shuttle and to purge the system, the valves in the vacuum line

open automatically. The unloading terminal cover can then be opened and the

shuttle removed. The air-supply valve can still be open to permit a flow of

air to cool the shock absorber.
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A9.3.1 Pressure Drop. When the shuttle is positioned at the center of

the reactor by the shock absorber, an approximate pressure drop of 38 lb/sq

in. is required to force 0.04 lb of air per second through the shuttle tube.

This is equivalent to 31.8 cfm of air at 70*F and atmospheric pressure of 14.7
lb/sq in.

A9.3.2 Anticipated Operating Curves. The curves shown in Fig.. A9.E are

not to be construed as the actual representation of the air pressures in the

tube and the velocities of the shuttle. They merely indicate a trend and are

helpful in understanding some of the problems in designing the mechanism for

propelling and slowing down the shuttle in the pneumatic system.

The propelling force starts at the pressure produced by the vacuum in the

reactor cooling air system.. A constant supply of air into the chamber in-

creases the pressure behind the shuttle and drives it to the center of the

reactor. The maximum pressure is reached when the shuttle velocity and the

speed of the incoming air in the tube are equal Maximum acceleration also

occurs at this point.. A decrease in the propelling pressure occurs when the

shuttle travels faster than the air velocity in the tube.. This is due to the

volume behind the shuttle increasing at a greater rate than the build-up in

pressure.

During the driving of the shuttle, no air is permitted to escape through

the exhaust valves. The travel of the shuttle compresses the volume in front

of the shuttle and thereby increases the back-pressure. The difference between

the propelling pressure and the back-pressure is the unbalanced pressure that de-

creases the acceleration. This continues until the two pressures are equalized,

at which time the. acceleration becomes zero and the velocity becomes a maximum.
Further increase in back-pressure results in deceleration of the shuttle.

When the pressure in front of the shuttle overcomes a spring force in the

shock absorber, the valve closes.

After the valve closes, a greater pressure is required to force the air,

displaced by the shuttle, through the small orifices between the shock absorber

body and shuttle tube. This accounts for the sharp rise in the back pressure

curve, the increase in deceleration, and the decrease in shuttle velocity.

It should be noted that the velocity is practically zero when the shuttle is

approximately 8 in. from its stop. The shuttle continues to stall until the

propelling and back-pressure are again equal, at which time the shuttle is
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forced against the shock absorber valve head. The pressure in back of the

shuttle then increases until the steady flow required to cool the shuttle and

shock absorber is attained.

A9.3.3 Shuttle Material. Some of the characteristics of an ideal shuttle

material are (1) low-activation cross-section, (2) low density, (3) high

thermal conductivity, (4) stability to radiation, and (5) structural strength.

The first property is desirable to prevent the carrier's becoming active

enough to require shielding during the unloading operation. Materials that

satisfy this requirement are electrolytic iron, beryllium, zirconium, carbon,

polystyrene, and bakelite.

Of the preceding materials, iron is attractive with respect to thermal

conductivity, stability to radiation, and structural strength, but, because of

its density, it has a high rate of gamma heat generation that introduces cooling

difficulties. However, the cooling problem can be minimized by limiting the

weight of the carrier to approximately 12 g. For a 3-in.-long shuttle, the

maximum wall thickness would then be 0.01 in. An additional restriction on

the use of iron is that in order to limit the induced activity to tolerable

values it must not contain appreciable quantities of manganese.

The use of beryllium or zirconium would permit a larger wall thickness

for a given weight carrier. The activity of these elements is controlled by

the impurities aluminum and hafnium.

Some of the plastics are promising, but the inherent low thermal con-

ductivity makes cooling of the sample difficult. Information on the effects

of radiation on plastics is rather incomplete at this time. However, from

experiments made with low neutron fluxes, it appears feasible to use bakelite

and polystyrene as shuttle materials.

A9.3 4 Cooling of the Shuttle. The cooling required by the loaded

carrier is a function of the total mass and the desired maximum temperature.

Since it may become necessary to irradiate samples that have a low decomposition
temperature, such as hydrocarbons, the cooling system should be capable of

limiting the maximum sample temperature to approximately 300F. In addition,

the use of a plastic carrier would limit the temperature to a similar maximum.

It is estimated that the upper limit on the mass of a loaded shuttle will be

25 g. To cool this shuttle and the shock absorber with air, a flow of 0.04

lb/sec is required. This value is based on a heat transfer area of 9.6 sq in.

with a 3-in.-long carrier.
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A9.3.5 Shielding. The exposure hazards in the shuttle system will be

from activation of the propellant gas or the sample and carrier. Computations

indicate that no permanent shielding will be required to satisfy health physics

requirements, and temporary shielding will be adequate when needed to provide

instrument background.

The air used as a propellant will contain active argon, 'nitrogen, and

oxygen. To prevent the escape of active air it is necessary for the parts of

the system that operate at a positive pressure to be leakproof.

A9.3.6 Use of Air vs. CO2 for Propellant. Air is used as a medium to

drive the pneumatic shuttle in and out of the reactor. It was selected because

it is economical to use as a cooling medium for the sample and shock absorber.

A comparison of CO2 and air made on the basis of cost and radiation hazard

indicates that air is preferable. The inherent disadvantage of air is the

formation of 110-min argon.. However, the exhaust lines in the proposed shuttle

system will operate at a negative pressure so that the escape of active argon

is not likely

The exposure at the surface of a 1-in. shuttle tube containing active

exhaust air is calculated to be 0.02 r per 8 hr. At short decay periods no

decrease in exposure can be realized through the use of CO2 because the

significant fast flux at the shuttle tube gives appreciable O'(n,p)N1 '

activity.
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A9.5 REFERENCE DRAWINGS

DWG. NO. TITLE

BKC -3150 538-1 through 10 HR-1 and HR-2 - Rabbit Tubes

BKC-3150 540-1 through 5 HR-3 and HR-4 - Rabbit Tubes
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Appendix 10

HYDRAULIC RABBITS

The hydraulic rabbit system for the MTR consists of two 1-in.-I.D.

vertical tubes through the east end of the beryllium reflector (see Beryllium

Layout, Figs. 2.4.A and B) and al.310--in.-I.D. tube through each of the

regulating rod holes not in use.

The following description of the system is a tentative proposal for the

design. The final design of the system may vary somewhat from this pre-

sentation, but the overall principles will be the same.

The proposed system is shown in Fig. AlO.A. Shuttles from the laboratory,

after being sealed, are lowered into the loading chute and pushed through

valve C into the loading chamber. Valve C is then rotated into the insertion

position and valve B is opened, permitting the rabbit shuttle to be driven to

the top of the reflector where an orifice acts as a scop. (The shuttle can be

stopped lower than this by insertion of appropriate dummies ahead of it.)

When the irradiation is finished, the demineralized-water flow is decreased

until the shuttle falls into the canal. This occurs when the demineralized"-

water flow into the reactor is so low that resistance of the shuttle to the

flow is not sufficient to overcome gravity. With valve A closed, it is

possible to discharge the shuttle into a bucket type coffin in the canal

without letting any great volume of active water get into the canal. Since

valve A is normally an open solenoid valve, it will not trap the shuttle in

case of power failure but will allow it to fall into the canal.

Vertical holes in the upper support casting, in line with the rabbit

tubes, permit the use of a long rod for pushing any shuttle which might stick

above the canal.

The actual design of the shuttle is., of course, best done by the MTR

operator or the experimenter. If a shuttle design similar to that of the

hydraulic rabbit system of the X-10 reactor is used, the tubes should have a

minimum radius of curvature of 48 in. The rabbit tube positions at the east

end of the reflector will accommodate 1.190-.in.--O.D. tubes, and the regulating

rod holes will accommodate 1.500--in.-0,D. tubes. The inside diameters of

these tubes have been set at 1.000 in. end 1.310 in., respectively.
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Demineralized water at 75 psi will be available at the rabbit canal, and

approximately 5 gal of water per minute past the shuttle will be necessary for

cooling. No shock absorbers are provided, but speed of insertion can be

easily regulated by the demineralized-water flow.
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